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The Concordance Base material for Paul’s 1st Letter to Timothy 
     (Issue: 06 Feb. 2010)     1st Rev. 22 Dec. 2013      2nd Rev. 22 Sept 2015     3rd Rev. 20 Mar. 2021 
 
The Aim of this document is to:- 

1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus,  repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  “mystique and mystery”  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus,  bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this most faithful translation. 
 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  “wise and 
sophisticated”  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  “master”  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/wellbeing  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 28 “allegories” to the 29 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should be 
classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings) –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 
 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus, personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping, and thus,  renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).    
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus,  loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within  “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us –  there is no escape –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus,   The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  
is  (1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus,  more applicable today,  (2) the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
Paul’s 1st letter to Timothy:       Issue date: 02 Aug 2007 
     (Revised: 29 Jan. 2010)    2nd Rev.  18 Dec. 2013    3rd Rev. 22 Sept 2015    4th Rev. 20 Mar. 2021 
 
1st Comment – Paul is declaring himself to be an apostle  (demonstrated by his fidelity to  “The Knowledge”). 
1st Instruction – Only Yahweh appoints apostles  (“appointed to tell” thus holy, hence TCs)  -  no human is able! 
1st Reasoning – Paul knows there to be  two  Entities,  and Both exist at the time of writing –  else why the separation? 
2nd Instruction – JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  of which we are to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 
Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  
“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  
“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 
TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 
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2nd Reasoning – The TC has  “The Anticipation/Expectation”  of JC’s coming at the 1st 2nd C and thus chooses to imitate 
his  ministry/lifestyle  for  “The Anticipation/Expectation”  of being  “The Heirs” –  just as JC did during his ministry. 
3rd Reasoning – TCs can look to God  (as their adopting Father, Yahweh)  as  Saviour/Deliverer  because they have 
already been accepted as future  “Sons of God”  with guaranteed everlasting life.  But non-TCs (virtually everyone)  look 
to JCg as our saviour over “The 1st Death” and  his judgement of us in The Millennium  (see “Harvest” in glossary). 
1Tim.  1v1 og (The) Paul  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell}   
1Tim.  1v1 og (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh Saves}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) 
1Tim.  1v1 og (the) injunction/decree/authority/commandment  (of the) God  (the) deliverer/saviour  {of/from us},   
1Tim.  1v1 og also  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh Saves}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  
1Tim.  1v1 og of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  {of/from us}. 
1Tim.  1v1 = The Paul  the apostle/{appointed [by Yahweh, and not the world] to tell} 

of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  according to  the  command/decree  of the  God (Yahweh)  our  saviour/deliverer,   
also  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  of our  anticipation/expectancy/confidence. 

 

Paul the apostle of the Anointed Jesus   (“The Goal of Anointing”  set by JC for us to become a future  “Son of God”  [of which he  was/achieved]) 
               (“The Goal”  set/achieved  by JC that yielded a resurrection from a  “DNA fleshly body”  to a  “heavenly/celestial  body”), 
(Paul operating)  according  (entirely)  to the command of the God  (Yahweh) 
our (TCs’)  Saviour   (inasmuch,  Yahweh chooses to resurrect the 144000 TCs into incorruptible bodies that cannot die –  thus  guaranteed “life”), 
also of the lord/master   (as “The Word of God”  controlling the mind of a  repentant/humble/obedient  mind  [and thus,  not  a  worldly “leader”]) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (JC became  “The Means”  to make available  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”  possible for 144000 TCs) 
of our  (TCs’)  Expectation   (being that if we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then we too,  may  be part of  The Anointing by Yahweh) 
 

Paul declares,  he is an apostle of JC and has been appointed by Yahweh to tell The World of  “The Real Gospel” that JC gave to us.   
Several things can be gleaned from that sentence. 

1. Paul was  not  appointed by The World to tell  (with a  worldly  doctorate given by The World to self-indulge The World).   
But rather,  like JC with utter humility,  chose to be wholly subordinate to what Yahweh  decreed/commanded  of him  (thus a faithful 
servant to The Master)! 

2. Contrary to what we are errantly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  JC’s death was  not  The Gospel,  but actually a part of it –  
being  “The Means”  to make  “The Real Gospel”  become a reality  (the clue to this understanding is the disciple’s  concern  when JC 
mentioned his imminent murder on his last journey back to Jerusalem  [Matt.16v23, Mark.8v33] –  JC  must  have been teaching  
something else  during the 3 years earlier,  to the  same  people for  three continuous days  [Mark.8v2-3]). 

3. What JC offered as  The Example/Exhibit  (of  “The Office”  of  “The Anointed”)  and thus became our  (TCs')  anticipation/expectation 
of what is possible – provided we precisely imitate him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)   
It should be noted this is a  not  mere “hope”  based upon  blind faith  (as taught by our  worldly Christian leaders),  but for the martyrs 
(TCs)  to this world,  then this becomes the  “anticipation/expectation/confidence”  built upon  “The Rock of Real Faith”  – of  “The 
Word of God”  correctly imbued!   It is this that drives them to become “martyrs” of  “1st Century Christianity”!   Quite an obvious 
distinction between the two groupings! 

These things are presently completely confused in the minds of our  worldly Christian leaders as we witness in their “near useless”  worldly sermons! 
Thus,  we understand  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is much more than what we have been errantly taught today,  and for the last 
1700 or so years.  Please read this website to clearly understand what  “The Real Gospel”  personally means in its entirety. 
We understand here that Yahweh has been declared our saviour.   

Does this mean,  Yahweh and JC are the same Entity as we are errantly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders? 
No –  this verse cannot be used to mean that. 
But while we are on this subject of  “the Trinity”  if  the HS was a personage that demanded credit then surely Paul would have mentioned it here along 
with the other two Entities  (certainly if They all were one – of “The Oneness”) –  but as usual in these occasions -  he did not!   Perhaps I am ignorant – 
but it really suggests to me that  in Paul’s mind,  the HS is  not  a personage that demands mention,  but rather Paul  only  mentions the  two  Entities 
that  have  “Cognitive Reason” –  to  think/reason/{make judgement}  as  two separate  Entities  (Matt.26v39, 42 as an obvious example)! 
Moreover,  if according to our worldly Christian leaders,  we can blaspheme against anything accept the HS and  “get away with it”  (Matt.12v31-32, 
Mark.3v28-29)  then surely the HS deserves a mention here based upon the  “supposed logic”  of  errant  worldly Christian doctrine.   
Please see all these terms in my glossary to understand  “The Absolute Truth”  as sourced by The Bible and  not  by The World through our  worldly 
Christian leaders preaching “Religion”! 

So what does Yahweh as  “The Saviour”  mean?  -  Rather than be assigned to JC as “The Ransom Sacrifice”. 
The important word is the Greek Word  “hemon” (StrongsTM = 2257} that means “{of/from us}”.  The way the word is used can be referring to just  
“The Apostles”,  or as Paul states in other places to be part of an exhortation for The Brethren to become like him. 
This can be considered as being  “a call of exhortation to The Brethren”  –  being Paul stating   

Become with us for the same deliverance that we  (as proven TCs)  shall achieve,  given to us by Yahweh. 
Sadly,  there is so much misinformation given by our  spiritual blind  worldly Christian leaders   (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  in their  unrighteous doctrine  
(clouded in “mystery”)  that normally I have need to work doubly hard to untangle all this.  There is so little precision in their output as my audits of 
their output testify – and I have hundreds more of their sermon transcripts to publicly decimate their output line by line,  when I have the time.  
However,  to save a page of space here  (and I cover all this elsewhere)  then we must ignore what we might presently have within our mind and come to 
this fresh -  as perhaps an atheist might,  having zero background knowledge to the demonstrably errant  worldly  Christianity doctrine  (because  
worldly Christianity is so  illogical  and  unrighteous),  hence Luke.5v36-39. 
Let me establish some facts.   
Yahweh is  “The Father”  of all things,  and JC is His son.  JC became  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  (his allowed 
murder)  to atone for our sin and thus gave us a  “clean break”  from our past,  being what might be termed a  “RESET condition”  in our existence  
both  mentally and physically  (our  worldly Christian leaders seem to conveniently forget –  the spiritual aspect,   for obvious reasons). 
This RESET existence is applicable to  all  humans irrespective of what they presently believe (Rom.3v23). –  It was freely given to  all  people without 
any caveats  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  where JC was  “no respecter of persons”  (Matt.22v16).   
Thus,  we effectively have a two-stage life,  being what I call a  “2 part (single) life”,  made possible only because of what JC did for us,  else it would 
have been total annihilation when we died.  This is completely true irrespective of what any  worldly religious leader might tell you –  they are just plain  
wrong  and have  no  information from The Bible to support what they state  [as with most things they say pertaining to  “1st Century Christianity”]). 
However,  because of JC's action of  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  we now have a  “2 part life”  punctuated by  “Asleep”  now called   “The 1st Death”  that 
JC and the apostles call “asleep”  throughout their writings  (for example  John.11v11-15),  to separate it from  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v27, 20v6)  
being a death of  “annihilation”  of which The Bible calls  “lost/perish/destroyed”  (“apollumi” =  StrongsTM = 622).   
Hence JC’s caring warning given to  charlatan Christian leaders throughout Luke. Chapter 15 to repent and personally reform. 

Explaining a section of  “The Real Gospel”. 
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Yahweh first needs 144000  “Sons of God”  as we are told in three places within The Bible (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4) –  thus  not  an allegoric number  
(because as I profusely show elsewhere  no  numbers in The Bible are to be taken as allegoric – see the prophetic dreams of Joseph,  Daniel and of John 
in other places of Revelations,  Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.).  Please see my commentary to Rev.13v18. 
Neither is it just relative to what The World today terms “Israel” –  because it is  relative to what  Yahweh calls “Israel”  (see glossary,  my dissertation  
“What does Israel really mean”),  being the thrust of my teaching elsewhere on this website regarding what  “Israel”  really means.  This website calls it  
“The 2nd Epoch Israel”  that is  “The Christian Nation”  of The Gospel Age –  being responsible for  “The Word of God”  and this nation is behaving 
just as did  “The 1st Epoch Israel” (The Jews)  when they claimed to represent Yahweh  (supposedly operating under His “Word of God”  with the 
responsibility to teach The World).  The Christian Nation is  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (1)  spiritually because the Apostles  spiritually  dispersed The 
Gospel  (“The Word of God”  as given by JC)  and Yahweh  (2) physically dispersed the DNA into the nations  (by marriage)  because of what The 
Romans did to Jerusalem in 70 CE,  destroying The Temple.   It was to be replaced by  “The New (Spiritual) Temple”  of the 144000 new stones 
(1Pet.2v5, 1Cor.3v13-16, Rev.14v1-4)  collected by Yahweh during The Gospel Age to become the  command/control centre of  “The New Jerusalem”  of 
Yahweh’s  “Organisation to yield Peace”  at The Millennium start  (Rev.21v1-4).  
Consequently,  the Jews were forced into The Nations and their DNA has effectively spread throughout The World during The Gospel Age  (and had lost 
all their ancestral records back to Abraham  [= “The Loving Father” = Yahweh]  because the temple was razed to the ground)  and thus they too must  
“come-on-board”  back to Yahweh through Christianity  (as “The 2nd Epoch Israel”).  Thus,  both  spiritually  and  physically  “The Christian Nation”   
operating within  all  nations becomes  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”.  Furthermore, I carefully explain elsewhere how  “The Resurrected World”  becomes 
“The 3rd Epoch Israel”  in The Millennium –  thus not repeat the  logical/righteous  exegesis here  (please read my commentaries at 2Cor.12v1-3). 
The point of this preamble is that Yahweh  needs  His 144000 “Sons of God”  to be elected out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (just as He obtained his 
Prophets from  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  to bring about  “The 1st Advent of JC”)  to fulfil His Prophecy  (to bring about JCg's 2nd Advent). 
Moreover,  these  Apostles/TCs  shall become resurrected as future  “Sons of God”  of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (hence Isa.66v8 of 1Pet.2v9)  being 
blessed,  and upon whom  “The 2nd Death”  has no power (Rev.20v6).  Thus, they are  guaranteed  everlasting life –  it is impossible for them to die 
because they have been resurrected into incorruptible (= incapable of dying)  bodies  (1Cor.15v35-55).  And Who put them in this condition?   It was  
not  JCg who “only”  became  “The Means”  for  all  humans,  but rather it was Yahweh who  chose/elected  the TCs  (Paul + Apostles,  Matt.20v23)  to 
make possible that number of 144000.  Consequently,  while JC was the savour for Mankind  generally,  it was specifically Yahweh as  “The Adopting 
Father”  of the  proven Apostles/TCs  to be elected from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  over The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  who becomes  “The 
Savour”  to The Apostles/TCs  (given  guaranteed  life,  hence  “Saviour”  into The Eternity). 
(Note   It was JC who righteously became  “The Righteous Means”  to get  all  of us into the 2nd part of our physical life,  where worldly people then 
need to purify their mind in The Millennium  [by imitating JC’s lifestyle/deportment]  so they might have everlasting life  -  if passing  “The Assay”  at 
the end of The Millennium  -  Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15.) 

Why was Yahweh able to select these TCs to become  “Sons of God”? 
Because as  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology they had purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”,  
(JC, Rev.19v13)  and thus entirely deserving of a suitable body  commensurate to the purified mind.  Utterly logical and entirely righteous! 

Now for the last part of the verse. 
“The Lord JC our  expectation/anticipation.” 

In context with this verse,  we see Paul is speaking of the  guaranteed  life as given to 144000 people made possible  by Yahweh  in His  “Special/Greater 
(1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  that is carried out upon  all  Christians during The Gospel Age.  Yahweh by example,  resurrected JC back into his former 
existence as  (JCg) to be a Son of God  (but now as  “The  First/Chief/Only  Begotten Son of God”  from a fleshly  body  at the time of writing,  because 
“The 1st Resurrection”  has  not  yet occurred  2Tim.2v18).   This terminology used because there are more  (144000)  to follow  “The Lead/First/Chief”  
(of JCg)  of being  begotten from a fleshly DNA body existing upon this planet  unto a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body after his resurrection 
Please see  “Begotten”  in glossary being what it  really means  because it is  not  what we are  errantly  told by  worldly Christian theologians lost in 
the mysteries of their own creation  (of which “FutureLife.Org” thoroughly explains everything,  so there is now,  zero “mystery”). 
Thus all in context,  we read what is in Paul’s mind when he started this epistle to Timothy –  to encourage him to make  “The Grade of Sonship”  to 
Yahweh –  because Paul knew it was possible for Timothy to make  “The Wonderful  Grade/Goal”  –  where we are ideally to become  
“Anointed/Christ”  for  “The Office to become The Heirs”  (“Sons of God” = priests/kings  to rule)  over  “The Inheritance”  (= “The Resurrected 
World”)  in The Millennium  (Rom.8v17, 23, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6 as a few of numerous citations). 
Once having this expectation of Sonship –  then look forward to  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  being  “The Inheritance of Israel”  in The Millennium 
–  to be  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (see 2Cor.12v1-3,  Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.,  and my local commentaries) –  as Yahweh views it,  and  not  how The 
World views it through the eyes of our  spiritually blind  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
 
1st Good News – Paul recognises and declares Timothy as having genuine legitimacy to become a future TC. 
1st Allegory – Child = An immature Christian – new in  “The Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
But in this instance,  Paul is aware it is genuine –  inasmuch Timothy  is  becoming a true  “son of Abraham” (Yahweh). 
Reasoning - repeat - Paul knows there to be  two Entities,  and Both exist at the time of writing –  else why the separation? 
2nd Good News – Paul states  “peace/prosperity/rest”  being what The Gospel gives to The Mind in this world’s pain.   
3rd Instruction – Yahweh sourcing all  gifts/favour/benefit  is  The Forebear/Father  of JC,  and of the  “adopting in” TCs. 
4th Instruction – Gifts/favours  operates firstly in our mind that becomes manifest in our deportment.   “The Word of God” 
teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  
pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield 
more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 
4th Reasoning – Gifts/favour/benefit  are sourced by Yahweh to assist the TC in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to edify other 
people, –  it is not for self-indulgence –  else Satan will always claim someone is good because Yahweh supports them! 
2nd Allegory – gifts/favours/benefit = things that are to assist us in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to teach The [real] Gospel)  
being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing persona,  
extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs. 
5th Instruction – Yahweh is the source of ultimate  compassion/mercy  upon those people who choose to fulfil His Desire. 
Instruction – repeat - JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  for us to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 
Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  
“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  
“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 
TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 
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6th Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
1Tim.  1v2 og (To the) Timothy  (to the) {legitimate (of birth)}/genuine/own/sincere/true  (to the) child/daughter/son   
1Tim.  1v2 og in  (to the [= within]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity};   
1Tim.  1v2 og (the) grace/{gift/favour}/benefit,  (the) compassionate/pity/{show mercy},   
1Tim.  1v2 og (the) peace/prosperity/rest  off/away/separated/from  (of the) God  (of the) father/forebear  {of/from us}   
1Tim.  1v2 og also  (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh Saves}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}. 
1Tim.  1v2 = To the  Timothy  the  {legitimate (of [spiritual] birth)}/genuine  child  within  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}; 

the  gift/favour/benefit,   the  compassion/mercy,   the  peace/prosperity/rest   
off/from  of the  God  (Yahweh)  our  (TCs)    (adopting)  Father  
also  of  our  (TCs)   lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

To Timothy the legitimate  (of spiritual birth)  child within the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity); 
the  gift/favour/benefit   (that comes to an individual hearkening to  “The Word of God”,  namely   [1] of character,  and  [2] maybe  of “Sonship”)   
the compassion   (being  “The Invitation”  to  perhaps  become a  “Future son of God”,  freely given to a sinful human  [Acts.10v34-35]) 
the  peace/prosperity/rest   (Yahweh’s Methodology  brings this protection from the world’s problems,  when practised with fidelity) 
from of the God (Yahweh)  our (TCs’)   (adopting)  Father  (Yahweh) 
also of our (TCs’)  lord/master   (“The Word of God” controlling  our minds  [if this is not the case,  then JC is not our master,  and we not TCs])   
of the Anointed Jesus   (being  “The Goal”  that JC laid down for us to become alongside him in The Millennium  [Matt.12v48-50, 20v23]). 
 

Timothy is called  “a child”  meaning  “a new Christian”  –  but he is rapidly climbing to become a TC in his own right –  hence Paul’s use of the Greek 
word “gnesios” (StrongsTM = 1103)  to mean,  Timothy is part of  “The Adoption Process”  to become a  (possible)  future  “Son of  God/Yahweh”  
because he has shown  a grasp  and  thirst  for  “The Knowledge”  and a fervent inclination to act upon it with fidelity. 
Note   By contrast with Heb.12v8 applicable to most Christians because quite simply we are told,  Yahweh is  only  able to find 144000  “legitimate 
children”  (Rev.14v1-4, Matt.20v16, 22v14, etc.,)  out of some 3,000,000,000 Christians over The Gospel Age of about 2000 years.   
Thus,  we are continuously exhorted to aim for  “The Goal of Sonship”,  to imitate Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.,)  to personally 
bring forward The Millennium by aiming to be part of this  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold Number”  that  brings-on  JCg's  2nd Advent  (of his 1st 2nd C). 
So,  with that commendation to Timothy,  Paul then goes on to ask for  gifts/favour/benefits,  compassion/mercy  and  peace/prosperity/rest  from Yahweh 
our (TCs’)  Father and also  (Yahweh the Father)  of our  Lord/Master  JC.   “Master”,  meaning “God’s Word” (Rev.19v13)  wholly controls our mind. 
It is so important to understand   Gifts/favours/benefit  from Yahweh are  to service our ministry work  and certainly  not  to please our self-indulgences! 
Provided what we ask is to further the  accurate  publicising of  “The Word of God”  within our community then Yahweh  will  answer and provide the 
necessary support to make this occur  -  because  it fulfils His Desire to bring forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”.  Moreover, Yahweh will ignore us if 
it is to fulfil some  self-indulgent  desire of the  animalistic/carnal  mind to fulfil  “The Immediacy”  -  as we witness within virtually  all  Christian 
schisms,  hence of James warnings at James.1v6-8, 4v2-4,  because 1John.5v14-15 cannot occur! 
As I explain elsewhere it  only  operates like this  (irrespective of what our  worldly Christian leaders might state to the contrary)  because - 

1. It shows that by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  we are developing a  “synapse construction”  that  is  desirous to assist other 
people so they too might personally come to know and understand what Yahweh Desires  (in real charity love,  “simply”  with  no  strings 
attached to what we do  “that might be pulled later”  [even if minimally it is a statement   “He/She did that for charity”  noting Matt.6v3-4]). 

2. Our  “synapse construction”  becomes outward looking to assist society,  rather than introverted to fulfil our self-indulgences  (thus  not  
becoming spoilt children,  Heb.12v5-15  [and thus, not to be like Heb.12v8])! 

3. Satan cannot use the accusation that we,  aiming to be TCs,  are only good because Yahweh helps us  (as he used against Job at Job.1v9-11). 
4. Yahweh will not operate in The World unless it is specifically about  accurately  publicising His Word because the demarcation line becomes 

ill-defined,  and it could always be said,  The World’s problems are caused by Yahweh,  and Satan becomes unjustly absolved.   
It is for these specific reasons;  Yahweh will  only  operate with TCs and those people assiduously aiming to become TCs who are  genuinely imitating 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  because they are demonstrably already there –  but being persecuted for it by  “The Religious Authorities”  of The World for 
their trouble!   Thus, their work must be genuine – because what else can be their driver?! 
The above is true irrespective of what  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  might state to the contrary –  because as the reader is now 
starting to realise,  they have absolutely  no  idea what  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  truly means both at a macro and micro level 
as their sermons and dissertations clearly show.  I have 100s of transcripts taken over many years for public view –  I have only had time to audit a few 
examples under a wide subject base to show their errors are not confined to one area but cover just about everything they output!  
This is  not  given to personally criticise,  but only someone shouting out to the emperor  (Worldly Christian Doctrine)   -   “You have no clothes!”   
Now with the righteous knowledge given,  then the leaders should  (1) start being sensible and imbue the knowledge on this website “FutureLife.Org” 
and  (2) start teaching it to The World so they too might have an opportunity to become marked as being worthy of Sonship!  
After that impassioned rant to draw out new converts  (a possible Nicodemus)  from  “The Establishment”  (for it is my duty to do so) –  then please let 
me continue  
Paul asks for compassion and mercy to be metered upon Timothy to help him through two areas - 

1. Personal misdemeanour's that might occur –  and asking Yahweh to consider these as being minor side-slips –  unintentional in nature. 
2. Oppression from outside that could cause a novice to flounder –  because Satan will  come-in  hard,  as he did with JC in The Wilderness 

(Matt.4v1-10 and Luke.4v1-10) 
I have discussed in other epistles what  “peace/prosperity/rest”  means and thus just lifted-out what I wrote in Eph.2v14. 
A copy and paste of Eph.2v14. 
I need to explain  “peace/prosperity/rest”  because this terminology appears to run against the  “trials/tribulations/afflictions”  of which we are told  
will befall TCs from those people of The World feeling threatened by the TC’s righteous lifestyle –  that imitates JC’s lifestyle. 

The Answer is all to do with The Mind rather than the body.   
“Peace” is gained from the  accurate  Knowledge  (as “The Word of God”  of which JC  was/is).  “The Knowledge”  releases us  hearkening 
individuals,  from the stresses of the present day and of the future demise of human civilization  (global warming,  rising sea levels,  lack of food and  
clean/pure  resources,  all forms of pollution,  selfish grabbing of the last remaining resources,  tribalisation’  within nations,  phishing, social media, 
software viruses, computer hacking, invasion of personal privacy by either the state or criminals, identity cloning, etc.).   This  “Knowledge”  “releases 
our stress”  because we know Yahweh will step in  “before all flesh is destroyed”  (Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20)  and  “save the situation”  by replacing this 
present worldly system with Yahweh's leaders for The Millennium. 
Also  “good moral behaviour”  personally removes all the present social problems spawned from general immorality,  this personally delivers  “rest”  
from the pressures accruing from social misbehaviour.  Likewise,  if we defraud no person,  then we have no need to keep looking over our shoulder to 
see if we are being followed by a person for some form of retribution. 
“Prosperity” does not mean  “material prosperity” as stated by  charlatan Christian leaders in their  “marketing sales spiel” for personal worldly gain! 
This prosperity is the  “heavenly treasure”  comprising of the  “synapse construction mapping”  of The Mind  (that precisely defines us as individuals)  
becoming more Christlike,  thus,  being worthy to be placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon resurrection as a future “Son of God”. 
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JCg makes TCs become at one with him because of  “The Knowledge”  given as  “The Word of God”  and is accepted by  receptive/hearkening  people 
who carefully reason upon  “The Knowledge”  to realise it is the  only  way forward for Mankind as a whole.  Thus,  they freely choose to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  and so become the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and in this manner, JC has broken down the barrier between us TCs  
(formally as  heathen/foreigners/strangers)  but now welcomed by Yahweh to become His future adopted sons  (by metaphorically becoming “sons of 
Abraham”).  Moreover,  these TCs as the future Bride of Christ become as one at their marriage  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)  to their husband  (JCg)  at the 1st 
2nd C of JCg  (= The 1st Resurrection”)  being as one metaphoric flesh  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  and the counter warning given at 1Cor.6v16).  
As explained earlier,  we have taken upon ourselves JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because we have taken upon ourselves  his knowledge  (as  
“The Word of God”)  and faithfully acted upon it,  rather than ignoring it and doing our  “own worldly thing”  to please our animalistic emotions lusting 
to please  “The Immediacy”.  By consequence,  Yahweh now judges us upon what we desire to do rather than the accidents of what we might actually do 
– thus,  we are not judged upon The Law of Moses,  but rather on what JC did for us  (by fulfilling The Law).  This occurs,  because we truly  are  trying 
to imitate him by what we do to others  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt),  and thus,  we do not  sin/offend,  but  only  “sidestep/trespass”. 
“Rest” is gained from the above two,  we have separated ourselves away from  “The Mental Toil”  of The World  when its members strive after worthless 
vanity,  both of The Mind and of The Flesh.   I am not suggesting we should ignore money and not protect ourselves against a financial  “rainy day”  but 
we must not make money the focus of our attentions – else we are always running after the wind  -  that certainly is not “rest”. 
However,  I am stating we must not chase after The Lures of The World,  certainly of commerce,  but also of politics and religion  -  where all three are  
“The Three Bastions of Society that prop up The World  under Satan’s present tenure  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  do not waste our time supporting them! 
 
2nd Comment – We see Timothy through fervent effort  accurately  publicising/teaching  “The Word of God”. 
5th Reasoning – This is precisely  why  Paul earlier calls Timothy a  “genuine child of God”  imitating  Paul/TCs. 
7th Instruction – Paul urges  all  people to be like this  if  they desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Sadly, this is  not  taught 
in  worldly Christian congregations which is precisely  why  Yahweh shuts His ears to the vain calls made upon Him when 
they ask for this,  that and the other; –  when they have not considered what Yahweh would really like them to do for Him! 
1st Warning – Again Paul has this constant problem of  worldly Christian leaders (new Gnostics)  coming-in and teaching 
different doctrine to that given by Yahweh’s  Apostles/TCs.  Likewise,  today, –  utter delinquency to what Yahweh truly 
desires to occur during The Gospel Age.  It is a hard message –  but someone needs to say it –  for that:  “wake-up call”! 
2nd Warning – False doctrine comprising of myths,  genealogy,  disputes rather than people choosing to understand 
precisely what  Yahweh Desires of them –  essentially a  “talking schism”  rather than a  “doing schism”. 
8th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  assiduously aiming to become TCs must become people of  “The Real Faith”  
comprising of  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity  to become Yahweh’s appointed administrator. 
6th Reasoning – How is it possible to become an administrator if we  (1) do  not  have the accurate knowledge,  (2) neither 
the inclination to learn the  accurate  knowledge to even then be  (3) in the position to become effective in doing any 
administration,  of which The Bible teaches us: “To be  (accurately)  tending (instructing) The Vineyard” (The World). 
1Tim.  1v3 og Just/As/That/How/When  
1Tim.  1v3 og (I) {to set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/ 

/urged/comforted/besought     
1Tim.  1v3 og thee/thy/thou/[= you singular, Timothy]   
1Tim.  1v3 og (to) {stay further}/remain/adhere/persevere/{abide still}/{continue in}   in  (to the [= within]) Ephesus  
1Tim.  1v3 og [I, Paul]   (the) traversing/travelling/departing/journeying [middle voice]   into/unto  (the) Macedonia,    
1Tim.  1v3 og that  (you may/should) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare   
1Tim.  1v3 og (to the) {some/any/certain persons} [plural]   not  (to) {instruct differently}/{teach other doctrines}, 
1Tim.  1v3 = Just/As  I  {called near}/exhorted/urged  you  (Timothy)   to  {stay further}/{continue in}  within  Ephesus   

(when)    (I, Paul)   the   (personally)   travelling/journeying  unto  the  Macedonia,   
that  you may/should  {transmit a message}/declare  to  {some/certain people}  not  to  {instruct differently}/{teach other doctrines}, 

 

Just/as  I  {called near}/urged  you  (Timothy)  to remain within Ephesus  (when I, Paul)  the personally journeying unto Macedonia, 
that you might declare to  some/certain  people not to teach other doctrine   (being of anything other than  “1st Century Christianity”). 
               (Ensure they are  not  to teach  “worldly Christianity” [that was creeping in]  –  but to remain steadfast to  “1st Century Christianity”) 
 

As I state elsewhere,  Paul,  a TC was trying to stop The Brethren  (1st Century Christians)  wavering/wandering  from  “The Absolute Truth”  (given to 
them by the TCs)  because there were so many new  worldly Christian leaders  (either then Jews,  or later,  people called  “Gnostics”,  a term used today 
only to marginalise them away from what  was/is  equally bad  having occurred for the last 1700 years as  “[worldly] Christians”)  who were only too 
pleased to  bring-in  their own  (skewed)  doctrine  (Acts.20v29, Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6, 2Pet.2v1, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, 3John.v9, etc.). 
A practice occurring then and has never stopped since,  where Yahweh’s Word is used as  “a Tool”  to make worldly gain of whatever,  by  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  (being the definition of “Professional”  “Paid to give what the client desires”)  –   of much worldly  self-indulgence  
from the devotees responding to what these leaders delivered.  

This practice pandemic throughout all  “Religion”,  that occurred  (1) before JC’s ministry,  (2) during JC’s ministry  (of which he taught 
against)  and  (3) continued after JC’s ministry for the last 2000 years. 
        Therefore,  what  is different today  in the many 37,000 Christian schisms  (2007 CE)  we witness operating at the devotees’ expense? 

I reason leaders of  “worldly Christianity”  having had some 1700 years to perfect  “the art/craft of deception”  expressed in the most insidious and 
deceptive teaching (2Pet.2v1)   “sold” to The World culminating in what we have today,  forces me to work so much harder to untangle people’s minds,  
before  I can even start giving  “The  Real  Gospel”  as JC  originally taught  us some 2000 years ago as  “1st Century Christianity”  (Luke.5v38-39)! 

This is what separates  “The Absolute Truth”  from  “the  thousands  of  faulty  copies”  within The World today.   
The Bible  constantly warns  of  “deviancy”, –  where,  by contrast,  the other  “master references”  of worldly religions have no such warnings  (or very 
few –  only given to preserve  “the religion” [promoted by its leaders] –  rather than to edify the recipient)  because Satan is desirous to have  “The Net”  
open very wide to make an easy catch of as many people as possible  (Matt.7v12-14).   Make  “Christianity”  like the Hindu religion,  to be  “all things to 
all people”  –  so that Yahweh might have  no  TCs as future  “Sons of God”  (see “Satan’s Desire” in glossary).  Where it is the  “Professional Leaders 
of  Religion”  operating according to  worldly methodology  (as originally sourced by Satan)  “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”  who 
demonstrably have  no  interest in Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” -  else surely    

They  would  have taught  “1st Century Christianity”  to us by now! 
And yet – they have not -  being anything other,  – to yield  “Religion”. 

1Tim.  1v4 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor   (to) {to hold the mind}/{pay attention}/{apply oneself}/{have regard}/heed   
1Tim.  1v4 og (to the) tales/fiction/myths/fables   
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1Tim.  1v4 og also  (to the) {tracing generations}/genealogies   (to the) unfinished/interminable/endless,   
1Tim.  1v4 og who/which  searchings/disputes/questions   
1Tim.  1v4 og (to) {hold near}/present/afford/exhibit/{furnish occasion}/bring/do/give/keep/minister/offer/provide,   
1Tim.  1v4 og {more than}/better/rather  or/than/either/rather   
1Tim.  1v4 og (the) {administrator of a household}/stewardship/dispensation  (of the) God   
1Tim.  1v4 og the [= administrator]   in  (to the [= within]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
1Tim.  1v4 = {and not}  {pay attention}/{have regard}  to the  fiction/myths/fables   

also  to the  endless  {tracing generations}/genealogies,   
which  presents/provides/brings  disputes/questions   
rather  than  within  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (as)  God’s  steward/{household administrator}. 

 

And not  (you)  have regard to the  fiction/myths/fables   (of supposed past  “worldly manufactured saints’”  exploits,  and erroneous customs)   
also endless genealogies   (tracing back to Abraham  =  tracing back to a supposedly righteous person,  upon which to hang  “our credibility”), 
which provides  disputes/questions   (because facts are so short in supply,  then everyone becomes right,  or wrong,  in our own eyes) 
rather than within  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
as God’s administrator of a household   (a TC taking responsibility over Yahweh’s Family now and in The Millennium that is … … … )   
                ([1] inviting  potential fellow  Brothers/Sisters  during The Gospel Age for  possible  future Sonship to Yahweh  [of  guaranteed  Salvation]) 
                ([2] nurturing  future grandchildren  [people of “The Resurrected World”]  in The Millennium for  possible  personal Salvation) 
 

Thus,  a TC leader must demonstrate  “Real faith”  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  through charity works during their  spiritual  
administration of JCg’s flock,  a leader can say anything  (and  they do),  but they are judged  (thus validated)  on works by the watching flock!   
However,  not only are the flock watching  (who are likely to have become beguiled by what the leader might state)  but  also by Yahweh who as  “The 
Heart-Knower”  (Acts.15v8, 1Sam.16v7-13, etc.  [for future Kingship])  is certainly  not  beguiled  -  but also knows the precise intentions of the 
innermost depths of every human –  being  “the seat of motivation”  =  metaphorically  “the heart”. 
This is true for the reader to see within The World today.   

Who do they respect as having precisely imitated JC? 
Is it  

(1) the person who says wonderful things through  “supposed belief”  or   
(2) the person who does wonderful things to aid others through  “real  belief”  of their specific cause?    

Very much of a similar angle as we are taught by JC at Matt.21v28-30. 
Where,  the most ideal cause is not to edify the fleshly body  (that shall ultimately be destroyed when we die)  but rather The Mind that  could  
last an eternity in a new perfected physical body given to us by Yahweh upon our resurrection! 
The former is advocated by  “Leaders of Religion”,  while the latter is practised by the 144000 TCs  imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

We all know it is so very easy to  “talk the talk”,  but much more difficult to  “walk the walk”,  from the expression  “walk the talk!”  (James.2v16-26) 
This is  why  charity  {occupational effort}  must be demonstrated   (to the watching/judging World)  –  again  to imitate JC.   
He was not just  “talk”  -  but exhausted himself in the teaching  work  (Mark.4v38, etc.)   As JC said   “He had nowhere to lay his head”  (Matt.8v20).  
The apostles keep telling us in the epistles   imitate me as I imitate JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.) –  do not fall away from this and 
become worldly,  else we will  become rejected from the future Priesthood  (and the wonderful prize to become a “Son of God”,  1Pet.2v9, Rev.1v6, etc.)! 
Think forwards to the time when YOU in The Millennium will be in the position to look back to the 1st part of your physical life (now) and ask yourself - 

If  only  I pushed myself to imitate JC for that short period of time,  and I could have then achieved  “Sonship”  that lasts  for an eternity  with 
all access to unlimited capability of Yahweh by what having His HS personally yields  (by  imbuing/inculcating  “The Word of God”). 
This is precisely what the many expressions in Matthew about  “Gnashing the teeth”  means  (Matt.8v12, etc.). 
Furthermore,  please see my commentary to Col.2v5 that explains what  “eternity”  really means. 

Note   Where the HS is the composite definition of - 
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin},   
Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment. 

Moreover,  with the reference here  “to avoid  fiction/myths” – upon which  worldly Christian leaders could do well to meditate when speaking of  “the 
Trinity”  that has absolutely  no validity  when we personally  scrutinise  “The Word of God” –  in its  original  Greek Language  (as I have done and 
now show to The World).  I have produced the most  accurate translation  wholly transparent and entirely commutative;  it is not as given in deviant 
standard worldly bible translations  which are bent to suit an errant doctrine  (Rev.22v18-19)  rather than  change  “The Doctrine”  to suit an  accurate  
translation  (as I carefully explain at all the usual places given to supposedly support the Trinity myth)! 
For example,  there are many worldly myths being   (1) afterlife,  (2) soul,  (3) JC being God (implied as The Almighty),  (4) Mary the mother of God,  
(5) hell/purgatory, etc.  -  that have utterly  no  foundation in The Bible!   Note what JC said at Matt.23v23. 
Importantly,  the things that  should be taught  being of  “The Millennium”  and  “how to be successful within it”  these two essential things are utterly 
ignored by these  false representatives  of Yahweh! 

It is wholly astounding! 
The references to genealogies would be the Jewish practice of tracing through the family-tree of individuals to see if they had a better pedigree to 
Abraham,  however ignoring several Bible references that humans are judged personally and  not  according to what their parent may have been like  
(note John.8v26-58, and interestingly also John.9v3 at a physical level –  please see my local commentaries). 
Note   This is  not  the same as the warning given in The Old Testament when speaking of  “the sins tracing through a family line”.  The difference is the 
judging is based upon  “The Individual”,  whereas The Old Testament is given as a warning,  we should not practice evil because the sons are very likely  
to copy  the father,  and it is difficult to extract oneself out from that hereditary situation –  as we witness today through successive generations in various 
family structures of whatever measurable quality one chooses to use.  Furthermore,  this explanation is supported by the adage  “Like father,  like son”  
-  being the son copies the attributes of his father –  hence the sinful traits pass from generation to generation. 
Thus the Bible is making the conscious observation  to The Father     

You (Father)  must become “Responsible”  for the sake of your son,  and  not  the other way around as implied within numerous  “supposedly 
scholarly”,  but  “worldly reasoned”  output. 

I find it a constant uphill struggle to keep untangling the  “nonsense output”  from our  millions  of  “supposedly learned scholars and theologians”  of 
the last some 2000 years of The Gospel Age  -  whose wanton output,  became my driver to generate this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to combat their 
delinquent activity,  so that I may bring real  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh within a  sane/reasoning  receptive/hearkening  mind. 
To which end I have created The Indisputable  “Prime Reference Standard”  for The World to use,  because without  “Master Reference Standards”  like 
those at the various National Physics Laboratories around The World  -  then where would The World be with second- and third-rate standards in 
physics?  -  Precisely where The World is with “Religion” –  utterly lost in  “bunkum”! 

Where I want people to contest this work,  so that it publicly exposes the combatant’s falsehoods,  and this website’s veracity! 
To raise the importance of this issue within The Public’s mind,  so Yahweh might achieve His goals evermore sooner! 
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3rd 'Allegory' – Love = (Sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao” the highest form of Love being “Love by 
Principle” where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by worldly Christian leaders  –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  ‘love by principle’  operating within The Mind   to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of  (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By Principle”  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she  is to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics  –  just as JC clearly showed us  –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
9th Instruction – Ultimately the Law demands us to demonstrate charity to edify our neighbour.  The Bible teaches us this 
is preferably through  accurately  teaching Yahweh’s Word to edify the members of society to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
7th Reasoning – The pure motivation is to edify our neighbour for  no  worldly return  (most people expect a return for 
assisting “the  animalistic/fleshly  mind”,  perhaps at least “praise”),  but TCs receive nothing to correctly edify The Mind 
that is capable of lasting forever when Yahweh retains the synapse construction mapping for programming a  new body. 
10th Instruction – TCs  will  have a clean and pure conscience –  knowing  they have nothing to hide from The World. 
11th Instruction – TCs  will  ensure they are sincere to  “The Real Faith”  by not being hypocritical both in word and deed 
to what  “The Accurate Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity”  demands from those people claiming to represent Yahweh. 
3rd Warning – By inference there are many Religious Leaders who do  not  have the ideal moral conscience. 
4th Warning – By inference there are many Religious Leaders who do operate in a hypocritical fashion to The Real Faith. 
12th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) must be careful, audit people claiming to come in The Name of JC or Yahweh 
Do they come in the Character or Authority of JC or Yahweh?  How do we know – unless we  intimately know  The Bible? 
8th Reasoning – Charlatans will always give what the  “punter”   desires  -  so the  “punter might be milked”! 
However, a TC will  never  do that, – because they sincerely care and might need to chastise to start the required reform. 
1Tim.  1v5 og the  And  {set out to/for point/goal/limit}/termination/end/finality/resultant/conclusion   
1Tim.  1v5 og of the  mandate/charge/command/injunction  (it) is  (the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love   
1Tim.  1v5 og {from/out of}  (of the) clean/clear/pure/unspotted  (of the) heart/{seat of motivation}   
1Tim.  1v5 og also  (of the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience   
1Tim.  1v5 og (of the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal  also  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
1Tim.  1v5 og (of the) sincere/{without dissimulation/hypocrisy}/unfeigned. 
1Tim.  1v5 = And  the  termination/limit/culmination  of the  mandate/command   

it is  {charity love}/agape  {from out of}  of the  clean/pure  heart/{seat of motivation},   
also  of the  {intrinsically good}/ideal  of the  coperception/{moral consciousness},   
also  of the  sincere/{without hypocrisy}/unfeigned  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

And the  culmination/resultant  of the command   (can be concluded as being … … … )  
It is  agape/charity   (given truly  “freely/simply”  in an unfeigned manner)   
from out of the  clean/pure  (having  no  ulterior motive)   heart   (“seat of motivation”), 
also of the intrinsically  good/ideal  moral conscience   (a mind built solely upon  “The Word of God”  that operates upon  agapao/{edifying love}) 
also of the  sincere/unfeigned  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
                (Written as a warning to Timothy,  because Paul could see the tsunami of  “worldly Christianity”  on the horizon  [and covering us today]) 
 

Paul states the most important aspect of The Commandment is to exhibit  “charity work”  sincerely driven  (without strings attached  =  not  to be 
expecting a worldly payback of whatever at some time in the future).  The work is to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  accurately  publicise/teach  “The 
Word of God”  that feeds  “The Mind”  of which Yahweh retains ideally for Sonship.  But to feed the fleshly body is pointless because ultimately it will 
rot away to nothing!   

We need all people to understand precisely what  “The Real Gospel”  of   “1st Century Christening”  means   (1) personally today –  and  (2) 
what it means for  “The Resurrected World”  to become  “The New Society”  in The Millennium.   

Then  humans  might  start behaving warmly towards each other with  “ideal moral conscience”,  rather than as presently witnessed –  where we witness 
wedges  driven down through society  fulfilling  self-indulgent  activity  (by imitating  “Satan’s methodology”  =  to  “self-indulge to our neighbour’s 
hurt”).  It must be clearly understood,  members of The Public are generally prepared to freely help each other –  but it is  The Leaders  wherever in 
society  who feign charity for the public return  (of whatever  “tick’s the leader’s box”)  –  where they are always calculating how their image is 
magnified by the  (hypocritical)  charity  “given”.  I have noticed how the politically astute leaders will often deftly  “associate themselves”  like a leach  
to the charity work that has been truly freely given by certain well-meaning members of the public! 
My point is this –   

There are people within society who truly want to do the correct thing –  but quite simply   They do not know what it is!   
Because quite simply they have absolutely no guidance or suitable teaching from our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  because our leaders of 
“Religion”  have absolutely  no  interest in  accurately  teaching The World what Yahweh  truly desires to hear –  being precisely what The Prophets of 
Israel said of their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and JC concurred  (Matt.23v27-35)!    
Same mindset of person  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits),  generation after generation take these public roles,  just different names and faces occupy 
these positions!   That is specifically why Yahweh rejects them for leading positions in The Millennium precisely as JC told us in so many of his 
illustrations and specifically at Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.  
The last part of the verse is very telling! 

“Sincere/{without hypocrisy}/unfeigned   (Real) Faith / {accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity}.” 
The question is - 

Sincere to what? 
Religious suicidal bombers are very sincere to their faith. 

But they do  not  have  “real faith”  (but  “blind faith”)  because their faith is built upon  inaccurate  knowledge. 
So,  the question must be asked, 
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How do we personally know our  “faith”  is not built upon  inaccurate  knowledge,  unless we  thoroughly  know The Bible? 
The reader can see my  {occupational effort}/work  on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to clearly explain specifically what The Bible teaches us from the 
most  accurate/amplified/transparent  translation of  “The Original Greek”.   This is given so we  all  might thoroughly know The Bible,  to fully 
understand Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  given in  the clearest manner  to yield  the most righteous scenario. 
By contrast we can see virtually all of  worldly Christian doctrine as taught to the congregations,  is at complete variance to  “The Absolute Disclosing 
Truth”  as given on this website –  thus we conclude,  their output is utterly  inaccurate  to what The Bible  clearly states. 

But we only know this –  because of what this website has taught us!  
It is only  “FutueLife.Org”  that thoroughly explains what The Bible teaches us –  so we  intimately  know and thoroughly understand The Bible! 
By contrast without this knowledge,   then we  will  be deceived by - 

Worldly Christian leaders and worse  charlatan Christian leaders who are out to  “milk the members”  of their congregations  (Acts.20v29, 
etc.,)  and the members are not to know,  because they do  not  know what The Bible states,  but are merely corralled by their leaders into 
believing what their leaders want their congregations to know  (2Tim.4v3-4, etc.)!    
The whole thing is an utter farce!   The leaders being totally fraudulent to what The Bible clearly teaches us! 

Not  all Christian leaders are like this –  but  how  do we know who is who,  unless we have  “The Tools”  with which to make an accurate audit of the 
individuals.   Beware  -  the sweetest talking charmers are  more likely  to be the  rogues/conmen  –  but those people who are perhaps more oppressive 
and difficult to understand  (2Pet.3v16)  might just be the most sincerely caring  (Heb.12v5-15, etc.)  -  look at what Paul said of himself in Gal.4v16 only 
because he was trying to help bring them  “in line”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Paul truly cared for his recipients’ long-term future! 
The Galatians would have plucked out their own eyes to help Paul –  but the  charlatan Christian leaders got in amongst them to disorientate their mind  
(termed later  “Gnostic”  – but now perhaps in the guise of certain  “Pentecostal” or certain  “Episcopal”  or  virtually all of the 37,000 other Christian 
schisms  I could suggest for consideration).   A result where Paul and similar TCs might appear as being hostile  (to the new direction the congregations 
are being taken)  because  “The Teaching”  is at variance to what The Bible  specifically teaches.  Today, we have many people who feel aspects of 
Paul’s teaching should be ignored  (“belongs to an older generation”) –  devaluing what  Paul stated  -  he,  being the premier Apostle was giving 
Yahweh’s unchanging word –  to be true for  all time  (Mal.3v6. James.1v17), etc.).  See also my later commentary at 1Tim.2v13 analyses sample deviant 
teaching given by our worldly minded  “supposed scholars”. 
In the end I give you,  The Reader,  the tools, and toolbox on this website “FutureLife.Org” –  but please  learn how to use them –  for your protection. 
If you do not learn how to use the tools correctly,  then you will only hurt yourself using them  (either being bruised by a more competent  charlatan 
Christian leader spinning a yarn,  or  “The Word of God”  could be used in judgement against you –  as it will do to a  charlatan Christian leader).   
Learn what is on this website and ask your Christian leader searching questions. 

If these leaders truly  agapao/{edifying love}  you,  then they will be motivated to spend much  {charity love}/agape  in time to personally 
answer and discuss it with you the deeper meanings of The Scriptures –  they will be only  too pleased  to expound The Gospel to you,  being 
someone who is showing real interest in “The Word of God”  (being ignored by virtually all people today, specifically leaders of “Religion”). 
If they appear  “knotted in their answer”,  lost in mystery  or brush you off with a quick reply –  then they do  not  care for you! 
The vast majority cannot give a straight answer,  because quite simply they are  “not given to know” (Matt.13v11-13). 

Quite simply they “duck and dive”  under close questioning by someone who knows  “The Real Bible”! 
Consider a tradesperson -   
If the leaders are good carpenters,  then they will be only too pleased to show you of their previous work  and  explain how it is done –  because they are 
proud of what they do –  they put 100% effort into it.  But if they are a  {rogue-trader}/conman  then they rely upon  “charming talk”  to  side-step the 
issue –  to  “put you off the scent” –  because they rely upon  “the fancy endearing talk”  rather than the fruitage of  “real work” –  as JC stated   You 
know the tree  (= The Leader)  by its fruitage  (= the congregational members,  Matt.7v16-20,  Luke.6v43-44) –  being  “The Quality of The Yield”  
(Matt.13v23).  
Furthermore,  another maxim equally states   “The apple does not fall far from the tree!” 
Just as we read in context of the next verse. 

Therefore,  perform the test yourself –  but first  learn  “The Real Gospel”  contained on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  so that you become 
personally competently equipped with the material to make those very searching questions!   Keep asking  “why, why, why”!    
That is why JC said   We must come to him like  “children”,  inasmuch we are to  keep searching and to keep asking questions (Matt.7v7-8) –  
so that we might  keep learning  (rather than  stall  in spiritual growth,   and ignore  “information”  as do adults –  when they realise  “the 
utter stupidity”  that generally comes out of  “Religion”)! 
Not  as  errantly  implied by our Christian leaders that we are to learn  (information)  from our children –  what utter nonsense! 

Personally,  I would like to get some of the  world’s top theologians  in a locked room  (so they could not escape)  and for me to  “have fierce debate”!   
But if they read this website first,  they would either  (1) not dare –  or  (2) they would become converted and argue the exegesis  alongside  me! 

Obviously,  I desire the 2nd option, –  as would Yahweh! 
 
5th Warning – Some people  “miss the mark”  of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire because they prefer to randomly talk about 
“spiritual matters”  to sound impressive –  but bear  no  resemblance to what Yahweh  really desires to be discussed! 
Sadly, this is now pandemic on television,  chat shows that kill time,  generate hot air and nothing is fulfilled except vanity! 
13th Instruction – Avoid such babblings –  TCs will constructively use their time to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by explaining 
(1) The Invitation of Sonship and  (2) The Millennium and how to become personally successful within it. 
9th Reasoning – People are so good at saying “what they think” –  many people still think there is a flat Earth,  but  so few 
people  actually know what is in The Bible,  and the worst are perhaps  “Religious Leaders”  claiming to know what is in 
The Bible,  but  “choose  not  to understand”,  thus sadly cannot apply it to themselves and mislead others accordingly. 
1Tim.  1v6 og {of whom/which}  {some/any/certain persons} 
1Tim.  1v6 og (the) {missing the mark}/{deviating from truth}/swerving/erring   
1Tim.  1v6 og (the having been) deflected/{turned away/aside}/avoided  into/unto   
1Tim.  1v6 og (the) {random talk}/babble/{vain jangling}/prating/{empty speech}, 
1Tim.  1v6 = {of whom}  {some people}  {miss the mark}/{deviate from The Truth} 

the having been  deflected/{turned away}  into/unto  the  {random talk}/babble/{empty speech}, 
 

of whom some people  {missing the mark}/{deviating from truth}   (as sourced by Yahweh  through JC  as  “The Word of God”) 
having been  deflected/{turned aside}  unto the  {random talk}/{empty speech}   (pandemic today,  as it would have been in Paul’s time). 
 

What a continuation from the previous verse and of its commentary  (and notice the  follow-on  to the next verse in context)!   
Everything we witness today  (2007/21 CE)  in many of the 37000+  “Christians”  schisms,  condenses down to what Paul states here (and as did Peter 
at 2Pet.2v1 by warning of what was to occur).  Moreover,  worldly  theologians try to  “throw us off the  scent/trail”  by stating it was the Gnostics then -  
without understanding that it is they,  today,  who are personally a continuation of what started to occur some 1900 years ago!   Generally,  our religious 
Theologians and supposed Scholars repeat what their peers did before them,  “like spiritual father,  like spiritual son” –  they cannot get their mind out 
of the same worldly rut of thinking  (being that of  “rebellion”)  to what The Bible  really teaches us.  This is precisely what JC taught us in Matt. chapter 
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23,  and also when he spoke about the babes  (members of The Public who had  not  gone to seminaries  [Matt.23v15])  praising him –  as  “The Word of 
God”  truly working in their minds and hearts,  in direct contrast to  “the educated elite”  being supposedly  “mature”  in a worldly sense  on  “The 
Word of God”.    

Can the reader understand this?   Because this is hardly likely to be taught by our  “professionally mature”  leaders because they gain a nice 
worldly return  (as the “pay”)  by teaching  “Religion”! 

Thus this  “{random talk}/babble/{vain jangling}/prating/{empty speech}”  is done for their self-glory and  not  to edify the congregations because the 
spiritually poor congregations are being fed scraps of worthless food  (Luke. 16v20-21+, Rom.16v17-18)  merely to self-indulge their ears  (2Tim.4v3-4, 
1Thes.2v3-6)  therefore the members also,  themselves,  {miss the mark}/{deviate from truth}/swerve/err  from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 

Consequently,  we are warned  not  to turn to  “empty speech”! 
So,  there  is  obviously much talking and preaching,  but it is absolute false to Yahweh’s Desire,  being worthless,  empty then,  as it is today. 

Again,  I must state for The Record    
Not in all – but  most  congregations.   
There  are  some good Christian teachers often putting themselves in the front line in difficult and arduous circumstances –  or working hard 
in secular work to keep the fleshly body going  (2Thes.3v8),  and then  preaching/teaching  in  charity love  freely for absolutely  no  return in 
the  “supposedly additional”  hours of their life  (often facing persecution from some quarters).   

Yahweh will be supremely proud of these particular individuals,  and many shall become part of the 144000 TCs  =  “The True Body of Christ”  as 
selected by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  as “Real Saints”  and  not  by humans  “inventing saints”  for a worldly return  (yielded by  “ancestor worship”  
being an anathema to Yahweh).  The only  “human”  for 33.5 years through whom we come to Yahweh  was/is  JC/g  and  no one else,  even JC deflected 
any praise or worship to himself unto Yahweh  (Matt.19v17, Luke.18v19),  so obviously  a different entity  to Yahweh!   All this is  never  taught by our 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  lost in  “dangerous nonsense”! 
A 4th revision addition. 
During February 2021 on BBC radio 2 at about 09 20 hr they have the daily  “Professional Worldly Christian Leader”  give a 5-minute sermon of 
mindless dribble  (“{random talk}/babble/{empty speech}”),  after which,  electronic handclapping and applause is given.  On this particular day,  the 
reverend spoke about Covid-19 claiming the lives of people and she stated,  the most important thing is these deceased people  live-on  in the minds of 
their relatives, etc. 
To which I pose the following question  

What happens after three generations? 
She made no mention of The Millennium,  where these people having died shall be resurrected  (as part of The Resurrected World)  as likewise so shall 
their progeny,  1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, etc., generation afterwards!   Nothing was mentioned about Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to 
explain  how/why  all people shall be given an opportunity to live forever in the most wonderful environment when having learnt how to imitate JC’s 
deportment.   There shall be no more pain and suffering because the former things have passed away  (Rev.21v1-4, 2Pet.3v8-13). 

When are our “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  going to start teaching  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and not  “a 
load of garbage”? 

Yahweh is taking a very dim view of their output – just as He did of  “The Jewish Religious Leaders”  and these  “worldly Christian leaders”  shall be 
ejected from out of a position of rulership in the Millennium (Luke.20v16, etc.) as perhaps most of JC’s parables and illustrations teach us! 

This is a situation they must reconcile for eternity if they eventually reform to imitate JC’s deportment in The Millennium! 
Be-it on their own head! 

Yet as I profusely state elsewhere,  they do not believe any of this will occur  and that is why they speak nothing about it in their sermons! 
This situation is appalling! 

1Tim.  1v7 og (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}/willing  {to be/exist}   
1Tim.  1v7 og (the) {expounders of the religious law}/{religious teachers}  not    
1Tim.  1v7 og (the) {exercising the mind (through observation)}/comprehending/heeding/considering/ 

/thinking/understanding   
1Tim.  1v7 og {not too/even}/neither  who/which/that  (they) state/exclaim,   
1Tim.  1v7 og {not too/even}/neither  concerning/about  (of the) who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether (things)   
1Tim.  1v7 og (they) {confirm thoroughly (by words)}/asseverate/{affirm constantly} [middle voice]. 
1Tim.  1v7 = (these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  of the previous verse):-   

determining/desiring/{being pleased}  to be  {expounders of the religious law}/{religious teachers}   
(but they are)  not  {exercising the mind}/comprehending  (within their mind)  neither what they state  (to their congregations),   
neither  concerning/about  what things  they  personally  {thoroughly confirm}/{affirm constantly}. 

 

        (These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  starting the new  “worldly Christianity” … … … ) 
determining/desiring  to be  {expounders of religious law}/{religious teachers}   (“Leaders of Religion”,   “ worldly Christianity”)   
(but they are)  not comprehending  (God’s Word within themselves)   neither what they state   (to their Christian congregations), 
neither concerning what things they personally constantly affirm   (in their very public sermons and rituals  [of “The Painted Charade”]). 
                (Quite simply   They say one thing,  and do something else,  a definition of a “hypocrite”,  Matt.23v1-3  [“what a surprise”]!) 
 

Paul tells us   There are many Christian Leaders who want to  and do become  “teachers of Christianity”,  but their preaching is empty  (being not able 
to generate the next generation of TCs),  proved to be false by what is witnessed  in their fruitage   (of people  not  imitating JC’s ministry/deportment). 
The vital question must be - 

Is their fruitage  “the TCs”  that Yahweh Desires,  being The People required to fulfil His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”? 
That of itself is  never  taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because they do not recognise nor understand it,  hence their quietness on the 
subject!  However,  they are so quick to speak about worldly things,  with the word  “love”  copiously thrown in  (intimating they have the monopoly on 
“love”)  –  but when it comes to how we should personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  then nothing is said! 

So how can they  really  “love”  us in the form of  “agapao and agape”? 
Therefore,  as we witness,  there are many  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  aiming for the  worldly  “Doctorates of Divinity”  being taught how  “to 
contest  God/Yahweh’  and His Word  (JC, Rev.19v13). 

This is direct contrast to what we should be doing! 
We must firstly,  wholly repent,  then learn  “The Word of God”  ourselves directly from a  “Good Quality” Bible   (of pre-1950 translation [they are the 
most reliable])  then  vigorously/rigorously  assay/test/prove  what we have learnt to gain  assurance/competence/authority  over our subject matter and 
then finally operate with fidelity to what we have learnt and tested.  In this manner we become  humble/contrite  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be 
the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is   pure/{separate from this world}  of sin” = the “HS”.  
I think many pious religious people are in for a very rude awakening  (Matt.8v12, 13v42, 20v13, etc.),  when they realise,  they have been rejected –  cast 
out from  “The Administration”  of  “The Future Vineyard”  (of  “The Resurrected World”)  as JC warned  (Matt.21v40-41, Luke.20v16, etc.)! 
I am not inventing any of this – I am only  “saying it  -  as it is”,  being only what The Bible  precisely tells us  -  and yet  utterly ignored  by our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  specifically as Paul tells us throughout his epistles! 
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3rd Comment – TCs know The Law  is  valuable to instruct people unto godliness –  provided it is acted upon =  “used”. 
It is essential to hearken (listen and then do)  to “The Word of God” so that we personally become “The Wisdom of God”. 
It is two part  (1) our mind thinks like Yahweh and (2) we behave like JC  (Mark.1v38, 1Pet.2v20-23, etc.) 
10th Reasoning – Foolish people unable to grasp the requirement to operate with agapao  (= edifying love)  to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire  truly require external mandatory instruction  (laws)  to guide their action within The World. 
6th Warning – Beware of  worldly Christian leaders saying:  We need to interpret The Bible for: “The Modern World”! 
These “Endearing Christian” leaders are false prophets to Yahweh,  Who is: “Not changing” (Mal.3v6, James.1v17). 
3rd Good News – TCs do not require “Worldly Laws” to maintain a  “good society”  because they operate under  agapao  
(edifying love)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that shall ultimately bring about a perfected society over our 2 part life,  they 
personally have “The Kingdom of God” already operating within their mind (Luke.17v21),  that shall cover The Planet 
within The Millennium (in the 2nd part of our physical life). 
4th Comment – Sadly, there are very many  iniquitous  and  worldly Christian leaders who know The Laws –  but totally 
disregard them,  even bend them to excuse their actions,  under the guise “God loves us”,  actually Yahweh  loathes them! 
7th Warning – Beware of  worldly Christian leaders who twist  “The Word of God”  to sound wonderful to the duped 
devotees in endearing soundbites that excuse the need for us to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to source a perfect society. 
11th Reasoning – Paul teaches us,  The Law is required for those lawless people,  disobedient people,  ungodly people,  
sinful people,  wicked people,  also the profane people,  and all murderers  throughout The Gospel Age and this has been 
true of  worldly Christian leaders!   So why any different now?   The mindset of leaders taking that office is  no different  
throughout time,  the Gaussian Distribution is identical, the same types of people filling those slots,  but different faces. 
12th Reasoning – Paul teaches us,  “The Law”  is required for fornicators,  for homosexuals,  for man-stealers,  for 
falsifiers,  for perjurers,  for adversarial people,  people not having wholesome doctrine  (and during The Gospel Age and 
this has been true of  worldly Christian leaders.  So why any different now?   The reasoning is the same as above! 
14th Instruction – Gospel is  not  “JC died for us”,  which is only  “The Righteous Means”  to make possible The Gospel 
of which JC taught,  often for 3 days to the same grouping of people  (Mark.8v2-3),  noting Peter’s surprise at Matt.16v22! 
The Gospel is two part:- 

1. The Invitation to become a possible future  “Son of God”  and of the responsibility that comes with this position. 
2. The Millennium,  of its purpose,  what it will be like,  and how to be personally successful within it! 

5th Comment – Paul says he has the uncorrupted doctrine according to The Gospel of the glory of the happy God  (in 
witnessing the fulfilment of Paul’s work)  of which Paul has been commissioned to fulfil along with 143999 other TCs 
throughout The Gospel Age  proving/validating  their position on  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”  (Rev.5v2-9). 
1Tim.  1v8 og (we [TCs]) know/understand/{being aware}/see/perceive  and  because   
1Tim.  1v8 og (the)  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Tim.  1v8 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law,   
1Tim.  1v8 og if/whenever  {some/any/certain person}  {to it}   
1Tim.  1v8 og legitimately/{agreeable to the rules/customs listed}/lawfully/rightfully   
1Tim.  1v8 og (he/she may/should) {furnishes a need}/employs/{uses it}/{acting towards someone} [middle voice, present]. 
1Tim.  1v8 = And  because  we  (TCs)   know/understand  the law   (is)   the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable,   

          (that is why TCs obey it to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  by recognising its value – and why  worldly Christian leaders disobey it)! 
if/whenever  {some person}  lawfully  may/should  act upon it.  
          (with fidelity to accurately deliver teaching  “freely given as charity”  to edify other hearkening people) 

 

And because we (TCs of  “1st Century Christianity”)  know/understand  The Law is  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable, 
whenever  some/any  person  he/she  might lawfully act upon it   (“The Results”  from adhering to  “The Law”  leads to a  perfect  society). 
 

We might ask - 
Of what law is Paul speaking? 
Is it  “The Law of Moses” –   or  “The Law of JC”? 

Actually,  it is  both! 
Even though our  worldly Christian leaders will errantly state it is only JC  (because they do not truly understand their subject matter). 
Although Paul states   The Old Law is useless to save us’  (see all of Romans,  particularly Rom.3v31) –  it does  not  mean it is redundant –  because JC 
tells us that he has come to fulfil  The Law  and none of The Old Law is to be repealed  (Matt.5v17, Luke.16v17). 
The point Paul makes in Romans,  JC has given us two new laws  (Mark.12v30-31)  that drive the mind with  agapao/{edifying love}  to deliver 
agape/{charity love}  in charity work  (ideally “The Accurate Ministry”)  to  edify the spiritual  mind of our neighbours. 
In this manner,  they too might enter the 2nd part  (made possible by JC’s original ministry)  of their  spiritual  life that ultimately might result in Sonship 
upon “Resurrection”  (made possible by JC's Ransom Sacrifice)  into the 2nd part of their  physical  life. 

Thus,  we become judged upon our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (driving our heart condition  – 1Sam.16v7 in the context  for future 
Kingship  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4)  rather than upon our work that may lead to occasional errors  (= transgressions from what should be done).   

Therefore,  truly,  “The Desires within our mind”  and sincerely,  “The Motivation of the heart”  to  precisely imitate  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as 
laid down  (for “The New Temple”  foundation)  by/of  what JC did in his  ministry/lifestyle  driven by a fervent desire to edify our neighbour so they too 
might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire themselves.   Consequently,  TCs are  not motivated  to fail  “The Law of Moses”  (hence they are  not  judged upon it)  and  
sincerely do not  fail  “The Law of Moses”  (because they are  genuinely  driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  and thus judged upon Mark.12v30-31 of The 
Mind). 

Does the Reader understand this? –  Because it is utterly crucial in understanding  “The Word of God”! 
That is why JC as  “God’s Word (part 2)”  was able to righteously answer  “God’s Word (part 1)” as given by The Tanakh. 

I explain this elsewhere. 
Finally for completeness,  “The Law of Moses”  had to be righteously given  -  not for  “humans to fail”  (because they would,  Rom.3v23)  but rather,  
so that JC could be  “assessed as being perfect in works”  to  then  be in the  righteous position to inaugurate  “The Law of JC”  being something that 
we  could  fulfil  if and only if,  we perfect our mind to become like JC’s mind  who was  then  able to pass  “The Law of Moses”. 
I explain all this in very much more detail elsewhere in my commentaries  (especially Paul's letter to The Romans),  but most importantly for the reader 
to understand     
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It is absolutely does not mean what our  worldly  (and worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us in their very limp    
“Believe in Jesus!”   (Inasmuch  “he existed and  was/[is]  the Son of God”!) 

Please see my local commentaries at John.6v64 that explain what  “belief”  really means! 
1Tim.  1v9 og (The) Knowing/Understanding/{Being aware}/Seeing/Perceiving  that/this/there/here   
1Tim.  1v9 og because  (to the) equitable/innocent/righteous (persons)  
1Tim.  1v9 og (the) {parcel out}/{prescriptive usages}/regulations/principles/laws 
1Tim.  1v9 og not  (it) outstretched/{be (appointed)}/{laid up/down} [middle voice],   
1Tim.  1v9 og (to the)  lawless/{not subject to the law}/{without law}/unlawful (persons)  and, 
1Tim.  1v9 og also  (to the) unsubdued/insubordinate/disobedient/unruly (persons)   
1Tim.  1v9 og (to the) irreverent/impious/wicked/ungodly (persons)   
1Tim.  1v9 og also  (to the) sinful/sinners (persons),   (to the) wicked/unholy/undevout/impure (persons)   
1Tim.  1v9 og also  (to the) {step threshold}/{accessible (crossing a doorway of religious matters)}/heathenish/ 

/profane/despiser/scorner  (persons)   
1Tim.  1v9 og (to the) parricide/{murderers of fathers}  also  (to the) {mother thrasher}/matricide/{murderers of mothers},   
1Tim.  1v9 og (to the) murderers/{man-slayers}, 
1Tim.  1v9 = Because  the  knowing/understanding  that 

the  law/regulation  not  it  personally  outstretched/appointed/{laid down}  to the  innocent/righteous  people,   
and   (yet it is given)   to the  lawless/unlawful  people   
also  to the  disobedient/unruly  people,   to the  irreverent/ungodly  people,   
also  to the  sinful people,   to the  wicked/unholy  people,   also  to the  heathenish/profane  people,   
to the  {murderers of fathers}   also   to the  {murderers of mothers},   (and)   to the  {man-slayers},   

 

Because  knowing/understanding  that The Law is not personally laid down upon the  equitable/righteous  people  (TCs) 
and  (yet  The Law  is  personally laid down  by requirement  [for a perfect society] upon -) 
to the  lawless/unlawful  people   (people who  ignore  what The Law  is designed to achieve  that is  to yield a  “righteous society”), 
also to the  disobedient/unruly  people   (people who know what the Law is,  and refuse to obey it,  working against a  “peaceable society”), 
to the  irreverent/ungodly   (people not respecting Yahweh’s  “Authority”  within their lives that is  to yield a  “harmonious society”), 
also to the sinful people   (deliberately breaking  “The Law”  to fulfil their own  self-indulgent  desires for  “The Immediacy”), 
to the  wicked/unholy  people   (refusing to inculcate Yahweh’s Direction as given by His Methodology  [having “The Right to Rule our Mind”]), 
also to the  heathenish/profane  people   (having no access to  “The Word of God”  to ideally control their mind  to yield a “wonderful society”), 
to the murderers of fathers   (people throwing off what their father represented –  being  “The Name of The Family”,  being against “Yahweh”), 
to the murderers of mothers   (people throwing off the  “nurturing instincts”  to their neighbour,  being against the work of “The Early Adopters”) 
to manslayers   (people killing their fellow kind,  either physically,   or spiritually  [particularly applicable to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”]), 
 

Paul confidently states here as a continuation of my previous commentary.  
“The Law of Moses”  was given for those people having a predisposition to sin –  but JC’s law drives the mind so that people who  are  of the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC,  have  no  desire to sin,  and thus they are  not  bound by  “The Law”  given to The World  by Moses 
because they are  not  of The World  (John.17v14-15, 18v36).  Importantly,  we can  only  be in this position  if  we are  not  operating within The World, 
–  but by counter,  virtually all Christians to varying degrees  are  of  “The World”  and have made their home  very firmly within The World  (in their 
general behaviour –  as might their personal valet see them  [or might a family member]  please see my commentary at 1Pet.2v21-23). 
The Ideal is for us to become sojourners  only physically  living within The World,  but  emphatically spiritually  living  with  “The Expectation”  
(operating to The Laws)  of  “The New World Order”  (Luke.17v21)  as it will be in The Millennium.  Hard words  (John.6v60)  I know –  but it must be 
said,  and most people listening  (reading this)  will walk away  (John.6v66). 

The list as given is fairly self-explanatory  together with the  necessary allegories  given for the above. 
Noting Paul allegories of - 

“killing fathers”  means,  “Killing what Yahweh’s Family  Name/Character/Authority  means within society”   
“killing mothers”  means,  “Killing the Early Adopters”  (Prophets and then TCs)  explained at Rev.12v1-4, being  “What they deliver”. 

1Tim.  1v10 og (to the)  prostitutes/debauchees/libertines/whoremongers/fornicators,   
1Tim.  1v10 og (to the)  sodomites/{self-defilers with mankind}/homosexuals,   
1Tim.  1v10 og (to the)  {enslavers (as bringing men to his feet)}/man-stealers,   
1Tim.  1v10 og (to the)  falsifiers/liars,  (to the)  {on oaths}/{(falsely) forswearers}/{perjure persons},   
1Tim.  1v10 og also  if  {some/any/certain thing}  (the) other/different/altered   
1Tim.  1v10 og to the  {have sound health}/{be well (in body)}/{not corrupted}/{true in doctrine}/wholesome   
1Tim.  1v10 og (to the) {instruction/teaching of information/function doctrine}   
1Tim.  1v10 og (he/she) {lie opposite}/adversary/repugnant/{being contrary}/opposes [middle voice], 
1Tim.  1v10 = to the  debauchees/fornicators, 

to the  sodomites/homosexuals,   
to the  enslavers/{man-stealers},   
to the  falsifiers/liars,  
to the  {oath breakers}/{perjure persons},   
also to  {any  other/different  persons}  adversarial/opposing   
to the  sound/{not corrupted}/wholesome  {instruction/teaching  of  information/doctrine}. 

 

to the  debauchers/fornicators   (see commentary), 
to the  sodomites/homosexuals   (see commentary), 
to the  enslavers/{man-stealers}   (see commentary), 
to the  falsifiers/liars   (see commentary), 
to the  oath breakers   (see commentary), 
also to any other person  adversarial/opposing   (“The Word of God”  delivering Yahweh s Desire that must be fulfilled within The Environment) 
to the  uncorrupted/wholesome  instruction of doctrine  (thus we are to only hearken to  “1st Century Christianity”  [absolutely not taught today]). 
 

We obviously understand the higher-level  physical  meanings and have no need to discuss these practised operations in too much detail –  where 
obviously the people performing these  such-like  activities are fulfilling  self-indulgent  desires,  and thus imitating their god  (atheists  are  included 
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because  if/when  they  follow  the same methodology  as that originally sourced by Satan  =  “self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”  [thereby 
unconsciously make Satan their god]). 

Where it was Satan himself who took Yahweh’s rightful position  “To Rule over Mankind”  within  “The Universal Mind of Mankind”. 
         Satan blinded Adam’s and Eve’s mind to Yahweh’s  “Right to Rule our mind”  not  “for God's self-glory”  but only to yield a righteous society. 
Satan,  for his self-indulgent reasons,  desired  “The Unlawful Position”  over Mankind –  that led to the harm of those entities in his wake =  “us” -  
“humans”  and the general  “hurt”  to  “all life”  in general on this planet. 
Allegories –  now importantly operating at  “The Spiritual level” - 

Fornicators   People claiming to be  “Christians”,  but follow “The Methodology of The World”.  Thus, instead of remaining chaste to JCg 
these people are  “laying in the bed”  with worldly practices,  and thus make Satan their “God” –  just as did Adam and Eve when they 
choose Satan’s word in preference to Yahweh’s Word  (Gen.3v1-5 instead of Gen.2v17). 
Homosexuals   Making a  “companion with The World”  as being  “the same as us”  -  rather than a companionship with JCg where JCg is  
“The Son of God”  to whom we might aspire,  and thus sit alongside JCg  (The Husband)  and “we” (TCs)  of the 144000  (The Wife). 
Man-Stealers   These are religious leaders stealing your  “soul”  (= “conscious reasoning existence” see glossary)  away from fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire,  and thus not allowing you to become a future “Son of God”  (Matt.23v13).  They are impeding your progress!    
All  religious leaders do this – that is why  “They are The Leaders”  and  “You are The Follower”!   However,  worldly Christian leaders are 
worse than their congregational members,  being more culpable because they  should know better   (hence Luke.10v46-48,  if  they had the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as demonstrated by JC and  The  Apostles/TCs of The Gospel Age)!    
Thus,  I call them  “spiritual paedophiles”  grooming their congregational members (Luke.17v2),  Paul called them wolves  (Acts.20v29)! 
Falsifiers   Those worldly and the worst,  charlatan Christian leaders  spin/twist/distort  “The Word of God”  to suit their own specific self-
indulgent desires  (money/position/fame/prestige/pension/leverage/power/etc.)  at their congregations’ expense.   
They can also be called  “Rogue Traders”  by treating  “ God’s Word”  as a commodity,  to be bought and sold with no respect or reverence 
to what they are doing Yahweh’s most personal thing given to us through JC  (and yet demons shudder with fear,  James.2v19). 
Perjurers   Those Christians through Baptism have made a  “commitment by oath”  to Yahweh to precisely imitate His Son JC to the very 
best of their ability,  and then turn their back upon this bilateral agreement,  to  sell  (by self-indulgent return)  what Satan’s desires to The 
World by twisting and distorting  “The Word of God”  to those innocents  (= the congregational members;  Rom.16v17-18)  who sincerely 
come to try and find  “The Almighty God”  but become blocked by their religious leaders (Matt.23v13). 

Therefore,  all these people above are opposing Yahweh's Desire to attain His 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  ready for the next stage of His Plan to  bring-
forth The Millennium and to cause all present world pain  (Rom.8v22)  to cease  (Rev.21v1-4  are  beautiful verses –  perhaps the most wonderful in The 
Bible  [to bring a tear to my eye]). 
These people have their own doctrine as we witness in some 37,000 schisms of Christianity in The World  (2007 CE),  are  all  thoroughly deviant to 
varying degrees against what is required to fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  as their literature,  sermons,  commentaries,  and talks  clearly demonstrate –  they 
condemn themselves by their own mouth,  writings and  “near infinite”  hypocritical deeds! 
I can find something  “anti-scriptural,  Antichrist”  in almost everything purporting to come from virtually all Christian organisations! 
Note   There are a couple of  “schisms”  of whom I consider are very close to The Truth and yet they have  unrighteous  errors regarding The 
Millennium.  However,  the chances of YOU being in what I would call a reasonable grouping,  when there are 37,000+ of them out there  (at 2007 CE,  
growing by perhaps at 2 new schisms a day)  is  very unlikely!   It starts to  “boarder on Hinduism”  with the number of different  worldly Christian 
groupings out there  (noting what JC states at John.10v1+,  regarding The Robbers coming to try and steal from  “The Real Flock”  of JC comprising of 
TCs  [and brethren aiming to be TCs])! 
1Tim.  1v11 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
1Tim.  1v11 og of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   
1Tim.  1v11 og of the  {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{well off}/{very happy}   
1Tim.  1v11 og (of the) God [Yahweh]  who/which/that  (I was) committed/believing/entrusting  (emphatic) I/me. 
1Tim.  1v11 = according to the  {good news}/gospel  of the  glory/honour/dignity  of the  {supremely blessed}/{very happy}  God 

(in)  which  emphatic I  (Paul, was)  committed/believing/entrusting. 
 

According to The Gospel of the  glory/honour/dignity  of the supremely blessed God  (Yahweh) 
                (Inasmuch it  explains  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  over our 2 part life  [never  taught for the last 1700+ years]) 
                (It is by thoroughly understanding how  “The Plan”  operates brings  real  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh within our minds,  given in works) 
(in)  which  empathic I (Paul)  was  committing/entrusting   (myself to it entirely). 
                (It is  “This Plan”  TCs make real within their mind  [hence Luke.17v21]  to personally bring forth The Millennium by being part of 144000.) 
                (TCs make  “This Plan”  real by precisely imitating their master – driven by  “The Word of God”  to live as did JC on this planet.) 
 

Quite simply  “The Gospel of God”  means   “The Full Plan”  Yahweh has put together  (that is slowly unfolding before our eyes)  to redeem those 
people of JCg’s creation (Mankind)  ultimately  choosing  to precisely imitate  JC’s lifestyle  (over their 2 part life,  2 part spiritual and 2 part physical).   
TCs become  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology in the 1st part of their physical life of The Gospel Age,  while the reformed people of  “The 
Resurrected World”  become “The Late Adopters”  in the 2nd part of their physical life  (in The Millennium). 
I explain it in precise detail in so many places,  but here is an overview put most simply  

1. “The Promise of The Inheritance”  given to Abraham through his loins as his future heirs  (The Prophets and the 144000 TCs). 
2. The prophets explaining by prophecy of  “The Saviour”  (as Yahweh's faithful servant = JC)  and of the future Millennium. 
3. The Saviour (JC) teaches of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (never  taught today 2015/21 CE)  and he volunteers himself to 

become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”,  thus becoming  “The Means“  thereby enabling Yahweh to  righteously  use His Capability 
expressed as the HS in our  “awakening/rousing”   into the 2nd part of our physical life  (a resurrection)  into The Millennium. 
But also JC sets  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  to enable a further 144000 personal assistants  (Rev.14v1-4, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4)  to 
be made available as selected by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  to become his future Bride  (Matt.25v1-12, Gal.5v30-32, Rev.21v2,9) –  to rule  
over  “The Inheritance”  alongside JCg in The Millennium being  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  as originally given to Abraham  
(Gen.12v2, 15v5, 17v1-8, 22v17-18 ). 

4. The Millennium is to occur and resurrection of  all  humans into the 2nd part of their physical life. 
5. These resurrected people will be taught  “Righteousness”  by  “The 144000 Sons of God”  so they have some 1000 years to fully enjoy,  

by becoming personally educated about what a  “righteous society”  bestows upon its members  (Rev.20v3-7, Mark.2v27-28, etc.). 
6. Satan will be loosed for 3.5 years to assay  “The Resurrected World”  (Rev.20v7-15, Matt.13v30) –  to  draw-out  those specific people 

still hankering for the 1st part of their life  (= to operate according to “worldly methodology”).  Those people remaining faithful through 
this assay period to maintain a righteous society shall live for an eternity in the most perfect society,  by contrast,  those people refusing 
to reform after a 1000 years  (or earlier)  shall experience  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

7. What could be more righteous than that?   -  Suggestions Please!     But importantly I have invented  none  of this –  it is  precisely  what 
The Bible tells us,  but up to 2007 CE  (being the point in time when this website has become live to The World,  Matt.24v14)  this 
knowledge is  utterly ignored  by Worldly Christian leaders in their sermons –  view The Evidence for yourself in their transcripts!   

They are commanded to teach what I teach  -  if they desire to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (Mark.1v38, Luke.4v16-19)! 
Yet they never do it  but only preach  “worthless nothings”  -  see what Paul says about this later! 
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Notice in all of this,  how  (1) achieving 144000 TCs as future  “Sons of God”  and  (2) achieving a world full of people sincerely choosing to imitate JC 
to produce a  righteous/equitable  society is supremely best in delivering  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  to Yahweh  -  there is nothing else greater 
that can perform this requirement to magnify  “The Omnipotent”  God/Yahweh  who has given us all  {intrinsically good/ideal}  things! 

This  is  “The Real Gospel”  explained   (at its very simplest)  that ultimately glorifies Yahweh for an eternity! 
This is what our  worldly  Christian leaders  should  be teaching  =  explaining  “The Word of God”  (being The Bedrock in The Torah,  explained by JC 
in his sermons to  the same people  for three days, Mark.8v2-3,  so there must be  much to explain)  rather than ignoring it,  and be teaching from their  
own  bibles having been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19! 
1Tim.  1v9-11 Sadly our  worldly Christian leaders bend  “The Word of God”  by quoting some of these verses  out of context,  and as a 
consequence,  they make  “The Word of God”  sound confused  (“like an unclear trumpet” – 1Cor.14v8),  also as spoken in v5 to be  “a pretend faith”. 

What these verses also tell us is that  no one  is to be excluded from  receiving  this wonderful message of personal edification.   
However,  it does not mean that once we have received it,  we are then to continue practising our evil worldly lifestyle!    

No!   Far from that! 
The message is that    

Once we have heard it,  we  must  then reform ourselves –  to wholly change our deportment,  
else  we become a  liar  to “The Truth”,  and all those people  watching/judging  us,  will become confused and thus become atheists! 

Unfortunately,  many people proclaim to be a  “Christian”,  but  boldly  practice worldly standards.   
Furthermore,  this extends to most Christian leaders,  beloved by their devotees,  of whom Yahweh finds their lifestyle  to be an abomination!    
The atheists outside,  then look at these  “self-righteous”  religious pious people  (normally the most vocal)  who  have become a  liar  to The Truth  and 
the atheists correctly reason -  

Why should we  (atheists)  believe in  “Christianity”  when I see the  “rampant hypocrisy”  operating in most of its lead proponents! 
It is not the fault of a  sane/reasoning  atheist to think like this –  but the fault of the religious leader and of  his/her  flock  because of the 
externally witnessed  “religious shenanigans”  practised and the useless exegesis given  (in a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to remain human)! 
I quote a prominent atheist who publicly stated   “The last Christian died on the cross”! 

But it should  not  be like this! 
This is  why  Yahweh detests these supposed representatives  (dearly loved by their seduced devotees, Gal.3v1),  where the leaders are being lawless to  
“The Real Faith”  (Matt.7v21-23).  Yahweh will be vengeful to them because they have deliberately misrepresented His Cause through their worldly 
actions.  Consequently,  this becomes the separation we see during  “The Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1,  for Priesthood displayed at 1st 
2nd C =  “The 1st Resurrection”)  between the sheep  (TCs)  and the goats  (worldly Christian leaders)  Matt.25v32-45).   

It must be clearly understood  all  “Non-Christians”  who live,  and then end their present existence at  “The 1st Death”  are currently  
outside   “The Scope of The Bible”  driving for  “The Early Adopters” –  because these  “Non-Christians”  are automatically caught by  “The 
Safety-Net”  of The Millennium.   

The Bible is  only  referenced to  “The Respective Israel”  of  “The Respective Epoch” –  “Tanakh for The Jews”  (now past) and  “The New Testament 
is for The Christians (as an extension of The Tanakh)”  (supposedly drawing in new people – so they might become TCs).   I realise this is painful,  but  
we  all  as “Christians”  must audit  our thoughts and works to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  given by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as written in The Bible,  
and anything found within our lives to be deficient  must be personally rectified  (1Cor.3v13)  to become the New Temples  (1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5, etc.). 

I am only amplifying Paul’s message to us all –  but I have  never  heard this aspect taught –  for  “obvious reasons”! 
 
Instruction – repeat - Gifts/favours  operates firstly in our mind that becomes manifest in our deportment.   “The Word of 
God” teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our 
neighbour for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) 
means we have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good 
habits,  pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” 
to yield more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 
15th Instruction – Gifts/Favour/Benefit  are sourced by Yahweh to the TCs who themselves work  with  JCg  (through his 
presence/parousia)  in the  one/same  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  and charity by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Reasoning – repeat - Gifts/favour/benefit  are sourced by Yahweh to assist the TC in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to edify 
other people,  it is not for self-indulgence – else Satan will always claim someone is good because Yahweh supports them! 
Allegory – repeat - gifts/favours/benefit = things that are to assist us in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to teach The [real] 
Gospel)  being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing 
persona,  extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs. 
Instruction – repeat - JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  for us to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 
Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  
“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  
“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 
TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  is just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
6th Comment – Paul as a TC declares,  JCg is enabling him in his ministry work having deemed him as being trustworthy  
(with  “The Knowledge”)  and thus purposes Paul to be ministering to The World  (copying JC,  Mark.1v38, 1Cor.11v1). 
8th Warning – Very many  charlatan Christian leaders state precisely  the same thing –  however:  Do they also have the 
Character and Authority that Paul has oozing out of his writings;  analyse  how they  live/behave  and clearly they do not! 
7th Comment – Paul,  a high-class Pharisee skilled in The Law persecuted the early Christians,  but he operated in 
ignorance,  having been schooled in the  “Traditional Theology”  of the day!   What is different today  (Matt.23v15)? 
13th Reasoning – Paul knew the Tanakh intimately and many associated writings  (so he was much better placed than our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  of today),  and Paul thought he was fulfilling God’s Desire by maintaining the fidelity 
of  “The Jewish Religion”  until  “The Jewish Saviour”  came  “to take over”.   However,  it took the encounter on the 
road to Damascus  (Acts.9v2-6)  to realise,  he was  “blaspheming against the HS”  and  “insulting The Gospel”! 
Virtually no  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have had that type of encounter,  because they have no relevant 
knowledge of the scriptures and if they did,  then they would have no inclination to  repent/reform  as did Paul,  so Yahweh 
quite rightly has no interest in them to become an  “Early Adopter”,  because they have not initially “put in the effort”! 
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4th Good News – Paul is so grateful that JCg has shown mercy by considering him worthy to be  “knocking at his door” 
(Rev.3v20) -  so that Paul is  only too please to respond in a positive manner  to  accurately publicise  The Gospel to 
whomever will receive it.  Are we of the same inclination?   If not,  then why not? –  Perhaps we are not motivated as much 
as was Paul (Luke.7v41-47) –  but that should not dissuade us in personally working to  the very best we are able. 
16th Instruction – “The Word of God”  is dependable,  and all people who truly depend upon it,  shall receive reward. 
5th Good News – JCg placed  (by Yahweh)  into a fleshly body as JC personally came into The World to save sinful people. 
17th Instruction – JC came to save The World  (1John.2v2 without caveats)  which means  both  (1) Christians and  (2) 
non-Christians  over what is now to be a 2 part life  (both 2 part spiritual and 2 part physical).  For virtually all people it 
requires The Millennium to make that personal change to truly  “imitate JC”  and thus truly “believe in him”  and thus 
become  “Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology to rule our mind,  hence “God’s Word” (JC)  to become our master. 

Does the reader  truly understand  what all this  really means?   Just ignore what leaders of Christendom tell us! 
6th Good News – Even the most sinful person is capable of being saved –  if they so choose to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
18th Instruction – Paul was shown mercy because he chose to imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to the very best he was able 
and thus while in this state JC is prepared to be patient with him. 
14th Reasoning – Just as JCg shows patience with Paul,  then likewise JCg will be patent with all those people who  really 
believe  in JC  (= precisely  imitate  JC’s lifestyle)  over their 2 part life and they shall achieve everlasting life. 
7th Good News – Yahweh is the Only Wise One,  incorruptible/immortal  All-sovereign King of The Universe (6v15-16). 
19th Instruction – All due  praise/glory/honour/worship  is to be given to Yahweh for the eternity.  Quite simply if this is a 
personal problem –  then please consider what Yahweh is doing for us –  else personally the future must be bleak! 
1Tim.  1v12 og Also  (the) grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
1Tim.  1v12 og to the (one [JCg])   empowering/enabling/{(increasing in) strength}/{be (making) strong}  I/me/my   
1Tim.  1v12 og (to the [= in./with/by/on]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus   
1Tim.  1v12 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  lord/master  {of/from us},   
1Tim.  1v12 og because  (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  I/me/my   
1Tim.  1v12 og (he [JC]) leaded/commanded/deemed/considered/accounted/{ruled over}/thought [middle voice],   
1Tim.  1v12 og (the) placing/ordaining/settling/{sinking/laying down}/purposing   [me/Paul]   into/unto   
1Tim.  1v12 og (the) attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world},   
1Tim.  1v12 = Also  I  have/possess  the  gift/favour/benefit  in  our  lord/master,   in the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus, 

(for)  empowering/enabling  me  (Paul),   
because  he (= JCg)  personally  considered/deemed/accounted  me  trustful/faithful/sure/true,   
placing/ordaining/purposing  me  into/unto  the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}. 

 

Also I have the  gift/favour   (being what  “The Word of God”  gives to our mind  [replacing worldly methodology with Yahweh’s Methodology]) 
                (The  gift/favour  is at two levels  [1] Yahweh’s Methodology protects us from hurtful worldly fallout,  [2] we may achieve possible Sonship) 
in our  lord/master   (God's Word wholly controlling my mind,  so we are a complete faithful slave to our master)    
the Anointed Jesus   (“The Goal of The Anointing”  JC laid down for us to ideally achieve upon our awakening at “The 1st Resurrection”) 
empowering me   (“The Knowledge”  gives me  “Strength of mind”  and  “The Authority”  to  “Speak with Fire”  to quench opposition), 
because he (JCg)  personally  considered/accounted  me  trustworthy/faithful   (to invite me for possible  “anointing” unto “Sonship”), 
placing/purposing  me unto the servicing in the world   (“The Responsibility”  of  accurately  representing Yahweh's Interests on this Earth), 
                (This is simply a training ground for  “The Greater Responsibility”  as a  king/priest  [2Tim.4v6-8]  in The Millennium  [Luke.19v16-19]) 

 

A 4th revision addition. 
Note   Virtually all worldly bible translations spin the translation from  “gifts/favours/benefit”  to  “gratitude/{give thanks}”  and if I remember 
correctly this is the only place in the New Testament where this is done.  I would rather keep the standard translation  (as used everywhere)  as I show 
within my translation,  namely,  “gifts/favours/benefit”  to then understand why he used that word. 
If we take what I consider to be the correct translation,  “gifts/favour/benefit”  here,  then Paul is telling us something much more in his writings  (lost in 
our standard  worldly bible translations  [as usual in most critical places]). 
Rather than just saying “Thanks”,  he is stating - 

I recognise I have learnt something from God’s Word  (JC, Rev.19v13)  being  “The Displayed Wisdom of God”  that becomes the resultant of 
God’s Word outputted within  (1) JC’s life and  (2) Paul’s life.   

Paul recognised this  “Godly Wisdom”  (as personally expressed)  as being “The Gifts/Favours/Benefits”  of which God’s Word wholly imbued to yield 
“Real Faith”  through its  required three  stages.  Without God’s Word personally yielding “Real Faith”  within us,  then we  cannot  personally 
recognise the  “gifts/favours/benefits”,  which is perhaps why our translators badly translate the word into the weak closed loop of just  “give thanks”.   
Therefore,  Paul goes onto state    

These  “Gifts/Favours/Benefits”  derived from JC  (as God’s Word)  are empowering him to live a life that befits a person who is actively 
aiming to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  being that of our ideal personal goal. 

Then Paul moves on to exclaim,  JC is his master – being that JC as  “The Word of God”  wholly controls his mind to yield a faithful deportment in 
servicing the World with his missionary work. 

As the reader can see my correct translation has more in-depth meaning than just the simple “giving thanks”  -  that is rather simplistic. 
Finally, 

To validate my assertion,  I ask the reader to look at 1Tim.4v3-4 later in this epistle,  where Paul uses the Greek word  twice  to truly mean 
“Give thanks”  and thus clearly Paul  “knows  the difference between the two words” –  so why did he not use that word here? 
This is  another case  of our  “worldly translators”  thinking they know better than the scribes and thus put in their own  “Copyist Additions”  
by surreptitiously pushing The Bible through Rev.22v18-19.   This is  NOT  an isolated event – but relatively common as my transparent 
translation of The New Testament clearly shows! 

Returning to my earlier revisions. 
JCg knows Paul’s sincere heart condition having operated upon  “The Word of God”  with absolute fidelity to become  “The Master”  of Paul's mind. 
Moreover,  Paul is jealous for  “The Real Faith”,  and thus Yahweh operates within and around Paul to assist in his  publicising/teaching  work. 

Why?    
Because quite simply,  Paul thoroughly understands  “The Word of God”  as given in The Tanakh  (as taught to him since his childhood)  combined with 
what The Disciples have taught him as explained by JC during his ministry and was most desirous to operate with fidelity,  thereby gaining the HS. 
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Thus,  it is JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within Paul to become as the  presence/parousia  of JC operating within Paul as his master,  which   
empowers/enables  Paul to make him more effective in  “attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}”  -  because his mind has the Accurate Knowledge!   
Notice JCg is  not  fuelling self-indulgence  (as we witness in virtually  all  Christian schisms of The World today)  -  but only to  accurately  promote  
“The Word of God”  to people in The World  -  so that other people might know how to precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

Compare what this verse tells us –  to what certain  worldly Christian leaders preach to us!   There is a major disconnect between the two! 
1Tim.  1v13 og the (person [Paul])   previously/before/former  (the) being/having/existing   
1Tim.  1v13 og (the [person, Paul]) vilifying/{speaking impiously}/{injurious speaking}/blaspheming   
1Tim.  1v13 og also  (the) persecutor/{pursuer to harm}  also  (the)  insolent/{over-bearing}/insulter/injurer/hurter;   
1Tim.  1v13 og but  (I) {obtained compassion}/{received pity}{been shown mercy},   
1Tim.  1v13 og because  (the) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}   
1Tim.  1v13 og (I) did/worked/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised   
1Tim.  1v13 og in  (to the [= within]) faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience. 
1Tim.  1v13 = The person  (Paul)   being  previously  the  vilifying/{injuriously speaking}/blaspheming  also  the persecutor,  

also  the  insolent/insulter/hurter,     (this is what Paul was like  prior  to his  invitation/calling  by JC at Acts.9/22/26v1-12)  
but  I  (Paul)   have  {obtained compassion}/{been shown mercy}    (from Yahweh through JCg) 
because  I  did/worked/practised  {inclined not to know}/{rather being ignorant}  within  the  faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience. 

 

The person  (Paul)  being previously  vilifying/blaspheming   (“deny by rebellion”  in the mind  yields an  “output of injurious speaking”)  
also the persecutor  (to Yahweh's True Representatives),   also the  insolent/insulter   (to what is “Righteous”  [as only sourced by Yahweh])   
               (Paul was this when representing “Religion”,  but then reformed on  “The Word of God”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  wholly inculcated) 
but I (Paul)  have been shown mercy   (from Yahweh through JCg's two actions of   [1] ministry  [2] Ransom Sacrifice)   
because I did  (this)  preferring to be ignorant  (on God's Word)   within faithlessness   (not understanding how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
               (Paul knew God's Word in The Tanakh,  but  completely misapplied it,  until JCg showed him to how to  correctly apply it) 

               (We must clearly understand -   The Tanakh “God’s Word part 1”  was  righteously answered  by JC as  “God’s Word part 2”) 
 

In the early part of his life,  Paul was a high-class devout Pharisee and  was  meticulous  in learning  The Old Law  as a student to the Rabbi Gamaliel, 
(Acts.5v34, 22v3)  also he was ardently zealous in  “enforcing”  the Jewish faith  as he understood it –  against  “the heretics”  (Christians).  
However,  after his experience on the road to Damascus,  he realised,  people must be  led by the circumcision of the heart  (Rom. chapters 2 to 4) and 
their thought processes  built upon Mark.12v30-31   for the  possible  election/selection/choosing.  It was this coming together of The Tanakh and JC's 
teaching within Paul's mind that enabled Paul to  see/understand  Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  over what was to become  
“The 3 Epochs of Israel”  ([1] Jews,  [2] Christians and then  [3] The Resurrected World).  Where Yahweh required His two flocks of   “The Early 
Adopters”  (John.10v3, 16)  elected from out of the  first two  epochs of  “Israel”  so Yahweh might gain  “The Rulers”  for  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  
(= “The Resurrected World”)  of which Paul  (and others)  is/are  to  co-rule  (Rom.8v17, 23)  as  The Authority/Heaven  1Cor.12v1-3 –  as taught to 
him by JCg on  “The Road to Damascus”  Acts.9/22/26v1-15). 
This understanding came from JC's ministry unlocking The Tanakh within Paul's mind.   JCg could use Paul’s two unique qualities - 

1. A fastidious knowledge of  “The Old Law”.  
2. His  zealous/passionate  drive for  “The Ultimate Truth”  (to become publicised to all people desiring to listen). 

In bringing these two qualities together,  Yahweh  (being the “heart-knower”)  through JC  was able to use Paul to explain to those people wishing to 
listen,  the link between  “The Old System”  being a foreshadow of what was to come  in  “The Gospel Age”  and later in The Millennium. 
Imitating Paul,  as I am best able,   then likewise I am equally zealous to explain Yahweh’s Plan on this website –  virtually  none  of which  (I have 
heard)  is preached by  any  of the  worldly Christian Leaders on this planet.   
Sadly,  all I hear given is  worldly discordant  “soundbites”  duplicated by  any  worldly religion with their god and  “supposed saviour of self-denial”!  
       So,  what makes  “Christianity”  (as given by our  worldly Christian leaders)  any different to what we are given by the leaders of other religions?    
Because  “Christians”  most certainly do  not  have a monopoly on  “love”  as presently inferred by our  worldly Christian leaders! 

I will leave that there for the reader to consider and move on! 
I use this verse as one of several to explain what  “Blaspheme”  really means  (see glossary)  where I try to get behind what The Greek states on the 
surface as being  “injurious sayings”  to  “The Intent”  (being  “The Driver”  for  the  “injurious sayings”).  My definition of  “Blaspheme”  is to  
“deny by rebellion”  that describes  “The Intent”  behind the  “injurious sayings”  which is precisely  why  we are  not  forgiven when blaspheming 
against The HS  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.) –  please see glossary on all these terms. 
By analogy in “Law”,   “the conspirator”  (as “The Brains” behind The Crime)  is often more guilty than the physical perpetrator (being  “the output”). 
So here Paul was  “denying by rebellion”  Yahweh’s HS in promoting  “The Word of God”  to move forward Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”.  
(Where the “HS” = “Yahweh's  Desire/Personality/Traits  which is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  made manifest within The Environment”). 
However,  when Paul was shown The Exegesis behind Yahweh’s Plan from both The Tanakh setting the future scene and JC’s personal fulfilment of it to 
righteously answer The Tanakh,  together as  “The Lead and Means”  to make  “The Culmination of The Millennium”  occur  -  then Paul thoroughly 
repented and became a foremost apostle driven by  “The Knowledge”  within his mind –  ardently motivated by  “The Heart”.  
1Tim.  1v14 og (it is) superabundantly/exceedingly/{without measure}  And  the  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit   
1Tim.  1v14 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us},  {amid/together/with (meta)}   
1Tim.  1v14 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also  (of the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  of the   
1Tim.  1v14 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
1Tim.  1v14 = And  the  gift/favours/benefit  of our  lord/master  is  exceedingly/{without measure},    (driving our hearkening mind) 

together/with  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
also  of the  charity/{agape love}  within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 

 

And the  gift/favour/benefit   ([1] God's Word instructs how to leave worldly methodology  [2] Ransom Sacrifice for 2nd part of our physical life)  
of our  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  truly  controls our mind  so that we  precisely imitate  his  ministry/lifestyle) 
is without measure   ([1] a perfected mind is limitless in edifying opportunities  [2] perfected body has an eternity to express “The Hearkening Mind”)  
together/with  the  (Real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  which enables us to  know and do   imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
also of the  agape/charity   (being of his ministry and ransom sacrifice was  freely given,  under the persecution sourced by  “Leaders of Religion”) 
within the Anointed Jesus    (JC was showing us  “The Goal”  that we are ideally to achieve in our life,  so we may  be anointed by Yahweh). 
             (JC is  The  Example/Template  that  we must precisely imitate  within our life to truly  fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  there is  no  other alternative) 
 

The  gift/favour/benefit  sourced by Yahweh channelled through JCg as  “The Word of God”  being the  lord/master  controlling Paul's mind  (as the 
presence/parousia  of JC)  is without measure because Paul as a TC has  “Real Faith”  (=  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  through  “The 
Word of God”  that is operating through Paul with fidelity in the  one/same  charity love to edify one’s neighbour,  as did JC during his ministry/lifestyle. 
Thus repeating,  we realise,  it is in this manner the TC has JCg’s presence/parousia  working within them,  of which the members of The World see as a 
truly godly person operating in total humility away from all forms worldly operations so they might not be contaminated by The World’s methodology.   
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In this manner the TC becomes protected from The World by  “The Mind”  driven by  “The Word of God”,  that  freely chooses  to avoid the enticing 
snares to self-indulge  “The Immediacy”  that would otherwise operate within an  animalistic/carnal  mind.  This transformation of The Mind  away from  
worldly endeavour  (resulting in “hurt”)  becomes the immediate  spiritual  gift/favour/benefit  from our  lord/master  JC as  “The Word of God”.   
Then equally important at the  physical  level to get us into the 2nd part of our physical life is JC's Ransom Sacrifice as the physical  gift/favour/benefit  
that righteously becomes  “The Means”  for Yahweh to express His HS through His  infinite capability  to resurrect us  (all  people,  both Christian and  
all  non-Christian,  1John.2v22, 4v14, etc.)  into the 2nd part of our physical life that occurs in The Millennium.  
Note   Charlatan Christians leaders  (perhaps in their millions)  shall  never  be resurrected and thus annihilated at the end of their present existence 
(Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-19). 
1Tim.  1v15 og (The) Trustful/Faithful/Sure/True  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Tim.  1v15 og also  (of the) all  (of the) reception/acceptance/welcome   
1Tim.  1v15 og (the) {deem entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy,   
1Tim.  1v15 og because  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus   (he [JC]) accompanied/appeared/brought/came   
1Tim.  1v15 og into/unto  the  World/Adornment/Decoration [= all life on this planet, culminating in Mankind]   
1Tim.  1v15 og (the) sinful/sinners (persons)   (to) deliver/{to save}/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve   
1Tim.  1v15 og {of whom/which}  (of the) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  (I) am/exist  (emphatic) I/me. 
1Tim.  1v15 = Trustworthy/Faithful/True  (is)  the  word/reasoning     (as sourced by Yahweh through JC  [Rev.19v13]) 

also  the  deserving/worthy/{due reward}  of the  all/whole  acceptance/welcome,     (of God's Word to operate within our mind),   
because  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus,  he  appeared/came  into  The World   
to  deliver/save/{make whole}  the  sinful  people,  {of whom}  emphatic I (Paul)  am  the  foremost/beginning/chief! 

 

Trustworthy/True  (is)  the  word/sayings/reasoning   (as only  sourced by Yahweh  through JC  [not  sourced by Satan via “Leaders of Religion”]) 
               (Inasmuch,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  adversarial/contesting/opposing  Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”) 
also  (God's Word is)  deserving/worthy  of all acceptance   (because it will ultimately yield a  “perfected society”  in The Millennium) 
because the Anointed Jesus   (gave us “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13 ] to be “The Means” for us to achieve “The Goal” to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
he (JC)  came into The World   (being as  “The Life”  that also  he created  under Yahweh's expert guidance  Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3, etc.) 
to  deliver/save  the sinful people   (being  all  of us,  Rom.3v23, 1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.,  by making available a 2 part both  spiritual/physical  life), 
of whom  emphatic I (Paul)  am the foremost   (Paul originally persecuted the early Christians –  of which he is demonstrably  sincerely repentant). 
 

Firstly,  I would like to offer my interpretation of the original Greek as given because I feel it offers more than what is given in many worldly bible 
interpretations that all seem to have some variance on this verse. 
Though JC is  “The Word of God”,  I prefer to place the emphasis upon  “The Word of God”  being extended to be everything written in The Bible  (Old 
and New Testaments  [of God’s Word of parts 1 and 2])  rather than just mere acceptance that  “JC came into The World”. 
Many standard worldly translations  “dumb-down”  this verse into a  “benign acceptance”  –  but I rather people realise everything written in The Bible  
is  “Trustworthy/Faithful”  given for our education  (2Tim.3v15-17)  and thus  by extension  this verse includes we become  deserving/worthy   through  
personally welcoming  this information by imbuing  all  the content of The Bible into our  hearts/{seats of motivation}. 
It must become “Our driver”  within our life – for us to ultimately achieve  “Personal Salvation”  (when we  personally imitate JC  [our Saviour]). 
Where naturally,  -  JC coming into The World becomes a subset of Yahweh’s meticulous and most righteous plan as given throughout The Bible. 
Therefore,  I make no apology –  but rather state mine is more likely to be what was running through Paul’s mind  (dictated by Yahweh through JCg)  as 
he faithfully scribed it down for our edification  (noting,  Paul fastidiously knew The Torah,  and commended Timothy on his knowledge, 2Tim.3v15-17). 

Moving on to the Trinity myth  -  what does this verse teach us? 
The word “erchomai” (StrongsTM = 2064)  meaning  “came”  is referred to JC. 
Thus,  Paul is stating that JC  personally  came into The World. 

So what?  You might ask! 
If JC  personally  came into The World and he was recognised by The Public as  “The Son of God” (Matt.16v16, 26v63, and other entities Mark.3v1, 
Luke.4v3, noting my commentary at John.9v35, 10v38, 11v4, and 11v27)  –  then he could  not  be  “The Almighty God”  Yahweh! 
Thus,  if JC  personally  came then he must have had a  personal  existence in The Heavens  (as we are told)  “alongside The Father”.   
Noting how he freely chose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and not his own desire –  indicating  two separate  entities  (Matt.26v39, 42, etc.). 
Furthermore,  JC deferred his  “Goodness”  unto  “The Good Father (Yahweh)”  Luke.18v18-19. 
So,  I consider this inductive reasoning based upon Bible citations destroys  “Oneness”  and  “the Trinity”  myths  (of Man’s fabrication)  that state it 
was by implication  “The Almighty God”  being physically upon this Earth.  However,  when understanding what  “ho theos”  (as the “nominative” 
case)   really means  (and  not  as we are told by  errant bible theologians)  then I do not dispute  “the specific god”  of us  being  our  creator came into  
The  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  (StrongsTM=2889) –   but he (JCg)  most certainly was  not  “The Father”  Yahweh  (noting the plural and 
differentiation given at Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3). 

That seems  not  a “Mystery”  to me –  but  “righteous common sense”!   
“Righteous” (equitable to God’s Word)  because most importantly   It is what The Bible  (as God’s Word)  irrefutably  tells us! 

Why should we invent  “mystery”  when there is  “no mystery”!    Only perhaps when we are  “not given to know”  (Matt.13v11-13)! 
Moreover,  if we are  “not given to know”   then  we should  not  pretend to represent  “Something”  of which we are  “not given to know”,  because this 
practice just makes us  “fraudsters”! 

Now for the clarification of the last section  
We are told,  JC saves those people who are sinners  (because we  all  are, Rom.3v23)  and yet there are very many people not knowing they are sinners 
to  “The Word of God”  -  being specifically those people having never heard of  “The (Real) Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”.   
Thus,  this verse becomes a 2-pronged message.  

1. The  Election/Selection –  of which Paul is part of it  (to be an “Early Adopter” of  “The Requirement”  for salvation) –  as I carefully explain 
in my earlier commentaries.   

2. General statement for  all  humans –  because JC came into The World to save sinners  (from Satan’s mandatory death sentence),  so  all 
humans will be resurrected  out of this death sentence  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  brought upon us by the  “bad decision making”  of our ancestors  
(Adam/Eve)  –   to become now  (only because of  JC's Ransom Sacrifice)   “The 1st Death”  termed   “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15).  
It is  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation   (Rev.2v27, 14v18-20, 20v6, Matt.13v30)  of which we should fear  (Luke.12v4-5) –  specifically  
charlatan Christian leaders who are very likely to face it  first  (= annihilation)  at  the end of their  present  existence.   
        I very carefully explain the exegesis in many places elsewhere  (but also in  “2 part life”  given in my glossary). 

Note   This verse has put  no  qualifiers upon  “saving”,  except Paul is saying to  “everyone”,  I am the worst,  so if JCg can save me,  then he can 
provide  guaranteed  salvation for you,  the reader,  likewise –  with the caveat    Provided (= “If”)  you personally respond positively to  “The Power”  
of  “The Word of God”  that can cause the very necessary reform within our mind to become  entirely  Christ-like  (= to precisely imitate JC)! 

Thus,  one sentence of a few words in this  one  verse leads to  three  major errors in  worldly Christian doctrine as presently taught! 
Sadly,  our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  have  all  the verses in The Bible  to get wrong  (and thus multiply up accordingly  
[almost pro-rata]  with ever-more  errors)  in their very muddled  worldly  Christian doctrine based upon the  “mystery”  of their  own  
creation! 
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When are these  “worldly acclaimed”  Christian  theologians/scholars  going to wake up from their spiritual slumbers? 
Throw away the old wine!   Embrace the New Wine   (Luke.5v36-39)  given on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  that  holistically concurs  with  
every verse  given in The Bible! 

I am  most desirous  for the world’s  very best  worldly  scholars/theologians  beholden to their old,  discredited doctrine to find a verse to the contrary! 
Fortunately,  at  “The Juncture”  between  “The Gospel Age”  and  “The Millennium”,  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  material will become   “The 
Master Citation Reference”  (Matt.24v14). 
A 4th revision addition. 
I surmise this transition of Rev.21v1-4 occurring will be in 2067  (just after Rev.19v16-21 having occurred)  by de facto it is a Jewish Jubilee Year that 
occurs every 50 years.  This surmised reasoning is only based upon recognising Yahweh’s Omnificence to lay down allegoric terms throughout History 
and simply applying this reasoning in acknowledgement of Yahweh’s Grandeur over The Whole Universe in His workings. 
We had noticeable events occurring during successive 50 year Jubilee Years  (Lev.25v13-54, 27v17-24). 

1917  “The Belfour Agreement”   For the Right of Israel to exist  (to  “house Jerusalem”). 
1967  “The Six Day War”  allowed The Jews to  “capture Jerusalem”  from  “The Heathen”  (“non-Jews”). 
2017  “The Announcement of Jerusalem as the Israel’s capital”  by a leader of The World’s most powerful country  (for it to then decline). 
2067  “The Imposition of The Spiritual Jerusalem to rule The Resurrected World”  by The Leader  (Yahweh)  of The Universe  (for it to grow) 

All that is given at  “The Highest Level”  and I accept Matt.24v36,  but this is only my supposition to magnify Yahweh’s Omnificence   (and  not  of 
myself,  being  “simply an observer and reporter”  of such magnificence operating within  The/His Universe). 
1Tim.  1v16 og But  through (reason of)  that/this/there/here   
1Tim.  1v16 og (I) {obtained compassion}/{received pity}/{been shown mercy}  that  in  {to [= within] me}   
1Tim.  1v16 og (to the) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former 
1Tim.  1v16 og (he [JC] may/should) indicate/show/display/demonstrate [middle voice] 
1Tim.  1v16 og (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  the  all  (the) forbearance/longsuffering/patience,   
1Tim.  1v16 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {typifying under}/{for imitation}/pattern/form   
1Tim.  1v16 og to the (persons)  {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}/purposing   
1Tim.  1v16 og (to) commit/believe/entrust  over/upon/concerning  (to the) him [JC]   
1Tim.  1v16 og into/unto  (the) life/existence  (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting. 
1Tim.  1v16 = But  through reason of  this  I   (Paul)  {obtained compassion}/{was shown mercy},  

that  first/foremost  within  me  the  Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed  he may  personally  show/display  all  forbearance/patience,   
towards  the  {typifying under}/imitation /pattern/form  to the  people  
expecting/intending  to  commit/believe/entrust  upon/concerning  to the  him  (JCg)   unto  the  perpetual/everlasting  life/existence. 

 

But through reason of this  I (Paul)  was shown mercy   (from the persecution he [as a  “Leader of Religion”]  inflicted upon the early Christians), 
                (Paul was shown mercy,  even though in ignorance he worked against Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.) 
that the Anointed Jesus  (as our Goal)  might personally display firstly within me all  forbearance/patience   (of my former crimes), 
to become the  imitation/pattern/template  to the people   (JC  led by example  =  we must be first patient of neighbour's sin  with the caveat -) 
expecting/intending  to  (truly)  commit/entrust  upon to him  (JCg)  (the ignored caveat today)   unto the everlasting  life/existence. 
               (where  “truly  commit/entrust”  =  “precisely imitate”,  else it is not following through with what we know –  and thus  “hypocritical”) 
 

It was for Paul’s continual trusting in  “The Word of God” based upon his extensive knowledge of The Tanakh summed together with what he learnt 
from the original disciples that gave him  “The Understanding”  of Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  being  “The Real Gospel”  
of  “1st Century Christianity”  (never  taught today)   which he then displayed within his life.  This was the primary “Reason”  why Paul  “obtained 
compassion”  as an  “Early Adopter”  and he shall receive  guaranteed  everlasting life within an incorruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  
(1Cor.15v35-55). 
By displaying within Paul’s life  “The Real Gospel”,  being  “The Means”  for  personal salvation  (based upon what JC did  [1] The Ministry given,  [2] 
The Ransom Sacrifice) –  then Paul likewise  (to JC)  became  “The Pattern”  for those people of  The Gospel Age  to imitate  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 
Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, 1Thes.1v6, etc.).  Paul shall equally receive the fulfilment of  “The Promise”  being part of  “The Heirs”  as a future  “Son of God”  
over  “The Inheritance” (“The Resurrected World”).  JC led The Way to become JCg after he had removed The Veil between Yahweh and the 
demonstrable priests  (of the new line of Judah,  Jer.31v31-34, Heb.7v7-14, etc.)  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age)   
(please see my commentary at Matt.27v51, etc.) 
Likewise,  we aiming to become TCs must demonstrate patience upon those people operating within The World’s Methodology –  while they also 
persecute us –  always knowing that we are imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for the  one/same   “Anticipation/Expectation”   (it is  not  a vain “hope”). 
Yahweh through JCg as the  “heart-knower”  showed mercy first to Paul by speaking to him –  because JCg knew Paul’s heart condition and of his 
zealous and passionate commitment to  “The Absolute Truth”.  Paul was not rejected because of his past wrongs.  It was those past wrongs that became 
Paul’s spur for evermore zealous commitment to the  publicising/teaching  work.  Furthermore,  JCg’s patience first being shown to this former and yet, 
now  completely reformed  murderer is visible to all succeeding TCs as a guide to what is possible for them likewise. 
This one verse contradicts Christians saying   Just  “believe”  and  “be saved”. 
It is a half-truth because  we must also imitate the person’s actions  to demonstrate  real  belief,  else we just display  our hypocrisy! 
I could write a book on this subject alone –  to explode the  worthless and dangerous  preaching of our  worldly Christian leaders on    

1. “Believing”! 
2. “be saved”! 

But they do not care,  only interested in the proceeds that a large,  duped flock will give to them  in/for  the  “here and now”.   
The Millennium apparently does not exist to them!   This does not show agapao nor agape in their actions –  for the long term good of their devotees! 
Note   Please see my dissertation   “What is the difference between being Saved and having Life”?        
That one document  (of many I have written)  blows asunder the difference between  “1st Century Christianity”  and  “worldly Christianity”. 
1Tim.  1v17 og to the  And  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods},   
1Tim.  1v17 og (to the) {not decaying}/incorruptible/immortal,  (to the) invisible/unseen, 
1Tim.  1v17 og (to the) alone/only/merely   (to the) wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious  (to the) God   
1Tim.  1v17 og (the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity  also   (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   
1Tim.  1v17 og into/unto  the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}  of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}.   
1Tim.  1v17 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
1Tim.  1v17 = And  to the  Sovereign/King  (Yahweh)   of the  ages/perpetuities,   

incorruptible/immortal,  invisible/unseen,  to the  alone/only  wise  God  (Yahweh)   
(be)  the  value/honour/precious  also  the  glory/dignity/worship  unto  the  ages/perpetuities  of the  ages/perpetuities.    
Amen. 
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And  (as a separate subject to JCg of the previous verse,  then)   to the  Sovereign/King (Yahweh)  of the ages  (overseeing  all “Righteousness”), 
incorruptible/immortal   (everlasting and can never die  -  and thus is  not  JC,  who died,  being murdered by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
invisible/unseen   (Ex.33v20,  where JC was seen  John.14v5-15,  but he  was/is  “The Image”  of his Father  [and thus  not  Yahweh])  
to the only   (hence “One”,  not  “three”  [as we are errantly told in the Trinity myth,  bending “words”])   
wise   (having  “The Perfect Knowledge”  [for The Universe to function]  is righteously practised  by  “The Source”,  = Yahweh) 
God   (“the dative case”  being an absolute pointer to  “The Almighty God”,  “Yahweh”  =  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”)  
(be)  the  value/honour/esteem   (within the minds of hearkening people taught by God's Word  to freely recognise  this about Yahweh) 
also the  glory/honour/dignity   (that is  freely given  by truly  “hearkening people”  to  “The Word of God”) 
unto the ages of the ages   (this will occur to people who perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC). 
Amen.   (This will occur –  but  only  to  hearkening/obedient  people over their 2 part life) 
 

Paul spoke about JCg in the previous verse as being  “The Link (Intercessor)”  between  Mankind  (being JCg’s creation)  and to Yahweh  (Who created 
The Universe and the building blocks JCg used for Life on this planet),  then Paul in his emotional state moves to The Overseer of All Things    

“And now to the ………”  where Paul directs his attention to Yahweh being  “The Source”  that respectively cannot,  help but demand,  
glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  from all those  (all lesser entities)  who really appreciate what He is able to source because of His 
Character and Authority that delivers  {The Intrinsically  Ideal/Good}  things into The Universe,  being   “His Universe”. 

Thus,  Paul acknowledging all this is only possible through  “Yahweh’s Capability to fully express His HS”  =  “Yahweh’s Desire that is   
pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  made manifest within The Environment”  that operates within freely compliant vessels. 

However,  what does Yahweh really desire in His Universe?   
Is it the vain worship of words,  songs,  music and the ridiculous religious customs as practised throughout “Religion”?  
Being everything of which a  worldly leader  of Mankind would like to see paraded out in front of him?   

Obviously not!   
Because only our  “Professional Leaders of Religion” would  naturally think  like our  “worldly leaders”  (choosing not to really know how Yahweh 
thinks) –  applying what they know to  “tickle the fancy”  of worldly congregations,  themselves knowing no better  (being kept like that in the dark,  by 
their religious leaders)! 
In direct contrast to the hypocrisy of our “worldly leaders”  saying one thing and doing another  . … …  

What Yahweh really desires is    
A completely fair,  equitable and harmonious society! 

A society like that shows real praise and worship to Yahweh,  because the members are fully operating according to His Methodology. 
That is the unfeigned worship to Yahweh! 

Just to be doing that  without  any songs, music,  and customs –  is fully pleasing to Yahweh  (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v20-25)! 
Because each member would be imitating JC and praying in secret to Yahweh  (Matt.6v4-6). 
However,  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  know this approach will bring no money into their coffers,  so they proffer  “Religion”  onto the 
community,  with feigned words about  “loving our enemy”,  yet they do not explain what these words really mean and how real agape should operate in 
society!    It is all  “Double talk”,  just as are politicians so proficient in doing  (same worldly mindset within both groupings of  worldly leaders)! 
 
4th Allegory – child – spiritually young in  “The Real Faith”,  and yet Timothy was maturing exceedingly quickly under 
The Mature/Adult Paul  (regarding “1st Century Christianity”.   Importantly,  Timothy wanted to become a mature TC. 
20th Instruction – Paul says,  for us to become a TC,  then we must  “personally  serve in a religious military campaign”  
and be expected to take up an  “apostolic career of hardship and danger”  (but be utterly  neutral  in worldly politics). 
1st Prophecy – Paul tells Timothy to expect an arduous campaign during his future ministry work. 
15th Reasoning – It must be understood,  we operate in Satan’s World at present  and we by being model secular citizens 
who imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (opposing the present ruler = Satan's methodology)  will  have war raged upon us.  
Logically,  if behaving as model secular citizens  without  having war raged upon us by  “claiming to love”  JC,  then we 
cannot be opposing the present ruler  (= Satan being the local authority for the last some 6000 years)! 
21st Instruction – It is only possible to serve with fortitude  (as above)  if the person has  “The Real Faith”   (= accurate 
knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  and an intrinsically good conscience –  thus we are to gain this first before starting. 
16th Reasoning – JC taught:  Do not start a tower unless we intend to finish building it (Luke.14v28),  likewise do not start 
an apostolic career unless we are prepared to face the arduous lifestyle of affliction,  else we will become deflected and 
sink into The World.  Thus,  be resolute upon our mission –  else we will bring shame upon our cause through deflection. 
All as JC taught in the parable of The Sower regarding the quality of  “The Soil”,  Matt.13v20-22. 
22nd Instruction – It is only by having an intrinsically  good/ideal  moral conscience will enable us to become TCs. 
Very few people have this quality and that is why Yahweh can only name 144000 TCs during the  whole  Gospel Age. 
Worldly leaders  (of Religion/Politics/Commerce)  demonstrably do  not  have this quality,  but Timothy had this virtue! 
9th Warning – Many Brethren (Christians)  do  not  have  “The Real Faith”  and/or  an intrinsically good conscience.  
They have pushed the real cause to one side and consequently shipwrecked  (made bankrupt)  what  “faith”  they had. 
That shows they originally only had  “blind faith”  as do absolutely  all  devotees of  “Religion”  (Matt.7v26-27). 
17th Reasoning – Thus it is best if some people are left to their own devices in the 1st part of their life so they might learn 
from their mistakes and thus cling to the 2nd part of their life with vigour in The Millennium within a good society. 
8th Good News – Those people unable to truly “believe in JC” (= inculcate  “The Word of God” and imitate JC)  in the 
present evil society,  shall have the opportunity of The Millennium during which time they are positioned to  
imbue/inculcate  God's Word  (and thus become amenable to having JC's presence/parousia  (as  “The Word of God”  – 
Rev.19v13)  and then be able to live for an eternity while imitating JC’s deportment. 
23rd Instruction – “Blaspheme”  does not directly mean what Religious Leaders tell us  (in much of what they say). 
What comes out of The Mouth is controlled by our mind – and thus “Blaspheme”  is intrinsically related to the thought 
processes within The Mind,  being an output of  “a rebellious mind” –  as explained by James at James.3v5-10. 
1Tim.  1v18 og this/that (specifically)   the  mandate/charge/command/injunction   
1Tim.  1v18 og (I) {place alongside}/{present things}/{put forth}/{set before}  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy,   
1Tim.  1v18 og (the) child/daughter/son  Timothy [vocative],   
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1Tim.  1v18 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   the (things [prophecies])   
1Tim.  1v18 og (the) {leading forward}/preceding/{going before}   over/upon/concerning  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy   
1Tim.  1v18 og (the) prophecies/predictions/prophesying,    that   
1Tim.  1v18 og (you may/should) {serve in a military campaign}/soldier/{arduous apostleship}/{wage war} [middle voice]   
1Tim.  1v18 og in  {to [= within] them}  the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Tim.  1v18 og (the) {military service}/{apostolic career (of hardship and danger)}/warfare. 
1Tim.  1v18 = This specific  mandate/command  I  {place alongside}/{put forth}  to you  (spiritual)  child,  Timothy,   

according to  the  proceeding/earlier  prophecies/predictions  upon/concerning  you  (“thou” as an individual),   
that  you  personally  may/should  {serve in a religious military campaign}/{arduous apostleship}   
within  the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  {religious warfare}/{apostolic career of hardship and danger}, 

 

This specific  mandate/command  I (Paul)  place alongside to you  (spiritual) child,  Timothy   (ideally to be a TC based upon his learning) 
according to the earlier prediction concerning you   (as an individual hearkening to his earlier learning, outputting with fidelity), 
                 (Timothy has thoroughly learnt the Tanakh,  hearkened to its warnings and commandments,  therefore he is ready to be a TC … … … ) 
that you personally serve in a religious military campaign   (against Satan and his cohorts -  “Leaders of Religion”,  driven by his methodology) 
within the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  apostolic career of hardship and danger   (of persecution sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”), 
 

Again Paul leads by example. 
He states about himself in v15, v16 that he was  initially  “actively delinquent”  to Yahweh's Desire  (behaving as a  “Leader of Religion” sanctioned by  
The High Priest, Acts.9v1-2),  but JCg showed  “The New Direction”  and Paul was personally motivated to  “turn around”  and follow the new course 
as directed –  by  JCg as  “The Word of God”  (Acts.9v3-6, Rev.19v13)   correctly imbued.   And likewise,  with all people,  they  must  personally turn 
around,  because if Paul can do it,  then surely everyone else is able to copy him (1Cor.4v16, 11v1).  
That is assuming the person is  truly  interested/motivated  at a  personal level   to reform and become Christlike as described in v16,  which if sincerely 
done shall have the due reward of  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  by contrast,  if it is feigned as done by  charlatan Christian leaders then they shall never even 
see The Millennium  (of which they  never  speak today  [being of its operations]). 

Thus,  this is Paul’s  lead-in  to encourage Timothy to break out from The World and of its methodology  and move forward in the apostolic 
career –  that means by necessity,  to face the hardships that any soldier will face during a military campaign. 

Paul  confirms/continues  the prophecies  (perhaps made by people noticing Timothy’s persona while young) –  the adversity Timothy is soon to meet for 
the rest of his life  (2Tim.3v11-13)  –  while  accurately  teaching “The Absolute Truth”  (being the opposition  [pious religious people/leaders]  trying to 
kill him  -  John.16v1-4).  This ultimately is sourced by The Adversary,  Satan ensuring his methodology of self-indulgence rules while practised by 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  so that Satan remains as the custodian god of this world –  obviously desiring  “The Truth”  should  not  be made 
known to The World.  Yahweh’s Adversary being Satan will use whatever means available –  principally  misguided religious leaders  of the time  
(blaspheming against the HS, Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32),  either the Jews then,  or those of present religious groups  (most culpable being those 
leaders within The Christian Nation)  against the TCs throughout The Gospel Age  (as a quick trawl on The Internet will deliver). 
While all this might sound painful, –  at least what I write to  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”,  is not as  vitriolic, acrimonious, venomous  as that written by 
The Prophets to The Jewish religious leaders of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”!   Please read their very many accusations –  too many to cite here! 
1Tim.  1v19 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also   
1Tim.  1v19 og (the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal  (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience,   
1Tim.  1v19 og whom/which/that  {some/any/certain persons}  (the having) {shoved/pushed off}/{thrust away}/rejected   
1Tim.  1v19 og concerning/about  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   (they) {made shipwrecked}/stranded. 
1Tim.  1v19 = (you)  having the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}             (that has built upon The Word of God accurately given) 

also  the  {intrinsically good}/ideal  coperception/{moral conscience},      (= this comes from personal motivation to correctly respond) 
which  {some persons}         (= worldly Christians of varying degrees) 
they  {having pushed off}/{thrust away}  {made shipwrecked}                (thus having The Knowledge [= Christians] – but not inculcated it) 
concerning  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.             (= being The Real Faith as demonstrated by JC and Paul) 

 

(you, Timothy )  having the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    (built only upon “1st Century Christianity”) 
also the intrinsically  good/ideal  moral conscience   (unlike   “Leaders of Religion”  behaving as  “fraudsters”  towards their deluded devotees) 
which some people (“Leaders of Religion”,  most culpable [Luke.12v46-48]  are  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders  - 1John.2v18-19) 
they (“Leaders of Religion”)  having pushed off made shipwrecked   (choosing to become mentally bankrupt towards God's Word) 
concerning the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
 

Paul acknowledges Timothy’s  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  that is supported by his intrinsically good moral conscience 
to ensure he edifies his neighbour freely and simply to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to bring more TCs unto Yahweh so  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  
might be achieved to bring  forth  “The 1st Resurrection”  and The Millennium some 3.5 years later  (Rev.19v16-21, Dan.12v11-12, Rev.20v1-7, 21v1-4). 
Paul also makes note for him  (and obviously to us,  through the centuries for our caution)  that it is quite possible to become shipwrecked  (sinking our 
progress to become a TC)  because we have  not   “The Real Faith”  (of the required 3 stages –  see later)  but sadly having a  “blind faith”  that has led 
us to follow our spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders.  Consequently,  both the religious leaders and the congregational members fall into the ditch  
(Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  and thus become  “stranded”! 
The utterly essential requirements to progress in a  “military campaign”   are to  

1. Know  “what you want”  (which is for a TC to fulfil  “Yahweh's Desire” –  see glossary). 
2. Work out the most successful stratagem to achieve  “what you want”. 
3. Meticulously follow the successful stratagem to attain  “what you want”. 
4. Item (3) requires hard work  (experiencing persecution and affliction while fulfilling The Stratagem). 

         Noting that,  “What TCs want”  is exactly what Yahweh wants,  because they truly have the  one/same  HS  (of FutureLife’s definition)! 
TCs want to  (1) bring forth 144000 TCs to Yahweh and then to  (2) purify whoever they can out of The Resurrected World. 

Notice how it is focussed and  no  “swerving from The Ideal”  can be accepted  if  we are to succeed. 
Also  “the persecution”  must come from  fulfilling The Stratagem  and not endless worthless  (worldly) stratagems  (by interfacing within The World). 

So,  we must ask   Have we personally embarked upon the 4 items in the above list? 
If not –  then  why  not? 

Is it because we have not been shown?  -  Then again,  why not? 
Obviously if this is true,  then the instructor is not very good  (perhaps blind to “The Requirement”)  and they are certainly  not  imitating Paul! 
I would suggest having words with the instructor and direct them to this website so they might awaken from their slumbers,  or for them to remove those 
obviously very dark glasses so they might then see where they should be heading  -  before they start instructing other people! 
My point here is gain   “The Real faith”  imbued within us –  as I keep stating - 

1. Grasp the  accurate Knowledge –  so you know what you must personally do! 
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2. Check out this knowledge  (against a  reliable  master source)  so we become confident in it to gain  assurance/competence/authority. 
3. Once having The Knowledge and having The Assurance in this knowledge,  then we are to act upon The Knowledge with fidelity. 

Show the World by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that we truly operate with fidelity by  not  being a  “hypocrite”  to what we know! 
Then in context,  Paul moves to two people who have chosen to return to The World,  perhaps following some  “self-indulgent Christian faith”  whose 
members are conveniently called  “Gnostics” by us –  but there are far more insidiously deviant Christian schisms in The World today that make much of 
Gnosticism pale into insignificance!   I know because I have read much of their work –  which is obviously  not  divinely inspired –  but  neither  is  
virtually everything  printed today purporting to represent Yahweh  (of which Yahweh  would find an anathema)! 

Much of what is generated is just worthless soundbites  (Matt.7v26-27)  used by Satan to cover and hide the few specks of valuable Gold. 
1Tim.  1v20 og {of whom/which}  (they) are  Hymenaeus  also  Alexander  whom/which/that [plural]   
1Tim.  1v20 og (I) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  to the  Satan/Resistor/Adversary,   
1Tim.  1v20 og that  (they may/should be) {trained up a child}/educated/disciplined/chastened/instructed/taught  not   
1Tim.  1v20 og (to) vilify/{speak impiously}/defame/revile/blaspheme. 
1Tim.  1v20 = {of whom}  they are  Hymenaeus  also  Alexander,   

whom I  {yielded up}/{cast over}  to the  Satan/Adversary,   
that  they  may/should  not  be  trained/educated  to  vilify/defame/blaspheme. 

 

Of whom they are Hymenaeus  also Alexander   (could have become possible  charlatan Christian leaders if Paul gave them more “Knowledge”) 
whom I (Paul)  yielded up to the  Satan/Adversary   (Paul decided to leave them as  “members of The World”), 
that they might not be  educated/chastened   (to learn first from their own mistakes when operating according to worldly methodology) 
to  {speak impiously}/blaspheme   (not to be part of  “denial by rebellion”  in what they would teach –  if having  “The Knowledge”). 
 

Ask  worldly Christian leaders what this verse means,  and they  “lose it”  in all manner of unrighteousness, –  only because they demonstrably do  not  
understand Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Quite sad really,  –  especially when it is made so very  perfectly clear  in The Bible! 
As this website screams out to The World because of what JC did for his creation then we  all  have a two-part whole life. 
We have - 

1. Two-part spiritual life  (1st is worldly,  learnt from birth,  and 2nd access to  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC’s lifestyle when mature). 
2. Two-part physical life  (1st fleshly as born,  but 2nd is either celestial  [144000 sons of God]  or perfected DNA fleshly for everyone else). 

Our single life comprises of these  two  parts because of JC’s  (1) Ministry to purify our mind in the 2nd part of our spiritual life,  and  (2) Ransom 
sacrifice to purify our physical body into the 2nd part of our life.  Thus,  JC has effectively  (in the midst of Yahweh’s Decree on sinning,  Gen.2v17)  
covered what now becomes the 1st part of our life and issued us with the 2nd part of our life  (comprising of its two parts as described above). 
This occurs because  (as we  are told  in The Bible – John.11v11-15)  our 2 part physical life is punctuated by “Asleep” -  that might be for one night,  or 
6000 years in the case for “Able”  (Adam’s murdered son, Gen.4v8).  This is given to all humans irrespective of what they know or believe –  because  
(as we  are told  in The Bible –  1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.)  we are  all  sinners  (Rom.3v23)  and  no  differentiators/degrees  have been placed upon that 
statement of JC offering The Ransom Sacrifice to all people. 
If we grasp  “The Word of God”  in the 1st part of our fleshly life  (to precisely  imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  to be living in the 2nd part of our spiritual 
life,  then  if  Yahweh deems it so,  we shall be resurrected for  “The Same Expectation”  as had JC –  “The fulfilment of The Promise”  =  To attain  
“The Inheritance”  by becoming  “The Heirs”  through  “Sonship to Yahweh”.   We are then proven “Early Adopters”  of Yahweh Methodology. 
However,  if we wait until we have been  “awakened/roused”  into the 2nd part of our physical life –  then we shall be resurrected into perfected DNA 
fleshly body to further our spiritual growth so we might fully imitate JC’s  lifestyle  (to have personally purified  the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life to be 
commensurate with the perfected DNA physical body  given  in trust)   to live for an eternity as “The Late Adopters”. 

These  “Late Adopters”  have truly hearkened to their new World Leaders,  being the proven TCs who,  as  “The Early Adopters”,  chose to 
imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their  physical  life.  

Let us consider worldly Christians,  freely choosing to enter the 2nd part of their spiritual life while in the fleshly part of their physical 1st part of their life 
and then stall by not imitating JC’s ministry lifestyle but become worldly and passive  (Matt.13v19-22).  These passive Christians are  not  blaspheming 
against the HS  (inspect these terms in the glossary) –  but merely spiritually slumbering –  so they just slide into the 2nd part of their physical life  (upon  
awakening/resurrection)  while still in the 2nd part of their spiritual life and wake-up to start some serious learning in The Millennium.  This serious 
teaching program is given by  “The New World Rulers”  having proved themselves to be  “The Early Adopters”  to Yahweh's Methodology while under 
the local heaven of Satan's methodology in the 1st part of their physical life!    This is what makes these leaders “Worthy to Lead”. 
Let us consider another scenario. 
The last consideration is similar to that just discussed above –  but instead of being  “passive” –  the individuals with much knowledge of  “The Word of 
God”  turn around,  and actively attempt to destroy  “The Word of God”  (as did Judas Iscariot,  Matt.26v14-15, John.12v6)  being what it is to yield  
(The Early Adopters).   These charlatan Christian Leaders attack Yahweh’s Purity by  twisting/distorting  it to excuse personal  self-indulgences  and 
thus by so doing  “mislead the children of The Real Faith”  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2  -  obviously important to be written down three times)! 
When these people,  whom I call  iniquitous charlatan Christian leaders,  physically die,  they cannot be righteously,  physically resurrected again 
because they have lost their  “consciousness existence” (= “soul”)  to reform,  when already they have  consciously  used up JC’s atonement to get them 
into the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (as a  fresh/clean  start)  because they have  sullied/blighted/blemished  that opportunity.  JC (as we are told in  
Heb.6v4-6, 10v36-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  only  died  The Once  and  not  Twice so we  only  have  The One additional opportunity to  “get it right”  in our 
mind (outputted in works)  –  we cannot throw that 2nd opportunity away as we did our  1st opportunity  to become an  “Early Adopter”  (when perhaps 
we were in the dark and “innocent”).   

When in the light of  “Yahweh’s Knowledge”  and JC’s ransom sacrifice is deliberately thrown back in Yahweh's face for personal self-
indulgent reasons –  then how are we to be saved  again? 

It cannot be righteous to awaken someone for the 3rd time based upon The Law of Works  (because when JC’s attornment has been cast aside only The 
Law of Moses remains),  and hence there is no atonement for the 2nd failure period of turning our back to  blaspheme  upon God’s Word). 
Yahweh is  “The Most Righteous God” –  and thus  cannot  operate in an  unrighteous fashion –  else  all  of creation in The Universe will become  
“jittery/nervous”  unsure what will occur next!   Standards will slip and everything  pile-up  into an  unrighteous mess! 

So,  after that long preamble –  what does this verse mean? 
Paul  is  being  kind/generous  to these two individuals. 
He is allowing them not to become involved in  “Christianity” –  so they might  not  be knowledgeable enough to become as future religious leaders  
(1John.2v18-19)  to begin  “blaspheming against the HS”  (= “deny by rebellion the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire”)  by  “injurious sayings”  to mislead 
“The Children of The Faith”.   

Can the reader see how all this ties together in a holistic manner when  correctly  explained? 
These individuals will now have an opportunity for a resurrection. 
They have learnt during the 1st part of their  physical life how bad life can by  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire and thus upon their awakening/rousing  into 
the 2nd part of their physical life  (to expand now their 2nd part of their untainted spiritual life)  they might then learn true righteousness in  “The Light of 
Yahweh’s Knowledge”  faithfully taught by JCg and his 144000 TCs assistants.   In this future role these TCs shall be  “Sons of God”  with unlimited 
capability to fully express Yahweh's HS,  to fulfil their desire –  that is actually  “no change”  because it was always to solely fulfil Yahweh's Desire  
(John.14v20, 17v21-26, 1John.5v14-15, etc.)! 
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Can the reader understand the righteous exegesis behind all this?    
It is precisely what The Bible teaches us! 

It is however  (up to 2007/21 CE),  not what our  worldly Christian leaders are preaching in their most  unrighteous exegesis  that incidentally does  not  
come from The Bible!   They just do not understand Yahweh's Righteous Plan –  else surely,  they would teach it in their sermons by both word and deed! 
 
 
24th Instruction – The instruction is to  “pray with a vow”  for  “the wants”,  inasmuch it  must be in line  with Yahweh’s 
mind (pure  spirit/personality/desires/traits, = HS),  noting conversely with  worldly Christians,  then James.4v2-4.   
The Brethren (Christians)  only  pray for their wants in “The Furtherance” of “Fulfilling Yahweh’s Pure Desire”  (HS) 
that needs to be explained for Christians,  this furtherance is  (1) Explain how Yahweh’s Plan of Human Salvation 
operates,  requiring  (2) the next generation of TCs to be formed and finally  (3) how to be successful in The Millennium. 
10th Warning – Absolutely  none  of the above is taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion/Christendom”  and that is 
why they are  all  comprehensibly rejected by Yahweh  for any position of rulership in The Millennium – they are not 
worth any position in what  “they personally choose to ignore”  (hence Luke.20v16, and most of JC’s parables). 
25th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are instructed to pray as an intercession for all recipients who give acts of 
gratitude in response to God's Word,  and to be thankful for what TCs have personally done  in their real charity work. 
26th Instruction – It is essential for The Brethren (Christians)  to seek  “The Intrinsically Ideal/Good Things”  that by 
definition are in line with what Yahweh Desires (hence “the HS”  in operation)  that is  solely  to yield the next generation 
of TCs thereby enabling Yahweh to index forward the next stage of His Plan for  our/Mankind’s  salvation. 
11th Warning – We must not ask within our prayers anything to pamper our present life,  because this shows our mind is  
not  in union with Yahweh and thus,  we are part of The World  (and a bastard, Heb.12v8).  Any  Christian leader who 
teaches against this,  is  a  “false prophet”  of which both JC and the Apostles persistently warn in their  ministry/writings. 
18th Reasoning – Thus the populace is thanked for their kindness in response to the furtherance of the TCs’ teaching. 
27th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are instructed to pray,  so those people in authority might leave the TCs to 
their own work without being disturbed from their primary mission to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”. 
19th Reasoning – Thus the reason for the prayer is so the authorities are not to persecute the TC,  thus enabling them to 
teach “The Word of God” unhindered,  thereby continuing in their state of  {piety of The Gospel}/holiness  and honesty. 
20th Reasoning – It is agreeable to Yahweh The Brethren (Christians)  pray over these matters concerning The World:- 

1. To thank Yahweh for those members of The World who are  pleasant/kind/{warmly receive}  the TCs. 
2. To ask for Yahweh’s protection from worldly authorities who  hinder/persecute  TCs in their ministry work. 

There is  nothing else  here instructing us to pray for any other worldly matters, contrary to what Christian leaders tell us! 
12th Warning – Beware of  worldly Christian leaders praying for  worldly leaders – they obviously do  not  have Yahweh's 
Spirit/Personality/Desire/Traits  because The Bible teaches us Yahweh has  no association with such people, John.15v5-25 
Consequently,  we can see where our “Leaders of Religion” sentiments lie,  firmly embedded in  this world  (1John.5v19)! 
28h Instruction – Yahweh desires  all  people to have everlasting Life and He provides The Most Righteous Mechanism to 
make this possible.  The Caveat – is,  we must learn to precisely imitate JC and have a likewise deportment over our 2 part 
life,  else we have rejected what JC truly means to us and thrown his  ministry/{ransom sacrifice}  back in his face. 
13th Warning – Reject what our Leaders of Christendom preach to us,  being a  “Gospel of Excuses to remain human”.  
Let me categorically state:  Yahweh desires  no  “human to survive into The Eternity”,  but  only  “people copying JC”. 
29th Instruction – Yahweh desires  all  of Mankind to learn how to fulfil His Desire,  and thus it is agreeable for Yahweh 
to assist in The Environment  only  as requested in items  (1) and (2)  above -  by The Brethren (Christians). 
21st Reasoning – Thus Yahweh becomes The Saviour to the TCs from people in authority persecuting TCs,  thus enabling 
TCs to  continue the accurate  ministry work so that  all  people may understand how they too can fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
In this manner The World might “personally come to recognise The Truth” rather than what we are errantly taught today! 
1Tim.  2v1 og (I) {set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort  Therefore/Then   
1Tim.  2v1 og firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  (of the)  all (things)   
1Tim.  2v1 og (to be) done/made/produced/yield/performed/provided/practised   
1Tim.  2v1 og (the) wants/petitions/prayers/requests,  (the) supplications/{earnest prayers (for a mutual result)}, 
1Tim.  2v1 og (the) interviews/intercessions/{speakings on behalf of}  
1Tim.  2v1 og (the) {acts of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}   
1Tim.  2v1 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) all  
1Tim.  2v1 og (of the) countenances/{human beings}/men; 
1Tim.  2v1 = Therefore/Then  I  exhort/beseech/urge,    

first/chiefly  of all  things  to be  making/doing/providing  the  wants/requests,   
the  {earnest prayers for a mutual result}, 
the  interviews/intercessions/{speaking on behalf of people}  the  {acts of gratitude}/{giving thanks} 
{for the sake/behalf of}/over  of  all  men/women;  

 

Therefore I  {call near}/exhort/urge  firstly of all things  (you  [Timothy aiming to be a TC])  to be doing: 
the  wants/petitions   (to improve  [1] “the lot”  of the TCs in the front-line ministry work,  [2] open doors in the personal ministry work),   
the supplications   (for a mutual result,  where the  [1] TC,  [2] recipient,  and [3] Yahweh,  all three are of  “one/same mind”  to yield more TCs) 
the intercessions   (speaking on the behalf of  imprisoned/persecuted  TCs  [for Yahweh to improve  “their lot”]),   
(and)  the giving of thanks   (when certain secular leaders have helped to release imprisoned TCs) 
for the sake of all men/women   (both the TCs to succeed in their ministry,  and for the leaders who could be adversarial and yet,  have not); 
                (Note   The above spills over onto all people when Yahweh has His validated 144000 TCs, because The Millennium then comes for  all people) 
 

As usual,  this verse does  not  mean what we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders taking this verse through  The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19! 
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Let us just write this clearly because it becomes the lead into the next verse  (where we are to take all verses  in context)  
Therefore,  first of all things I exhort you,  Timothy,  to be making  {prayer requests},  intercessions  for  {acts of gratitude}/{giving thanks}  
{on behalf}  of all men, …… 

The reason  why  I am breaking it down like this is because  “the sense”  of the two verses is  exactly the opposite  to what we are  “fraudulently taught”  
by both word and deed in the sermons given by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
The  worldly  Christian leaders  choose to be worldly  and ignore  “The Real Gospel”  message that is really being taught here by Paul.   

I will explain everything in the commentary to the next verse! 
1Tim.  2v2 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
1Tim.  2v2 og (of the) {foundations of power}/sovereigns/kings  also  (of the) all  of the ( persons)   
1Tim.  2v2 og in  (to the [= within]) prominence/superiority/authority/excellence  (of the) being/having [plural],   
1Tim.  2v2 og that  (the) stillness/tranquillity/quietness  also  (the) {keeping one’s seat}/undisturbed/peaceable   
1Tim.  2v2 og (the) {present state of existence}/livelihood/{good life}  (we may/should) {pass time}/{lead a life}/living   
1Tim.  2v2 og in  (to the [= within]) all  (to the) {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness   
1Tim.  2v2 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) venerableness/probity/gravity/honesty. 
1Tim.  2v2 = {for the sake/behalf of}/over  of the  kings, 

also  of  all  the people  being  within  the  prominence/authority/superiority  -   
that  the  stillness/tranquillity,   also  the  undisturbed/peaceable  {present state of existence}/livelihood/{good life}   (for “a quiet life”) 
we  (TCs)   may/should  {pass time}/{lead a life}/{be living}    (we,  as law abiding TCs,  might live a long life  away from  secular trouble) 
within  all  the  {piety of The Gospel}/holiness,    (we TCs imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  to be separate  away from The World of sin)   
also  in  the  venerableness/probity/gravity/honesty.    (to take things of our life seriously,  to be  decent/moral/respectful/truthful, etc.) 

 

for the sake of the kings  also of all the people within authority   (those people with authority over The Populace  [and thus also over TCs]) 
that the tranquillity,  also the undisturbed present state of existence   (for TCs to have a life  without grief  [caused by “Leaders of Religion”])  
we (TCs)  might be living   (that we as  “wholly law-abiding citizens”,  might  not  be the recipients of  “religious persecution”) 
within all the Godliness of the Gospel   (TCs precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  having entirely rejected  “worldly methodology”) 
also within  probity/{strong moral principles}   (TCs ensure no charge of impropriety can be levelled against themselves,  TCs are perfect  citizens) 
 

This verse means - 
… … So,  the TCs might peaceably teach God’s Word -  without the rulers  (and all men in authority)  inhibiting TC from this work. 

Now,  when combined with the first verse we have - 
Therefore first of all things I exhort you,  Timothy,  to be making  {prayer requests},   intercessions  for  {acts of gratitude}/{giving thanks}  
{on behalf}  of all men,  so the TCs may peaceably teach God’s Word –  without the rulers  (and all men in authority)  inhibiting the TCs from 
this work,  because the TCs are seen as respectful,  decent,  moral  individuals who,  being separate from this world of sin,  will  not  involve 
themselves within worldly affairs! 

Yes…………-   So what?      
It looks perfectly reasonable and good instruction –  especially when we know TCs  will  be  afflicted/persecuted  for  the sole reason  of  
publicising/teaching   “{occupational effort}/labour/work –  all precisely  as The Bible teaches us  throughout its pages! 

However –  now for  “the crunch”! 
These verses are  always  hi-jacked  out of context  and spun into  the inverse  of what is being taught here  -  by politically minded  worldly Christian 
leaders to mean   “General prayer for The World’s rulers”,  of which the  worldly Christian Church presently duly performs as being  subservient to this 
present worldly system  (being of its methodology) –  as we so readily witness. 

However,  these two verses absolutely  do not  (1) say nor  (2) mean this  specific  interpretation/spin  as given! 
Satan promotes this twisted reasoning because he is trying to pull the  Christian establishment  and world rulers  in together  and  away from The Truth! 
Remember we aiming to become TCs  are to be holy.   Holy = separate/pure/blameless  (quoting above   “within all the  {piety of the gospel}/holiness”).   

What are we to be separate from?  
We are to be separate from the things of Satan  (being the methodology of The World  =  to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt).  

We are told by JC  (John.14v30),  and John  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19),  Satan rules this world  (only for the present time of some 6000 years),  where,  we 
are told by Peter that this present worldly system is to be  destroyed/removed  (2Pet.3v8-13)  so obviously  -  if  Yahweh is going to remove it  (as we are 
told)  – then  logically it forms  no part  of The Future Millennium!   We know The Millennium will be under  “The Rule”   of Christ Jesus and the 
144000 TCs  (proven  to operate under Yahweh’s Authority and  not  under Satan’s present authority –  as we are told in The Bible –  and not by our  
worldly Christian leaders  errantly telling  us that it is “God’s” world now! 

NO!   -  It is Satan’s world now (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19) –  but he is relatively soon to be removed  (Rev.20v1-3)! 
          Thus we,  aiming to be TCs,  must  be separate  =  holy/blameless/innocent  from the  things/operations/methodology/machinations  of this world.   
Thus,  our lifestyle as a TC must be separate from the normal things that occur within The World  (John.17v14,16)  and in context we have in 
John.17v15, JC telling us precisely the same thing that Paul is speaking in these two verses! 
The reader must understand,  Satan is at the  “top of the class”  to deceive humans by twisting The Truth by giving  a half truth,  so the recipient can 
stumble through their  lack of accurate  knowledge of The Bible  (that is sadly pandemic in this world –  and  the responsibility for this dire condition are 
the  worldly (and worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders desiring to maintain control  by  keeping  their congregations  in the dark)! 

As I state elsewhere   A farmer knows,  a  knowledgeable/thinking  animal is a dangerous animal when it is being corralled! 
That is specifically why  worldly Christian leaders keep their duped clientèle in the dark –  but hanging-on with titbits (Luke.16v19-21+) 

Please let me go through this again from a different angle,  because it is just so very important for us to understand - 
Let us ask of ourselves - 

What do these two verses  really  say and thus mean  (using the more common,  but less accurate translation)? 
“First I urge that prayers be made for all Mankind,  for kings and all those people in a superior position” – Seems like we should  -  does it not? 

That is what the Bible tells us! 
Yes,  it does,  when  “snatched out of context”,  but I now ask the reader to read the second part of the same sentence - 
“that we might lead a mild and quiet life in all”  (the things we do)   so that we might be  serious/decent/moral/respectful   (when judged by The World) 

This 2nd part  (in context)  now immediately throws a different complexion on everything! 
We now understand,  it is  not  we pray for the  wellbeing  (or otherwise)  of  “Mankind,  kings and all people in a superior position”  for themselves,  but 
rather,  God (Yahweh)  might keep those people  “off the TC’s back”  and not be causing the TC’s  affliction/persecution  in all that they do  
(John.17v15).   Please read what occurred to the  apostles/TCs  in the book of  “The Acts of the Apostles”,  being what occurred to Paul for him to write 
these two verses to Timothy! 

What are the things  (works)  that TCs’ do? 
They behave in an exemplary manner,  by obeying the secular laws,  but further,  they teach  “The Word of God”  accurately  to other people.   

This is  all  they do! 
The TCs absolutely do  not  involve themselves in worldly (political) affairs –  because they  remain utterly neutral  in  all  things (Rom.13v1-5). 

Therefore,  what is it that Paul is asking of Yahweh through prayer for these leaders? 
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It cannot be for  -   “not living  (or continuing)  to lead an exemplary life according to secular laws!”     TCs are reformed,  already truly perfect people. 
So,  it must be for  “The teaching work of the (Real) Gospel”  – There is nothing else! 

Furthermore,  we know from reading The Bible it was the secular authorities,  being motivated by external political pressures of certain vestige 
(religious)  interests that caused difficulties,  problems,  afflictions,  strife for the oppressed TCs,  for  only  carrying out JCg’s command to  accurately  
publicise/teach  “The Real Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity”  before our  worldly Christian leaders pushed it through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19). 

Let me quote what I now hear preached in  worldly Churches - 
“And we now pray for the  king/queen,  and the government,  the army,  the authorities and for the people around us”.  Now we pray for………  
Let the reader now ask of themselves regarding this very  worldly  prayer supposedly  “offered to God” - 

1. For what has truly been prayed to occur regarding these secular authorities?   
(Note   a TC will respect them,  and of their position  [and must  never  demonstrate against them]  because these leaders have been 
allowed to function by Yahweh  -  see David’s respect to King Saul,  and Paul’s requirements given in Romans  [Rom.13v1-5]). 

2. Furthermore,  was there any mention for the reason of this prayer,  was there any reference to the promotion of the proclamation of 
Yahweh’s Word within these groupings?   Of course, there was not!    

By contrast , we instructed to  accurately  proclaim  “1st Century Christianity” –  being  The Cause/Martyrdom  that we all must do! 
I think I need say no more on this –  the subtle reasoning leading to  the inverse  of what Paul is teaching  has now been made most obvious! 
1Tim.  2v3 og that/this/there/here  For  (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  also  (the) acceptable/agreeable   
1Tim.  2v3 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  deliverer/saviour  {of/from us}  (of the) God. 
1Tim.  2v3 = For  this is  beautiful/virtuous/valuable/worthy   

also  acceptable/agreeable  {in the face/midst/sight of}  of the  God (Yahweh)  our  Deliverer/Saviour. 
 

For this   (copying JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and asking Yahweh to  assist/protect  us in our  accurate  teaching of God’s Word to The World) 
is  beautiful/virtuous/valuable/worthy   (showing we truly have a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is identical to that of JC) 
also agreeable   (because it demonstrably shows the correct character for the greater responsibility in The Millennium  [Luke.19v16-19])   
in the midst of the God   (Yahweh,  making the  “Special/Greater [1st]  Judgement upon all Christians,  that can go one of  three  ways)   
our (TCs)  Deliverer/Saviour   (Yahweh has made physically possible what JC so kindly did for us,  only The Early Adopters truly recognise this)! 
                     (Yahweh is  only  the 144000 TCs Saviour because it is  only  the TCs who have proven themselves for  guaranteed  life in celestial bodies) 
 

Interestingly  now we know  the true understanding of verse 1 and 2,  then verse 3 seems an obvious extension  (along with following verses 4+),  rather 
than the worldly distorted proposal that would make verse 3 seem  “odd”  in the context of the preceding verses –  when we know of Yahweh’s view of 
our  worldly  leaders  (overseeing the three bastions of present-day  worldly  society,  religion, politics, commerce). 
JC said   This world is against him  (John.15v18-19, 17v15-25),  moreover he and his supporters are not of this world  (John.18v36)  then Yahweh would 
hardly respond to  worldly prayers endorsing  worldly leaders,  especially when we are told of what they  “represent and uphold”  will be removed  just 
before The Millennium  (2Pet.3v8-13, etc.)! 
Rather than requiring the usual page or so,  to first unpick  worldly interpretation invented by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”– it would be more 
profitable for us to go through what Paul is  really  teaching us. 
We already know The TCs fervently desire to fulfil Yahweh's Desire which is to  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”  to The World –  so The 
World might fully understand  “The Real Gospel”  (“1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and the apostles)  giving all humans an equal 
opportunity in which to come to Yahweh in self-sacrifice –  away  from The World. 

Restating the context  
We have stated    

TCs want to be free from the present world  -  protected away from all the affliction and persecution,  so they might peaceably continue their 
ministry work with maximum efficiency and effectiveness  (precisely as The Bible tells us in the other epistles).   

Consequently, we reason all TCs desire - 
1. Worldly leaders might leave the TCs alone to perform the accurate ministry work –  that is specifically why TCs  keep out  of worldly things. 
2. If the worldly leaders do leave TCs alone  (or perhaps a few might offer protection by being fair)  then these leaders should be thanked for 

that in  “{acts of gratitude}/{giving thanks}”  (quoting verse 1)  to all men who give this aid. 
So,  we might ask the question - 

Why do we know this  is  the  correct  interpretation? 
Because we are told,  all  TCs  will be persecuted,  Paul exhorts The Brethren to remain faithful to  “The Real Gospel”  because they too will be 
persecuted if they imitate Paul – just as we are told by our leader JC  (John.16v1-4). 
It is obvious there are two common denominators here! 

1. We are to  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. For which we are told – The TCs, and people like them following through The Gospel Age  will be persecuted  (for example William Tyndale) 

It would seem to me that - 
1. Those people who  are  self-motivated  will  imitate JC’s ministry,  for which those people doing so,  will  be persecuted. 
2. People do not like being persecuted –  but still maintain their desire to fulfil (1)  because they  truly  agapao/{edifying love}  Yahweh.  

Obviously,  as we are told,  it is Satan’s world because it is his methodology that is practised,  particularly by those leaders who want to be at the top of 
society  (by the definition of “leader”,  which is precisely what Satan equally wanted,  by allegory, Eze.28v12-19)  and thus TCs would  not  be asked to 
pray for them except that as we are told - 

1. To leave TCs alone in peace. 
2. To give thanks to those leaders who leave TCs alone  and/or  help TCs in their ministry work. 

Consequently,  we realise those leaders who are  {being of}/{operating according to}  The World are not to have prayers made on their behalf  -  because 
these type of people were  specifically rebuffed by JC. –  Nowhere did JC show any positive regard generally for The Pharisees, Scribes, Sadducees, 
Herald or the Romans  (but was utterly neutral to  “The Office of Appointment”) –  JC certainly  never  asked the apostles to pray for them –  but called 
the Pharisees  “The sons of Satan”  (John.8v30-58)  where it was the  “Collective Thinking”  of the individuals being attacked by JC! 
He called Herold the fox (Luke.13v32),  so JC would not waste his breath upon The Leaders of The World – because  it would be an utter waste of time,  
always knowing there would be The Millennium for most of them,  to have their last opportunity to reform away from their present worldly mentality! 
However,  JC was never neutral on  “The Thinking Processes”  of the individuals –  they had to align to  “The Word of God”  for personal salvation! 
We must collectively recognise,  the mindset of those leaders then,  was  “precisely the same”  as the worldly leaders of today within Politics, Religion 
and Commerce.  The  one/same  mindset of people throughout the generations,  generation after generation take,  and will take,  these respective 
positions of leadership  (but just different names and faces)  because it is Satan’s World and leaders with Satan’s worldly methodology will self-indulge 
themselves to their neighbours hurt.    
These are the two contrasting positions,  we either climb to worldly position for the worldly returns,  or we stay humble and contrite fulfilling Yahweh’s’ 
Desire (Matt.23v12-13) – we cannot serve two masters  (Matt.6v24, Luke.16v13),  all endorsed by Paul at Rom.8v5-8. 

There is  no  change throughout The Ages  (while The World still operates under Satan’s methodology)! 
Moreover,  neither are the requirements instructing us on how to pray! 

Hence Paul now states in verse 3 
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Yes,  it is good to copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle and for this to be most effective then pray for  these  specific  things  regarding your leaders to 
(1) be leaving us (TCs)  alone,  or indeed,  (2) ideally helping us (TCs),  for the  sole reason  we can  continue copying  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

This becomes an endorsement by example of what  is  acceptable to include  worldly  religious leaders in your prayers  (to be leaving you alone) –  
because it fulfils Yahweh’s Desire to have TCs more effective in spreading His Word to The World through their now  uninhibited  “fervent activity”. 
Finally,  Yahweh becomes the TCs’  Saviour  because by answering the TCs’ prayers  saves  the TCs from persecution and affliction,  moreover the 
proven deportment of TCs imitating JC  -  endorses/validates  their selection for Sonship that  guarantees  everlasting life. 

Therefore,  what Paul has stated in these verses now seems to be a reasonable request –  because TCs are  not  masochists!    
Though sadly,  some  worldly Christians are masochists in their  practises/doctrine! 
My 3rd Revision addition - 
The reader should note the very important differentiation within this verse between  (1) The Certainty of  “TCs being saved”  and  (2) that  “Yahweh 
desires all men to be saved”  in the next verse  (as confirmed at Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9).   

What does this tell us?   
“We” as the TCs are  already saved  because the TCs  have/are  precisely imitating JC ministry/lifestyle  being  guaranteed  life.  
But Yahweh greatly desires for all members of Mankind to be saved –  so this is a  “desire”  rather than a  “Certainty”. 
This subtly in text  fully supports my claim  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches of  “2 part life”  requiring The Millennium to righteously provide a sifting 
mechanism to yield the purified people who demonstrably truly  “believe in JC”  when given  accurate  “Knowledge”  by  “The Early Adopters”  within 
an enforced purified environment  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  during The Millennium.   Noting an enforced righteous environment shall not required  after  
“The Assay”  that shall close The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15).  Please see all my local commentaries. 

Now we continue into verse 4. 
1Tim.  2v4 og who/which/that  (the) all  [types]   (of the) men  (he) determines/{delights in}/desires/{be pleased}   
1Tim.  2v4 og (to be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  
1Tim.  2v4 og also  into/unto  (the) recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation   
1Tim.  2v4 og (of the) truth/verity  (to) accompany/appear/bring/come. 
1Tim.  2v4 = (Yahweh)  Who  determines/{delights in}/desires  all  men  to be  delivered/saved/preserved 

also  to  come/accompany  unto the  recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/realisation  of the  Truth. 
 

(Yahweh)  Who  determines/desires  all  men/(women)  to be  saved/preserved   (over their 2 part life that could extend into The Eternity) 
also to come unto the  recognition/discernment/realisation  of The Truth   (when ultimately taught with  accurate  “Knowledge”). 
 

This verse fully supports the explanation above within the context of the earlier verses,  –  being to  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”  to 
The World without aggravation –  and no more! 
Worldly leaders climb to their position for the sole reason to  gain from The World  under  “the pretence”  it is to help those people under them  (being 
precisely  “the hypocrisy”  of which JC warned the people around him,  Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1). 

This is exactly the  opposite  motive of a TC who desires  nothing  from The World today because they are  only  seeking  “The New World”  
of The Millennium,  of which they canvass within their deportment that precisely imitates JC. 

Clearly there is no  point/sense  to pray for worldly leaders in the manner our  worldly Christian leaders teach –  because we would be utterly wasting 
our time –  they have  not  the same intrinsic interests as a TC –  their present World is utterly different to a TC’s World (Luke.17v21)!   Where the TC,  
like Yahweh  (having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits),  has no desire to see any persons rejected;  that is why they must be entirely neutral  
(and not provide any barrier – 1Cor.9v17-23)  so they might draw all people to Yahweh because TCs  (like Yahweh)  desire no humans to be annihilated  
(Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 

Thus,  this verse fully supports my earlier  assertion/attestation. 
As I state  (being only to repeat what The Bible teaches us)  we  are  to pray  (prayer with a vow for a mutual result, between all affected parties)  so we 
are more effective in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  but please see my dissertation entitled   “Why do we pray”  that fully explains  (1) how and  (2) for 
what we are to pray. 
This is precisely  why  Paul  now  in the very next verse moves onto  “The Intercessor” (JC as “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13)   who desires to make 
contact through TCs knocking at the door (Rev.3v20)  of a possible future Brethren maturing to become a next generation TC,  so that Yahweh might 
attain His  “Prophesied  Required Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  to bring forth  “The 1st Resurrection”  at JC's 2nd Advent and The Millennium 
following some 3.5 years later.   
 
30th Instruction – “The Specific God”  is one,  also  “one intercessor”  between  God and man, –  the man,  “JC”. 
5th Allegory’ – “ho theos” = “the specific god” is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from the World 
to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person matures in 
The Real Faith,  then Yahweh becomes The Adopting Father  as “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
22nd Reasoning – Thus as we read - there is One  “Specific God”  (being relative to JC) = Yahweh. 
23rd Reasoning – Thus as we read - there is One Intercessor between God and man = the man JC who is the  Son of God. 
31st Instruction – Thus Yahweh and JC are  two  Separate Entities – JC was  not  The Almighty God here upon the Earth. 
32nd Instruction – The Intercessor JC gave himself as an exact  like-for-like  perfect ransom for  all  people  (1John.2v2). 
24th Reasoning – JC is the intercessor and thus able to bear the sin  individually in turn  for all humans –  there is no 
differentiator,  thus  all  humans have the 1st part of their life now covered,  and equally  all  persons are given a 2nd part 
of their life within which to learn about JC and how to precisely imitate his lifestyle  (see “2 part life” in glossary). 
25th Reasoning – The evidence that JCg as The Intercessor became JC as the ransom sacrifice to be The Means enabling 
The Resurrection to occur when we have regained consciousness and understood how all this was righteously possible. 
6th ‘Allegory’ – The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a 
perfected society into the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
33rd Instruction – “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
8th Comment – Paul is declaring himself to be ordained as a Preacher of the (Real) Gospel  (= 1st Century Christianity). 
Comment – repeat - Paul is declaring himself to be an apostle  (demonstrated by his fidelity to The Knowledge). 
9th Comment – Paul states that he is an instructor of the gentiles in The Real Faith given in The Absolute Disclosing Truth 
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26th Reasoning – How do we know that Paul was not a  hypocrite/charlatan/liar  (being the  very many  today)?   Because 
we can examine his character – he imitated JC’s Character because he had the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desire/traits  
that is separate from this world of sin” = the “HS” (1Cor.4v9-13, etc).  Look around us today –  what do we witness? 
9th Good News – JCg as “the specific god”  of us was prepared to become our intercessor to Yahweh  (The Almighty God)  
so that we might have the opportunity to become saved from Satan's Curse of annihilation. 
10th Good News – Paul became The Apostle for The Gentiles –  to  invite  us to become  possible  future  “Sons of God”. 
1Tim.  2v5 og one/singularly  For  “(the) specific god”   [is],   
1Tim.  2v5 og one/singularly  also  (the) {go-between}/internunciator/reconciler/intercessor/mediator  (of the) God  
1Tim.  2v5 og also  (of the) countenances/{human beings}/men,  
1Tim.  2v5 og (the) countenance/{human being}/man  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
1Tim.  2v5 = For  “the specific god”  is  one/singular, 

also  one/singular  {a go between}/intercessor/mediator  of the  God (Yahweh)  also  of men,   
the man  of the  Christ/Anointed  of the Jesus. 

 

        (And from the previous verse  for Yahweh to have His  “Desire fulfilled”  then … … ) 
For  “the specific god”  is  one/singular   (There are two interpretations of this specific line and  both  are acceptable in  the given context … … ) 
                ([1] “The Specific God”  of JC  [and ultimately TCs]  is  Yahweh  underwriting everything that JC does [hence the lead-in to this verse]) 
                ([2] “the specific god”  of Mankind  [and initially TCs]  is  JC[g]  as the introduction to his function for Mankind of the next line … … ) 
also the  one/singular  intercessor/mediator   (JC as “the specific god” of Mankind  in its present sinful state  [hence the reason for this verse])  
between of the God   (genitive case is an absolute pointer to Yahweh)   also of  men/(women), 
the man   (JCg's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  placed within a fleshly body,  being … … )   
the Anointed Jesus   (JC,  “The Ideal Goal”  for us to imitate  [1] ideally now to be a TC and  [2] later in The Millennium for our personal salvation). 
 

The human created  “Trinity doctrinal myth”  goes into  “overdrive”  here and causes its usual confusion  (just as it does at Gal.3v20)! 
I seriously doubt if Paul would have had a mind change between the two epistles  (Galatians and here)  being the information was  “One-Sourced”  by 
Yahweh through the Tanakh and the faithful Disciples! 

So,  what does this verse really mean? 
The clue is the  “case spelling”  for  “god”  being  “ho theos”  that I vigorously maintain is a floating pointer –  either  absolute or relative  depending 
upon The Context.  The same principle is used in microprocessor machine code and it was while I was learning to write machine code for the 68000-
Processor using  “stack pointers”  in about 2003 CE that became The Key to unlock the conundrum within Christendom for the last some 1700 years.   
It was like a  “bolt out of the blue”  within my mind because for the previous 20+ years I had been trying to understand the apparent contradictions in  
“all the usual places”  within The New Testament,  and yet now,  with this entirely new understanding – as I exhaustively explain throughout my 
commentaries to The New Testament,  then now,  all mystery and contradiction disappear! 

God’s Word is completely inviolate and totally consistent –  and this fact is demonstrated to be true in my New Testament translation with 
commentaries  (of some 4,000,000 words)  leaving  no  mysteries and explains  “all things”  regarding Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for 
Human Salvation”,  being  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  as JC explained at Luke.4v16-19  (please see my local cited commentaries).  
(I must state it is “Righteous”  because no human when fully understating it can find any fault within it or be positioned to offer an alternative 
better method for extracting ourselves from out of our present state  (Rom.3v23)  of what would have been our personal annihilation. 
                (The above is true irrespective of what  any  “Professional Leader of Religion”  might state in  demonstrable error!) 

The Context could suggest  “the specific god”  is - 
1. Relative to JC as being our intercessor and this points to Yahweh underwriting the clauses in this verse. 
2. Relative to The World (men/women)  and thus would point to JCg as The Lead-in to what he is to us to make possible our salvation. 

Thus,  instead of combining everything into  “one God”  in a broad-brush approach,  by contrast,  Paul is stating the very opposite –  he is clarifying 
with a critical fine brush by making the specific point - 

1. There is  “The One Specific God”  (= Yahweh)  relative to JCg  (as we have been taught elsewhere [and relative to the 144000 TCs])! 
2. There is  “the one specific god”  (= JCg)  being the one go-between between God  (Yahweh)  and Mankind –  is the man Christ Jesus. 

(This maintains  “The Integrity”  of the deciphered  “ho theos”  at  both  its levels depending how  we choose to interpret Paul’s pointers.) 
Now this seems to completely blow the Trinity myth away because how can  “The Almighty God”  become  “man”  and then die –  if,  as we are told, 
Yahweh is incapable of dying –  and if He is incapable of dying,  then how can He become  “The Perfect Atonement”  for sinful man destined for death?  
Furthermore,  if it is Yahweh making  “The Decree Absolute”  with regards to  “sin”  then how can Yahweh become the atonement to balance against 
The Decree He made himself,  moreover,  we are told,  it is JC who forgives sins  (Matt.9v2-5)  with  (regard to Mankind,  noting Yahweh forgives the 
inadvertent sideslips of  the TCs)  and not Yahweh –  because it requires JC to atone by first forgiving Mankind's sins.    
Finally,  if Yahweh did die  (having lost consciousness)  then  “Who”  is around to have sufficient  “Authority”  to resurrect Him? 

The whole Trinity myth  is an utter farce!   Absolutely  unsubstantiated by any  Biblical exegesis and  completely devoid of reason! 
When  are our  “worldly scholars/theologians”  going to wake up from their self-imposed  “dreamland”?   
Please note I have written a thesis of about 80 pages taking every example of “ho theos”  in The New Testament to show this understanding is 
upheld,  furthermore I have taken every example Trinitarians use to give some comfort to their fraudulent idea and turn these examples 
around to show the Trinitarians are wrong to use these examples as they do!   Can they get anything correct regarding  “Theos”?   No! 

Sadly,  when they pay  lip-service  to an obvious ridiculous notion,  then surely this approach must devalue whatever  “their belief”  might be –  because 
“the Trinity myth is demonstrably so foolish” –  must colour everything else they know as being  “equally foolish”  (James.3v11-12) –  and thus 
internally they personally die away from “The Absolute Truth”. 
Consequently,  these leaders present an outward venerer of some semblance of The Truth (2Pet.2v1)  but have not  “The Real Thing  (2Tim.3v5, 
Titus.1v16),  also these people choosing to be ignorant  (Rom.10v2-3),  because they prefer the old wine (Luke.5v37-39)  hence  “agnoeo”. 

Therefore,  what is Paul teaching us here? 
Precisely what he states word for word! 

1. There is  “The Specific God”  of JCg = Yahweh  (as one interpretation). 
2. There is  “the specific god”  of Mankind  = JC(g)  who  was/is  “The Intercessor”  between Yahweh and Mankind  (as another interpretation) 
3. JC as an entity  (physically on the planet),  was a man  (to experience exactly as we do and yet prove himself perfect). 
4. Furthermore,  as I maintain,  JCg  is  “the specific god”  of us and is also our creator and redeemer – delivering us  (his personal creation)  

from our sinful state as defined by Yahweh’s Law on sin.  JCg is absolutely  not  Yahweh,  but an utterly separate cognitive reasoning entity  
(noting the deference of the faithful son to his Father, Matt.26v39, 42).  Yahweh created The Universe being  “The Laws of Nature” and JCg 
is amongst other  “Sons of God”  to include Satan.  However,  it was JCg  who created “us” being termed by The Greek word  “kosmos”  
StrongsTM = 2889 meaning  “The Adornment/Decoration”  =  “Life”  upon this originally barren unadorned planet,  Earth. 

All this is what The Bible precisely  teaches us  but is  utterly ignored  by our obviously very  “worldly Christian scholars/theologians”  loving  “the old 
wine”  (Luke.5v39)! 
Quite simply,  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion” are  “{preferring to remain ignorant}/{choosing not to know}”  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50). 
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I wrote this next section several years earlier and leave it in to reiterate the same message - 
I maintain JCg is  “the god of us”  and thus  “the only (immediate) god of us”,  consequently he is  “the  special/specific  god of us”  but this does  not  
mean JCg  is  Yahweh  (being “The Almighty God”)  or any appendage of Him,  thus two totally separate Reasoning Entities.  I further maintain  JCg  
created us  and  then saved those people ultimately choosing to act righteously in the midst of Yahweh’s universal Law  (typified at Gen.2v17)  of The 
Universe.  
In this manner JCg becomes the intercessor between Yahweh and us. 

Now what does the Bible  tell us  (rather than what  worldly Christian leaders  “mindlessly invent”)? 
“the specific god is one” = JCg because JCg is  the specific god’  of Mankind  (and TCs). 
“also the one mediator of The God  (Yahweh)  and Man (kind)”  =  The  “go-between”,  The Ambassador,  The Intercessor between Almighty God  (and 
His effective decree that   “Any entity in The Universe that sins will become annihilated”) 
“the man called Jesus Christ” = Jesus Christ as he was on Earth during his ministry when Yahweh placed His son's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
within a fleshly DNA body by using His  Capability/Authority  to fully express His HS.  Jesus Christ became JCg,  as  “the specific god”  of us when 
Yahweh resurrected His perfect son after His son’s sacrificial murder,  from a dead fleshly body into a functioning  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body.   
JCg then became  “The One/Chief/Only Begotten Son of God”  AFTER his resurrection from fleshly body to a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body –  and  
not  as we are errantly told by our  worldly Christian leaders  (see  “begotten”  in glossary).   We must understand JC was establishing  “The Goal of 
Sonship”  and he was  “The First to lead The Way”  to reach Yahweh (John.14v5-15),  being that of Sonship for another 144000 TCs to achieve “The 
Very Same Goal”. 
Well,  it seems what I stated as my conviction is fully confirmed by what The Bible teaches us!    
Moreover,  it is a simple, logical, righteous and  not  a confused concept to understand,  most certainly,  it  no  “mystery”! 

Can this be said of  “The Trinity”  and its subset  “Oneness”? 
Clearly not!   But just  utter confusion,  leading to a human and  worldly created mystery!   It's proponents even call it a mystery they cannot understand! 
We are told  Yahweh is  not  a God of confusion (1Cor.14v33),  Satan as The Adversary  is  a god of confusion! –   So  who  sourced The Trinity myth? 
It really is a  “no-brainer”  to realise what is occurring on this planet –  and I just find it so incredible that supposedly intelligent people  choose to be  
ignorant  (“agnoeo”)  of  “The Absolute Truth”  that yields  no  confusion or mystery!   Moreover,  what I teach is utterly “Righteous”! 

I just think it is  “herd culture”  and humans are fearful of upsetting their peers,  become alienated and lose their source of  worldly income! 
Now read Galatians 3v20 to see how The Bible is totally consistent to  The Original Doctrine of  “1st Century Christianity”,  and how far modern 
Christianity has strayed from  “The Original Faith”  with regard to The Absolute positions of these Entities.  The Trinity doctrine being consolidated 
some 250 years  after  these writings,  pre-warning its readers to beware of falsehoods  (like the Trinity myth)  coming in later to distort  “The Original 
Truth/Faith”  of  “The 1st Century Christians”  spoken of in this epistle (2Cor.11v4).  
The expression comes to our mind   “Banging a few heads together”   to knock some common sense into them! 
However,  when someone really does  not  “want to know” –  then it is impossible for any person to change  “the pious mind”  steeped in worthless 
“Religion”,   and we must leave them as they are,  and move on to someone who would gladly grasp at such wonderful knowledge! 

As I have stated elsewhere,  “No person is a blind as a person who wishes - not to see”! 
1Tim.  2v6 og The (person [JC])   (having) given/bestowed/granted   (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   
1Tim.  2v6 og (the) {redemption price}/ransom  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
1Tim.  2v6 og (of the) all (persons)   the  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}/{to be testified}/testimony   
1Tim.  2v6 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) time/season/occasion  (to the) {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own} [plural], 
1Tim.  2v6 = The  person  (JCg)  having given  himself   (as)   the  {redemption price}/ransom   {for the sake/behalf  of}   all  people -   

the  evidence/{to be testified}  in  its  own  time/season/occasion. 
 

The one (JCg to be JC)  gave himself as the ransom  (sacrifice)  for the sake of  all people   (no caveats are given – thus given to  all  people) 
                 (This is supported by 1John.2v2,  hence Leaders of Christendom are wrong in what they state,  by twisting The Truth for personal leverage) 
the  evidence/{to be testified}   (of when this ransom gift is to be paid on behalf of the respective people in the future … … ) 
in its own  time/occasion   (for the respective people of either  “The 1st [proven Early Adopters] or 2nd Resurrections”  [possible Late Adopters]). 
                 (This payment is evidentially reconciled for the 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  and for everyone else at  “The 2nd Resurrection”) 

 

The context tells us,  it is  (JC formally/now JCg)  as  “The One Intercessor”  (and  not  Yahweh),  where it was JCg  who  personally  gave himself to 
become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for  all  humans –  there is  no  qualifier on that statement –  thus it is given for  all  people including  non-Christians! 

Can our  worldly Christian  theologians/scholars  find a conditioner to that statement in this or other local verses?    
There are none,  so why push that statement through Rev.22v18-19  (to imply we must be Christians now,  so that we may have eternal life)? 

Actually,  it could be worse for Christians,  because if we are an iniquitous (charlatan) Christian leader then there is  no  resurrection,  thus annihilation. 
So,  I repeat – JC’s  “ransom”  gift  (so  precious/priceless  that no human can pay for it)  is given freely with no caveats for  all  people  (1John.2v2, 
4v14)  under the following conditions - 

1. It is freely given –  nothing is mentioned about a payment being required  (it is a  “priceless gift” –  no sinful human can pay for it). 
2. It is given to  all  people –  there is  no  differentiator  (being too valuable for any payment,  means all people receive it).  
3. JC’s Ransom Sacrifice  gets us into the 2nd part of our physical life   (Yahweh can righteously give us a “New Body”, 1Cor.15v39-44). 

With the qualifier    
The 2nd part of our life  can  be terminated at  “The 2nd Death”  if we are resurrected into a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  to 
perfect our mind  (= the 2nd part of our spiritual life),  and we refuse to personally perfect our mind to be commensurate to the given perfected 
body. 

Consequently, there is the obvious conclusion from this  (as I stated earlier) - 
We have  no  need to be a Christian to be freely given this gift by JC  (our creator, as JCg)  to get us into the 2nd part of our physical life! 
Thus, by reason,  every  person has been offered this that becomes - 

The evidence of it being applied  (= the results of it)  will be available in  due/own  season. 
The  “due season”  will be upon our  “awakening/rousing”  into the 2nd part of our physical life when it becomes obvious  upon regaining consciousness  
that something must have occurred to make this possible  (either at the 1st  [Rev.20v6]  or 2nd Resurrection  [that obviously follows  “after” the first!]). 
We reason - 

JC became  “The  Means/Enabler”  to allow Yahweh to  righteously  use His  infinite capability  to express His HS in  
awakening/resurrecting  all humans into the 2nd part of their physical life within The Millennium. 

Where,  “Yahweh”  means  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”. 
Yahweh chooses to awaken people either into (144000)  future  “Sons of God”  (into incorruptible [= undying])  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  or  
be returned as people  (into corruptible [= capable of  dying/annihilation]  perfected)  DNA fleshly bodies  (1Cor.15v35-55)  to further their education 
period in what shall then be a perfected society without the problems we have today,  created by  the deviant activity of our leaders throughout society. 
Those people who have a mindset of today will be encouraged to actively reform away from their deviant past and take  on-board  a new 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be at the  one/same  with JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (wholly ruling  then in The Millennium with  awesome 
[infinite] capability/authority  to “rule with a rod of iron”  Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).    

Where “Rod” in The Bible means “Authority”  and  ”Iron”  always means “strong/unbreakable/forceful/resilient”. 
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Those people refusing compliance shall be pressganged to comply and perhaps after a 100 years of no reform  (Isa.65v20)  shall be removed in  “The 2nd 
Death”  of annihilation  =  no existence –  having no consciousness for this person to even realise they have no-existence!   Note   “Soul” (see glossary 
and elsewhere)  as defined by our  spiritually blind   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  is completely wrong (as usual)  –  they merely perpetuate  “The 
Lie” (John.8v44)  sourced by Satan  (Gen.3v4)  contrary to what Yahweh told us  (Gen.2v17),  –  so who do  “Leaders of Religion”  represent?    
The answer is obvious  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)! 

What I have carefully explained is an entirely righteous operation,  in direct contrast to the  unrighteous  make-believe  “fairy story”  as 
given within our present wholly errant  worldly  Christian doctrine firmly rooted within  “Religion”  (termed by allegory, “Babylon”).     

Importantly,  what I have stated is supported by  every verse in  “The (Real/Original) Bible”  on this subject in context,  as my  “Most Accurate 
Translation”  and commentaries,  collectively of some 4,000,000 words exhaustively explain to The World  (to fulfil the requirement of Matt.24v14)! 
1Tim.  2v7 og into/unto  whom/which/that  (I was) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed   
1Tim.  2v7 og (emphatic) I/me  (the) {herald (of divine truth)}/{preacher (of The Gospel)}   
1Tim.  2v7 og also  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell},  
1Tim.  2v7 og (the) truth/verity  (I) state/exclaim  in (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,    
1Tim.  2v7 og not  (I) {deceive by falsehood}/{utter an untruth}/lie [middle voice]],   
1Tim.  2v7 og (the) instructor/doctor/master/teacher  (of the) gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples   
1Tim.  2v7 og in  (to the [= within]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also  (to the) truth/verity. 
1Tim.  2v7 = Unto which  emphatic I (Paul)  was  placed/ordained/purposed  the  {herald of divine truth}/{preacher of The Gospel} 

also  the  apostle/{appointed to tell}    (appointed by Yahweh to tell  and  not  appointed by The World to tell), 
I state  the truth  within Christ/Anointed,  I personally do not lie,   (something our worldly Christian leaders cannot justifiably state!) 
the  instructor/teacher  of the  gentiles/nations  within the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also  The Truth. 

 

Unto which  emphatic I (Paul)  was  placed/purposed  the herald of divine truth   (to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World) 
also the apostle   (“appointed by Yahweh to tell”    [and  not  appointed by The World to tell a  “fairy story”,  being that of  “Religion”]) 
(You know that)  I state the truth within the Anointed  (being  “The Ideal Goal”  for us to achieve),   (and)  not I personally lie, 
the  instructor/teacher  of the nations within the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
             (All of which is impossible to obtain from our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders,  “taught to be blind”  in their seminaries, Matt.23v15) 
 

Paul’s Absolute Credentials demonstrated by his complete commitment to fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  which he duly does. 
Sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders having been taught the worldly doctrine of their peers  (Matt.23v15)  for the last some 1700 years and having 
ample time to push all manner of  “Deviancy”  into our present  “worldly Christianity”.  Done to personally gain a worldly return out of the spoils –  
ignoring what JC and the apostles taught us on such issues  (Matt.6v1-8, 6v24,  22v16, 21, chapter 23, Mark.12v38-40  -  are merely a  few  good places 
at which to start). 
We all know this at  the end  of the present Christian Epoch of “Israel” – just as The Jews knew of The Pharisees at  the end  of the Jewish Epoch Israel! 
When  “The Public” have demonstrably seen these religious leaders of both Epochs of  “Israel”  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as 
that of The World  (Rom.1v16-32) and are thus rejected from  “The Position of Responsibility”  of teaching “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected 
World”.   “The Resurrected World”  will see  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  wholly  rejected by Yahweh  “to Teach”,  as most of JC’s 
parables and illustrations in The Gospels tell us,  they having been replaced by  “The Early Adopters”  elected by Yahweh from out of the first two 
Epochs of Israel  (hence John.10v16, please see my important cited commentary).   
These two Epochs of Israel,  namely,  The Jewish and Christian nations,  having been given   “The Two Covenants”  while under  “The (local) 
Heaven/Authority  of Satan”  during his approximate 6000 years stewardship of  the  “working week”  before  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (Mark.2v27-
28),  being  “The Rest”  of Yahweh  [Heb. chapter 4]). 
 
34th Instruction – Paul and all TCs are internally driven to help all people come to  understand why  they should be 
praying with a vow with raised sacred hands that have  not  be partied to wrath or debates  (thus being in the Real Faith). 
How many Christians can state that?   There are many “Lifting of dirty hands”,  but almost  no  “Lifting of clean hands”! 
27th Reasoning – Many people go to church, say prayers, sing/praise “God” – and then perhaps go home or to work,  and 
behave in the most unrighteous manner  (bullying/{pornographic material}/{nasty entertainment}/{taking the best}/etc.).  
Yahweh considers them:  “Hypocrites”,  especially when they  equally ignored fulfilling His Desire to imitate JC! 
28th Reasoning – Many people go to church, say prayers, sing/praise “God” – and then perhaps go home or to work,  and 
enter into debates about religious matters – but having no regard for weightier matters  (Matt.23v23)  of life and death. 
35th Instruction – From understanding  “The Real Faith”,  Paul and then all TCs recognise how preferable it is for 
women in the Ecclesia  (and ultimately in The World)  to be modestly attired in dress and decoration so they may not 
become a distraction,  or provocateur to men  (or to start unedifying competition between each other)! 
1Tim.  2v8 og (I) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intend/purpose  Therefore/Then   
1Tim.  2v8 og (to) {toward supplicate}/{pray with a vow} [for a mutual result]   
1Tim.  2v8 og the  countenances/{human beings}/men  in  (to the [= within]) every   
1Tim.  2v8 og (to the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room,   
1Tim.  2v8 og (the) {rising up}/{exulting self}/{poising (lift/take) up}   
1Tim.  2v8 og (of the) {right/correctness/proper (by intrinsic or divine character)}/pious/sacred   
1Tim.  2v8 og (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands,   
1Tim.  2v8 og separately/apart/without  (of the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance   
1Tim.  2v8 og also  (of the) discussion/consideration/debate/reasoning/thought/deliberation. 
1Tim.  2v8 = Therefore/Then   

I  {be willing}/purposed  the men  within  every  place/location  to   {pray with a vow (for a mutual result)},   
The  {rising up}/{poising up}  of the  correctness/proper/sacred  hands,   
separately/apart/without  of the  {violent passion}/anger/wrath  also  of the  discussion/debate/thought. 

 

Therefore,  I purpose men within every place to pray with a vow   (to personally make Yahweh's Pure Desire manifest in The World) 
the rising up of the  correctness/proper  hands   (as judged by Yahweh and  not  “The Pretence”  for the base approval of  worldly  men/women) 
without of the anger  also of the debate   (that  “Religion”  generates –  specifically the newly insidious  worldly Christianity to yield its schisms). 
 

This verse,  like so many,  is hijacked by  worldly Christian leaders in a vain attempt to support their original erroneous understanding of v1. 
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We now know what  “Leaders of Christendom”  understand is  the exact opposite  to what Paul had in mind –  and Paul tells us why  (in context) - 
1. He desires to be left alone,  away from persecution so that - 
2. He might  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”  to The World because - 
3. That is why JC came into The World to save  all  people from committed sin  (while presently ignorant) - 
4. That comes about from people learning what they should be doing by imbuing The Real Gospel,  of which Paul teaches within them - 
5. Leads to this verse 8 –  so that  all  people might lift undefiled hands up to Yahweh in praise  (without  questions/debate)! 

Where quite obviously - 
It is The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs who should be  personally  setting The Example throughout The World! 
Made possible by  keeping out of and away from  worldly  issues/politics  that could become confrontational  (1Cor.8v1-13, Rom.14v1-23)! 
It is by this means we are kept  clean/pure  within mind  by not operating within the machinations of The Machiavellian World! 
Also we do not put people off  “The Real Faith”  by prejudice because of a worldly opinion that has no relevance in  “The Grand Scheme”  of 
things precisely as Paul taught us in both his letters to The Romans and Corinthians. 

Now we have  “The Absolute Truth”  as given by these verses that sit  without  conflict in the whole tenure of The Bible. 
We are taught of the  one/same  truth as taught by JC and the 144000 TCs to have  “Clean hands”  (a term used by Judges against a plaintiff having 
broken the law is hypocritically bringing a  charge/claim  against a defendant), and yet by contrast,  we witness the millions of defiled  worldly Christian 
hands and debates yielding some 37,000+ Christian schisms in The World  (2007 CE  [perhaps almost doubled in 2021 CE at my 4th revision]!). 
May I ask of The Reader this one most important question  

How can our  worldly Christian leaders have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  when there are some 37,000 schisms? 
Especially when there is only The All Important  one/same  spirit personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make 
Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

However,  we can understand all the leaders adding  succour/credence/allegiance  to all these schisms do have the  one/same  (Worldly) 
Spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the air  (Eph.2v2,  hence a WS [and not HS])  being that of self-indulgence embracing  “The Methodology 
of Satan”  where we are told,  the present world is in the hands of the wicked one  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 

We must clearly understand,  Yahweh is searching out for the  humble/meek/lowly  people to lead in  “the new future world order” –  however these 
qualities by definition are  not  to be found in the leaders of our present bastions of society  (Politics/Religion/Commerce).   Because these positions 
today require people to  personally take those positions  from other people  (thereby showing the  wrong  mindset for The Millennium)  to become  The 
First/Most  over society –  rather than to  be given by Yahweh these positions  as The First/Most  within society in The Millennium. 
All precisely what The Bible  tells us –  but this is hardly likely to be taught by our leaders,  -  for obvious reasons! 

Again,  I leave in a piece I wrote some 5 years earlier  (in my earlier revision)  that presents a reasoned extension to this verse - 
What does this verse mean? 

Does it mean that we should be visibly praying five times a day  (as some religious protagonists propose and in certain monasteries)?  
Or perhaps even  more  frequently,  so thus become presumably  even more  blessed by “God”? 

No  -  clearly not! 
We are back to the message proclaimed by  “The Ultimate Truth”  that is to ultimately yield a righteous society  (that starts in The Millennium). 
It is the  “heart condition”  being  “The Seat of Motivation”   of the practitioner claiming to be a religious person.  

Paul is saying here - 
Yahweh knows our heart condition (1Sam.16v7);  our prayers are our worship  made visible  within our acts accepted by Yahweh as being righteous  to 
all people around us during our secular business.  To every person  (and to all of God’s creatures)  we must treat with kindness and respect.   
We maintain Yahweh’s Laws within our heart and continually practise them to the absolute best of our ability within our daily life.   

Thus,  we are praying with a vow continuously  through our righteous works to The Community driving us to imitate JC  (our mind having the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh  (made so by inculcating  “The Word of God” –  that means 
we must  know  “God's Word”  first  by  daily reading a good quality Bible.  We must  not  read the NIV  (being a travesty of a translation,  
perhaps use the KJV if nothing else available)  and certainly do not  go to our  spiritually blind  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
(Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 
By imitating JC because we have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  means that we are in a  “mind-link”  with Him.    

In this manner we of  sane/reasoned  mind  become God’s temple  (1Cor.3v16)  because people are  self-motivated  to come to us  (aiming to become 
TCs)  to discover everything about Yahweh and JC.  Then we are placed into the position where we can explain  why  we behave like this and then teach  
“The Real Good News”  of the future Millennium,  and what that scenario  really  means to us as  “humans”.  This  is  our publicising work  (by both 
word and deed)  that should now occupy all our time. 

Can the reader see the virtuous nature of this full circle  (in the context of the preceding verses)? 
Is this what the reader sees from religious people –  particularly from the majority of the self-professed Christian Nation? 

Just as we see what is obvious,  Yahweh likewise can see  (but moreover much more deeply,  being  “The Intent”),   if  the  “Christian”  person is 
imitating Paul and other TCs,  then  they shall be considered righteous  (to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC)  by Yahweh during His  
“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  and deemed this person to be a TC,  and thus be collected by JCg to be his bride at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
(Rev.20v6)  being judged as   “Supremely blessed”. 
1Tim.  2v9 og {As thus}/{In the same way}/{Even as}/{In like manner}  also  the  women/wives   
1Tim.  2v9 og in  (to the [= within]) {depositing over}/costume/apparel/clothing   
1Tim.  2v9 og (to the) orderly/decorous/{good behaviour}/decent  {amid/together/with (meta)}   
1Tim.  2v9 og (of the) {downcast eyes}/bashfulness/{(to men) modesty}/{(to God) awe}/reverence/shamefacedness   
1Tim.  2v9 og also  (of the) {soundness of mind}/sanity/{self-control}/soberness/sobriety/sensibleness   
1Tim.  2v9 og (to) {put in proper order}/decorate/adorn/garnish/trim  {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves],   
1Tim.  2v9 og not  in  (to the [= within]) {plaits (of hair)}/{embroidered hairs}/braids,   
1Tim.  2v9 og or/than/either/rather  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) gold,  or/than/either/rather  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) pearls,   
1Tim.  2v9 og or/than/either/rather  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) clothing/array/raiment/vesture/garments   
1Tim.  2v9 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {extremely expensive}/costly/{very precious}/{great price}, 
1Tim.  2v9 = {In like manner}  also   the wives   within  orderly/decent/modest   clothing/apparel,   

together/with  {downcast eyes}/bashfulness/reverence     (being not provocative to entice, or to lead-on by excitement) 
also  of the  {soundness of mind}/{self-control}/sensibleness   to   decorate/garnish/trim  themselves,   
not  within the  {embroidered/braided hair},  or  with gold,  or  with pearls,  or  with  {extremely expensive}/costly  clothing/garments. 

 

In like manner   (to how  man/[women]  should be of  “{Clean hands}/{humble mind}”  - symptoms of Yahweh’s Methodology in operation … … ) 
also the wives within  orderly/modest  clothing   (expressing the correct mind of sobriety,  and  not  to lust for personal adulation)  
together/with  bashfulness/reverence   (not  being  “provocative to entice”,  or with  “lead-on”  by excitement  [of whatever]) 
also of the  {soundness of mind}/sensibleness/sobriety  to  {put in proper order}/decorate  themselves   (showing “The Correct Mind”) 
not within the braided hair,  or with gold,  or with pearls,  or with extremely expensive clothing   (to pump-up a charade) 
                 (The mind working to Yahweh’s Methodology yields the positive aspects above,  Satan’s/worldly  methodology yields the negative aspects) 
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A 4th revision addition. 
We must never loose sight of Paul’s Goal being opened out to  repentant/receptive/hearkening  mind. 
The future Goal of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  for both male and female to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
Yahweh will  only  elect/select  people of  “The Correct Mind”  taking  “The Last/Least position within The World” today,  as JC  taught us. 

Returning to my earlier revisions. 
Clearly Paul’s advice also includes  “gold/pearl  look-a-like”  substitutes braided within the hair,  being  the intent  behind the action ,  rather than the 
actual article used.  
The wonderful attribute of women is their  “beauty”,  –  all have  “beauty”  to at least one man in the World,  often however,  “the inner beauty”  is so 
very much more valuable as we are to read later.  Thus,  Paul is saying though the ladies have this  “beauty” –  do not exaggerate it with physical 
ornaments  (where  “the intent”  is to  “seduce”  by whatever means),  but rather from Yahweh's perspective,  exaggerate the inner  “beauty”   with the 
heart condition in the midst of Yahweh  (= the heart-knower)  shown by personal works. 
To both male  [leading role in prayer]  and female  [leading in their physical internal beauty]  Paul is telling us  

“Do not exaggerate your physical attribute,  but it is your heart condition  (of  “The Intent/Motivation  being the reason  why  you might dress 
as you do)  that separates you from The World and transforms you into a TC”,  and in this way you actively now  publicise/teach  God’s Word 
by deeds displaying your  intent/motivation. 

All this is a tightly connected package    (1) motivation,   (2) works delivered,   (3) teaching,  all of which forms the complete  “synapse construction”  
that is being thoroughly assessed by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of Christians  during The Gospels Age to yield the 144000 TCs.   
Note,  it will be JCg and the 144000 TCs later,  who will judge  “The Resurrected World”  at the end  (and perhaps during),  The Resultant of  “The 
World’s training period”  (over The Millennium)  whose members have been personally learning  “Righteousness”  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v18, 
1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
Moreover,  Paul in his kindness is not demoting women at all.  I would consider it to be personal protection from the more physical powerful man –  
where some men might evilly  “have their way”  over the weaker woman  (all as we have sadly witnessed throughout society since the beginning of time).  
Clearly women are free to do what they like!   However,  if they remove themselves from the  protective advice that Paul is offering here  while we live in 
an evil world,  (and in  no manner do I condone men operating to worldly methodology)  then sadly,  alluring women progressively expose themselves to 
the potential danger from a  larger  clientèle of attracted men of reduced sensibilities  (who themselves,  ignore Bible principles). 

Mixing within worldly methodology just increases  the probability  of personal abuse between worldly members.   
This I do not want to see,  and neither did Paul –  hence his kindly advise to us. 

 
10th Comment – Paul asks the question:   How should a  woman/wife  display herself to The World in what she does? 
36th Instruction – Women/Wives  should be learning in deference in quietness,  and not to be  meddlesome/assertive. 
29th Reasoning – This does go  both ways - where the  men/husbands  must truly respect their wives' position and thus the 
wives  (of The Real Faith)  would desire to be respectful – because of her husband's respect to her – but because  
women/wives  can be more vocal and consequently this verse is primarily directed towards them. 
37th Instruction – Women/Wives  should not be teaching,  nor dominating their husband’s position over The Ecclesia but 
operate in stillness  (as do the TCs [the metaphoric wife] to JC [the metaphoric husband])  to  “The Word of God”). 
30th Reasoning – This again goes  both ways,  men must display  agapao/{edifying love}  to their wives and be prepared to 
discuss their wishes but ultimately one person must make the final decision – and thus the  woman/wife  should try to make 
the decision work without constantly berating what might occur.  This is to occur in the family relationship and Ecclesia. 
7th Allegory – wife (always) -  144000 TCs showing dutiful respect to  “The Word of God”  (JC)  controlling their mind. 
8th Allegory – husband (always) -  JC[g]  has already showed by personal sacrifice  his  agapao/agape  for his wife and 
their  (John.3v28-29, Eph.5v30-32),  subsequent children from out of  “The Resurrected World” (The 3rd Epoch of Israel). 
31st Reasoning – Adam was assigned headship of The Family;  he was first and Eve came from Adam’s DNA stem cells. 
Likewise,  JC was the second Adam (1Cor.15v45)  showing how we should behave,  we therefore hearken unto him. 
32nd Reasoning – Adam/men/husbands  was/are  not easily deceived by words – however  Eve/women/wives  are generally 
more easily deluded by words  (a  worldly maxim states: “Men love what they see,  women love what they hear”). 
33rd Reasoning – Eve as “she”,  represents  “womanhood delivering The Saviour” (Rev.12v1-4),  JC for all Mankind,  
and clearly if the members of womanhood  (and equally men)  endure in  “real faith”,  also  “real charity”,  also making 
holy/purity  through  sanity/sensibleness  of a reformed mind,  then they inclusively shall be saved over their 2 part life. 
14th Warning – Always be “{sound of mind}/sane/sensible” else we  will  be deceived by those leaders  skilled to deceive! 
1Tim.  2v10 og but   
1Tim.  2v10 og who/which/that  (it) {tower up}/{be conspicuous}/suitable/proper/fitting/becomes  (to the) women/wives   
1Tim.  2v10 og (the) {announcing upon}/{engaging (to do something)}/{assert (something respecting oneself)}/ 

/pledging/promising   
1Tim.  2v10 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) devoutness/{fear of God}/godliness  [middle voice,  plural] 
1Tim.  2v10 og through (reason of)   (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds 
1Tim.  2v10 og (of the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal [plural]. 
1Tim.  2v10 = but  that  it  becomes/proper/fitting  to the  wives  {announcing upon}/pledging  to  (personal)  devoutness/godliness 

(is)  through reason  of the  {intrinsically good}/ideal  {occupational effort}/labour. 
 

         (So I, Paul, state by recommendation … … ) 
But that it is  proper/fitting  to the wives  {announcing upon}/promising   (their)  personal godliness   (being what Yahweh deems  “Good”) 
through reason of the intrinsically  good/ideal  occupational effort   (Good works to edify our neighbour,  the best being Acts.6v1-3, Mark.1v38.) 
                (By accurately teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to bring forth  [1] The Early Adopters now,  [2] The Millennium for The Late Adopters.) 
 

Thus,  Paul witnessing what has occurred,  then by careful consideration makes the important statement … ... 
It is  {most proper}/{best fitting}  for the  wives to be conspicuously known for intrinsically ideal/good works and not for their alluring outer 
façade! 
The outside showy decorations on the physical body is for “The World’s Pleasure”,  but by contrast Yahweh is searching The Motive behind 
what is done,  and the works to edify our neighbour express the correct mind condition – worthy for leadership in The Millennium. 

It is the inner qualities Yahweh searches out from within the individual  (being ideal for all of humanity)  namely    
The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  modified by  “The Word of God”  working upon  “The Synapse Construction”  of the mind - 
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1Tim.  2v11 og (The) Woman/Wife   
1Tim.  2v11 og in  (to the [= within]) stillness/{desistance from bustle or language}/{not meddlesome}/quietness   
1Tim.  2v11 og (let she) learn/{mentally absorb}/understand   
1Tim.  2v11 og in  (to the [= within]) all  (the) subordination/subjection/submission. 
1Tim.  2v11 = Let  the  wives  within the  stillness/{not meddlesome}  learn/understand  within  all  subordination. 
 

Let the wives   (always representative of TCs  [being of what they are to become, Matt.25v1-12, Rev.21v2, 9]) 
within  stillness/{not meddlesome}   (do not involve oneself in back-biting,  or gossip,  or be argumentative, malicious, etc.) 
learn/understand  within all subordination   (Noting the caveat   Husbands must set a good example,  so the wives might want to imitate them). 
                   (Paul always has The Millennium in his mind – being The Goal for TCs hearkening to JC as “The Word of God”) 

 

Might be termed  “a red flag to a bull” –  but it depends upon how people might  deliberately  distort what is being stated here,  and thus interestingly 
become a comment upon their own heart condition  (seat of motivation)  as directed by their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (heavenly or worldly)! 
Just because it mentions  women/wives – it does  not  exclude  men/husbands  to be learning the physiological differences between men and women so the  
men/husbands  might honour and respect  women/wives  as like their own flesh  (being precisely as we are taught elsewhere in The Bible). 
Furthermore,  it is known how women are more adept at talking,  than are men –  so Paul is merely making the observation in this instance being tied to 
v10 that wives should learn to give perhaps 50 50 airing to the man rather than perhaps a more unequal bilateral discussion.  Women are different from 
men,  but that is what makes  “the wonderful whole”  from the two sexes  complementing  one another,  by having these different attributes. 
It must be noticed,  Paul was giving instruction for Timothy to organise and  set-up  the new ecclesia,  whose members  both  male and female would be  
agreeable to being contrite and humble –  a quality instruction generally ignored today  (moreover today,  The World instructs its members to rebel for 
what  “they consider is right”  - but it might be poison to society generally)!    

Can the reader see how The World is so  “out of synchronisation”  with what Yahweh desires to see within society? 
Because both the leaders,  and generally those people being led,  want to  “self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt”. 

It will absolutely  not  be like this in The Millennium  -  upon our resurrection into the 2nd part of our physical life! 
The New leaders for Millennia rule are chosen by Yahweh because they were proven  “not to be hypocrites nor worldly minded people”!  

Therefore,  we are given the opportunity know in the 1st part of our life to learn of  “The Resultant”  from our actions away from Yahweh’s Methodology 
ruling our lives,  so we might sensibly,  eagerly grasp for Yahweh’s Methodology being His  “Right to Rule”  our lives  (not for petty self-vanity,  being a 
worldly trait);  but rather so that  “humans”  become another creation within His Universe whose members freely choose to maintain a perfect society,  
commencing in the 2nd part of their physical life that starts in The Millennium. 
A 4th revision addition. 
It is a well-known reality;  the group dynamics change when a  worldly couple become married.   
If a person within the grouping has a  “strong worldly reasoning mind”,  then  he/she  will dominate  “The Other Person”  within  “The Union” and the 
marriage now becomes “unequally yoked”  -  The Bible speaks about the marriage being “evenly yoked”. 

“The man” generally uses physical force,  by contrast  “the woman”  will use her tongue. 
The point behind the teachings within The Bible is that it  should not be like this  with people being as brothers and sisters within  “The Real Faith”,  of 
“1st Century Christianity”  noting  “Real Faith”  is built upon  “Accurate Knowledge  + Assurance + Fidelity”,  thereby  both  parties within “The 
Union”  gaining a Christlike mind. 
As I very carefully explain elsewhere 1Cor.14v34-35  when Paul asks the wives to be quiet in the Ecclesia,  he does  not  mean women  (as falsely and 
errantly translated  in our  “worldly bibles”,  but the context is “wives”,  but specially targeted to  “The Wives”  of The Leaders of the Ecclesia,  where I 
explain,  the Gaussian Distribution of hearkening types can be applied to the wives of the leaders of The Ecclesia.  This common sense just seems to 
elude our worldly “Christian Scholars/Theologians”,  but I suppose their mind is worldly and just cannot grasp the things of Yahweh’s Mind.  I even 
suggest,  when Paul made this comment,  that while it was broad brushed,  it may have been targeted to just one  wife/woman  who was making her 
husband’s life difficult by her trying to take the leading role within The Ecclesia and usurping her husband.  Rather than mentioning her by name,  Paul 
kindly gave a more sweeping instruction – so as not to directly embarrass her amongst her peers. 
The context within which Paul was forced to make this request is just so obvious -  and yet it suited the male dominated  “worldly church”  for the last 
some 1700 years of  “Christendom”  to deliberately spin The Bible translation into a farce and bring shame unto what Yahweh is truly teaching us. 

But what is new? 
It is a  pandemic problem throughout Christendom – as my commentaries to The New Testament bring out to  “Public view”! 

1Tim.  2v12og (the) woman/wife  And  (to) {cause to learn}/teach/train  no/not/none   
1Tim.  2v12og (I) {to turn over (transfer)}/{give leave}/allow/let/permit,   
1Tim.  2v12og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (to) {to act of oneself}/dominate/{usurp authority over}   
1Tim.  2v12og (of the) countenance/{human being}/man,   but  {to be/exist}   
1Tim.  2v12og in  (to the [= within]) stillness/{desistance from bustle or language}/{not meddlesome}/quietness. 
1Tim.  2v12 = And  not  I to  allow/permit  the  wife  to  teach   (in the ecclesia),   

neither  to  dominate/{usurp authority over}  the  man,   
but  to  be/exist  within the  stillness/{not meddlesome}/quietness. 

 

And not I (Paul)  allow the wife  (of an Elder)  to teach   (in the ecclesia), 
neither to dominate the man   (being the Elder with  “The Given Authority”  to guide and direct The Ecclesia –  else by analogy Matt.12v25) 
                  (Noting the Apostles chose the husband and not the wife to administer The Ecclesia.) 
but to  be/exist  within the  stillness/{not meddlesome}   (regarding how her husband handles  “The Affairs”  of  The Ecclesia). 
 

Quite a forceful instruction! 
Fairly clear teaching –  but    Is it clear to those people freely  “choosing to ignore it”   (“agnoeo”  [StrongsTM = 50])? 

Perfectly fine if we declare ourselves  not  to be a Christian –  but  if  we declare ourselves to be a Christian,  then  these words given by Paul should be  
very carefully  considered. 
If we  (as Christians)  choose to ignore these words given by Paul  –   then perhaps we should start thinking now,  how we might plan our conversation in 
The Millennium with Paul who wrote it –  because this scenario  will  certainly occur!   If we should think this situation will not occur,  then perhaps we 
do  not  have “The Expectation”  to personally make something happen,  because our faith is merely  “blind faith” (see glossary)  yielding a vain hope 
that something might occur!   Thus,  we are showing ourselves  not  to have  “the correct mind condition”  that would otherwise validate ourselves to 
become a future   “Child (Son)  of God”!     

JC  worked for The Millennium  to occur because   He Expected it! 
Likewise,  Paul worked to make The Millennium Occur  (2Tim.4v6-8)  because he likewise  “Expected it”! 

By contrast - 
Christian leaders work within The World – for The World and  never  teach of The Millennium,  because theirs is a  “vain hope”  of perhaps 
something better might be just around the corner  (within this world)! 

I am not trying to provoke an argument –  but only personally considering with inductive logic where this line of reasoning might take us!   
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Clearly those people who would argue against Paul,  must personally realise,  his message represents Yahweh's unchanging views through The Gospel 
Age,  being one of many wonderful characteristics of Yahweh  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17)  to give peace and stability in The Universe. 
So,  in The Millennium when Yahweh has resurrected - 

1. Paul to become one of the 144000 Sons of God with unlimited capability to express Yahweh’s HS  (noting Matt.26v.53, 2Kings.19v35). 
2. We,  as ourselves,  in perhaps a fleshly body to learn  “Righteousness”  (because we could not do it the first time around). 

Then who will Yahweh through JCg support  (if you should start to argue with a  “Son of God”  about what he wrote)? 
Will it be Paul –  or ourselves  (in conflict with a future  “Son of God”)? 
Is this showing the correct  “attitude”  that Yahweh desires for a person to take  “Responsibility”,  if they cannot show humility first? 

If we state “ourselves” –  then I might reply,  we have need of serious reform of our  “synapse construction”  in the future! 
If we state “Paul” –  then perhaps  “reform”  has started –  that needs to be taken to its culmination. 
However,  in stating all that –  then I would like to add that Paul is  only  speaking of the  “family”  situation  that starts in The Ecclesia.   
Paul is  not  speaking about secular  (= worldly)  occupation that operates according to worldly standards. 
Can the reader see the subtle differentiation between what is occurring here –  and precisely why  worldly Christian leaders just   “Do not get it”! 
A 3rd Revision addition. 
It should be noted how  “1st Century Christian Teaching”  was quickly bent by  (male)  authorities into “Religion”  to yield a discordant message  (with 
what The Bible truly teaches,  having been passed through Rev.22v18-19)  that vainly purports  “women should be subject to men”! 
A sentiment that  “appears nice”  in the short term for the perpetrators of such insolence against God’s Word to become a gross distortion to what  “The 
Word of God”  means within our minds  (James.3v11-12 – being that if something is seen to  “be bent”  then what about the credibility of the rest)! 
All Paul is saying is that he has seen  good contrite minded  men who are ideal to become Elders of the Congregations,  but some of these men may have 
domineering wives taking upon themselves  “The Role”  over their husband’s position.  Potential disorder at  The Top  of The Ecclesia is the last thing 
that Paul would desire,  and thus instructs against it!   What is wrong with that instruction  (by similitude so did JC inductively at Matt.12v25)? 
Furthermore,  we might then ask - 

If  this is Yahweh’s instruction to Mankind  (of which it is)  through His demonstrably faithful representative  (Paul),  then  we are hardly 
showing precisely the qualities,  Yahweh requires in His future rulers of The Millennium if we rebel against this teaching! 

Consequently,  these people have no mandate from Yahweh  (but only from their peers within Mankind)  will be rejected from  “The Role of Authority”  
as  “The Heirs over The Inheritance”  in The Millennium.  All very logical,  and more importantly   Precisely what The Bible tells us! 

What I give is not  “In my opinion … …”,  or  “What I think  … …”  as we so often hear from our  worldly  representatives of  “Religion”! 
I repeat   “It is what The Bible  tells us” –  in full harmonious context –  and  no  discord  (except in rebellious people,  Mark.3v28-29)! 

1Tim.  2v13 og Adam  For  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  (he was) fashioned/moulded/{thing formed},   
1Tim.  2v13 og succession/moreover/furthermore/then  Eue/Eva/{Chavvah (first life/woman)}/Eve, 
1Tim.  2v13 = For Adam  foremost/chief/first  he was  fashioned/{thing formed},  succession/then  Eve, 
 

For Adam was  fashioned/moulded  first,  then Eve, 
 

“The Context”  is  “marriage”  because  “Adam and Eve were effectively married”  together  -  it is  not  about  “male and female”. 
The context of The Bible Goal is about  “Marriage”  Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32, John.2v1-12, Matt.22v1-9, Rev.21v2,9, and the warning at 1Cor.6v16. 
Paul uses The Example of what occurred in The Beginning of  “The Superhuman Species”  (being a species that could think and reason as gods 
Gen.1v26, 3v5, John.10v34-35,  over and above the animal reasoning humanoids of the previous some 100,000+ years, hence Cain’s comment at 
Gen.4v14-17,  ignored by our  worldly  Christian Scholars/Theologians  [as they do of much of the Bible]). 
Is this what we accept now? –  If not,  how can Christian leaders profess to speak for God’s Word  when they  ignore it,  or  twist it out of context? 

1. Perhaps they do not think Adam and Eve were created by  “the specific god”  of us  (JCg)?  -  But only through Evolution  (Rom.1v25). 
2. Perhaps Yahweh’s Word is different through the ages?   However, we know Yahweh is unchanging  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17). 

So,  upon what  “Authority”  can we ignore Yahweh’s Word and Understanding? 
Do  “we”  presume to know better than Paul  (who thoroughly knew The Tanakh and understood how JC answered it)? 

What insolence to God's Word,  if  “we”  choose to rebel,  and thus reject Yahweh's  “Most learned Representative”! 
We have absolutely  no  authority to change Yahweh’s Word,  if  we claim to represent Yahweh  faithfully/truthfully  as His apostle. 
Clearly,  we can ignore Yahweh’s Word and state whatever we like if we generate material for worldly consumption –  for a worldly payback! 
But doing that makes us an apostle for Satan (2Cor.11v13-15) –  being appointed by The World to speak to The World what The World desires to hear! 

Who can we be representing  -  and upon what side of the fence do we reside if we so do this?  (Matt.12v30). 
Now going off on a slight tangent – only to expose the applied methodology of our  “supposedly eminent”  worldly Christian scholars and theologians 
with their  worldly  “Doctorates of Divinity”  (noting what was said about JC at John.7v15 and of the apostles at Acts.4v13). 

They  “worldly reason”  as follows - 
1Timothy was not written by Paul and neither was 2Timothy,  but written much later,  perhaps in the 2nd Century CE. 
Because,  and I quote - 

1. The existence of a highly organised church,  which simply did not exist in Paul’s time  (1Tim.3 15) 
2. The presupposition of the existence of definite creeds  (1Timothy 4 6; II Timothy 1 13)  and the gospels (1 Timothy 6 3,13)  that appeared 

some decades after the death of Paul. 
3. Paul's insistence that he is not lying when he claims apostleship  (1 Timothy 2 7)  is itself highly suspicious as Timothy would have been most 

familiar with Paul’s authority. 
4. The theology of the pastorals is significantly different from the genuine Pauline epistles.  The former call for acceptance of dogma is the way 

to salvation while the latter have always emphasized salvation by grace through faith. 
5. It is strange how the writer seems to state what Timothy should already know – so why do it,  unless it is a person later pretending to be Paul. 

They think   “That is  (supposedly) Good  Reasoning”.   
By consequence,  they feel free to inductively conclude  

“I” have no need to take this advice  (being  “The Advice”  that Yahweh requires for His future  “Sons of God”)  because it was not from 
Paul  (Yahweh's Apostle)  but a  “nobody”  of no provenance,  who can thus be ignored! 

Yes -  it is  “Good worldly”  advice that  entirely fulfils Satan's desire,  because it dramatically reduces the possibility of Yahweh achieving His  
“Required Trigger Threshold”  to achieve the 144000 TCs,  who themselves interestingly become Satan's nemesis  (Rev.20v1-3)!    
Therefore,  we reason our most learned  worldly Christian scholars and theologians thinking like this,  are entirely Satanic to  “Yahweh’s Desire being 
made manifest within The Environment”! 

Oh dear! 
They have chosen to ignore   “The Most Obvious”! 

Because we reason their mind is  not  truly hearkening to  “The Contents and Thrust”  of  “The Word of God”  as contained within  “1st 
Century Christianity”  that demonstrably  (from their observed output)  never  passes through their mind! 

Furthermore,  we reason like The Pharisees supposedly representing Yahweh by  name,  then our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  demonstrably 
do  not  represent Yahweh by  character or authority  (exhibited by how they reason upon  “The Word of God”  through their pronouncements)! 

So,  what is   “The Most Obvious?”   
For our scholars' benefit - 
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If  Yahweh exists as explained in The Tanakh through  thousands  of given allegories and prophecies that thoroughly explain  “The Most Righteous Plan 
for Human Salvation”,  where Yahweh is competently able to  “hold together”  This Plan in  “The Most Righteous Manner”  through millennia,  then  

Do we  “presume to think”  “The Righteous Yahweh”  with infinite capability would not ensure that His Handbook  (that becomes   “The 
Means to gather His Early Adopters”)  shall collect  the correct material  from the appropriate scribes,  to makes certain  that He  achieves  
His 144000 TCs.  Furthermore,  on the way through millennia,  Yahweh allows  “learned, worldly wise leaders”  to demonstrate their self-
indulgent  mindless stupidity  to freely choose  not  to involve themselves in this plan  (Rom.1v16-32)   -  but only throw hand-grenades into it! 

However,  Yahweh knew all this would occur,  it is all part of the sifting process for “The Early Adopters”! 
Carefully reason through  all  the implications of the above! 
I do have  welling-up  of righteous anger within me when I read the unrighteous nonsense given out by our  “most learned”  (on worldly musings)   and  
“presumably ever-so intelligent mentors”,  when everything they state concerning  “1st Century Christianity”  is  demonstrably wrong!    
I show within my commentaries to Rev chapters 2 and 3 about fifty errors in  worldly Christian doctrine mirrored by the seven churches given to us as by 
allegory of what was to occur over the next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
Let us reason together - 
               Would you the reader go to a  tradesperson  to have a job competently done when that person is  demonstrably  utterly incompetent in their job?  
You would rightly call them a  “Rogue Trader”  fraudulently claiming  his/her  position in society! 

That is precisely what we have here!    
Except they are worse,  –  I also call them   “Spiritual Paedophiles”  Matt.18v6,  Luke.17v2, etc. 

That is why they shall be utterly rejected from a position of authority in The Millennium  (as much of JC’s teaching tells us,  see my commentaries)! 
But presently they do not care,  -  because they do  not  even believe The Millennium shall exist! 
They do nothing to make The Millennium occur – but actively put its arrival on “skids” and thus have  no  “Expectation”! 
Yet they are so capable to keep boasting about their  “hope”  of  “something”  (but they choose not to know,  by not reading The Bible  to understand it)! 

However,  the Millennium will occur  (by mid-21st Century)  –  precisely as JC and the apostles taught as   “1st Century Christianity”! 
Therefore, let me go through these fatuous claims made by our  “Professional Scholars”,  one by one. 
As the reader will see these commentaries must become so long to rebuff the nonsense that operates within the minds of our  “Professional Leaders of 
“Religion”  with regard to the fulfilling of   “Yahweh’s Pure Desire to be made manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”). 
 

1. The existence of a highly organised church that simply did not exist in Paul’s time  (1Tim.3:15) 
Seems that our religious “authorities” have ignored a letter that the self-same people accept as being written by Paul - 
2Cor.11v28 =  {Separately/Apart from}  of the things  {near outside}/besides  {conspiring/rising upon}  me  {day by day}/daily,  
                                       (then I also have)  the  care/guidance  of all of the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae/congregations/churches. 
From this evidence we know Paul’s objective was to be setting up a “church” (actually “ecclesia”),  not  “highly organised”  because it was an embryo 
ecclesia.  Moreover, if we read the citation given in 1Tim.3v15 we find no evidence to suggest that it was “highly organised”,  but rather precisely the 
same text is used about the ecclesia in both my citation  (at 2Cor.11v28)  and their citation.   Moreover,  when we compare the Ecclesia then and the 
Church for the last 1700 years we find the Ecclesia was trying to make The Millennium of JCg’s Rule a reality (Luke.17v21),  while the Church  was/is  a 
political animal endorsing worldly methodology to maintain Satan’s present world  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)! 

Thus,  this first claim made by our “worldly eminent” scholars is   Bogus! 
 

2. The presupposition of the existence of definite creeds  (1Timothy 4:6; II Timothy 1:13)  and the gospels  (1 Timothy 6:3,13)  that appeared 
some decades after the death of Paul. 

If the reader checks out the given citations,  then we see for - 
Our scholars stating  “definite creeds” –  we actually have - 

1Tim.4v6    the word  “didaskalia”  StrongsTM=1319    =  {instruction/teaching  of  information/function  doctrine}. 
2Tim.1v13   the two words  are  “hugiaino”  StrongsTM=5198    =  {have sound health}/{be well (in body)}/{not corrupted}/wholesome}. 
  And “logos”  StrongsTM=3056    =  words/sayings/reasonings /topics. 

We can dispose of the second citation –  because it adds  zero  support to what our  “worldly learned”  scholars claim! 
The first citation is absolutely  not  what we understand to be  worldly Christian creeds that became accepted at 325 CE in Nicea  to our spiritual harm! 

But rather it means   “1st Century Christianity”  of which JC and the apostles taught  to our future wellbeing. 
Where,  I copiously explain elsewhere,  becomes The Methodology and Standards required to fulfil Yahweh’s Ideal Goal for us  -  being  “The 
Invitation unto Sonship”  to Yahweh,  that sadly only 144000 TCs can fulfil during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years. 

This is all part of  “1st Century Christianity”  that thoroughly describes  “Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan”  by allegory and prophecy of which JC 
explained in his ministry  over  many  days to the  same  people  (Matt.15v32, Mark.8v2-3)  -  obviously,  he had  much to explain  -  unlike  the repetitive 
nonsense  “Religion”  that is taught today!   He most certainly was not teaching about his death –  because that topic occurred on the last journey to 
Jerusalem about 6 months before JC's murder,  and hence Peter's surprise and exclamation  (Matt.16v20-23). 
We must recognise,  Paul was  not  teaching  useless worldly creeds  (with regard to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire),  that are given only to please an  
animalistic/carnal  mind,  but as I explain,  Paul was teaching   “The Bedrock”   that yields  “Real Faith”,  which is precisely why he commended 
Timothy at 2Tim.3v15-17 about thoroughly learning The Tanakh that gave the underlining support to JC's teaching of how Yahweh was to achieve The 
Millennium  (none  of which is taught today). 

Thus,  this first part of the second claim made by our “worldly eminent” scholars is   Bogus! 
Our scholars stating  “gospels” –  we actually have - 

1Tim.6v3  the two words  “eusebia”  StrongsTM=2150    =  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness}. 
 and  “didaskalia”  StrongsTM=1319    =  {instruction/teaching  of  information/function  doctrine}    (as above). 

“Gospel”  just means “Good News”,  and the word  “piety”  means  “living by  (a religious teaching)”.   That seems to me is precisely what JC did  
before  Paul became a “Christian”  -  and  not  decades after Paul's death  (as errantly postulated).  All of which seems to me,  our scholars have hardly 
grasped  “The Very Basics”  of what JC was teaching us especially when he was called  “The Wisdom of God”  meaning  “he accurately deported 
himself  to The Knowledge of The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13). 
 1Tim.6v13   there are no words here that speak of anything related to “Gospel”  and thus an errant citation. 
The first part of the verse is fully supported throughout Paul's standard teaching throughout his accepted epistles  (Romans for example). 
The second part of the verse confirms precisely what “FutureLife.Org”  teaches as  “1st Century Christianity”  (please see my local commentary)  and is 
yet  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  so it seems strange to use a citation that destroys their own argument! 

Thus,  this second part of the second claim made by our  “worldly eminent”  scholars is   Bogus! 
 

3. Paul insistence that he is not lying when he claims apostleship  (1 Timothy 2:7)  is itself highly suspicious as Timothy would have been 
most familiar with Paul’s authority. 

This is such a foolish comment!   I have fathered and nurtured four children to mature adulthood. 
I often used this phrase   “You know I am not lying when I tell you … … …”  when I had to get something important over to them,  using their past 
knowledge  of my truthfulness    (and absolutely not  “Authority”  [as errantly stated in this presumptuous assertion])  on any subject spoken in the past,  
being how my previous statements were vindicated by succeeding events!  
This is all Paul is doing –  reinforcing what he is about to say –  by calling upon Timothy's positive experience of Paul's truthful teaching to validate 
present teaching that underwrote his authority over his subject matter. 
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Obviously,  our worldly scholars who subscribe this third irrational statement have either no experience of nurturing children or have not been 
previously  “truthful”  to call upon the use of this phrase!  

Thus,  this third claim made by our “worldly eminent”  scholars is   Bogus! 
 

4. The theology of the pastorals are significantly different from the genuine Pauline epistles.  The former call for acceptance of dogma is the 
way to salvation while the latter have always emphasized salvation by grace through faith. 

And the simple answer is - 
Of course,  it is!    
Because  “The Pastorals”  by definition  (of their instructive content)  are written to  entirely different recipients! 

Romans and the two letters to The Corinthians for example,  were to the members of these Ecclesiae who needed to be instructed  on  “how to think”  
and be guided away from The World  –  being of its methodology,  most of the recipients having very little knowledge of The Tanakh!    Timothy and Titus 
on the other hand,  were exceedingly knowledgeable in The Tanakh,   and also in Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.  These two 
people were the next generation of TCs who needed to have guidance in setting  “The Correct Standard”  both of themselves and instilling  “The 
Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC  in the recipients of the newly formed Ecclesiae  (being the reason why Yahweh ensured these epistles of 
Paul were in The Bible for  our  instruction).   
Thus,  Paul is accepting  “The Extensive Knowledge Base”  within these two individuals  (and thus has no need to repeat it –  being  “1st Century 
Christianity”),  but rather instructing how to be  “Righteous Leaders”  in small things now,  and thus become  “Righteous Leaders”  of big things in The 
Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19, as future  “Sons of God”, Matt.20v23, Rom.8v17,22). 
Now let me expose the sickly poison of  worldly Christianity   “salvation by grace through faith!” 

What does this phrase  REALLY  mean? 
Most recipients of this phrase do not know what the three words   “salvation”,  “grace”  and   “faith”  really mean   (let alone the leaders who  
fraudulently  use them)! 
I am not going to spell out what these words really mean here,  –  because I thoroughly cover what all these words  REALLY  mean throughout my very 
many exhaustive commentaries  (made  “exhaustive”  because of the nonsense that comes out of the minds of our  worldly Christian leaders)! 

These three words most certainly do  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders insinuate what they mean! 
When we think like “Yahweh” (John.14v20, 17v21-26),  then we realise,  worldly Christian leaders  fraudulently use these words  to bewitch their flocks! 

Thus,  this fourth claim made by our  “worldly eminent”  scholars is   Bogus! 
 

5. It is strange how the writer seems to state what Timothy should already know – so why do it,  unless it is a person later pretending to be 
Paul. 

I suppose our scholars congratulate themselves by coming up with this one!   
The examples they would use would be the repeating Timothy’s background education, Paul’s background, and what JC has done for us. 
However, again this is a nonsense argument.  The reason is the mature person (Paul)  when  educating/guiding  a student (Timothy)  will call upon 
previously known subject matter upon which to build the next step of  education/guidance.   This is a standard teaching technique,  so why decry it? 
However,  what they “choose to ignore”,  is that when Paul wrote the second letter to Timothy,  he was in prison awaiting sentence that could go one of 
two ways,  (1) release or (2) death.   There were no “Courts of Appeal” in those days,  The Sentence could be swiftly carried out the next day!    So we 
must understand Paul was writing what could be his final letter to Timothy – as  “The Last Form of Communication”  before Paul’s possible execution, 
and thus Paul draws upon what he knows of Timothy to  galvanise him for The Future  in the possible absence of any further communication from Paul,  
hence the very personal nature of the contents. 

Thus,  this fifth and last claim made by our  “worldly eminent”  scholars is   Bogus! 
I could write a book to expand on these infantile claims made by our most   “worldly eminent”  scholars,  trying to invent  any excuse  to supposedly 
absolve themselves from becoming of  “contrite and humble mind”  to  “The Word of God”,  except being of what they represent,  means they are 
digging their hole even deeper!   It is only to their loss –  not mine,  but it  is  my responsibility to speak out –  else I too will be condemned by Yahweh for 
remaining silent   (Eze.33v1-20, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26). 
I simply recommend to the Reader - 

For your own sanity – and protection  (Acts.20v29)  utterly ignore what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach to us  (as does Yahweh)! 
Most of it is bogus and unrighteous nonsense! 

If any  “Professional Leader of Religion”  dares challenge me on my commentaries – then I welcome it,  because it will give me an opportunity to 
publicly make straight their faulty reasoning,  and in the process give glory and honour to Yahweh –  being where it rightfully belongs! 
1Tim.  2v14 og Also  Adam  no/not/none  (he was) cheated/deluded/deceived,   
1Tim.  2v14 og the  and  woman/wife  (the being) cheated/deluded/deceived   
1Tim.  2v14 og in  (to the [= within]) violation/breaking/transgression   (she has) {become to be}; 
1Tim.  2v14 = Also  Adam was  not  cheated/deluded/deceived,   

and  the  wife  being  cheated/deluded/deceived   has  {become to be}  within  the  violation/breaking/transgression   (first). 
 

Also Adam was not  deluded/deceived  (by Satan),   
and the wife being  deluded/deceived  (by Satan) 
has become to be within the  violation/transgression   (first,  out of the pair  [Gen.3v1-5]). 
 

This does not mean that Eve was any worse than Adam –  but merely her character meant she was more easily seduced by the machinations of Satan.  
Satan had obviously studied the pair of humans for months,  perhaps for years before this incident,  and he knew precisely how to strike,  fast and hard at 
the weakest of the two individuals in the most subtle manner –  to  “please the ears”  (as Paul warns of likewise religious leaders 2Tim.4v3-4, 2Tim.3v5)  
in deceptive speech.  This does  not  absolve Adam of any responsibility –  he had the opportunity to avoid his wife’s advances by saying a distinct   No!  
-  But he chose to imitate her waywardness –  so they  (both male and female)  were  both  as guilty as each other! 
1Tim.  2v15 og (she will be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  And  through (reason of)   
1Tim.  2v15 og of the  childbirth/parentage/{maternal duties}/{bear children},   if/whenever   
1Tim.  2v15 og (they) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand  in  (to the [= within]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
1Tim.  2v15 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love   
1Tim.  2v15 og also  (to the) purification/{make holy}/sanctification  {amid/together/with (meta)}   
1Tim.  2v15 og (of the) {soundness of mind}/sanity/{self-control}/soberness/sobriety/sensibleness. 
1Tim.  2v15 = And  she  will  be  delivered/saved/preserved  through reason  of the  childbirth/parentage/{bear children},   

whenever  they  stay/remain/endure  within the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   also  in  {charity love}/agape,   
also  in  purification/{making holy}  together/with  of the  {soundness of mind}/sanity/sensibleness. 

 

And she will be delivered through reason of the bearing of children   (quite a  kindly/sweet  thing to be said –  her interest is in her children) 
                (where  “Woman”  in prophecy =  “The Means to Deliver”,   =  “the prophets deliver”  [by prophecy]  JC through  “Mary”,  see next line) 
whenever they  remain/endure  within the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (= agapao operating in the mind), 
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also in  agape/charity   (being the nurturing and dutiful works upon their children) 
also in the purification   (through the teaching of  “The Word of God”  when the children are young  [likewise The Prophets/TCs to  “Israel]”) 
together/with  of the soundness of mind   (all teaching must be done sensibly,  giving solid and firm basis  [not  frothy nonsense  “Religion”]). 
 

Paul may be subsequently thinking of JC being born of a woman to save the World,  but what would have initially brought it to his mind,  would have 
been the example of Timothy to whom he was writing.  Paul tells us 2Tim.1v5 about Timothy’s mother  “Eunice”  having brought her son up in The 
Truth,  so that Timothy when older,  might then teach The Truth to the congregations.  Paul is certainly  not   usurping/undermining  the importance of 
the Woman’s difficult natural role in rearing Children  accurately  in  “The Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity),  however by 
stating this,  Paul endorses their position in fulfilling this very important function.  Perhaps if the woman desires to be a virgin or suffers from not having 
children,  then it is so important to offer her services of charity in assisting other people in the rearing of their children in schools or outside,  to the full 
benefit of  “The Real Faith”. 
Note - the True Christian  woman/wife  is to be operating in  {soundness of mind}/sanity/sensibleness –  thus to be an object of respect from those people 
of The World.  This instruction demonstrates,  we are  not  to go to obviously  very worldly  Christian congregations for self-indulgent hype –  rolling 
around in the dirt intoxicated by  adrenalin/beta-endorphins/etc. –  to the obvious disdain of  sane/reasoning  minded atheists who  correctly  recognise 
“insanity”  (1Cor.14v23)!  –  The atheists are being the very people,  “Christians”  are  supposed  to be introducing to The Lord! 
It is obvious there is no scriptural or any useful exegesis that could be created to support such wholly errant behaviour that is  utterly alien  to the 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire (Mark.13v21-23).  It merely fulfils the desire of Satan being  the god of confusion,  intoxication and self-indulgence. 

However,  in stating the above,  we must understand what is always driving Paul's mind - 
It is the  “1st Century Christian”  teaching of The Millennium and of  “The Hierarchy in Society”  required to yield Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for 
Human Salvation” over our 2 part life.  We see it at Eph.5v30-32 and the warning given at 1Cor.6v16,  based upon Yahweh's original specification given 
at Gen.2v24,  and throughout The New Testament,  this theme of JCg's Day and of his Marriage –  being through  “The Wife”,  she shall yield  “The 
Children”,  being  “The Spiritual Children”  from this Union.   Where,  “The Father”  (JCg)   of the fleshly species   (as the website teaches throughout)  
is the head of   “The Whole Family”  and  “The Mother”  (the 144000 TCs  [and prophets])   dutifully fulfils the desire of her agapao husband to bring 
through  “The Children”  of The Millennium to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
This is  “The Bare Bones”  of Yahweh's Plan to yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”,  but by both word and deed,  our  worldly Christian leaders preach 
absolutely  nothing  of this!   -  So how do they fit in Yahweh's Plan?   See Luke.20v16,  as one of many examples. 

This website  “FutureLife.Org”  puts  “The Flesh”  on the above given  “Bare Bones”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (Matt.24v14). 
 
 
11th Comment – If capable,  then it is  {intrinsically good/ideal}  for a person to stretch out for office as an elder because 
he is driven to  virtuous/worthy  {occupational effort}/labour  to  edify/agapao  our neighbour in “The Accurate Ministry”. 
38th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  blameless/{beyond reproach}. 
39th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  husband of one wife. 
40th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  sober/circumspect/discrete. 
41st Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  {sound of mind}/sane/sensible. 
42nd Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  orderly/decorous/{good behaviour}/decent. 
43rd Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  hospitable. 
44th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  instructive/{apt to teach}. 
45th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  not  an alcoholic. 
46th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  not  pugnacious/quarrelsome. 
47th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  not  {of sordid gain}/{greedy of illicit gain}. 
48th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  not  covetous/{greedy of filthy lucre money}. 
49th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  mild/gentle/patient/reasonable. 
50th Instruction – For the office of elder – they are to be  peaceable. 
34th Reasoning – What I have witnessed  (being the fallout)  throughout The World in such-like circles  (within the back 
rooms, out of public gaze),  this listing nullifies the leaders in  worldly Christian schisms –  by the definition of  “worldly”. 
15th Warning – While activity against the listing above might be closely reigned-in during public gaze  (Matt.23v27-28),  
but Yahweh is peering deeply through that painted façade directly into the brain’s very “synapse construction” during His 
present “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” and all shall be revealed in The Millennium (Luke.12v3)  and the responsibility 
of teaching shall be taken away (Matt.25v29,  Mark.4v23-25)  and given to the TCs during The Millennium.  Where The 
Most (worldly Christian leaders)  become The Least,  and The Least (Apostles/TCs)  become The Most  (as Kings/Priests)! 
35th Reasoning – Thus it is good to stretch out to become a  teacher/guide  for the flock –  but it comes with great 
responsibilities –  else by  “being of The World”  we can quickly destroy The Gospel in the eyes of the recipient. 
1Tim.  3v1 og (the) trustful/faithful/sure/true  [is]  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning:    if  {some/any/certain person}   
1Tim.  3v1 og (of the) {inspection (for relief) by superintendence}/{office of Elder}/overseership   
1Tim.  3v1 og (he/[she]) {stretches one's self}/{reaches out after}/{covets after} [middle voice],   
1Tim.  3v1 og (of the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  (of the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
1Tim.  3v1 og (he/[she]) {sets one’s heart upon}/coverts/desires/lusts/{longs for}. 
1Tim.  3v1 = The  faithful/trustworthy  the  word/saying/reasoning:   

If  {some/any  person}  he  personally  {stretches himself}/{reaches out after}  to the  {inspection by superintendent}/{office of Elder},  
he  {sets his heart upon}/desires/{longs for}  of the  beautiful/virtuous/valuable/worthy  {occupational effort}/labour. 

 

Trustworthy  (is)  the  word/saying:- 
  If any person personally reaches out after the Office of Elder   (being to  accurately instruct  and to  sincerely help  “spiritual children”) 
  He sets his heart  (seat of motivation)   upon the  beautiful/virtuous/valuable/worthy  occupational labour   (to precisely imitate JC) 
                 (For the record    This does  not  describe a  worldly Christian leader  [of motivation or output,  by  examining/assaying  “Their Resultant”]) 
 

In the next few verses Paul states the requirements for the worthiest cause being -  
If any person chooses to  push themselves forward  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to become a Supervisory Elder of an ecclesia then this is a most 
worthy occupational effort –  but  these very specific people  must  have the attributes contained within the following verses,  else the ecclesia 
as a whole,  shall migrate  away from  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
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Sadly,  we have witnessed how The Christian Nation as a whole has become  utterly alien  to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  precisely as did  “The 1st Epoch 
Israel” (Mal.2v1-17 as one selection out of many I could use),  where the members fulfil their own desire  (as taught by their  “Leaders of Religion”).   

So where has The Christian Nation gone wrong? 
The Quote given in Malachi  (above)  is a good place to start  (supported in many places, Prov.15v33, Isa.11v2-3 speaking of JC of whom we should 
copy)  but we see nine of this today especially within most “Religious Leaders” ignoring Matt.4v7.   Furthermore,  we should use Paul’s list below and 
apply it to what we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age being  “The Intrigue”  in which The Christian Nation’s leaders,  in perhaps the same 
ratio of good and bad Pharisees during the time of JC’s ministry.  Statistically,  both groupings with the  one/same  spread in mindset have ignored one 
or more items in the listing given below by Paul speaking directly as Yahweh’s ambassador for our guidance. 
It is because they have the mindset  to break  God’s Rulings that  makes them unfit  to lead the groups within The Christian Nation and thus,  they lead 
The Christian Nation  into spiritual anarchy  –  all of which is precisely what we witness throughout The Gospel Age –  they all doing  “their own thing”  
driven by the  one/same  self-indulgent desires,  forcing Yahweh into a distinct 2nd within their life  (Matt.6v24, etc.).  Consequently,  they demonstrably 
imitate the  one/same  methodology of Satan –  the present god of this world  (soon to be deposed by Yahweh through JCg to bring in The Millennium).    

Would Yahweh really listen to the prayers of these hypocritical individuals?   Obviously – Not! 
1Tim.  3v2 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought  Therefore/Then   
1Tim.  3v2 og the  superintendent/{ecclesia officer}/overseer  (the) {not arrested}/blameless/inculpable/unrebukeable   
1Tim.  3v2 og {to be/exist},  (of the) first/certain/one  (of the) woman/wife  (the) man/husband/fellow,   
1Tim.  3v2 og (the) sober/circumspect/discreet/temperate,  
1Tim.  3v2 og (the) {sound of mind}/sane/{self-control}/sober/sobriety/sensible,   
1Tim.  3v2 og (the) orderly/decorous/{good behaviour}/decent,  (the) {fond of guests}/hospitable,  
1Tim.  3v2 og (the) instructive/{apt to teach}; 
1Tim.  3v2 = Therefore/Then  {it is necessary}/behoves  the  {Ecclesia Officer}  {to be}  blameless/unrebukable,   

the  husband of one wife,    (this means  not  [1] more than one,  or  [2] divorced,  or  [2] same sex) 
sober/circumspect/discrete,    (thus able to take into one's confidence the problems a congregational member might have) 
{sound of mind}/sane/{self-control}/sober/sensible,    (thereby setting the correct example to congregational members – is this done today?) 
orderly/decorous/{good behaviour}/decent,    (as above, being deemed entirely worthy as a future ruler in The Millennium) 
{fond of guests}/hospitable,    (must be prepared to draw people to us – so that they desire to obtain God's Word  [thus not monastic]) 
instructive/{apt to teach};   (prepared to  help/guide/edify people  [not just to flatter ears for a worldly return]) 

 

Therefore,  it is necessary the Ecclesia Officer to be blameless   (in  absolutely  all  matters  regarding  “The Presentation as Yahweh’s Agent”) 
the husband of one wife   (this means   [1]  Not  more than one wife,  [2] or to be divorced,  [3] to be of the same sex) 
sober/circumspect/discrete   (able to take a person into their own confidence –  to help over a pastoral matter) 
sane/sober/sensible   (to be setting the correct example in how we deport ourselves over Godly matters) 
orderly/{good behaviour}   (this commands  “Respect”  to be a leader,  without  “demanding it”) 
hospitable   (must draw people to us to  feed/shelter  them  [physically/spiritually] –  so they might obtain  “The Word of God”  freely and simply) 
instructive   (to guide and edify people to  “The Word of God”  so they too may know  why/how  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
                 (Is this done today by our  worldly Christian leaders?   By the definition of   “worldly” –  then   Never!) 
 

After reading that listing,  we might reason - 
Interestingly in  just one verse  we have  ruled out  most leaders  of The Christian Nation as being accepted by Yahweh! 
I think there is no need to expand any of this –  just scan The Internet  (I call upon it to be my witness - StrongsTM = 3143). 

1Tim.  3v3 og not  (the) {staying near wine}/tippling/drinker/{given to wine},   
1Tim.  3v3 og not  (the) {a smiter}/pugnacious/quarrelsome/striker,   
1Tim.  3v3 og not  (the) {of sordid gain}/{given for filthy lucre}/{greed of illicit gain},   
1Tim.  3v3 og but  (the) appropriate/mild/gentle/moderation/patient/reasonable,   
1Tim.  3v3 og (the) {not fighting}/peaceable/{not quarrelsome},   
1Tim.  3v3 og (the) {not covetous}/unavaricious/{not greedy of filthy lucre}/{not grasping}, 
1Tim.  3v3 = not  the  {staying near to wine}/{alcoholic drinker},   

not  the  pugnacious/quarrelsome,   
not  the  {of sordid gain}/{greed of illicit gain},   
but  (being)  the  mild/gentle/patient/reasonable,   
the  {not fighting/quarrelsome}/peaceable,   
the  {not covetous}/{not greedy of filthy lucre/money}.  

 

        (To be the Ecclesia Elder then additionally,  we must … …  
not  (to be)  the drinker of much wine, 
not  (to be)  quarrelsome  
not  (to be)  greedy for illicit gain   (that rules out  all  charlatan Christian leaders on their  physical or media  “road shows”  Matt.24v23-36, etc.) 
but  (being)  mild/gentle/patient 
(being)  peaceable    
(being)  not covetous   (of what the World can source through divers means), 
 

After reading this second listing,  we might reason - 
Can there be  any  leader remaining in The Christian Nation that might be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire after these two verses? 
However,  we must progress through a few more verses to complete the additive  (perhaps more applicable,  excluding)  listing! 

Where the Boolean function is to be an  “AND”  to all these requirements  (not with an “OR”  to be thrown into the mix)! 
 
Comment – repeat - If capable,  then it is  {intrinsically good/ideal}  for a person to stretch out for office as an elder being 
driven to  virtuous/worthy  {occupational effort}/labour  to  edify/agapao  our neighbour in  The Accurate Ministry. 
51st Instruction – For the office of elder –  they are to be  leading/maintaining  their own family  honestly/worthily. 
52nd Instruction – For the office of elder –  they are to have their children controlled  (= not  out of control)  in honesty. 
36th Reasoning – For how is it possible for an elder to manage The Ecclesia,  if they cannot manage their own family? 
12th Comment – It requires experience of such background to be best placed to administer  “The Family”  and  “The 
Children”  of  “The Resurrected World”,  suggesting people not in this position  are disadvantaged  for this future role! 
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37th Reasoning – It requires much knowledge of The Scriptures and steadfastness of character to maintain standards to 
that given in The Scriptures – because there is always at least one deviant person pushing at the limits,  and they need to 
be firmly instructed in The Scriptures.  Sadly  “deviancy”  now seems to be led from “the top” –  they all shall be exposed. 
1Tim.  3v4 og Of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (of the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family   
1Tim.  3v4 og {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}  (the) {to stand before}/{taking the lead}/preside/maintaining,   
1Tim.  3v4 og (the) children/daughters/sons   (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
1Tim.  3v4 og in  (to the [= within]) subordination/subjection/submission  {amid/together/with (meta)}   
1Tim.  3v4 og (of the) all  (of the) venerableness/probity/gravity/honesty. 
1Tim.  3v4 = {Taking the lead}/presiding/maintaining  of  {one's own}  household/family  well/honestly/worthily,   

the  having  (his)  children  within  subordination/subjection  together/with  of the  all  venerableness/probity/honesty. 
 

         (To be the Ecclesia Elder then additionally,  the person must be … … ) 
worthily taking the lead of one's own household   (the prospective Elder must set a good example,  for his children to follow), 
having  (his)  children within subordination  together/with  all  probity/honesty  
                 (By allegory of what is to occur in The Millennium,  “Family of The Resurrected World”,  “Children hearkening to JCg and the 144000 TCs”)  
 

A very difficult experience –  I know,  personally having four children,  two each of both sexes! –  Not a smooth passage to adulthood!   
It is a very difficult tightrope to walk and very easy to fall either side.  However,  if done with  agapao/{edifying  love}  using  both  “carrot and stick” 
that today would be argued against in the  “enlightened western world”  (and we see the results in successive generations of applying  worldly  wisdom)!  
Therefore,  if our children have been educated to Bible principles,  then when the children become adults,  they will respect what we did as parents  – in 
both the good and bad times understanding  why  it must be done.  It must be this way in the 1st part of physical life,  so we are to learn what society is 
like in the present Satan's heaven/authority –  so that we might fully appreciate  Yahweh's Heaven/Authority  through JCg in The Millennium  (being  
“The Great Sabbath Day of  The Lord”,  Mark.2v28-29,  that  “was made [to purify] man”  in the 2nd part our physical life). 
However,  returning to our present time,  sadly it becomes increasingly more difficult at these  End Times’  of The Gospel Age  to  {bring up}/nurture  a 
family under dissident worldly peer pressure that occurs at all ages – when many professional academics seem to be wise  (by ignoring Bible instruction) 
–   but after the event  (of a new 20 year generation passing through their teaching)  then their reasoning is  demonstrably seen to be a sham! 
Sadly,  The World needs to progress through this  trauma/haemorrhaging  of generations  (2Tim.3v1-7)  at the end of The Gospel Age to show the vanity 
of  worldly  wisdom,  thereby proving the necessity of Yahweh’s Word to be fulfilled in The Millennium. 
1Tim.  3v5 og if  And  {some/any/certain person}  of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   
1Tim.  3v5 og (of the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (to) {stand before}/{take the lead}/preside/maintain   
1Tim.  3v5 og not  (he) knows/understands/{be aware}/sees/perceives,   
1Tim.  3v5 og {in what manner}/how  (the) {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  of the  God [Yahweh]  
1Tim.  3v5 og (will he) {upon to care}/{have concern over}/{take care of} [middle voice]? 
1Tim.  3v5 = And  if  {some/any person} 

not  he  knows/understands  {take the lead}/preside/maintain  of the   one’s own  household/family,   
how will he  personally  {have concern over}/{take care of}  the  ecclesia/{calling out}  of the  God (Yahweh)? 

 

         (To be the Ecclesia Elder then additionally,  the person must not be unfit in this manner … … ) 
And if  some/any  person not he  knows/understands  (how)  to take the lead of one’s own household   (to lead by Godly principles), 
how will he personally take  (the correct)  care of the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the God  (Yahweh)? 
                  (Furthermore,  being of its later extension,  administrating  “The Resurrected World”  [The Family]  in The Millennium) 

 

We correctly reason - 
So logical –  but what do we see?    
We even have the example of Eli  (1Sam.3v13-14)  as a warning  -  the High Priest of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”. 

I will not repeat the same mantra here –  as I do elsewhere –  yet there are still  more  verses upon which to carefully consider and contemplate! 
The whittling down process of these verses has not left many people worthy to be TCs,  and that is precisely why Yahweh could only find 144000 TCs 
over about 2000 years able to validate themselves against The Standard JC laid down for us all to imitate for our salvation! 
 
Comment – repeat - If capable,  then it is  {intrinsically good/ideal}  for a person to stretch out for office as an elder being 
driven to  virtuous/worthy  {occupational effort}/labour  to  edify/agapao  our neighbour in The Accurate Ministry. 
53rd Instruction – For the office of elder –  it is  not  to be given to a  novice/{young people}. 
38th Reasoning – Young people do  not  have the experience of The World –  to recognise  “entrapment” –  that comes 
with experience within and without (witnessed),  and the resulting public slander would shame The Office of Elder,  and 
consequently reflect badly upon Yahweh's Perfect Word in the minds of The Beholder (= potential recipient). 
16th Warning – Young people are unstable – most youngsters having to work their way through applicable worldly vices – 
of which would make them unsuitable to administer Yahweh’s Ecclesia.  StrongsTM suggests being over 40 years old. 
1Tim.  3v6 og Not  (the) {newly planted}/{young convert}/novice,  that  not   
1Tim.  3v6 og (the being) { enveloped with smoke}/{inflated with self-conceit}/{high minded}/proud/{puffed up},   
1Tim.  3v6 og into/unto  (the) decision/judgement/conclusion/sentence/lawsuit   
1Tim.  3v6 og (he may/should) {to fall upon}/{entrapped by}/overwhelmed   
1Tim.  3v6 og of the  traducer/{false accuser}/devil/slanderer. 
1Tim.  3v6 = Not  the  {young convert}/novice,   

(so)  that  not  being the  {high minded}/conceited/{puffed up},   
(else)  he  may/should  {fall upon}/entrapped/overwhelmed  into/unto  the  Devil’s/Slanderer’s  decision/judgement. 

 

         (To be the Ecclesia Elder then additionally,  the person must … … ) 
Not the young convert   (should be made an Elder of the Ecclesia,  only a mature person  [understanding how The World works] should be a leader) 
(so)  that not  (he)  being the  {high minded}/conceited   (with what this position presumes to an untrained mind  [requiring absolute contriteness]) 
(else)  he might fall upon unto the slanderer's judgement   (the novice's errors will become local gossip -  and bring The Ecclesia itself to shame). 
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Paul advises,  only men of sufficient years take upon themselves the responsibility of running the ecclesia –  because they are old enough to have seen 
what befalls peers through the years when they involve themselves with The World,  thus those few people positively responding to Paul's advice and 
avoid these pitfalls in life,  is thus demonstrably worthy to head a  grouping/family  of people. 
A young person  (“innocence of youth”  not being  “a man of the world”  having witnessed and thus learning from what occurs within The World)  will 
deem their position endorses  “their competence to lead” –   without realising it only  “opens up the flood gate”  to more opportunity of corruption  (that 
would otherwise spoil the spiritual mind that should be seeking godly things).  
An older man –  has  “seen it all before”  and people worthy of  “The Office of Elder”  will have built internal protection so they might not be personally 
be deflected into The World –  demonstrating their honest commitment to fulfil Yahweh's Desire in everything they might do –  worthy to become a TC 
and part of  “The Body of Christ”  ready for Sonship in The Millennium. 
Thus,  as Paul concludes  -  a young person will succumb to The World  (who may later pull themselves out –  but the stain is there,  upon which the 
media can then embellish)  which Satan as The Chief Devil/Slanderer  will use these weaknesses as weapons against the novice to nullify their future 
effectiveness as  “a solder of God”. 
 
Comment – repeat - If capable, then it is  {intrinsically good/ideal}  for a person to stretch out for office as an elder being 
driven to  virtuous/worthy  {occupational effort}/labour  to  edify/agapao  our neighbour in  “The Accurate Ministry”. 
54th Instruction – For the office of elder –  the appointee must have a virtuous report from those people outside The 
Ecclesia –  so he has  no  history  that can be used by The World to slander his position. 
39th Reasoning – This is twofold.  (1) The appointee is not merely the result of internal politics,  and  (2) nothing within 
The World could be used to damage his standing and witnessing into The World being the point of:  “The Calling Out”. 
17th Warning – Beware of people having questionable history – often they have  no  driver to  change their character.  
Only genuinely misguided people recognising the error of their ways change their lifestyle – most people do not change.  
1Tim.  3v7 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must/inevitable  And  (the) him   
1Tim.  3v7 og also  (the) {evidence given}/record/report/testimony  (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Tim.  3v7 og (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  off/away/separated/from   
1Tim.  3v7 og of the (persons)  externally/outside/outward/without,   that  not  into/unto   
1Tim.  3v7 og (the) contumely/reproach/{expression to hurt}  (he may/should) {fall upon}/{entrapped by}/overwhelmed,   
1Tim.  3v7 og also  (the) fastened/trap/noose/snare  of the  traducer/{false accuser}/devil/slanderer. 
1Tim.  3v7 = And  {it is necessary}/behoves  the  him  

also  to  have/possess  virtuous/valuable/worthy  {evidence given}/record/report  off/from  of the  people  outside  (The Faith),   
that not  he  may/should  {to fall upon}/overwhelm  into/unto  the  contumely/{expressions given to hurt}/reproach  -   
also   (which is)   the  trap/noose/snare  of the  Devil/Slanderer. 

 

And it is necessary  (for)  him   (The Prospective Elder) 
also to have  virtuous/worthy  record/report  from of the people outside   (the people not knowing  “1st Century Christianity”) 
                 (Because it is to these very people  “The Real Gospel”  should be accurately represented,  thereby truly representing Yahweh's Character) 
that not he may fall upon into  {hurtful language}/reproach   (The Elder and Yahweh's Character must be publicly seen to be  “as one”) 
also  (which is)  the  trap/snare  of the slanderer   (thus any justified reproach against The Elder would reflect badly against Yahweh). 
 

There is a little more within this verse than immediately meets the eye. 
Paul states this leader must have a good CV  (curriculum vitae)  -  Yes many have this amongst their  own  peers  (perverted by  “scratch my back and I 
will scratch yours”  being of mutual reciprocity)  but  “the crunch”  is  “from those persons  outside   (the “organisation” –  being in the position to 
make  an objective audit”. 
We are speaking of atheists and those members of other worldly religions  (termed “heathen” to the  content/instruction  of The Bible);  where Yahweh 
Desires  “The Word of God”  to be brought unto the  non-Christians   “without barriers”  of any description  (1Cor.9v17-21) –  because it is they who 
are making The Assessment whether to listen –  or not! 
Clearly  intelligent reasoning  people will  not  listen to other people if they are demonstrably hypocritical  (or charlatan in nature)  or behaving with 
apparently insane minds driven by errant reasoning  (much in the charismatic wing of worldly “Christianity”,  noting 1Cor.14v22-23 ignored by these 
practitioners).   Yahweh is specifically seeking the validation of future  “Sons of God”  to comprise of that prophesied number of 144000  (whose places 
are nearly filled)  to lead the future world of The Millennium  sanely/rationally,  in  dignity/respect/honour!   It is unto these very people Paul is writing 
this CV for ministerial service to Timothy that is then to be seen by those people of The World.  Thus,  these people are to be the epitome of a  “perfect 
leader”  and must instil these qualities in their congregational members by example and exhortation for the next generation of TCs to come through. 

Is this what we see in our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders? 
Obviously not –  because these leaders are demonstrably motivated by what this position brings to them personally,  rather than what they are 
to bring to Yahweh in  humble/contrite   sacrifice of a  true slave  to Yahweh,  by taking  nothing  for themselves from this present world in 
their truly priestly service to Yahweh.  This world should be offering  nothing  to a true slave of Yahweh –  because Yahweh detests the 
operations  (= worldly methodology –  practised by its leaders)  within this world!   Note Luke.17v7-10  for a  “definition of a slave”! 

Thus continuing,  clearly,  we realise that  if  the person is beyond reproach having an impeccable  background/report,  then  no human can,  with 
seriousness,  throw  “expressions given to  hurt/injure”  the Christian leader’s reputation in the eyes of other  (“heathen”)  people –  because this is 
another  trap/snare  that Satan will use to  devil/slander  the leader with the result to be making them less effectual in The Ministry work. 
Note   I use the word  “heathen”  in  “anything non-Christian”  only because they have  no real  knowledge of  “The Word of God” –  however their 
character may be much more exemplary than most  worldly Christians!  Consequently, these heathen of today  (perhaps made so by witnessing the antics 
and unrighteous output of worldly Christians)  will easily pass  “The Assay”  at the end of The Millennium given at  (Matt.13v30, Rev.20v7-15). 
Thus,  we understand one of Satan’s most effective traps is through some form of  deception,  either of self-delusion,  or from leaders of  “Christianity” 
twisting  God’s message that shall lead to failed works  (of whatever Yahweh Desires).  It is these failed works of a worldly lifestyle that makes us  (who 
succumb to worldly methodology)  not  fit to become a temple of God –  (where  “the temple”  is to become a TC  [1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5, etc.]  so that 
people might come to learn  how  to truly worship Yahweh –  see glossary).  Thus,  by warning,  if we are behaving in a hypocritical manner then people 
see us as  a liar  to  “The Real Faith”  (of precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  then we become a  broken/desecrated  temple of God!  
This is then what becomes visible by those people outside,  namely,  “the heathen”  (Atheists + people of worldly religions)  being specifically the people 
of whom are supposed to be brought into  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles  (but  not  what is taught 
today  [2Cor.11v4 by the leaders at 2Cor.11v13-15]). 
 
13th Comment – If capable,  then it is good for a person to become a  {runner for errands}/minister/servant. 
55th Instruction – For the office of minister – they are to be  honourable/honest. 
56th Instruction – For the office of minister – they are to  not  {be equivocal}/{have different accounts}. 
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57th Instruction – For the office of minister – they are to  not  to have regard for wine  (= become drunk). 
58th Instruction – For the office of minister – they are to be  not  {of sordid gain}/{greedy of illicit gain}. 
59th Instruction – For the office of minister – they  must understand “The Mystery” that is obtainable from out of  “The 
Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  possible with a  clear/clean/pure  moral conscience. 
40th Reasoning – Obviously, it is not  possible to have a  clear/clean/pure  moral conscience,  if something is a mystery – 
because there is no reference upon which to make the judgement!   Thus, we  must understand  “The Real Faith”  first! 
(This website precisely explains everything regarding  all  supposed Bible “mysteries” – so there are  zero  mysteries!      
The mysteries are only in the minds of people who live under the delusions of mysteries – so,  they might divide and rule). 
18th Warning – Beware of our  “Leaders of Religion” saying  “it is a mystery to them” -  they obviously do  not  represent 
Yahweh because “they are not given to know” (Matt.13v11-13).  They have no interest in seeking “The Disclosing Truth”,  
because they must prefer what The World can deliver from what their equally blind peers and sages have told them! 
1Tim.  3v8 og (the) {runners for errands}/attendants/{waiters on duty}/ministers/servants   
1Tim.  3v8 og {As thus}/{In the same way}/{Even as}/{In like manner}   
1Tim.  3v8 og (the) venerable/honourable/honest/grave,   
1Tim.  3v8 og not  (the) equivocal/{telling a different story}/{double-tongued},      
1Tim.  3v8 og not  (to the) wine  (to the) many/much/plenteous    
1Tim.  3v8 og (the) {holding the mind}/{paying attention}/{applying oneself}/{having regard}/addicted [plural],  
1Tim.  3v8 og not  (the) {sordid gain}/{given for filthy lucre}/{greed of illicit gain} [plural], 
1Tim.  3v8 = {And thus}/{In like manner}  the  {runners for errands}/ministers/servants  (to be)  the  venerable/honourable/honest,   

not  the  equivocal/{telling a different story}/{double tongued},   
not  the  {having regard}/{applying oneself}  to  much/plenteous  wine,   
not  the  {sordid gain}/{greed of illicit gain}. 

 

And thus,  the  runners for errands   (people running around to their neighbours with  “The Word of God”  [faithfully and accurately  given]) 
(are to be)  the  honourable/honest   (to what  “The Word of God”  demands of its representatives  [hence,  not  to be “hypocrites”]) 
not the  equivocal/{telling a different story}   (teach  “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  today’s  “worldly Christianity”) 
not having regard to plenteous wine   (always be of  sober mind,  ready to coherently defend and attack with  “The Word of God”  Eph.6v17) 
not greedy of illicit gain   (not  to use  “The Word of God”  as  “a nice little earner”  for  “fleshly wants”  as seen throughout  “Religion”). 
 

Thus,  those people working alongside the Elders –  they too,  must be  honourable/honest,  not equivocal,  not drinking too much wine,  not desirous for 
sordid gain.  All very obvious – is it not?   

And yet,  is this what we witness within our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”? 
1Tim.  3v9 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  the  secret/mystery   
1Tim.  3v9 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
1Tim.  3v9 og in  (to the [= within]) clean/clear/pure/unspotted  (to the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience. 
1Tim.  3v9 = the  holding/possessing  the  secret/mystery  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

within the  clear/clean/pure  {moral consciousness}. 
 

         (The Elders of the Ecclesia are to be … … )  
possessing the mystery   (that is  not  a mystery to them,  because they  accurately explain  The Mystery,  so it is now,  no longer  “a mystery”) 
of the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,   to what  “1st Century Christianity”  really means to The World) 
within the  clear/clean/pure  moral conscience   (TCs  are not hypocritical,  they  publicly/privately  live by what they teach). 
             (In this  non-hypocritical manner,  the 144000 TCs  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  [that is to   “Precisely imitate JC”]) 
 

This is only a  secret/mystery  to those people  outside  “The Real Faith” –  but it is  not  a  secret/mystery  to people,  to whom  “it is given to know”. 
Moreover  “people given to know”   “make themselves to know”,  by working at their subject matter to understand it! 
This is true in every aspect of life  - a person has authority over their subject matter – by working at it,  because they have an interest in it,  to 
become good at what they are interested within!  Obvious is not? 
       However  “The Differentiator”  is  “The Motive”  being of the reasons why we wish to become an authority over our subject matter. 
It is this motive that Yahweh is examining for our worthiness to become future “Sons of God”. 

Clearly those leaders of  worldly Christianity who use the word  “mystery”  in their  speech/sermons/{words of “worldly wisdom”}  are exactly like the 
“heathen”  outside  “The Real Faith”  (“not given to know” –  Matt.13v11-13)  -  because it  still  remains a  secret/mystery  to them! 

What do I mean? 
As I vociferously state on this website,  “The Mystery”  as contained in The Bible is  not  what we are taught is  “a mystery”  by our demonstrably 
spiritually blind  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  (personally choosing “not to be given to know”,  “agnoeo”  StrongsTM=50  =  
“preferring to remain ignorant”)’! 

They are  utterly wrong –  and it is apt that I explain it in this section of Timothy –  being The Reason  why  they  are  utterly confused and 
still  find  “it”  a mystery as we clearly witness in their output! 

The Mystery of The Bible is - 
“How is it possible for members of The Creation to become like The Creator?” 

It is as  simple  as that one statement!    That is it – nothing else! 
We are told by JC and Paul,  the prophets searched but could not  find/{be part of}  The Solution   (Matt.13v17, 10v24, 1Pet.1v10, noting Matt.11v11). 
Because quite simply they did  not  have The Template to precisely emulate –  and thus only knew they could come back in The Flesh  (Job.19v26). 
An aside    

We are told,  JCg created “Life” (= “Kosmos”, Strongs TM=2889 = “adornment/decoration”)  on what was originally a barren planet  
“Earth”  assigned to JCg by Yahweh –  where,  JCg was  guided by Yahweh in a Partnership  (Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3, etc.).  
That is precisely why JCg  volunteered himself  (not  forcibly “sent” [as given in our badly translated badly])  to save his personal creation 
from “ The Curse of Satan” (= “Death”,  to become now  “The 1st Death” = “Asleep”)  through  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  (all actions 
overseen by  “The Righteous 3rd Party Assessor”,  “Yahweh”,  to ensure  “righteousness”  ensues throughout  The/”His” Universe). 

However,  Paul discovered  “The Solution”  and likewise all disciples aiming to become TCs  (thus they are truly  “of The Christ/Anointed”  being  “of 
The Goal”)  are  “given to know”  “The Solution”. 

So,  “What is The Solution?” 
The Solution is to quite  simply   

“Precisely imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are personally able”. 
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Then  if  Yahweh considers us as being  “deemed entirely worthy”  in His  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement  (James.3v1)   then  He will resurrect us as a 
future  “Son of God”  when JCg’s comes to collect his bride comprising of 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  being of JCg’s  “1st 2nd C”  (see 
Matt.24v40-44, 25v1-12, 1Thes.4v13-18. 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, 21v2,9,  etc.).   
Peter and Paul found  “The Solution” (and hence  1Pet.5v4, 2Tim.4v6-8)  and Paul consistently urged The Brethren (Christians)  to imitate him 
(1Cor.4v16, 11v1 + many other places)  so that they too,  might personally find  “The Solution”  to  “The Mystery”. 

Thus,  we should correctly realise  “The Mystery”  is  no  secret to us today –  because  I have just explained it! 
However,  even before I explained to The World what is  “The Mystery”  and how it might be  personally  solved  (no one else can do it for us),  there 
were many other people,  perhaps/maybe  like Stephen (Acts.7.59)  some 2000 years ago –  and  perhaps/maybe  William Tyndale of some 1500 years 
later  implicitly/intrinsically   knew of  “The Solution”  because they  faithfully imitated  JC to the very best they were able,  appropriate to their period 
of existence within The Gospel Age  –  where they too  (if  Yahweh so Desires –  Matt.20v23)  will become  “Sons of God”  to reign alongside JCg. 

Thus the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age  (almost at its conclusion at the time of writing in 2007/21 CE)  will become like their Creator  JCg –  
“Begotten Sons of God”.    

Where  “Begotten”  truly means  (in the context where it is used)  having been created from  fleshly  conscious entity to a  celestial  conscious entity that 
can only occur by Yahweh,  firstly by  “The Word of God”  purifying our mind,   and then secondly,  making a  “perfected celestial physical body”  
commensurate  to the now already  “purified  spiritual  mind”.   

This is what JC showed to us as The Way  (John.14v5-15)  by becoming  The First/Only  (at the time of writing)  Chief  (always shall be)  
“begotten Son of God”.   This should likewise become “Our Goal”. 

Please note   “Begotten”  absolutely does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us  (again it is  still “a mystery” to them –  and that is why 
they  cannot  find  “The Solution” –  because they  “cannot imitate JC”  to enter into this process that JC showed  “The Way”  by renting the veil 
allowing us  [as accepted by Yahweh]  priests into  “The Most Holy of Places”,  please read my most important local commentary at  Luke.23v45)! 
Thus,  we realise,  because TCs have become  “The Creation of Yahweh”  (“The Almighty God”  of  The/His  Universe) –  they have become  “The Sons 
of Almighty God”.   Where  “The Creation”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, John.3v1-16)  of their  (ideally “our”)  mind was first built upon the metaphoric 
RNA of  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  and then having perfected their (“our”) mind,  Yahweh builds for them (“us”)  a  
heaven/spiritual/celestial  incorruptible  (= incapable of dying – Rev.2v27, 20v6)  physical body upon their (“our”)  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  
(John.11v11-15),  which is  “The 1st Resurrection”.  This shall occur about 3.5 years before The Millennium starts and I postulate based upon The 
Jewish Jubilee Year shall be 2067 CE for Rev.21v1-4 to occur  (noting what occurred on the previous three Jubilee Years). 
Reiterating,  because it is so very important to understand    

These 144000 TCs become the  “New Spiritual Creation/Creature”  growing within them that has  “spiritually”  (= “reasoning processes 
within our mind”)  joined to the RNA equivalent of  “The Word of God”  while still in the fleshly part of the 1st part our physical life  because 
we,  as individuals  have precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  It is incumbent upon us as individuals to  thoroughly know and 
understand  “The Word of God”  to then be in the position to  precisely imitate  him  with fidelity),  and upon our  “death”  (“asleep”, 
John.11v11-15) –  ideally we shall be resurrected into something appropriate for our perfected,  stored  “synapse construction mapping”  (= 
“Heavenly Treasure”,  please read  my commentary at Matt.6v19). 

What can be most appropriate for a person who has  precisely imitated  JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to their very possible best? 
Obviously precisely  the same  as was given to JC upon his  awakening/rousing,  being a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body appropriate to his perfect 
“synapse mapping”  as  “The Son of God” (Yahweh).  As stated,  and now reaffirming, -  likewise with the TCs that Yahweh has deemed to have equally 
perfected  “synapse construction mappings”  (1Cor.15v35-55)  through their  affliction/persecution  (John.16v1-4, 1Cor.3v13)  for precisely imitating JC  
ministry/lifestyle  to become  “Sons of God/Yahweh”  created by Yahweh  (first spiritually and then physically). 
It obviously begs the question  

Why is this  “obvious solution”  still remaining  “a mystery”  to our  worldly Christian Leaders? 
Because they obviously do  not  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus they,  along  with the heathen,  still find JCg a  “mystery”! 

It is really  not  “rocket science”  to understand this! 
It almost goes without saying,   this listing so kindly given here by Paul for our personal edification is  not  present within the  “cut-down”  version of the 
bible  (passed through Rev.22v18-19)  our  worldly Christian leaders know within their minds and errantly preach to The World  (by both word/deed)! 

Please see what The Prophets said of the leaders in  “The 1st Epoch Israel” - and today there is  no  difference  in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”! 
Same mindset of person takes the same place,  generation after generation!   The “Religion”  could even be   “Fairies at the bottom of the 
garden”  and yet its leaders of this religion would still take and administer their  “places of office”  in a worldly manner! 

However soon we shall enter  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  being the subject for Paul’s 2Cor.12v1-3 vision –  please see my local commentary,  whose leaders 
have demonstrably shown themselves to be  entirely worthy  of ruling The Millennium when The Master JCg returns  (1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.19v6-9, 20v6)  
to kick-out the delinquent vinedressers operating under Satan’s methodology for the last some 4000+ years,  and replaced them with good vinedressers  
(The Prophets and 144000 TCs, as  “The Early Adopters” of God’s Word in their respective epoch of Israel).  These Early Adopters of God’s 
Methodology clearly working in their mind to yield  “The Wisdom of God”  in their output have demonstrably fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.21v40-41, 
Mark.12v8-9, Luke.20v15-16,  being an obviously important warning to be placed  three  times in The Bible! 
The reason for the usage of other words  (“clean moral conscience”)  at the end of this verse become obvious  -  now  we  know  what  “The Mystery” 
really is,  and how it is to be   Personally solved,  thereby personally gaining the HS to be operating within us through  “Real Faith”! 
 
Comment – repeat - If capable,  then it is good for a person to become a  {runner for errands}/minister/servant. 
60th Instruction – For the office of minister – they are to be  assayed/proved/examined  first to be blameless  (against 
Yahweh’s Word)  before  they are to be  {waiting upon menially}/ministering  “God’s Word”,  after which they must again 
remain blameless in this new role  [no illusions of grandeur should be manifest itself]! 
41st Reasoning – It should  not  have to be said – but the  assay/proving/examining  must be against what The Bible states 
– however this is  not  the case today – The Bible is ignored when it comes to selecting candidates – as the records show! 
19th Warning – It is essential for the member of a congregation to carry out  his/her  own personal audit of their minister 
against what The Bible states –  because sadly,  The Bible’s standards  are ignored  by peers electing ministers.  If their 
minister does not come up to the standards as given in The Bible,  then leave that obvious  worldly Christian schism! 
61st Instruction – The wife to a minister seeking office – she is to be  honourable/honest. 
62nd Instruction – The wife to a minister seeking office – she is to  not  be {false accuser}/slanderer. 
63rd Instruction – The wife to a minister seeking office – she is to be  sober/circumspect/discrete. 
64th Instruction – The wife to a minister seeking office – she is to be  trustful/faithful/sure/true  in all things. 
42nd Reasoning – If the wife to an aspiring minister is not these things then she will undermine his authority and position 
within The Ecclesia and thus it would not be appropriate for him to apply for the ministerial place in the first instance. 
Comment – repeat - I will not ask the obvious question or pose the prevalent observation –  covered in numerous places. 
1Tim.  3v10 og also  these/those (specifically)   (persons)   and  (let them be) assayed/proved/tested/discerned/examined   
1Tim.  3v10 og firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly,  succession/moreover/furthermore/then   
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1Tim.  3v10 og (let them) {wait upon menially}/{servant assist}/minister   
1Tim.  3v10 og (the) unaccused/irreproachable/blameless/{without charge}  (the) being/having. 
1Tim.  3v10 = And  firstly/chiefly  these specific people,   also  let them be  assayed/proved/tested/discerned/examined;   

then/successively  let them  {wait upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministering  being the  {without charge}/irreproachable/blameless 
 

And firstly   (these following things must occur before the person can become an elder of a congregation … … ),   
these specific people   (who are presenting themselves to become  The Elders of The Ecclesia),   
also  (1) let them be  assayed/proved/tested/examined   (these people  must  have the correct credentials  “to lead”  –  as described above); 
                 (These people must firstly fulfil all the requirements given in 1Tim.3v2-9 …   [almost zero Christian leaders are able, hence only 144000 TCs]) 
then   (after being carefully assayed  –  to ensure that they have no worldly vices,  and  are  able to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
(2) let them wait upon menially   (as a servant that gives  “The Word of God”  freely  to the neighbours in an  unfeigned  contrite/humble  manner) 
(3) being  (assayed/examined  and found to be)  blameless   (in all things,  showing no signs of abusing this new position). 
 

Thus,  it is Paul’s advice,  all persons desiring to take ministerial office over the  ecclesia/{calling out}  of  “The Real Gospel”  must be evaluated first. 
Their CV (curriculum vitae)  must be thoroughly examined and correctly audited so  “The Resultant”  can be seen to be unimpeachable in the 
eyes of those people unto whom they are supposed to be  “calling out”  within The World.  

Actually,  this verse is a two-pronged piece of advice. 
1. The person’s  Real  Faith must be audited in the same manner Yahweh would during His Audit of the prospective person. 
2. The Person should be old enough so that he has experienced life’s  temptations/trials  and found this person then to be blameless. 

It is only  then,  they become worthy of  “The Office of Minister”  (aiming to become  “Anointed”  by Yahweh) –  which is to become an office  to serve  
others for absolutely  no  worldly  return  (of whatever, whenever, wherever, however)! 

So,  these become  “The Requirements”! 
Is this what we see within The Christian Nation operating at  “leader”  level? 

Yes,  we do –  but  only  within the 144000 TCs  chosen by Yahweh  during the 2000 year  (or so)  Gospel Age who are  NOT  “The Physical Leaders”  of 
“Christianity”  taking their respective places within  worldly  edifices/structures  for worldly return. 
By contrast, these 144000 TCs are  “The Spiritual Leaders”  metaphorically  at  “the street corner”  truly teaching at a  “one to one”  level in the 
marketplace  freely/simply  the foundations of  “The Real Gospel” –  being precisely what JC taught us,  to be what I call   “1st Century Christianity”. 
1Tim.  3v11 og (the) women/wives  {As thus}/{In the same way}/{Even as}/{In like manner}   
1Tim.  3v11 og (the) venerable/honourable/honest/grave  not  (the) traducers/{false accusers}/devils/slanderers,   
1Tim.  3v11 og (the) sober/circumspect/discreet/temperate,  (the) trustful/faithful/sure/true   
1Tim.  3v11 og in  (to the [= within]) all (things). 
1Tim.  3v11 = {And thus}/{In like manner}  women/wives   (are)   to be  venerable/honourable/honest,   

not  the  {false accusers}/slanders,   
(but)  The  sober/circumspect/discrete/temperate   (and)   the  trustful/faithful/sure/true  within  all  things. 

 

And thus,  the wives  (of the Elders given this high position are)   to be  honourable/honest   (in all their dealings) 
                  (The Reason   It is to support their husbands,  just as the 144000 TCs [as The Wife]  shall  honourably  support JCg in The Millennium) 
(they are)  not  (to be)  the false accusers   (being party to gossip,  or be using their position  [as Elder’s wife]  to spitefully belittle other women) 
(but)  within all things  (to be)  the  sober/discrete  (and)  the  trustful/faithful. 
 

Notice  “in like manner” –  thus it goes  both  ways –  inasmuch the husband must be equally  “likewise”. 
Paul chooses to associate these attributes with wives to support their husbands in The Ministerial role and not to undermine The Responsibility placed by 
The Apostles upon these new leaders of the local Ecclesia.  Paul may have been specific because  generally  women  are  more gifted with the use of  
speech/language  than are men, –  thus perhaps more easily tempted to become too ambitious in these areas.    
I must repeat,  Paul is speaking directly of  “The Wives”  to The Elders –  who should be personally supportive of their husbands in The Ministry service.  
Where,  we can reason,  it would be very difficult for an aspiring minister to administer a congregation with his wife undermining his authority by 
exhibiting these traits –  that is precisely why The Bible proposes it is better to marry within “The Real Faith” –  with a person having  “like mind”. 
 
Comment – repeat - If capable,  then it is good for a person to become a  {runner for errands}/minister/servant. 
65th Instruction – For the office of minister – they are to be husbands of one wife  (not  of the same sex). 
66th Instruction – For the office of minister – they are to be  {taking the lead}/maintaining  their children. 
67th Instruction – For the office of minister – they are to be  {taking the lead}/maintaining  their own  family/household. 
Reasoning – repeat - For how is it possible for an elder to manage The Ecclesia if they cannot manage their own family? 
Reasoning – repeat - It requires much knowledge of The Scriptures and steadfastness of character to maintain standards 
to that given in the scriptures –  because there is always at least one deviant person pushing at the limits and they need to 
be firmly instructed in The Scriptures.  Sadly  “deviancy”  now seems to be led from  “the top”, –  they shall be exposed. 
11th Good News – For the person who is a successful minister,  then they are personally gaining a further degree  (in their 
“Heavenly Treasure” – that as I explain,  is “The Synapse Construction Mapping”  as stored by Yahweh).  This means 
they become more competent,  ready for the next tranche of ministry work in The Millennium as a future “Son of God”. -  
Being the final part payment of  infinite  capability/responsibility  (to  fully  express the HS)  to yield a righteous society. 
20th Warning – A successful minister is a person who Yahweh deems as having imitated His Son’s ministry/lifestyle - it is 
not a person who The World (congregation) deems as a successful minister – certain aspects are  diametrically opposed! 
68th Instruction – The minister must  accurately  speak out  “The Knowledge of The Gospel”  and of  all  its implications. 
43rd Reasoning – Yahweh considers a minister as being successful  (worthy)  who  {expressly publicises}/{speaks frankly} 
on  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  and thus operates with JCg’s presence/parousia. 
21st Warning – The above shows,  our “Leaders of Religion”  fail most  (if not all)  of the above requirements  (also of the 
previous several verses)  and are thus demonstrably  “not fit”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium! 
This is not my say-so,  but perhaps most of JC’s parables and illustrations tell us  the same thing! 
1Tim.  3v12 og (the) {runners for errands}/attendants/{waiters on duty}/ministers/servants  {let them be}   
1Tim.  3v12 og (of) first/certain/one  (the) woman/wife  (the) men/husbands/fellows,   
1Tim.  3v12 og (of the) children/daughters/sons   (of the) {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}   
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1Tim.  3v12 og (the) {standing before}/{taking the lead}/presiding/maintaining [middle voice, plural] 
1Tim.  3v12 og also  of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (of the) dwellings/temples/houses/households/families. 
1Tim.  3v12 = The  {runners for errands}/ministers/servants  {let them be}  the  husbands  of  first/one  wife,   

the  personally  {taking the lead}/maintaining  of the   (their)   children  well/worthily   
also  of the  {one’s own}  household/family. 

 

         (The Elders of the Ecclesia as -)  
The runners for errands   (people running around to their neighbours with  “The Word of God”  [faithfully  and  accurately  given]), 
let them be the husbands of one wife   (demonstrating how it will be in The Millennium,  JCg with his metaphoric wife of 144000 TCs), 
taking the lead   (instructing/nurturing)  of the children  well/worthily   (in God’s Word,  to yield perfected individuals for society’s edification) 
also of one’s own household   (this is all representative at the higher level  [1] The Ecclesia now,  [2] The Resurrected World in The Millennium). 
 

Interestingly Paul does  not  state  “husband of one husband”  or  “wife of one wife”  so those  worldly Christian schisms  (perhaps the Episcopal to 
mention one of maybe several)  endorsing such delinquent behaviour have a mind being driven by a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is obviously  
separated/alien  from  Paul’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits!   Consequently,  the members of the Episcopal schism must be devoid of the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desire/traits  sourced by Yahweh  (if they endorse something that is  different  to what Paul teaches us –  knowing that Yahweh’s 
Standards  never  change,  Mal.3v6, James.1v17, etc.)! 

With that obviously being true –  then would those members of the Episcopal schism really believe Yahweh would be listening to them? 
The answer is utterly obvious,  and Yahweh is leaving them to vainly follow  their own road  to see where it personally takes them  (Rom.1v16-32)! 
Unless serious reform is undertaken to bring their  worldly methodology back into line with what The Bible states,  then quite simply they will  not  
receive  “The Inheritance” (to become “The Heirs”)  –   though some innocent people within the congregations might be  part of  “The Inheritance”.   

That is a sober warning given for their wellbeing! 
I only give this as one example –  but sadly there are some 37,000+ schisms of Christianity  “getting it wrong”  in so many areas. 

Equally as I stated in v6 regarding the example of Eli  (1Sam.3v13-14)  as a warning –  his family was delinquent and thus his family  was cut-off from 
the future priesthood.  Being specifically  “The Warning”  for Christians today regarding  “The Priesthood of The Millennium”  (as TCs now). 
I really need to be brutal about this for your own edification. 

If you do not believe any of this  (as I thoroughly explain within my commentaries while quoting The Bible in context),  hence not putting it 
into action but you call yourself a “Christian”  then quite simply that makes you both a hypocrite and fraudster to what you claim!   

I say this not to be rude,  but only to shake you out of your present delusion made just so by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  spinning a yarn! 
1Tim.  3v13 og the (persons)  For  (of the) {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}   
1Tim.  3v13 og (the having) {waited upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministered [plural] 
1Tim.  3v13 og (the) {a step (further)}/{grade (of dignity)}/degree   (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [themselves]   
1Tim.  3v13 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  (they) {make around oneself}/acquire/purchase (mid. voice),   
1Tim.  3v13 og also  (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) {all out speaking}/frankness/bluntness/publicity/plainly   
1Tim.  3v13 og in  (to the [= within]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to the  
1Tim.  3v13 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
1Tim.  3v13 = For  the people  having  {waited upon menially}/ministered  the  well/worthily/honestly   

they  personally acquire/gain  to  themselves  the  virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  {step further}/{grade of dignity}/degree,   
also  the  much  {all out speaking}/frankness/publicity  within the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} 
within the  Christ/Anointed  of the Jesus. 

 

For the people   (demonstrably proven successful Elders)   
having waited upon menially   (as absolutely dutiful,  faithful slaves to  “The Word of God”  [= JC,  Rev.19v13,  as The Master]  driving their minds) 
well/worthily/honestly   (to what  “The Word of God”  demands/commands  from those people claiming to represent Yahweh) 
themselves (the Elders)  personally acquire the  virtuous/valuable  grade of dignity   (to attain a higher level of  “responsibility”), 
also  (they shall give)  much all out speaking within the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  by precisely imitating JC) 
within the Anointed Jesus   (by doing the above,  then they are aiming for  “The Goal”  as laid down by Jesus  -  to be an anointed  “Son of God”). 
 

Thus,  those  Brethren (Christians)  within The World throughout The Gospel Age who  are  sincerely trying to precisely imitate JC to the very best of 
their ability  (Matt.25v15)  in both ministry and lifestyle shall be gaining a  “valuable degree”. 
Actually this is absolutely  not  a  worldly  doctorate of Divinity which Yahweh may well be despising –  but rather the intrinsic nature of the person 
carrying  the bit of paper’.  Interestingly,  as a mature recruiter of university students into industry –  it is interesting to see how many students with a 
degree seem to think they are  “God’s gift to Mankind” –  and yet they have just so much to learn in  “The Real World” –  at so many levels  including  
their subject matter!   And likewise we can reason with those persons just out of seminary –  noting the warning note that JC gives at Matt.23v15.   
Actually in this verse Paul is speaking of those very specific humans who are personally imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  who shall be gaining The 
Priesthood within The Millennium as future Sons of God who having practised in the 1st part of their physical life in doubling their 2 and 5 talents shall 
be given more responsibility in The Millennium over 10 and 5 cities (Luke 19v17-19).  These TCs then to be the future Sons of God shall continue their 
then perfected Ministry in The Millennium over these cities according to their ability  (as demonstrated in the 1st part of their physical life while at the 
same time gaining the experience in the 2nd part of their spiritual life to be purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life  –  so that they could become sons 
of God).  Then being Sons of God –  demonstrably having the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  as  Yahweh which is  pure/{separate from this 
world of sin}” (= the “HS”)  means they have then become fully imbued to  have on call’  the  unlimited  use of Yahweh’s Power to be exercised within 
The Environment to fulfil their  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment”  (= the “HS”)  –  because 
their mind  has  effectively become  fused-with’  Yahweh’s mind.  And thus these TCs faithfully act upon the HS   (please see “faith” in glossary),  and 
hence 1John.5v14-15. 

Can the reader understand this?   It is most important and yet  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders with the responsibility to teach it! 
This verse, incidentally,  has absolutely nothing to do with eternal life,  because it was  only  the 1st part of our life that was covered by JC’s ransom 
sacrifice –  not the 2nd part of our physical life, –  but only over The Millennium –  being  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (= The Millennium)  that was 
covered by JC’s Death.  Thus,  JC’s Death covered our individual sins in the 1st part of our spiritual life.  “The Great Sabbath”  covers us while we learn 
to purify our minds and then after  “The Assay”  at the end of  The Millennium (Rev.20v7-15) –  we stand or fall’  on how we personally conduct 
ourselves! 

This is absolutely  “The Real Gospel”  (of “1st Century Christianity”)  taught in utter  “Righteousness”! 
But sadly,  this is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders in their most  unrighteous manner! 

 
14th Comment – Paul is concerned that Timothy must be equipped to face storms lashed up by The World’s Methodology. 
69th Instruction – It is a prime requirement for The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs must follow the 
requirements as given in The Bible –  some of which Paul gives in this epistle. 
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70th Instruction – It is a prime requirement for Brethren actively aiming to be TCs to busy oneself in God’s Household 
(not a  worldly Christian church = a mere worldly schism);  but The Ecclesia whose members  accurately  “Call Out”. 
44th Reasoning – It is The Ecclesia consisting of people aiming to become TCs,  and the TCs accepted as such by Yahweh  
are  thus supported by Yahweh hearkening to these people because they  do  operate upon the foundation of The Truth.  
22nd Warning – Absolute truth is almost non-existent in this world –  the closest we will come to a compendium of 
Absolute Truth is in The Bible –  thus beware,  because there is a  direct relationship  between  “rubbish”  and what is not 
testable.  
This “absolute truth” occurs within the science community and is testable.   By direct contrast,  the religious community 
speak much rubbish and is  not  testable,  but only people’s ideas vainly running away with themselves  (1Tim.1v7, 6v20)! 
12th Good News – “1st Century Christianity”  is  NOT  “Religion”,  because it explains how JC righteously answers The 
Tanakh.  Moreover,  1stCentury Christianity is wholly testable by perhaps thousands of prophecies being made and then 
righteously fulfilled throughout the last 6000 years, which can be done in science but certainly not in “Religion”! 
1Tim.  3v14 og These (things)  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy (you [Timothy, singular])   (I [Paul]) write/scribe/engrave,   
1Tim.  3v14 og (I am) expecting/confiding/entrusting  (to) accompany/appear/bring/come 
1Tim.  3v14 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  thee/thy/thou  (you [Timothy, singular])   
1Tim.  3v14 og (the) {more swiftly/rapidly}/quickly/shortly. 
1Tim.  3v14 = I write these things  {to you},  expecting/entrusting  to  accompany/come  towards  you  soon/shortly. 
 

I write these things to you (Timothy),  expecting to come towards you soon. 
 

1Tim.  3v15 og if/whenever  And  (I) delay/slacken/tarry,  that  (you may/should) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
1Tim.  3v15 og {in what manner}/how  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must/inevitable  
1Tim.  3v15 og in  (to the [= within]) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) God   
1Tim.  3v15 og (to) overturn/return/{busy one’s self}/behave/converse,   
1Tim.  3v15 og who/which  (it) is  (the) {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  (of the) God   
1Tim.  3v15 og (of the) living/existing  (the) stiffen/strut/post/pillar/support   
1Tim.  3v15 og also  (the) support/basis/grounding/foundation  of the  truth/verity. 
1Tim.  3v15 = And  if  I  delay,   

that  you  may/should  know/understand  how  {it is necessary}/behoves/ought  to  {busy one’s self}/behave  within  God’s  household,   
which  it   (our household)   is the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh)  
the  pillar/support  also  the  basis/foundation  of the  Truth. 

 

And if I delay   (then I have told you these things now,  in this letter,  for your guidance in further establishing The Ecclesia), 
that you might  know/understand  how it is necessary to busy one’s self within the household of the  God  (Yahweh), 
which it is the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh)    (Publicising God’s Word Yahweh to achieve His 144000 TCs) 
the  pillar/support  (for  “Human Salvation”)  also the basis of The Truth   (within The World to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”) 
               (Note  “Ecclesia” driven by “1st Century Christianity”  does  NOT  equate to  “Church”  driven by  “worldly Christianity”!) 
 

Quite an interesting verse to recall when auditing Christian schisms,  because we witness the utter dichotomy of  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  
not  pure/{separate from this world of sin}”  (= not  the HS)  -  and thus correctly reason the members are  “not  making Yahweh’s Pure Desire manifest 
within The Environment”!    
Consequently,  we logically reason these members being The Fruits of their respective Tree  (Matt.7v16-20)  have taken upon themselves the respective 
spiritual DNA of people who are  not  members of God’s household –  irrespective of how much they might claim to be having the HS flowing through 
their veins and oozing out of their body in their very public performances  (for “the moment”  and  “the worldly return”)! 
I have learnt in my life the following truth -  

The more people claim to have  “something” –   then in reality,  the  less likely  these people are to have this  “something”!    
This is a trait of  “rogue traders”  (being very applicable here –  operating as  “spiritual paedophiles” –  Luke.17v2, etc.,)  claiming by mouth to be a 
wonderful  “tradespersons”  because the quality of their works cannot substantiate what they verbally state to win over new victims! 

After my necessary preliminary observation –  because it is so important for us to  personally audit   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  then 
let us continue.    Else we will have rogue traders peddling  “snake-oil” –  supposedly to  “heal”  all manner of problems! 

A 4th revision addition. 
It is becoming apparent during the Covid-19 outbreak  (2020 CE)  how much  “Mis-information”  is spread on the internet by Social Media Platforms,  
and worryingly,  so many people accept this plethora of nonsense;  believed by huge groups of people not personally questioning what they see and read. 
Then my mind turned to  “Religion”  and realise exactly the same thing has occurred for the last 6000 years and is  still occurring with great gusto! 

Why do people not become like children and keep asking “Why, Why, Why?”   To drill down and analyse what is given within  “Religion”  so 
as to recognise  “The Snake Oil”  given by these  “rogue traders”  to be what it is,  just worthless!  

We are speaking about the most important thing in our life – being our “Lives”  and people just accept what  “False Religious Leaders”  tell them 
without  “bringing them to task”  and giving them  “The Third Degree”  examination of what they purport to represent. 
It must be recognised  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  “slick operators”  pretending to be what they are not and have much skill in giving what  
“The Punter” wants supposedly betting on “Eternal life”  apparently given through these  “Fraudsters”  for a worldly return! 
Likewise,  I ask the reader to thoroughly question whatever I write on FutureLife.Org –  I welcome it  (unlike the fraudsters above,  fearing exposure),  
because it shows you are interested within the subject matter to ask the deep and probing questions,  thereby personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
Returning to my earlier revisions after the above interjection. 
Paul intends to personally visit Timothy,  and he has written this letter detailing some of the prime requirements to become a  “teacher”  in The Ecclesia,  
if he was delayed.  
I must state    

It is very fortunate for us that Paul  did  write this letter  (contrary to what our  worldly scholars might state),  thereby allowing us to infuse 
this knowledge within our  being/existence  so we might likewise know how to personally imitate Paul,  as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 
etc.).  This is all excellent instruction for hearkening people, –  but sadly,  virtually  all  people throughout The Gospel age ignore much of 
what Paul states here –  so how can they ever be accepted by Yahweh to become future  “Son of God”  while their mindset is so alienated 
from Yahweh’s beloved Son JC? 

Therefore,  I ask  myself    
What is required for our  worldly Christian leaders to imbue this knowledge and start acting upon it  with fidelity? 
It requires their mind to be turned around – away from The World and to  “start thinking like Yahweh”. 
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I realise this is exceedingly difficult – perhaps in the same ratio as,  Nicodemus did,  and the rest of The Pharisees did not! 
There is no difference in mindset – the same ratios,  generation after generation – just as JC told us at Matt.23v27-32 

It is essential to have  accurate knowledge first,  then this can be conveyed to their presently ignorant  but innocent  congregations  (Rom.16v17-18)  
who sincerely and desperately desire  (presumably much more so than their leaders)  come to an  accurate personal  understanding of Yahweh’s Desire. 

These congregations require  repentant/honest/sincere  leaders who will imitate Paul –  who imitated JC   (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.).      
But when are we going to have them? 

Our leaders need to understand what they must be doing –  rather than be relying upon centuries of absolutely  useless  worldly Christian doctrine that 
effectively  excused  them from imitating Paul –  who imitated JC.   It is basic  “herd instinct”  to just do what one’s peers are doing,  and not to  “rock 
the boat”   else the  “present income stream”  and the  “worldly pension boat”  is on the rocks! 
However in stating that –  there  are  a very few  front-line  Christian leaders who operate  in the thick-of-it’  with  no  worldly reward –  but their  
future   reward is amassing greatly in The Heavens  (to be growing the  correct  “synapse construction mapping”)  and  if they continue unto their death 
in like manner,  then they shall be  awakened/roused/resuscitated  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to become part of  “The Bride of Christ”  (Matt. 9v15, 
22v1-9,  Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9, John.3v29, etc.). 

We read God’s Household  (future Sons of God)  are part of  “The Calling Out” –  being those people who by definition  “Call out”! 
But - 

Yahweh does  not  accept  any  person who  “Calls Out”  (Matt.7v21-23)  because  charlatan Christian leaders  are highly skilled to  “call out”  and 
receive a very nice  worldly  reward  (“thank-you”)  for doing so,  -  from the  millions upon millions  of deluded devotes who  respond positively  to  The 
Worldly Message  –  given merely to satisfy  “The Immediacy”  of  what they want to hear  “to please”  an  animalistic/carnal  mind  (2Tim.4v3-4)!    

What a very comfortable  symbiotic/mutual  relationship –  but most distant from what Yahweh desires to occur from either party! 
It is only the specific Christian leaders being  correctly  motivated to  accurately  teach  “The Truth”  of  “The Whole Gospel”  (being  of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  that JC taught for 3.5 years –  and it was  not of his death –  because The Disciples did  not  know what JC meant on his last journey to 
Jerusalem –  speaking of his future murder –  Matt.17v22, 20v18, etc.)  shall be accepted by Yahweh as part of  “The Household”.   
Thus beware    

Just because people call themselves  “Christian”  does not mean Yahweh has accepted them to be part of  “The Ecclesia”  (Matt.7v21-23). 
Actually,  those people who are  real  Christians  (as determined in Yahweh’s Judgement)  have   no need  for  “Christian paraphernalia”  and/or  garb 
hanging off them  (Mark.12v38+)  –  because it is their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that becomes metaphorically  “The Mark written upon their 
forehead”. 
It is this  “Mark”  (our personality/character)  that people recognise as being a TC delivering a lifestyle that observers recognise as being an  
“identikit”  of JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as a deportment that is alien to the   operations/methodology   of  “The Present World”.  
And this lifestyle is supported by  “The (Absolute) Truth”  being the infusion of  “The Word of God”  within the mind and heart of  “The Individual”,  
and it is this that Yahweh assays for the future suitability of sonship. 
We must realise that any religious leader requiring some paraphernalia or garb to be hanging off them in a manner to be separating  him/her  from The 
People is  “not a representative of Yahweh”,  because this individual needs a physical man-made indicator to illustrate a separation from The Public  
(being alien to the teacher being  inviting/inclusive  to The People – as was JC),  while Yahweh is analysing their internal  “synapse construction 
mapping”  for future Sonship  (1Sam.16v7 in its local context)  that becomes  “The Real Separator”  from The World.   

Sadly,  that is why  worldly Christian leaders require “The Garb”  because they have no other means to separate themselves from The Public! 
This is why they cannot personally solve  “The Mystery of God”,  because their mind is focussed on the wrong direction! 

(See next verse in context.) 
 
15th Comment – Paul declares there is no controversy;  -  and  “The Mystery” of “The Piety of The Gospel”  is great! 
45th Reasoning – The Gospel is a great mystery to people  not  understanding it!   They do  not  understand it,  because 
they have  not  the  inclination to  gain accurate knowledge  to then know how to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  
That is  “The Crux of The Matter”!   Specific individuals like William Tyndale may not have understood Yahweh’s Plan to 
the extent this website thoroughly explains in its entirety –  but he personally  “laid his life on the line”  to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire in his life, –  That is  “The Crux to personally solving The Mystery”  as judged by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)! 
This website comprehensibly explains  “The Mystery”  in its entirety  -  now we are at  “The End of the Gospel Age”.  
Yahweh reveals it to us,  and it is my duty to tell of it,  so there is  absolutely no  mystery  “To now Close the Gospel”!  
Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god” is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as “the specific god” of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  then Yahweh is the Adopting Father “The Specific God” expressing His HS for TC growth. 
46th Reasoning – We read there is “the specific god” (being relative to Mankind) = JCg put into flesh as JC by Yahweh,  
to provide a route for Mankind’s Salvation  that requires firstly,  144000 TCs who precisely imitate JC  (1Cor.11v1, etc.),  
for these people to  “gain what JC obtained” being of  “The Anointing”  as future Sons of God  “solves The Mystery”. 
71st Instruction – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JCg was placed by Yahweh into the  “synapse construction”  of 
the DNA based fleshly body – being The Mindset of JC expressed within The World through his works = ministry/lifestyle. 
47th Reasoning – JC’s Mindset was being constantly assessed in Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  which 
itself is equally being assessed by those entities of  The Universe  watching on this presently  “pariah planet/Earth”.  
48th Reasoning – Likewise the mindset of all Christians is being assessed to  “The Same Golden/Kingly Standard”  as The 
Foundation laid down by JC during his ministry/lifestyle.  That is  why  there are  only  144000 TCs able to make  “The 
Grade of Sonship”  during the 2000 year Gospel Age  (because the standard is so high – hence  the demand for purity). 
72nd Instruction – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JCg operating as JC was demonstrated as being perfect to 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  being  “The Means”  of providing salvation to people of JCg’s creation (Mankind)  who 
ultimately chose to imitate his lifestyle over their “2 part life” (see glossary) –  made possible by JC’s Ransom Sacrifice. 
49th Reasoning – This is  why  JC  was/is  the  one/same  with Yahweh –  just as JC  was/is  the  one/same  with his 
disciples  (John.14v20, 17v21,23),  because JC and disciples were united in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
to  “fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from the sinful World}” = the “HS”. 
50th Reasoning – Likewise, JC had to be in the position to make the choice to fail – else he could not  righteously  cover us 
– but unlike us,  he made the correct choice  not  to fail and thus logically is able to cover our wrong choice,  (provided we 
ultimately over our 2 part life choose to “believe” (= “imitate what is known”) in Jesus  (Judas contrast at John.6v64) 
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51st Reasoning – From the instruction and reasoning it is utterly obvious,  Yahweh is a separate reasoning Entity from  
JCg/JC  else all righteous logic for our salvation collapses in a heap,  thus demonstrating the Trinity  is  a nonsense myth! 
I am  most desirous  for The World’s  top ranking  Trinitarian  scholar  to contact this website,  to defend  the indefensible 
so that I might answer quoting The Original Word of God in context with supporting exegesis to nullify  his/her  argument! 
This will be done word by word,  line by line as critique examples show on this website –  see conditions of acceptance. 
73rd Instruction – JC was seen to be publicly executed,  seen by messengers  (= the TCs/apostles),  heralded among the 
nations,  (as The Word of God)  entrusted within The World (of TCs),  and was taken up in  glory/honour/worship. 
9th Allegory – angels/messengers = Apostles/TCs “appointed (by Yahweh) to tell” as “bringers of tidings” of The Gospel.  
10th ‘Allegory’ – heralded ... nations = The TCs teaching The Gospel to The World in  “The Dispersion”  (1Pet.1v1). 
11th ‘Allegory’ – committed ... world = The next generation of Brethren aiming to become the next generation of TCs. 
12th Allegory – taken ... glory = Next generation of TCs took up JCg’s presence/parousia  within them through their true 
worship –  which means they  imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (= real  worship/glory/dignity/honour  afforded to JCg). 
52nd Reasoning – Quite simply:  Paul reaffirms,  JC was publicly executed,  was resurrected as JCg,  he was seen by the 
disciples (and others, 1Cor.15v6)  who as  “{bringers of tidings}/messengers”  taught  “The Real Gospel”  to the nations,  
entrusted by the  next/new  generation of Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs,  and thus JCg was  (spiritually) 
taken up as a  presence/parousia  within them through their  true worship imitating his  ministry/lifestyle. 
1Tim.  3v16 og Also  confessedly/avowedly/{without controversy}  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  (it) is  
1Tim.  3v16 og the [mystery]  of the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness  (the) secret/mystery.   
1Tim.  3v16 og “(the) specific god”  (he [JC] was) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest/plain}/declared/revealed   
1Tim.  3v16 og in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{carnal minded},   
1Tim.  3v16 og (he [JC] was) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}  in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
1Tim.  3v16 og (he [JC] was) {gazed wide eyed}/{at shown self/appearance of}/{watched (as transfixed) from a distance}   
1Tim.  3v16 og (to the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,  
1Tim.  3v16 og (he [JC] was) heralded/proclaimed/publicised  in  (to the [= within]) gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples,   
1Tim.  3v16 og (he [JC] was) committed/believed/entrusted   
1Tim.  3v16 og in  (to the [= within]) World/Adornment/Decoration  [= all life on this planet,  culminated in Mankind]   
1Tim.  3v16 og (he [JC] was) {to taken up}/{received up}/{taken in/unto/up}   
1Tim.  3v16 og in  (to the [= within]) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence. 
1Tim.  3v16 = Also  {without controversy}  the  secret/mystery  of the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness  is  large/mighty/great.   

“The specific god”   (JCg born as JC)   
he was  {rendered apparent}/{made visible}  within the flesh   (Yahweh expressed His HS to place JCg’s personality into a fleshly body.) 
he  (JCg as JC)   was  {rendered righteous/innocent}  within  spirit/personality/desires/traits,    (JC’s mind fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire) 
he  (JC)   was  personally  seen/appeared  by/{to the}  {bringers of tidings}/messengers,    (the entities who speak for God,  The Apostles) 
he (JC)   was  heralded/proclaimed  within the  nations/peoples,    (by the entities who speak for Yahweh through The Word of God  [JC]) 
he (JC)   was  committed/entrusted  within The World,    (by the recipients of God’s Word within Israel – and then outside) 
he (JC)   was  {taken up}  within  glory/honour/dignity.    (physically to Yahweh and spiritually within the recipients of God’s Word) 

 

Also without controversy   (all people would agree   [when absolutely knowing  “The Disclosing Truth”]) 
The Mystery   (how a member  [TC]  of  “Creation”  [The World]  can become physically like its  “Creator” [JCg]) 
               (Where,  the member  must  first  make themselves spiritually  [in The Mind]  like their Creator [built upon “The Word of God”]) 
of the Godliness   (accurately  deporting ourselves to  “The Word of God”,  to become  “The Wisdom of God”,  by  precisely imitating  JC)  
is great   (this is  “The Most Important Goal”  for our  life/existence  as we are told at Rev.2v27, 20v6). 
“The specific god”  (of  “The Present Sinful World”  [we being of Rom.3v23],  means JCg who became JC to redeem his personal  “top creation”) 
was rendered apparent   (Yahweh placed JCg's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [this being  “how JC thought/reasoned”])   
within the flesh   (a human DNA physical body) 
he (JC)  was rendered righteous   (proven perfect to Yahweh's Desire,  and thus demonstrated   “The Wisdom of God”)   
within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (JC's mind was solely driven by  “The Word of God”  to fulfil The Tanakh  [God’s Word part 1]) 
he (JC)  was personally seen by the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers   (acknowledged to be Yahweh's Son by  “The  Disciples/Apostles”) 
he (JC)  was proclaimed within the nations   (by  The Apostles  faithfully representing  “The Word of God”  by explaining  “The Mystery”) 
he (JC)  was  committed/entrusted  within The World   (by  [1] original disciples,  [2] succeeding generations of  TCs to be part of the 144000) 
he (JC)  was taken up in  glory/honour/dignity   (returning to the heavens  in a  heavenly/celestial  physical body  Acts.1v9-11). 
 

An important question  
Why does the reader think Paul constructed this verse within the context of the other verses? 

Is it based upon the  worldly doctrine as given by our  worldly Christian leaders –  that makes this verse appear disjointed?   
             Or - 
As this website teaches being    The  possibility  of  “Sonship” –  to become like our creator JCg  -  as deemed by Yahweh! 

It just becomes so obvious  why  Paul wrote as he did –  when  we know precisely  what  was on his mind being  “The Real Gospel”   never  taught today. 
Please let me now explain the exegesis. 

As I carefully explain elsewhere     
Yahweh is calling out by Election His 144000 future Sons of God from out of  “the many Christians”  in The Gospel Age (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 

Because Paul is a TC  (to become a future “Son of God”, “Tim.4v6-8”)  then he exhorts Timothy to become like him by giving him all the necessary 
information to act correctly  (as we read within this epistle).   
Thus,  with that holistic context –  and knowing  “The Mystery”  of   “The Gospel/God/JC”  is as I constantly state throughout this website - 

How is it possible for a member of  “a creation”  (Mankind)  become like its creator  (JCg)? 
Clearly as we know,  it is Yahweh overseeing everything  (Rev.4v6 –  please read my local commentary),  with The Omnipotence to ensure that what He 
desires  ultimately/righteously  becomes  The Reality –  just as He desired  “Sons of God”  and created them in The Beginning  (before  “life”  on this 
planet)  and thus He now deems  (144000)   more  “Sons of God”  and will also create them  “from a creation”  of His son JCg –  when those members 
of that creation have a  pattern/template  (JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  upon which to  {place themselves}/{mould themselves into}. 
Once having these 144000 future  “Sons of God”  (“The Early Adopters”  having  guaranteed Salvation)  then  Yahweh can enable salvation for the rest 
of JCg’s creation  (to yield  “The Late Adopters”  within a perfected society in The Millennium. 
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THIS  IS  THE GOSPEL   of  “1st Century Christianity”  that JC taught in his 3 year ministry,  underwritten by  “The Old Testament”. 
Thus,  now knowing  “The Whole Gospel”  at its  highest level,  then we can understand Paul’s verse here. 
Let us go through it together  
“{without controversy)  the  secret/mystery  of  the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness  is  large/mighty/great”.   

Yes, it is!   
Especially when we consider all the implications and ramifications of what has occurred,  is presently occurring,  and what must occur in the very near 
future to close The Gospel Age!   
This website  thoroughly  explains all the exegesis of these three stages  (being only what The Bible correctly translated tells us),  so not repeat it here. 
“The specific god”  of his creation  can only be JCg   (it is  not  Yahweh,   because  “Yahweh”  is  “The Specific God”  of JCg –  as The Bible  tells us).  
We,  as humans,  look to  “the specific god”  of us  -  in our imperfect state to our  “Intercessor”  JCg and immediate creator.   

That is why JC can  “forgive our sins” (Matt.9v2-4),  while Yahweh  “forgives TCs’ sideslips”  (there is a huge difference here). 
It is  only  The Brethren  actively aiming to become TCs –  and TCs themselves,  who become accepted by Yahweh,  and thus  are  able with any 
legitimacy to call their adopting Father – “Abba”  (Rom.8v15)  knowing that He  will  hear us and know what we require before we ask  (1John.5v14-15, 
by contrast to  worldly Christians of James.4v2-4).  Just as parents can almost read the mind of their children –  before they ask.   However,  because we  
(formally as the children)  have grown a mind to be like mature adults,  then we like  (our Creator JC who similarly)  thinks in the  one/same  manner as  
“The Adopting Father”  and thus we all operate in the  one/same   “spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from 
this world of sin}”  = the “HS”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
“{rendered apparent}/{made visible}  in  flesh”   thus  “the specific god”  of us  (JCg)  was placed within a fleshly DNA based body by his Father’s 
capability  (expressed as the HS –  noting its correct definition as given on “FutureLife.Org”)  so his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being what made 
him a unique reasoning entity)  might be  assayed/proved/tested  by The Adversary,  Satan in the midst of The Omnipotent Yahweh ensuring  “fair”  play.  
Inasmuch,  JC would be  “awakened/roused”  (= resurrected)  on  “The 3rd Day”  as prophesied,  and by allegory with Jonah   (Matt.12v39-41, please 
see one of my  most important commentaries  at John.19v14).   JC would be resurrected as JCg in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body not based upon 
DNA  (of JCg’s design)  but something constructed by Yahweh which is  “supernatural”  (to what we are able to presently comprehend)  to become  
“The  First/Only/Chief  Begotten Son of God  from a fleshly body out of this world  into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body.”   Please see 
“begotten”  in the glossary because this is another subject  (of so very many)  that  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  completely  “mess-
up”  in their  “worldly wisdom”! 

We must ask them to please leave their sinking ship of old defunct  worldly Christian Doctrine and jump onto  “The Ship of Salvation”! 
Actually,  the point is,  they believe none of what they preach –  but it just makes for an easy living – “to move the mouth”  (Luke.16v 3)! 
“was  {rendered innocent}  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits,”   Yes!   JC as a separate reasoning entity from Yahweh,  he was  “rendered innocent”  
implying it was quite possible for him  not  to be innocent  (if he failed) –  being the whole point of the exercise  to prove  “Righteousness”!   
Thus,  it is absolutely  impossible  for Yahweh to be the same reasoning entity as JC  (as perhaps the  oldest  Christian schism claims in  total error)  
because we know Yahweh cannot sin and thus will always be innocent –  it is no test –  and Satan would have known that before he started in The 
Wilderness with JC   (please see my commentaries at Matt.4v1-12).  This logical Bible based reasoning seems to wholly elude our Trinitarians! 
Furthermore,  when a person asked JC a question starting with  “Good Teacher” (Matt.19v16-17, Luke.18v19),  JC threw that back by stating  only  
“The One God”  is good which by implication was not him personally –  but  only  “Yahweh”   Who is able to decide  (Matt.20v23 –  hence Matt.24v36)  
that again tells me -  two  separate reasoning  Entities! 
If  worldly Christian leaders think Yahweh can sin,  then they have a serious theological problem on their hands upon which to persevere (“Israel”)! 
I would suggest they leave their doctrine and start reading The Bible –  all of it,  and not just  “bits of it”,  and invent the rest  (Rev.22v18-19)! 
“was  (personally) seen/appeared  by  angels/messengers,”  Yes! –  But Paul does “not” mean that!   Paul means JC was seen by  “bringers of good 
tidings”/”messengers”  and in the following next section we understand Paul is speaking of  “The Disciples”  to become TCs as The Apostles appointed 
by Yahweh to tell The World of what they witnessed.  - Hence Paul’s remark in Heb.13v2  (triggered upon what occurred to Abraham)  but in the context 
of TCs  publicising/teaching  “The Word of God”.  Thus,  it is not a thing of  “mystique” –  supposedly about something our leaders pretend to be 
knowledgeable,  solely to have a hold over their duped clientele,  but rather it is something for us all to aspire becoming  (Heb.5v12-14) –  true angels  -  
returning to the start of previous sentence! 
“was  heralded/publicised  among the  nations/peoples,”   Thus it was  “The Disciples becoming The Apostles”   (as bringers of tidings)  who brought 
The Reasoning of JC’s Murder and Resurrection to The Nations so that through The Gospel Age more TCs might be harvested by Yahweh at JCg’s 1st 2nd 
C,  being  “The 1st Resurrection”  of the 144000 future  “Sons of God”.  Hence,  Rev.20v6, of one nation (1Pet.2v9) resurrected in one day (Isa.66v8, 
1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55). 
“was  committed/entrusted  in The World,  was  {taken up}  in glory/honour/dignity/worship.”   Yes!  -  The Gospel was  committed/entrusted  within 
The World by the succession of TCs throughout The Gospel Age to become those future “Sons of God” exactly  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the 
very best they were able  (Matt.25v15)  through much affliction and persecution  (as The Bible tells us in so many places).  Moreover,  just as JCg was 
taken up in  “glory/honour/dignity”  (Acts.1v9-11)  then so shall the 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  JC’s 1st 2nd C  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v17, 
Rev.11v11-13). 
Thus,  with this understanding,  then  “The Real Gospel”  of   “1st Century Christianity”  becomes unlocked within our Mind. 
The question must be    

Does the reader desire to have  “The Real Gospel”  operating within The Mind as  “The Kingdom of God”  over  “The Future Inheritance”? 
(To Gain the  one/same  mind as that of JCg –  to become  “The Heirs”  ruling as the  heaven/authority  over  “The Resurrected World”). 

All I can do is show the  tight/cramp  door to  “salvation” –  but you must personally make the effort to strive through that door  (Matt.7v13-14). 
Worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders will show you the wide and beckoning door that shall ultimately lead to “destruction” unless personal 
reform within the mind occurs either now in the 1st part of our physical life   (to become an “Early Adopter”) –  or later in  “The Millennium”  to become 
a  “Late Adopter”  of Yahweh’s Methodology. 
 
 
16th Comment – Paul’s reasoning driven by his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being the  one/same  with Yahweh’s 
Desire that is separate to this sinful world,  distinctly tells him,  in the  times/seasons  following  his present existence 
(thus, during The Gospel Age)  will yield deserters from “The Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
23rd Warning – There shall be people who will desert “The Real Faith”.  The warning is not given about people becoming 
atheists/{joining other religions}  but rather the  charlatan/worldly  Christian leaders who have the semblance of faith but 
act  against  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to acquire His 144000 TCs  -  who are required before He moves to the next stage. 
53rd Reasoning – Those leaders presenting “half-truth, half-lie” 2Pet.2v1 are the most difficult to spot,  because we need 
to intimately know our material,  to spot where the truth departs into a lie.  Sadly,  very few  people in this world know The 
Bible sufficiently well to be in the competent position to  audit  what is spoken in the  “name”  of JC and Yahweh! 
The worst are leaders claiming to know The Bible –  do  not  actually understand it!   That is  why  this website  
“FutureLife.Org”  has been produced to give  The Absolute Truth –  being the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Plan. 
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24th Warning – There shall be  charlatan  and  worldly  Christian leaders deserting  “The Real Faith”  and have regard 
for  misleading/seducing  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  also  doctrinal information  sourced by  gods/devils  
(Matt.18v20-22, Luke.11.24-26)  yet these leaders shall profusely claim to represent Yahweh and intensely love Him! 
13th ‘Allegory’ – spirits/…/traits = human mindsets conceiving ideas (v7) to suit their indulgences  (see Eph.2v2).  
14th Allegory – gods = human leaders  (of whatever)  highly respected by other people  (John.10v34-35, etc.).  
15th Allegory – devils = slanderers/{false accusers} = human leaders  slandering  The Word of God  through distortion.  
25th Warning – Charlatan  and  worldly  Christian leaders shall desert  “The Real Faith”  by acting in  deceit/hypocrisy  
of  {erroneous stating}/{speaking lies}  and by so doing,  have branded their own moral consciousness away from what 
Yahweh Desires to be fulfilled upon this planet.  Not all Christian leaders are like this,  but  most  are. 
74th Instruction – Because Paul warns us,  these people have  twisted/distorted  God’s Word to suit their  own worldly 
spirit/personality/desires/traits,  then it is incumbent for the reader to  audit  what their Christian leader teaches against 
The Whole Bible and not little snippets  plucked out of context – being the normal procedure for charlatans in “full flow”! 
1Tim.  4v1 og the  And  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  {out-spokenly}/distinctly/categorically/expressly   
1Tim.  4v1 og (it) states/exclaims  because   
1Tim.  4v1 og in  (to the [= within]) {(in the sense of) behind}/later/latter   (to the) times/seasons/occasions   
1Tim.  4v1 og (they will) remove/{instigate (a revolt)}/desist/desert/depart/withdraw/{draw away} [middle voice] 
1Tim.  4v1 og {some/any/certain persons}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
1Tim.  4v1 og (the) {holding the mind}/{paying attention}/{applying oneself}/{having regard} [plural] 
1Tim.  4v1 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirits/personalities/desires/traits  
1Tim.  4v1 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {roving (as a tramp)}/impostors/misleaders/deceivers/seducers   
1Tim.  4v1 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on])  {instructions/teachings of information/function doctrines}  
1Tim.  4v1 og (of the) {demonic beings/entities}/gods/devils/{slanderous entities}, 
1Tim.  4v1 = And  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  distinctly/categorically/expressly  it  states/informs:- 

Because  within the  {following behind}/later  times/seasons 
{some people}  they will  personally  remove/desert/depart/}{draw away}   (from)   the  (real)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
the  (people)  {paying attention}/{having regard}/heeding  to the  roving/misleading/seducing  spirits/personalities/desires/traits   
also  to the  {instruction of doctrinal information}  of the  {demonic beings}/gods/devils/{slanderous entities}. 

 

And the  spirit/personalities/desires/traits   (being what  “The Word of God”  accurately taught  yields within  “The Hearkening Mind”) 
distinctly states   (to  “The Hearkening Mind”  reasoning/operating   upon  “The Word of God”  understanding  “The Way of The World”) :- 
  Because within the later  times/seasons   (throughout  “The Ecclesia/Church”,  “coming to a head” at The Close of The Gospel Age  -  now!) 
  some people  (preferring  worldly Christianity)  they will personally  {be removing}/departing   
  (from)  the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (given by inculcating   “1st Century Christianity”)   
                  (This is just what Revelations chapter 8 tells us occurring at the close of  “The Gospel Age”  of the last 100 years - see my commentaries) 
  the people  {paying attention}/heeding   (preferring to listen to  “worldly Christianity”  that  “excuses us”  of  “Personal Responsibility”) 
  to  roving/misleading/seducing   spirit/personalities/desires/traits   (a mind that  freely chooses a different path  to that sourced by Yahweh) 
  also of the slanderous entities’  instruction of doctrine   (the variable  ideas/concepts/reasoning  sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
                   (This is precisely as JC warns us at Matt.18v20-22, Luke.11v24-26,  please read my important local cited commentaries)  
 

Before I give the understanding of this verse    We must  – “Get inside Paul’s head!” 
What has he been teaching throughout  all  his epistles? 
Furthermore, –  What has he been teaching in this epistle just before this verse? 
Finally   -  Where does he take us in the succeeding verses? 

His themes are - 
1. Aim to become a TC  =  a future  “Son of God”.  This means  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to our neighbour. 
2. Once having  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate  knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  then we must personally  not  slip back into The World. 
3. Beware of false teachers,  deceivers,  {false instructors}  giving to The World what The World finds palatable,  all for a  “worldly return”. 
4. Explains the righteousness of JCg as  “The Intercessor”,  and The Omnipotence of Yahweh as  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe. 
5. Snippets of the closing era of The Gospel Age and what is to follow. 
6. He speaks to the people aiming to be TCs  (there is no difference then as it is now – being of what TCs must be constantly alert)  but the 

difference is  “The fear of God”  has been removed out of our mind throughout society,  which is why people do not feel accountable today!   
He absolutely does  not  teach anything else. 

Can the reader find anything else in these epistle(s)? 
In this  personal  epistle written directly to a member  (Timothy)  of The Brethren rapidly becoming a TC,  Paul gives guidance so that,  “he might busy 
himself in the household of God” (3v15),  which means  “to  grow-on  the next generation of TCs”  thorough  “The Elders”. 

Sadly,  as I have clearly shown,  our  worldly Christian theologians and scholars just   “Do not get it!”   
Consequently, they become   “The Obstructers”  slandering (demonic)  God’s Word so that by contest they might gain a “worldly doctorate”! 
This verse becomes a warning for us  to reject what they state –  being their  “Contest to God’s Word”,  by opposing it  (= being “satanic”)! 

That is what this verse teaches us. 
Then after this verse,  Paul gives warnings of what will come –  and therefore explaining what we are to avoid.   

Thus,  all  Brethren (Christians)  assiduously aiming to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  must avoid –  what is to come. 
What is to come  “following/later  time/occasion  after  Paul’s  instruction/ministry”?    Noting what Paul said at Acts.20v29. 
And why might Paul and John  (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.)  be stating this  -  about what they witness coming? 

Because Paul could see  “worldly Christianity”  (in all its deviant forms,  Jewish Christians, Gnostics, and all the Christian schisms we have today)   
being  all perversion  of The Whole Gospel during The Gospel Age,  being taught by  worldly Christian leaders and worse,  charlatan  Christian leaders 
as we witness throughout the last 2000 years  (and culminated today in a most insidious form of deviancy [within a “Gospel of Excuses”]).   
Paul was teaching  “The  Absolute/Disclosing  Truth”  and human leaders were perverting this  “Truth”  to  bring-in  worldly self-indulgent return. 
Thus,  Paul likened these  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders to  demons/gods/devils  because of their inherent perversion to what he was trying to do 
with  “The Word of God”  that is ultimately to yield a perfected society in our  “2 part life”  (see glossary). 
Let me take these terms used one at a time to explain what was in Paul’s  frustrated/angry/concerned  mind. 

1. “Demon” –  as the glossary tells us,  this represents a mercenary entity operating outside Yahweh's Desire.  Specifically,  it is an entity that 
operates within something that is not based upon the DNA fleshly frame –  thus perhaps a “fallen” son of God –  likened to Satan.   
Thus,  a creation of Yahweh,  freely choosing to rebel.  By extension to what is occurring within The World today - 
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This description of a freelancing rebellious entity was going through Paul’s mind when by  fitting allegory  he considered what the  charlatan 
Christian leaders  (now perhaps “millions” today)  were/are  performing upon the members of their congregations. 

2. “gods”  -  as JC told the Pharisees certain leaders were called  “gods”  (John.10v34-35),  and Paul told the Galatians that when they first 
saw him,  they thought him to be Christ Jesus (Gal.4v14),  and of JC’s warning of false Christs  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.)  thus,  
we have the precedent of  “gods”  used for  “inspiring men”.   
Therefore,  we realise Paul was thinking of these leaders following after him in the  {following after}/later  times promoting themselves in the  
“eyes of men”,  who would be driven by  spirit/personality/desires/traits  alien to that sourced by Yahweh –  being a spirit of this present 
worldly system  (Eph.2v2)  having the mind of The Evil One  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 

3. “devils”  -  as we know,  means   Slanderer/{False accuser}  upon the  name/character/authority  of those people of whom these agents 
choose to attack.  Clearly a brazen frontal attack has an initial effect but after a while it can be seen to be faulty and those people originally 
deceived,  become deceived no more – because they can see through it.  This is seen in many authoritarian regimes within The World today –  
the official news media within these regimes is treated with the contempt it deserves by the populace. 
Thus by far the most effective manner within which to become a “devil”,  is to be very insidious in the manner within which we would operate.  
Be quite truthful,  but just  “now and again”  slip-in a very slight falsehood so to keep the recipients  “in the shade”  rather than acquiring 
the full knowledge,  that would otherwise enable us to entirely fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Then the crowning triumph is to ensure that what is given panders to what the audience desires to hear –  because then the recipient has no 
internal desire to  “question what is given” –  but quickly accepts it as being truthful  (because it  “feels nice”  to do so)! 

This is what was going through Paul’s mind  as he wrote this verse –  and as I state now, –  this is what we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age 
culminating in the worse form of deception imaginable –  “giving the congregations what they want to hear” (2Tim.4v3-4) for “a donation”  (elicited 
fee) –  rather than what Yahweh Desires to be heard!   Thus we have humans  leaving  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  
that would have been given by  “1st Century Christianity”)  because the  accurate  knowledge as sourced by The Bible  (being of a  good  translation of 
pre-1950 CE translation  [or use the one on this website])  is being replaced by  deviant  bible interpretations  (for example the NIV). 
Most particularly,  the  “bibles”  within the minds of the our  deviant  spiritually blind Christian leaders  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  heading up many of 
the some 37,000 Christian schisms in The World today (2007 CE)  operating under the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits of The World  
(Eph.2v2).  They demonstrably do  not  have the  one/same   “spirit/personality/desires/traits  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  sourced by Yahweh 
to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment” (“HS”).   All being precisely what this verse tells us! 

All quite simple really –  when all the cloaking  “mystique”  is taken away! 
Obviously,  our  “Leaders of Religion”  are hardly likely to remove  “this mystique”  because it becomes  “the hold”  to  sequestrate  funds! 

As I stress elsewhere  not  all Christian leaders are like this,  but those leaders who personally  really care  are likely to be  very less  than charismatic 
(reasoning given elsewhere)!   “Conmen”  are required to be  “charismatic”  and immediately “beloved”,  -  that is how they make their worldly living! 
Quite simply they recognise  “a need”  (being a  “market opportunity”  that people  genuinely  want to come to Yahweh)  and they  “fill this need”  by 
making sure that they are a supposed conduit to  “God”  giving them an opportunity to syphon-off  worldly return from their deluded victims 
(Acts.20v29).   Saying  “sweet nothings”  given by moving  the mouth is easier than physically working with other parts of the body  (Luke.16v3) ,   
Noting   “talking the talk”  is always easier than  “walking the walk”! 
We now read through the warnings Paul gives to Timothy  (aiming to become a TC)  and likewise for us today who desire to become TCs in our own 
right –  as ultimately determined by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater  (1st)  Judgement”  of  all  Christians during The Gospel Age. 
No  Christian leader should have the outrageous audacity to make the statement - 

“You are Children of God (Yahweh)!”    When only Yahweh can make that statement Matt.20v23. 
However,  it is most important we all should  “Assiduously aim to become Children of God”  -  because that is  “The Invitation”  for  all  Christians! 

If any Christian leader replaces Yahweh by making the decision we are  “Children of God”  then  he/she  is a false-prophet and does not 
represent Yahweh –  get away from them! 

We now enter the next verse in context. 
1Tim.  4v2 og in  (to the [= within]) {acting under a feigned part}/deceit/hypocrisy/dissimulation   
1Tim.  4v2 og (of the) {erroneous statings}/mendacious/{promulgating errant doctrines}/{speaking lies}   
1Tim.  4v2 og (of the having been) branded/cauterised/{rendered insensitive}/seared  [plural]  
1Tim.  4v2 og the  {pertaining to their selves}/{their own}  (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience, 
1Tim.  4v2 = within the  {acting under a feigned part}/deceit/hypocrisy 

of the  {erroneous stating}/{promulgating errant doctrine}/{speaking lies} 
they  have  branded/{rendered insensitive}  their own  coperception/{moral conscience}  (to what Yahweh Desires). 

 

         (These  worldly and charlatan  Christian leaders  [in their apparent millions] … … ) 
within the  deceit/hypocrisy   (to what  “The Word of God”  truly delivers to people who  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  no  return)  
of promulgating errant doctrine   (teaching  “Worldly Christianity”   in the place of   “1st Century Christianity”  [2Cor.11v4]) 
they have rendered insensitive their own  moral conscience   (they have  “switched-off  the warning lights”  in their mind!  [Rom.1v30-32]) 
               (They prefer what The World delivers now,  rather than what Yahweh can give in the 2nd part of our physical life) 
 

These  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders hiding behind the most wonderful façade of “Love”  and thus demonstrably “hypocritical”,  
have in reality  “branded the synapse construction”  within their own mind with errant knowledge –  being  “the knowledge”  they desire to practice for 
the forthcoming worldly returns  (of whatever they desire by return).  Therefore,  they have  no  feeling or understanding of God’s Word,  and being 
puffed up with their own faulty ideas,  they refuse to listen to  “The Truth”  (likewise John the Baptist said in his day –  “the axe is laid at their feet”,  
Matt.3v10, Luke.3v9).  These people  “Have no fear of Yahweh”,  nor do they teach for us all to “Fear Yahweh”,  yet this is the opposite to what we are 
taught in The Old Testament as being necessary for  “The Beginning of our relationship with Yahweh”  Ps.111v10, Prov.15v33, Gen.42v18, Ex.18v21, 
Lev.25v17, 36, 43, Deut.14v23,  2Kings.17v39,  Neh.1v11, Job.1v9, Isa.2v10, 11v2, Jer.32v39-40, are just a few examples of so many possible! 

Noting “fear” means a “healthy respect” or “reverence” of Yahweh (to hold Him in “the utmost esteem”) –  to which He replies to such-like  
people to “not fear Him”  because we have  no  expectation of a  “dreadful outcome/retribution” or ultimately, of  “personal annihilation”. 
The inductive reasoning is,  we personally reform our mind to be in tune with His Mind – so He has no reason to remove us from society, 
hence the all-important Ps.111v10 from King David,  archetypical of JC in at least ten respects. 

Consequently,  from all the above,  these leaders of the  “Christian sect”  of   “Religion”  shall be  rejected  from  “The Position of Authority”  as  “The 
Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance”  in The Millennium as perhaps most of JC’s parables and illustrations tell us  (please see my commentaries of The Four 
Gospels which explain all this  [comprising of just under 2,000,000 words]).   
However,  after saying all this,  there  are a few  Christian leaders who fulfil Yahweh's Desire at  “The Front Line”,   operating at a  “one to one”  level 
to the recipient,  metaphorically “in the market places”  living in financial poverty –  having perhaps  “nowhere to lay their head”  to quote JC,  also 
noting what Paul said of himself   “Becoming The Scum of The Earth”  (1Cor.4v13) –  and we are exhorted to imitate him in the following verse! 

It is incumbent for the reader to find these very specific people –  because they are actively searching for  YOU  in their ministry! 
It must be clearly understood - 

Yahweh is searching after  “Quality”  to ultimately    Accurately  feed  “The Resurrected World”  with  “The Word of God”  –  and likewise 
so are the TCs having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  “make Yahweh’s Pure Desire manifest within The Environment”  
(“HS”). 
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By contrast - 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  are after  “Quantity” –  so they have more  “cattle”  upon which to  feed-off  within the present world! 

Precisely as we are told at Matt.20v16, 22v14 –  Yahweh is  “actively searching”  (actually “foreknown”  hence “validating”)  His prophesied 144000 
TCs  elected/selected  (as “Quality”)  out of the some 3 billion “Christians”  called/invited  (as “Quantity”)  during the 2000 year Gospel Age. 
The point being made comes in the form of this question - 

Do  YOU  as  “The Reader”  want to accurately feed  “The Resurrected World”  with  “The Word of God” in the 2nd part of its life,   
OR  feed the self-indulgent desires of your  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in this present life? 

 
Warning – repeat- There will be  charlatan and worldly  Christian leaders who shall desert  “The Real Faith”  by acting 
in  deceit/hypocrisy  of  {erroneous stating}/{speaking lies}  and in doing so have branded their own moral consciousness 
away from what Yahweh Desires to be fulfilled upon this planet.  Not all Christian leaders are like this, but most are. 
Instruction – repeat - Because Paul warns us that these persons have  twisted/spun  God’s Word to suit their  own worldly 
spirit/personality/desires/traits, then it is incumbent for the reader to  audit  what their Christian leader teaches against 
The Whole Bible and not little snippets  plucked out of context,  being the standard procedure for charlatans in full ‘flow’! 
26th Warning – Some erroneous statements would be – certain people should not marry  (as some schisms say of leaders)! 
27th Warning – Some erroneous statements would be – to abstain from food  (a practice for  “Lent”  for some schisms)! 
75th Instruction – JCg being “the specific god”  of all life on this planet created a beautiful “World”,  it is not given to us 
to  vilify/refuse  his most wonderful creations  but give praise and honour to him our creator and saviour!   This should be 
best done by imitating his ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able while we have a “soul” (= “conscious existence”) 
54th Reasoning – Notice,  it is  only  those people having  “The Knowledge and Understanding”  (that has  not  been 
branded with The World)  who are deemed by Yahweh  as being trustful by acting with fidelity upon  “The Knowledge”  
who are in the position to give fully grateful language  (from the heart)  because they know The Truth. 
76th Instruction – Every  product/creature/entity  in this universe is ultimately sourced by Yahweh –  however it was JCg 
as a young novice who expressed his Father’s HS,  being Yahweh’s Knowledge/Competence  (make become what He 
chooses to become)  to create all life on this planet.  Thus,  while JCg physically created “Life” upon this planet – his 
Source was Yahweh and thus all  good/ideal  things are referenced to be directly sourced by Yahweh  (The Omnipotent). 
77th Instruction – All things consumed should be done with grateful thanks. 
55th Reasoning – This will create the correct mindset to appreciate the wonderful nature of what is received. Furthermore, 
Yahweh knowing the sincerity expressed by a TC to what they receive will be purified  (not by assay)  for consumption. 
1Tim.  4v3 og (of the) estop/{preventing (by word or act)}/forbidding/{keeping from}/withstanding/halting  (to) wed/marry,   
1Tim.  4v3 og [they saying]    (to be) {holding oneself off}/abstaining/refraining  (of the) food/victuals  who/which/that   
1Tim.  4v3 og “the specific god”  (he [JCg]) {proprietor-ship of the manufacturer}/fabricated/formed/created   
1Tim.  4v3 og into/unto  (the) participation/{taking part}/{joining in}/involvement  {amid/together/with (meta)} 
1Tim.  4v3 og (of the) {act of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}   
1Tim.  4v3 og to the (persons)  trustful/believers/faithful/sure/true  also   
1Tim.  4v3 og (they) {knowing upon some mark}/recognising/{full acquaintance}/acknowledging/perceiving   
1Tim.  4v3 og the  truth/verity. 
1Tim.  4v3 = of the  forbidding/preventing  to marry,    (as we witness in some religious schisms  far removed  from “The Word of God”) 

they  personally  abstain from food    (in religious fasting – as we witness in some religious schisms  far removed  from “The Word of God”) 
which  “the specific god”  (JCg)   fabricated/created    (JCg as  “the specific god”  of us – but  not The Almighty God - Yahweh) 
unto  (= for)   the  participation/{taking part}  together/with    (thus because of what JCg has done,  then we should join together) 
the  {grateful language}  by  trustful/faithful  people    (and be grateful for what JCg has created for us to enjoy) 
also  they  recognise/know  the  truth.    (when we truly know and understand  “The Disclosing Truth”) 

 

        (These leaders of “Religion”  representing  errant  doctrine … … ) 
of the forbidding to marry   (as witnessed in many religious schisms rejecting “The Word of God”,  including the oldest Christian schism) 
they personally abstain from food   (in the self-indulgent fasting rituals of “Religion” -  that has  zero  significance to  “The Almighty God”) 
which  “the specific god”  (JCg)  created   (JCg is  “the specific god”  of us  of  “The World”  -   but  not  directly  “The Almighty God”,  Yahweh) 
               (These pious people refuse to accept all of what JCg created is good to eat –  without artificial barriers -  for the presumptuous sake of it!) 
        (of which JCg has created … … ) 
for the participation  together/with  grateful language   (to be thankfully  enjoyed/received  by people of the  one/same  mind together)  
by trustworthy people  (who)  also  recognise/know  The Truth   (TCs absolutely know The Truth that  forbids against  customs Matt.23v23). 
 

That is  “The Big Problem”  as  Pontius Pilate  in exasperation cried out    
“What is Truth” (John.18v38)! 

That is  “The Big Problem”  The Reader faces today    
“What is Truth”  because as soon as it passes through virtually any human,  then it becomes distorted.   
Sadly,  the vast majority of people colour “The Truth”  to suit their own  desires/objectives - as might be reasoned within what you read here! 
Except - 
        If  we have the  one/same  spirit/desires/personality/traits  as  “The Originator of The Truth” –  then  The Truth will  not  be coloured! 

Thus,  we  must  return to  “The Prime Standard”  as I have done and endeavoured to create  “The Most Accurate Translation”  possible for our use – 
else quite simply we  will  become deceived (Matt.24v24) –  by the sea of  waffle/seduction/deception  from  men (and women)  who do  not  operate with 
the  one/same  spirit/desires/personality/traits  as  “The Original Source”.  These  “charlatans”  pretend  to represent Yahweh for  “the worldly returns”  
(of whatever)  this  “acting-the-part”  brings to them  (Acts.20v29)!   Noting that Yahweh detests “hypocrisy”,  Jeremiah.7v29, 32v35. 
As we witness in the first two examples as given in this verse,  let us identify them - 

1. “Forbidden to marry” –  Apparently a prime requirement for the ministers in perhaps the oldest and very  worldly Christian schism!    
Being a  worldly  dictate from one of their early leaders  bending  “The Truth”   (Rev.22v18-19)  based upon something that was merely 
“preferred”  rather than being  “mandatory”  (1Cor.7v36).  It is because of that  twisting  of  “The Truth”  (as warned (1Cor.7v9),  then we 
have witnessed this mandate  perhaps  precipitating the utterly disgusting deviancies and subsequent cover-ups by those responsible.    
     So,  who gives “The Truth” –  Paul,  or a pope?    
We should also notice  “The Rock of The Church”  was married =  “Simon Peter”  (Matt.16v18, Mark.1v30). 
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Let us investigate this enforced mandate at the turn of the 1st Millennium for  “The Priesthood not to marry”. 
At this time,  the priests were having such long, extended families living off the Church’s finances,  forcing the accountants at the time to state 
this could not continue else The Church would become bankrupt!   Hence the Pope at the time made the decree for the priests to be celibate. 
That is the real reason why the decree was enacted,  for a  worldly/financial  reason and has nothing to do with spiritual matters! 

2. “abstaining from food”  –  We have  “The Worldly Practice”  of  “Lent”  for  “Christians”  (or “Ramadan” in Islam)  under the pretext we 
are brought in some manner closer to God  (else why do it?) –  But in reality,  it is purely to  self-indulge our mind  -   inasmuch it is 
masochistic in nature to make us feel we have  “done our part”.  But the whole tenure of The Bible is  not  to indulge the vanity of “The Self”,  
but rather we offer ourselves in  {charity love}  to edify our neighbour so they too might understand  why/how  they might fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire  (being what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  screams out to The World).  The  “self-inflicted”  pain is sourced from  (1) those people 
resisting us from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  and  (2) not participating within the things that  “The Flesh”  finds pleasing –  being what The 
World fritters away in time within  (as a self-indulgent return).  We “self-indulge”  because it is pleasant or easier,  rather than to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire   (that requires a complete personality change  [of which most people resist])! 
     So we might reasonably ask   Who gives  “The Truth” –  Paul,  or our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”? 

Interestingly,  both our marriage mate and food are sourced by  “The Creator”  =  JCg  using his Father’s guidance,  and expressing His HS  (thus all 
“intrinsically good/ideal”  things reflect back to Yahweh  [hence the plural at Gen.1v26])  to deliver the wonderful results.  Thus,  with whom we marry,  
and for what we eat,  then we are  {to express gratitude}  to/through  “the creator”  of  The  World/Adornment/Decoration  (StrongsTM = 2889)  =  all 
forms of  “life”  (on what would have been initially a barren planet).  Where it is  “Yahweh”  as  “The Creator”  of JCg and  “The Laws of Physics”  
operating to form  “The Universe”  Who is  “The Ultimate Recipient”  of our Gratitude  (through  “The Intercessor”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5),  JC as  
“The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]). 
Therefore,  we can see from these two examples,  we must get under and behind what is done apparently in the name  “of God”  (but certainly not in His 
Character or Authority)  but really it is done to suit the desires of  “the god”  presently leading this worldly system with his methodology  (2Cor.4v4, 
1John.5v19).  This is Satan operating as “The Air we Breathe” (Eph.2v2),  inasmuch we dupe ourselves into thinking we have fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire,  
but in reality,  we  mock/insult  Yahweh’s intelligence  (in our self-indulgent stupidity)! 
However,  unless we  thoroughly know and understand  “The Prime Standard”  (The Bible)  then most certainly we  will  be  
seduced/hoodwinked/deceived  by those people with  “the power of persuasion” (Matt.24v24, Gal.3v1, 1John.2v18-19,  being  “silver tongued talkers”  
leading  “Religion”,  rehearsing their speeches privately beforehand  –  but having not much else behind what they say)  being a subject that we shall 
move onto  (6v4-6),  and likewise given in other epistles! 

My 3rd Revision Addition  
I state to The Reader    We must get inside Paul's mind and  understand  his driver. 
Paul's primary driver is to fulfil Yahweh's Objective to attain the 144000 TCs as quickly as possible,  even though,  as I show in Heb.4v4,  Paul knows 
The Gospel Age will last for about 2000 years  (please see my local commentary).  
Paul has given the obvious physical level of  “Marriage”  and  “Food”  customs that have been twisted  (through  “Religion”  by passing these two 
concepts through  Rev.22v18-19. 

But why did Paul specifically take these two subjects out of the very many he could have used? 
Because - 

1. It is Yahweh's arrangement for  “Marriage” (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2, 9,  together with Paul's warning 1Cor.6v16) to be despoiled! 
By contrast,  “Religion”  teaches us  not  to become  “married to JCg”  as a future  “Son of God”,  that would bring Satan's nemesis. 

2. We are to  daily  feed on  “The Bread of Life”  being how we precisely imitate JC's deportment day by day  Luke.11v3, 14v15, 17, 22v19, etc.)    
It is this one fact,  being  “how Yahweh is to achieve this goal”  that is  persistently driving Paul's mind  -  and he uses the most relevant illustrations. 
With this  lead-in  commentary,  then it becomes obvious why I jumped to  The  Spiritual  2nd Level  in my pale-yellow background simplified translation 
in the next verse - 
1Tim.  4v4 og Because  (the) every  {(original) formation}/product/creature  (of the) God [Yahweh] 
1Tim.  4v4 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy,   
1Tim.  4v4 og also  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (the) {cast off}/{(such as to) be rejected}/{be refused},   
1Tim.  4v4 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  (of the) {act of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}   
1Tim.  4v4 og (the having been) {got hold of}/grasped/{taken up/away}/had/received. 
1Tim.  4v4 = Because  every  product/creature  of the  God (Yahweh)  is  beautiful/good/worthy,   

also  {not even one}  to be  {cast off}/{be refused}   (when)   the having been  received  together/with  of the  {grateful language}. 
NOTE   I have jumped to the Spiritual 2nd level in the parenthesis given below  (please see tail end of the previous commentary). 
 

Because every  product/creature  of the God (Yahweh)  is  beautiful/good/worthy   (to Yahweh’s Requirements) 
              (The caveat   Having their mind built  solely upon  “The Word of God”  - 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15,  shall be worthy of a celestial body 1Cor.35-55) 
also,  not even one   (of these  new  creations  built upon  “The Word of God”  =  a TC)  
to be  {cast off}/refused   (from possibly becoming a future  “Son of God”  [to be part of the 144000 TCs as “The Bride of Christ”,  Rev.21v2,9])  
(when)  having been received with grateful language   (a TC thanking Yahweh,  best done by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
 

The  Physical  1st level  is obvious,  and I cover it briefly. 
We might ask - 

Does this contradict what I state elsewhere –  about JC creating life? 
Absolutely not  -  but adds to endorse it! 
Though JCg created all forms of life on this planet –  because he spiritually used his Father’s  knowledge/guidance   and physically used his Father's 
physical building blocks within the physical Universe,  then all  praise/glory/honour  is ultimately correctly returned to  “The Originator”  of  “The 
Prime Ingredients” –  being  “Yahweh”  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe.  Moreover,  because Yahweh sources all intrinsically  good/ideal  things,  
then we are not to refuse what has been received because of some worldly whim –  sourced by Satan to cause fraction and confrontation! 
Clearly while all things start as being perfect –  they can subsequently become defiled and not suitable for ingestion or association. 
Use the Bible as a tool to identify such contamination and know the source of the pollutant! 

Now for a 3rd Revision Addition. 
The above explains 1st physical layer,  however as with almost everything in The Bible,  there are at least two layers,  where in this instance we have The 
Spiritual Second Layer to recognise  “The Thrust”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  never  recognised or accepted by leaders 
of  “Christianity”,  because quite simply they  demonstrably  never  teach  it!     

Furthermore,  if they do know it,  and remain silent –  then they are doubly culpable to Yahweh! 
The  Spiritual  2nd level is constantly at  “The Fore”  of Paul's mind and is best explained like this - 

Yahweh requires a spiritually perfected society to exist into  “The Culmination”. 
Yahweh requires a righteous means to ensure that specific requirement is achieved. 
Yahweh gave The Physical Standard  (The Law of Moses)  to achieve The Above,  but it “failed” because “Man’s Mind” remained imperfect! 

(Rom.3v23) 
Yahweh’s Son  (JC[g])  met “The Physical Standard” and was able to inaugurate “The Spiritual Standard” to achieve The First Objective. 

(Matt.5v17-18, Mark.12v30-31) 
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Yahweh is selecting out His Early Adopters  (while they are oppressed by the local  heaven/authority [= Satan’s World of some 6000 years]) 
(Matt.20v16, 22v14, specifically for the TCs to become joined with The Prophets at John.10v16) 
(These “Early Adopters”  are  [1] The Prophets and  [2] The 144000 TCs  proving themselves worthy now - Luke.17v21) 

Yahweh resurrects JC as JCg to be The First-fruit Barley leading what is to start following 50 days later  The First-fruit Wheat (144000 TCs) 
(Lev.23v5-25, Acts.2v1+,  being  “The Pentecost/Ingathering Feast”.) 

Yahweh resurrects  “The Early Adopters”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be trained off this planet for 3.5 years  “how to teach The World”. 
(Matt.25v1-12, 24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, Dan.12v11-12, etc.) 

Yahweh gives all power and authority to JCg and the 144000 TCs to be  fully exercised  by  bringing-in  The Millennium. 
(Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3) 

Yahweh’s Methodology is taught to “The Resurrected World” for 1000 years by JCg and the 144000,  closely supported by The Prophets. 
(Rev.20v7-12,  Isa.65v1+, Eze.37v1+, etc.) 

Yahweh allows JCg and the 144000 TCs to judge  “The Resurrected World”  in The Final  Assay/Test  to sort out The Wheat from The Chaff. 
(Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, Matt.13v28-30,  also read all my commentaries to John chapter 5). 

Yahweh now achieves   “The Wheat for His Granary”,  “The Perfect Wine from The Winepress”  into  “The Eternity”. 
Please read my commentaries to all the above citations. 

The whole thrust of The Bible,  both in The Old Testament and The New Testament underwrite precisely The Synopsis given above. 
Please also see my dissertation entitled   “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”  - being precisely what JC explained in his ministry. 

Thus,  we recognise Yahweh made all the above possible,  being summed up as the following - 
He made possible   “The Perfection of Mankind”  built upon  “The Foundation Rock”  JC as  “The Word of God”  (1Cor.10v4, Rev.19v13). 

So,  I must ask The Reader - 
Have I invented these citations? 
Do these citations really exist in The Bible? 
Was  “The Reader”  aware these citations existed The Bible? 
If not,   then  why  not? 
What have our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  been teaching  (or rather, not teaching)  for the last some 1700 years? 

And a rhetorical question - 
Why do our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  remain so quiet upon what The Bible  specifically  teaches us about  our future  and how we 
are to  personally achieve it? 
Succinctly stated at John.11v47-53,  that is  precisely why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  murder  “The Word of God” (present tense)!  
Why they  pretend  to worship Yahweh through a hypocritical facade  (thinking that a profusion of lovely words will permanently save them)! 

I thoroughly and copiously explain  specifically why  elsewhere  –  and have no need to repeat it all again here. 
1Tim.  4v5 og (he/she/it is) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified  For  through (reason of)   
1Tim.  4v5 og (of the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (of the) God   
1Tim.  4v5 og also  (of the) interview/intercession/{speak on behalf of}. 
1Tim.  4v5 = For  he/she/it  is  purified/consecrated/{made holy}  through reason  of  The Word of God   (JC, Rev.19v13) 

also  of the  intercession/{speaking on behalf of}. 
 

For  he/she/it   (an  intelligent,  reasoning,  hearkening  entity)   
is  purified/{made holy}   (becomes,  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  within The Mind that delivers agape … … ) 
through reason of The Word of God   (comprehensibly operating  with fidelity,  within a repentant, contrite, and hearkening entity,  imitating JC) 
also of The Intercession   (that JC as God’s Word is between us and Yahweh,  firstly The TCs unto Yahweh,  then The World into The Millennium). 
 

Clearly,  this verse can be read at the simplistic physical level being the subject is  “it”  as a mere commodity that can be purified by our recognition of it 
having been conceived by  “the specific god”  of us during its  “species creation” –  and thus a subject of our thanksgiving. 
Therefore,  this verse can be read in several ways - 

1. Physically  
By saying words of gratitude to Yahweh for feigned appreciation.  It must  not  be used in a manner to test Yahweh (Matt.4v7),  else we will suffer! 
The first part above is given by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  who then promptly ignore the second part below! 

2. Spiritually  
By knowing  “The Word of God”  (being the  whole  content of JC's ministry)  will give knowledge  (as intercession to Yahweh [to know what He 
desires])  to appreciate the purity of what is received,  which then produces agapao operating within us to yield  (genuine/sincere)  agape as  “works”  to 
edify our neighbour. 
This is more in line with what  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches. 
Analysing the “Spiritual”.   
Firstly  “the  intelligent/reasoning  entity”  must desire to reform away from what The Present World delivers,  because  he/she/it  has a mind that  is   
generally  inwardly  concerned by The Injustices occurring around them  (Rom.8v22, rather than expressing feigned concern for  “The Public Image”). 
We are speaking about  “The Inside Mind”,  being prepared to subject itself in  humility/contriteness  to become a  slave  to  “The Word of God”  (being 
the precise  opposite  trait for  “worldly leaders”  of politics, religion  [and often, commerce]  preferring to become  “a master”  “controlling people”). 
Once in this ideal position of  humility/contriteness,  we start to grow our new  character/creature  upon  “The Word of God”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  
and start to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle -  that means we must thoroughly study and know  “The Word of God”  (= JC)  before we can then even start 
to  “imitate him”!   

We must first  thoroughly know  The Bible,  and any Christian leader who states   “This is not required”  is  a liar to  “The Word of God!” 
Or if they do not give daily programmed study reads of The Bible from a good source,  perhaps KJV or NAS   (but certainly  not  the NIV). 

If these leaders are  not  recommending  daily  study of a  Good Bible  (of pre-1950 CE translation)  then it would be worth considering as to why they 
might suggest it is not necessary?    Why should they infer People have no need to personally study The Bible?  

Perhaps they may not want competent auditors to audit their teaching and lifestyle? 
These are the two most important personal requirements    [1] Repent and then  [2] learn “The Word of God”! 
This is precisely why John the Baptist  (JC’s 2nd cousin,  Luke.1v36)  was sent to make The Paths straight for The Lord  (John.1v15-29),  which means 
John’s role was to make people realise they must first repent,  to then be in the position to start  hearkening  to  “The World of God” (JC)  who was to 
follow a year or two later.  Please see all my local cited commentaries. 

I leave the reader with an earlier revision commentary  (having useful observations)  that are only reasoned at the  simplistic physical  level. 
Going through this process to ultimately gain  “real faith”,  importantly means,  this route will create the correct mindset within us –  we will learn to 
consider the full wonders of what has been given to us and of the creative skills required to deliver this food for our consumption.  As we witness there 
are many people in the cities who have no regard for the meat they eat -  it is merely something that comes out of a  “fast-food outlet placed between 
some bread” –  or in a  “cellophane package from a meat stall” –  some of this good food might be  “discarded with irreverence in the gutter”!   
No consideration is given to The Source at whatever point one decides to stop in the food chain and the input required to deliver what is still perfectly 
good food to eat,  and yet is discarded as trash!   This disrespectful behaviour to JCg’s Creation is an abomination! 
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78th Instruction – It is a requirement for TCs to instruct The Brethren (Christians)  of the requirements as given in this 
epistle  (and elsewhere in The Bible, as precisely explained on “FutureLife.Org” –  so there is no excuse for not knowing). 
56th Reasoning – Only if a Christian leader  accurately  teaches these things  (and imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  then 
shall they be deemed the  “valuable/worthy  minister of JC”.   
28th Warning – Sadly, this is  not  done today,  but  contrary things are taught  for The World’s consumption –  alien to 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  -  and thus these leaders are  not  working to fulfil Yahweh's Desire (2Cor.11v13) –  beware! 
29th Warning – Leaders of Christendom preach about religious customs,  pilgrimages, worldly procedures (Matt.23v23)  
and  absolutely nothing  about  “The Goal of Sonship”  (by imitating JC)  nor of The Millennium,  being the time when we 
must  listen/hearken  to our new leaders (144000 TCs)  for us of The Resurrected World to  earn  our personal salvation. 
(That is why 2Cor.11v13-15, 1John.2v18-19 and 4v1-3 is so applicable to them – hindering Yahweh’s Plan for Salvation! 
79th Instruction – TCs must be educated with words to yield  The Real Faith  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
also with  virtuous/worthy  doctrinal information that must be fully imbued within the person demonstrated by a lifestyle 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  that is  true  worship displayed of  “what you know”  (it is not by singing)! 
1Tim.  4v6 og These (things)   (the having) {placed underneath}/hazard/{laid down}/{put in remembrance} [middle voice] 
1Tim.  4v6 og to the  brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Tim.  4v6 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  (you) {shall be}/{come to pass}   
1Tim.  4v6 og (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant  (of the) Jesus   
1Tim.  4v6 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  (the being) {in fattening up}/{to educate}/{nourished up in}   
1Tim.  4v6 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  words/sayings/topics/reasoning [plural]   
1Tim.  4v6 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
1Tim.  4v6 og also  of the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Tim.  4v6 og (of the) {instruction/teaching of information/function doctrine}  {to whom/which}   
1Tim.  4v6 og (you have) {followed near}/{in close union}/{conformed upon}/{fully known/acted}. 
1Tim.  4v6 = The having  personally  {laid down}/reminded  these things  to the  Brethren,   

(then you [Timothy])   {shall be}  the  beautiful/virtuous/valuable/worthy  minister/servant  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
the being  educated/{nourished up in}  with  words/reasoning  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
also  of the  beautiful/virtuous/valuable/worthy  of the  {instruction of doctrinal information} -   
{to which}  you have  {followed closely}/{fully acted upon}. 

 

        (When you Timothy … … ) 
having personally laid down these things to The Brethren   (being -  [1] The Goal of The Anointing and  [2] how to personally achieve it) 
(then you)  shall be the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  servant of the Anointed Jesus   (The Goal shown to us by JC,  can be reached by copying him) 
being educated  (2Tim.3v15-17)   with  words/sayings/reasoning  of the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity), 
also of the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  instruction of doctrinal information   (only as that sourced by  “1st Century Christianity” ) 
to which you (Timothy)  have closely followed   (Timothy precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  [to achieve The Goal of The Anointing]). 
 

The question we should ask of ourselves,  is threefold - 
1. Do we know what is  “The Accurate  (sourced by Yahweh)  Doctrinal Information”  (upon which we are to act with fidelity)? 
2. If knowing  (1) do we act with fidelity upon it? 
3. If knowing  (1) do our leaders act with fidelity upon it? 

The answers to these valid questions tell us if    We,  and our leaders,  have  “The Real Faith”,  or only  “blind faith”! 
Yahweh is actively calling out to people,  inviting them to imbue  “The Word of God”  within them,  and then to  personally  act with fidelity upon this 
accurate knowledge –   only  if we  personally  desire to aim for  “The Fulfilment of The Promise” –  it being for -  “The Inheritance of Israel” –   to be   
“The Heirs”  over    “The 3rd Epoch Israel’”   in The Millennium as the future  “Sons of God”. 
It is entirely  a personal matter –   our leaders  cannot  do it for us,  but these leaders must unequivocally - 

1. Be  accurately  instructing/exhorting  us  why/how  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. We must imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  ourselves,  so we too become a servant to  “The Word of God”,   as best we are able,  and become 

perhaps at least the 5 “Minas”  person (Luke.19-16-19)  carrying  “The Weight of Responsibility”  with God’s Word working as best we can 
with the given DNA attributes we can muster,  guided by God’s Word operating at an internal personal level. 

 
80th Instruction – People choosing to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire must personally  shun/avoid/refuse  tales/fiction/myths/fables  
not sourced from The Bible (Matt.23v23)  and  train/exercise  themselves towards  “The Piety of The Gospel”,  godliness,  
holiness that must be expressed within our lifestyle –  else  we become “hypocrites”  and  rejected by Yahweh! 
57th Reasoning – These  tales/fiction/myths/fables  can be alluring and consume much time in worthless debate –  that 
suits Satan’s Desire because it causes faction and removes the focused front to  “spear head”  “ The Mission”  to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire to gain His prophesied  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  144000 TCs to be  elected/validated  in The Gospel Age. 
30th Warning – There will be much  myth/fiction  created in The World by people having  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
to operate within The World – we are to  shun/avoid/refuse  such worthless debate and concentrate on imitating JC,  else 
we shall flounder within  “The Methodology of The World”  that will suck us into a vortex of pain and suffering.   
81st Instruction – Seek facts, not fiction!   Go to  The Original Hebrew/Greek  and discover what God is really teaching us 
– do not  trust  many translations especial the NIV  (being OK if we like “fairy stories”)  but for analytical work,  go to 
solid translations (KJV is sincere) – but please use this website for The New Testament –  the most accurate in The World. 
(If scholars find inaccuracies please contact this website and if correct,  I will change so that I might iterate to The Truth). 
1Tim.  4v7 og the (things [tales/myths])  And  
1Tim.  4v7 og (the) {step threshold}/{accessible (crossing a doorway of religious matters)}/heathenish/profane/despiser/scorner   
1Tim.  4v7 og also  (the) {old women's}/{crone-like}/{silly old wives’} [plural]   (the) tales/fiction/myths/fables   
1Tim.  4v7 og (you) {beg off}/deprecate/decline/shun/avoid/reject/refuse [middle voice];   
1Tim.  4v7 og (you) {to practise naked (in the games)}/train/exercise  And  {of thyself}/{of your own self}   
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1Tim.  4v7 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness. 
1Tim.  4v7 = And,  you  personally shun/avoid/refuse  the things  heathenish/profane   

also  the  {crone like}/{old wives’}  tales/fiction/myths/fables;  
and  you  train/exercise  yourself  towards the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness. 

  

And you (Timothy as a future TC)  personally  shun/avoid  the  heathenish/profane  things   (the  customs/myths  generated by  “Religion”) 
also old wives’  tales/fictions/myths/fables   (all the things presently taught in  worldly Christianity  for example   supposed “saints”); 
also you  train/exercise  yourself towards the piety of The Gospel   (precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  =  “1st Century Christianity”). 
 

If we desire to become a TC,  then we must avoid  heathenish/profane  myths,  being  concepts/ideas/reasoning  that have  no  scriptural basis and is thus 
sourced by The World  “to confuse”  by creating  “uncertainty and mystery”   (this is what JC was speaking by allegory at Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-
26,  please read my local commentaries).   
Taking note of JC’s warning,  together with Paul’s warning here,  then let us consider some examples of  twisted reasoning  to yield  myths/fiction  
sourced by The World of  “Religion”  to confuse worldly minds. 
Please see glossary  (and elsewhere on this website   “FutureLife.Org”)  for  “The Absolute Truth”  on understanding these terms  (where listed). 

1. The Trinity. 
2. Hell. 
3. Soul. 
4. Purgatory. 
5. Spirit. 
6. “Slain by the spirit”. 
7. Image/Icons. 
8. Supposed saint activity. 
9. “Guardian” Angels. 
10. Marriage and same sex union. 
11. Immediate conscious resurrection of the dead. 
12. The accurate understanding of “Israel” in prophecy. 
13. Materialism Christianity. 
14. Shutting oneself away in a monastery – and keeping publicly quiet! 
15. Jesus Christ is ruling the World now. 
16. Once having the HS then it will never leave you. 
17. Just believe in JC and supposedly,  “you are saved” –  (a half-truth – half lie – as this website clearly explains). 
18. God listens to us when we pray –  (depends on who you are –  He ignores  virtually all  people as they presently stand). 
19. Subjects which are worthy and those not worthy of prayer. 
20. And then there are just  so many more, the list is  almost endless. –  When a  worldly Christian leader opens  his/her  mouth,  something 

unscriptural is very likely to be uttered as my detailed critique,  word by word of their given publicised  sermons/prayers  testify. 
So,  this really does not say much for  worldly  Christian Doctrine –  except  -   “avoid it like the plague”  (Rev.18v4-5)! 

However,  we  are  to gain and then firmly cling to  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles. 
I just implore  The Reader  to base their knowledge upon an  accurate  translation of The Bible –  do  not  rely on what our Christian leaders state in 
their sermons  (and thus we should become commended like those persons of Baroea –  Acts.17v10-11).  On balance these Christian leaders are  very 
likely  to be bad,  but  some  may be very good –  and yet,  how do WE  personally know unless we  personally  know  The Whole Bible  (particularly  The 
New Testament)  intimately  ourselves!    

Because quite simply a  “Rogue Trader”  will not tell us they are  bad/incompetent  if they are living off us like a parasite! 
Would a  “(Spiritual) Paedophile”  warn the victims of a grooming exercise what the paedophile has in mind? 

Thus,  Paul states   “become exercised”  in the  {piety of The Gospel}. 
“Exercised”  means  “work must be done” –  to build up a sweat in what we do! 

It is regular  every day,  every week,  every year  -  else we become flabby  (in the mind –  use God’s Word like a sword, Eph.6v18). 
Exercise occurs because we are  personally  aiming towards a Goal’. 

“The piety of The Gospel”  means inculcating,  and then doing within our lifestyle,  specifically what The Gospel instructs of us. 
The questions must be  

Do  YOU  personally know what is that very specific goal?     
Have our Christian leaders taught us?     
And what we must  personally be doing? 

If not -  Why not?   Do our religious leaders really know what they  (or we)  should be doing? 
Ask them!   Demand  an explanation and then compare their answer with what The Bible really  tells us!    
Be a “Why bird”-  keep asking   “Why,  why,  why” - it will not be long before our  worldly Christian  leaders capitulate in  “It is a mystery”! 

Sadly,  that answer shows the limit of their capability –  “they are  not  given to know”  (Matt.13v11-13)   being spiritually blind  (Matt.15v14, 
Luke.6v39)  -  because they have  no  desire  “to know”  (because of the ramifications to their lifestyle if they  “did know”),  else quite simply  –  They  
would know!    Consequently,  they  “prefer to be ignorant”  Agnoeo (StrongsTM = 50). 
However,  if  they were supposed  “to know”,  and supposedly to be doing their  “job”  correctly,  then - 

That is  why  they are there –  to help us  and not help  “their own self”  in a worldly manner! 
If  they truly desire to edify us  then  they  will  use their time with us on a  one-to-one  basis to be  accurately  expounding  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st 
Century Christianity”  –  being what it truly means at a personal level and  future  Global level. 
I really cannot  “drum it out”  any further than what I have stated here. 

Please read this website to understand precisely what  “The Whole Gospel”  really means,  at all its multi-levels. 
At a personal level it is  not  to be merely  “resurrected” –  because that has been  freely given  to  every  person who has existed on this planet  
(1John.2v2, 4v14, 1Tim.2v4),  thus just  “believing in JC”  to think we are to be resurrected to life  is mercenary and self-indulgent.   
Most importantly,  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  will  give a repayment  (Matt.20v1-12),  not merely of a resurrection  (because that is  
freely given for all  humans)  but unto Sonship,  to be  “the complement half”  of JCg –  as his bride  (Matt.22v1-9, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9, etc.,  as deemed 
by Yahweh)  being of the  “one flesh”  physically  (Gen.2v24)  because they did it earlier  spiritually  (Eph.5v30-32)  hence the warning given at 
1Cor.6v16. 
A 4th revision Addition. 
Please read my inductively reasoned muse regarding JCg,  humans and the future role of the 144000 future Sons of God  beyond The Millennium  as I 
outline at the end of my commentary to 1Thes.4v14.  Certainly,  something that has never been configured on this planet for the last 1700 years or 
perhaps the last 6000 years  (JC having kept it secret from Mankind during his 1st Advent , because it would be beyond the listeners’ comprehension)! 
 
17th Comment – Paul states that some people exercise their physical body which is only advantageous for small things. 
16th Allegory – Exercising bodies = athletes competing in The Games  (for example: “The Olympic Games”). 
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58th Reasoning – “Exercising bodies”  is hard work – especially 5+ hours a day, 7 days a week, 52 weeks a year for 
several years to be in the position to  “Win at The Olympic Games”  (1Cor.9v24-25).   Can we say the same of ourselves 
by studying The Bible for the same amount of time to achieve Sonship?   Even our leaders of Christendom do none of this  
(as demonstrated by my audits of their output) – hence of their rejection by Yahweh for Sonship (Luke.20v16, etc.)! 
17th Allegory – small things = trophies,  crowns of honour from winning in The Games  (are worthless when dead). 
82nd Instruction – {Piety of The Gospel}/holiness  (means, “precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle”)  is advantageous 
for all things –  that has the promise of life now  (in its perfect fullness)  and also of that which is coming. 
18th Allegory – all things = anything a person can do to edify our neighbour,  by edifying them to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
19th ‘Allegory’ – promise of life now = guaranteed  everlasting life as a future Son of God  (if  accepted as a TC). 
20th ‘Allegory’ – promise of life coming = everlasting life if ignored now in the 1st part of our physical life,  but then taken 
up in the 2nd part of our physical life as fleshly humans in The Millennium  (see “2 part life” in glossary). 
59th Reasoning – Many people put in so much commitment to win The Games in a fleshly sense that ultimately rots away 
to nothing –  but much better,  we should be putting in  “The Commitment to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  so that 
we might be attaining positive  “Heavenly Treasure”  considered as being  “worthy”  by Yahweh during His  
“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  to ideally  awaken/rouse  us as future  “Sons of God”.  
60th Reasoning – If  we attain “The Goal” now – we shall have  guaranteed  everlasting life as future Sons of God – or we 
shall attain everlasting  (not guaranteed)  life  if we take up and practice this knowledge in the 2nd part of our physical life. 
2nd Prophecy – By actively training upon “The Word of God” will yield “The Promise” of becoming “The Future Heirs”. 
13th Good News – The Power of God's Word causes reform within a sinful mind to become worthy of  “The Promise”. 
14th Good News – The Word of God  is  faithful/trustworthy/sure/true  and is deemed worthy for all people  welcoming  it. 
31st Warning – The Word of God when  minced/distorted/twisted  through the minds of leaders is thoroughly dangerous! 
61st Reasoning – By imbuing  “The Word of God”  within us so our mindset becomes reformed to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  
then we personally become  deserving/entitled  for this “Knowledge of Sonship” as foreknown by Yahweh before our birth. 
83rd Instruction – It is only by  “Gaining the Disclosing/Absolute Truth”  directly from a trustworthy Bible translation can 
we become successful in The Future.   We  cannot  gain this “Knowledge”  from “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
placing a spin on God’s Word for a worldly return, hence “Professional” to be paid for what they sell  - Matt.6v24). 
That is why for 99.9+% of people require The Millennium to gain  “The Disclosing/Absolute Truth”  for our  “Salvation”. 
1Tim.  4v8 og the  For  {as a sound whole (corporeal or physical)}/bodily   
1Tim.  4v8 og (the) {practise naked (in the games)}/{bodily trained}/{gymnastic exercised}   
1Tim.  4v8 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}  (it) is   
1Tim.  4v8 og (the) helpful/serviceable/advantages/profitable,   
1Tim.  4v8 og the  and  (to the) {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Tim.  4v8 og (the) all (things)  (the) helpful/serviceable/advantages/profitable  (it) is,   
1Tim.  4v8 og (the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
1Tim.  4v8 og (of the) live/existence  of the  now/present/immediate   
1Tim.  4v8 og also  of the  expectation/intending/necessity/coming. 
1Tim.  4v8 = For  the  {sound whole body}  trained/exercised    (as physically might an athlete to win  “The Gold Medal”) 

is  (only)  helpful/advantageous/profitable  for/towards  the  few/small/little  (things),    (because the  physical body  ultimately  rots away) 
and  the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness    (to be training the  spiritual mind  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
it is  advantageous/profitable  for/towards  all  things,    (helping people to know why/how they too can personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
the  having/possessing  the  pledge/promise  of  life/existence  now    (to be giving  “life”  to recipients of today in our ministerial service) 
also  of The  Expectation/Coming.    (being the 2nd part of our future life into The Millennium and beyond) 

 

For  (you know)  the  trained/exercised  physical body   (as would an athlete training 8 hours a day,  every day for years to gain “The Gold Medal”) 
is  (only)  advantageous for small things   (“The Results”  for  “The Immediacy”,  but in a few years the body will die and rot away to nothing), 
        (Yet by contrast … … ) 
and the piety of The Gospel   (for us to personally,  rigorously  train/exercise  daily,  to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   
is advantageous for all things   (to help people  know/understand  how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  [benefits of becoming a Son of God]) 
(that also is)  having the promise of  life/existence  now   (our teaching gives  “life”  to the recipients of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
                (“Guaranteed to continue for an eternity”  as a future Son of God”  upon our “spiritual awakening”  and  “physical /resurrection”) 
also of  The Expectation/Coming   ([1] The 1st Resurrection,   [2] The Millennium  for  “The Resurrected World”  to learn  “Righteousness”). 
 

Paul states the prevalent observation –  athletes and body builders reach the top of their profession through  serious hard exercise –  and they achieve 
good visual results to impress for “The Immediacy” –  but give nothing for the long-term benefit of both The Individual –  or our neighbour! 
However,  if we exercise our mind with   

(1) learning “The Word of God”,   
(2) thoroughly  assay/prove  “The Knowledge”  to ensure that it comes from Yahweh and  not  from the  “god of this present World” –  
Satan''  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19,  outputted in  all “Religion” [also politics and commerce]),  then by doing this we fully understand  “The 
Word of God”  and finally … …   
(3)  putting into practice  with fidelity what we  know/understand,   then  we  have  improved our long-term interests and the interests of our 
neighbour! 

Moreover,  we might reason - 
It is rather pointless for an athlete to learn all the required exercises to  build-up  the leg muscles –  but instead of putting that knowledge to 
use with absolute fidelity –  they exercise  their arms  instead,  and then wonder why they have weak legs! 
Likewise,  with those people who are striving to grasp for  “The Promise of The Expectation of Sonship”.   
It is essential to exercise The Mind upon  “The Whole Knowledge”  and  not  the  “censored bibles”  (of twisted snippets)  as taught by our  
worldly Christian leaders having passed  “their bible”  through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19  operating within their mind. 

“piety of the Gospel” means  
“having  [1] knowledge of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and then  [2] acting with fidelity upon what we know.” 
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Thus,  fulfilling both aspects will take us most of the way to become a future “Son of God”  (assuming our actions are driven by  agapao/{edifying love} 
given in  unfeigned charity  to truly edify our neighbour to know  why/how  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
If we ideally receive this superlative position then this will ensure  guaranteed  life because those 144000 individuals who partake in  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  (being Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater [1st]  Judgement”  unto  “Sonship”)  at JCg’s  1st 2nd C  (occurring just prior to “The Millennium 
Start” by about 3.5 years)  have  no  fear of  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (Rev.2v27, 20v6). 
1Tim.  4v9 og (The) Trustful/Faithful/Sure/True  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  also  (of the) all   
1Tim.  4v9 og (of the) accepting/welcoming  (the) {deem entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy; 
1Tim.  4v9 = The  Trustful/Faithful/Sure/True  (is)  The  Word/Sayings/Reasoning,     (only as sourced by God – through JC)  

also  the  worthy  of the  all   acceptance/welcoming,     (imbuing/inculcating “The Word of God”) 
 

Trustful/Sure  (is)  the  Word/Sayings/Reasonings   (as sourced by Yahweh,  through JC [Rev.19v13],  to become  “1st Century Christianity”) 
also  (it is)  worthy of all acceptance   (to edify them to  know/understand  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
 

Paul is actually making three statements here! 
1. The Word of God is  trustful/faithful. 
2. The Word of God is  deserving/worthy/{deemed entitled}  for  all  people who desire to imbue it within their very  being/existence. 
3. Because there  are  people within The World who would greatly appreciate  “The Word of God”  to imbue within their  being/existence –  

then  Yahweh Desires  “mature spiritual people” (TCs)  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as “apostles”,  “appointed  (by Yahweh 
and  not  The World) to tell”  “The Word of God”  to The World  (Matt.24v14).  Thereby enabling these  “potentially new TCs”  presently in 
darkness  (of worldly methodology  [operating via “Religion”])  might  grasp/grab  this newfound knowledge  (hence the next verse in 
context),  precisely as JC said at Matt.9v38-39, Luke.10v2. 

That is  “The Task”  for  all  “Christians”  today  –   
Personally,  we are to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so that Yahweh might gain His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  elected from out of The 
Gospel Age,  thus fulfilling  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  enabling Him to move to the next stage of His  “Most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” –  The Millennium. 

See  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan’s desire”  in glossary of  “FutureLife.Org”  (and a dissertation I have written on the subject). 
 
84th Instruction – For it is to the  accurate  ministry work that TCs feel  fatigued/laboured,  also  defamed/reviled! 
62nd Reasoning – Why should this be true?   (1) It is a prime requirement for TCs to labour imitating JC,  to be accurately 
teaching  “The Word of God”  to The World,  and  because  it  is  at variance to what is taught by  worldly Christian 
leaders then  (2) the TCs shall be  persecuted/defamed/reviled  because it exposes the hypocrisy of people claiming to 
represent Yahweh  (inasmuch these leaders are being paid for  fraudulently representing  “The Almighty God”)! 
85th Instruction – TCs will continue their  accurate  teaching in adversity because they entrust in the living God Yahweh 
for adoption,  and thus He becomes The Saviour of all people who choose to fulfil His Desire  (over their 2 part life),  but 
chiefly the people who  are  presently  trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true  to what they know  (of  “The Word of God”)! 
63rd Reasoning – Notice the two-part separator: “{very most}/especially”  between all people and those who believe. 
Notice also,  Yahweh  (righteously enabled by JC’s ransom sacrifice)  saves  all  people  =  resurrects them into The 
Millennium so they might learn righteousness from the TCs who will then be  “Sons of God”  with infinite capability to 
“express Yahweh’s Pure Desire in The Millennium”  (“HS”). 
But especially  those (= TCs and people aiming to become TCs) who believe (= imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  that means 
they are  guaranteed salvation as future “Sons of God” (Rev.20v6).  None of this is taught by  worldly Christian leaders, 
which is  why  they cannot be TCs – because they are  not  accurately teaching The Gospel  (being the  Whole Gospel). 
86th Instruction – TCs are given The Responsibility to teach  “The Whole Gospel”  to The World. 
64th Reasoning – Why?   Because it fulfils Yahweh's Desire to attain His 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age having 
demonstrably shown themselves as having attained the same Golden Standard as laid down by JC.  Yahweh can then move 
to the next stage of His “Plan for Human Salvation” –  being The Millennium and restraint of Satan with his cohorts. 
15th Good News – TCs keep pushing forward to accurately teach  “The Word of God”  because they trust entirely upon 
Yahweh –  precisely as did JC when he led with  “The Personal Sacrifice” –  that 144000 TCs  likewise imitate. 
1Tim.  4v10 og into/unto  that/this/there/here  For  also  (we) {feel fatigue}/{work hard}/toil/labour   
1Tim.  4v10 og also  (we are) defamed/{railed at}/chided/taunted/reproached/reviled/upbraided,   
1Tim.  4v10 og because  (we have) expectation/confide/entrust  over/upon/concerning  (to the) God  (to the) living/existing,   
1Tim.  4v10 og who/which/that  (he) is  (the) deliverer/saviour  (of the) all (persons [types])  (of the) men,   
1Tim.  4v10 og {very most}/{in the greatest degree}/chiefly/{most of all}/especially   
1Tim.  4v10 og (of the [persons,  TCs]) trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true [plural]. 
1Tim.  4v10 = For  into  this   (ministry service of precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)   

also  we  (TCs)   {feel fatigue}/{work hard}/labour,   
also  we  (TCs)   are  defamed/taunted/reproached/reviled,    (by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
because  we have  expectation/entrusting  upon/concerning  to the  living  God  (Yahweh)   Who  is  the  Deliverer/Saviour  of all  men,   
{very most}/chiefly/especially  of the  (people = TCs)   trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true    (by exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 

 

For into this  (ministry of precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return,  except abuse and persecution,  John.16v1-4) 
also we  (aiming to be TCs)  feel fatigue   ( perhaps [1]  8 + hours  secular work  and then  [2] 4 + hours  given freely  in The Ministry,  per day) 
also we  (aiming to be TCs)  are  defamed/reviled   (by  “Leaders of Religion”  detesting  “1st Century Christianity”,  John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, etc.) 
because we  (aiming to be TCs)  have the expectation upon to the living  God   (Yahweh,  will fulfil His side of  “The  Agreement/Promise”) 
                 (This is precisely what JC had in Yahweh as the Gospels persistently tell us,  for example John.17v1-2  [as “The Lead Example” for all TCs]) 
Who is The Saviour  of all  men   (by  [1] Sourcing God’s Word to purify our mind  [2] able to resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life) 
especially  of the people  (“The Early Adopters”)  trustful/faithful   (the validated 144000 TCs who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
 

We might ask - 
Does this add support to The Trinity  (Yahweh and JC both being termed  “Saviours”  in The Bible)? 

Absolutely not!   
Thus,  again I must untangle the  twisted nonsense  we are taught by our spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 
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There are  two  individual Saviours  (actually three,  please see my 4th Revision Addition). 
Each of Whom are doing what is necessary regarding  Their specific part  to make  “salvation”  possible for us as individuals! 

1. It was JC becoming  “The Means”  (= The Enabler)  to ensure a  “resurrection”  for all people  “became  righteously  possible”. 
2. It will be Yahweh expressing His “HS”  (“Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”,  using His infinite capability)  to 

resurrect us,  in precisely the same manner as He showed what was possible with JC on the third day after his murder  (orchestrated by the 
“Professional leaders of Religion”  John.11v47-53, 19v6-12).   Inasmuch,  it is possible  to create a  heavenly/celestial  physical body for a 
person who previously existed in a fleshly DNA physical body,  and that is how JCg becomes “The  First/Chief/Only  Begotten Son of God” –  
please see  “Begotten”  in glossary  (because as usual,  it is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders  errantly  tell us). 

This verse also demonstrates  two  classes of people - 
1. “God  (through His HS –  noting its correct definition as given on “FutureLife.Org”)  is The Saviour of save  all  Mankind”  by giving them 

the option to learn  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  (because most people had  not  exactly copied JC in the 1st part of their physical life) 
2. “Especially of believers”  demonstrating their belief by works  (now in the 1st part of their physical life,  to become  “The Early Adopters”)  

by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now in the 1st part of their physical life,  are  “saved2  more particularly –  which as this 
website states is  “Sonship” –  from which  “guaranteed  life  (hence everlasting)  upon resurrection”  is assured. 

It is because those specific people aiming to become TCs by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now during the 1st part of their physical life are 
feeling fatigued,  working hard,  toiling,  labouring purely in  “The Ministry Work”  and avoiding  all  worldly  things/matters/issues/distractions  “like 
the plague”  (Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-7).  See also how JC spun the argument around full circle on The Pharisees,  and completely disorientated them –  
John.9v39-41 –  they just did not quite know how to respond  (and likewise at Matt.9v15, Mark.2v19, Luke.5v34)  please see all my cited local 
commentaries)! 
Because these specific individuals  are  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  then their righteousness    “Exhibits the hypocrisy of other people”  
very much as Paul said of Noah as compared with the rest of The World  (Heb.11v7).  This exposure of the leaders  as being hypocrites,  causes the 
leaders to retaliate through quote   “defamation, taunts, reproach, reviling” –  of which precisely occurred to JC,  moreover of what JC prophesied  
(John.16v1-4,  being one of so very many citations that could be used). 
Moreover,  we see  precisely the same  has occurred in the political world –  when the emails of our political leaders went public on Wikileaks that 
exposed their hypocrisy during 2008 to 2014 CE,  then our political leaders became most wrathful upon the perpetrators of Edward Snowdon, Julian 
Assange, etc.  citing all manner of excuses  (damaging national security, etc.),  but essentially it was “the exposed hypocrisy”  that was  the most hurtful! 

This is precisely what JC said of  “The Religious Leaders”  at  Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1, etc.    
The reader must understand    

It is the  one/same  minded type of person who takes these respective positions of  political/religious  leadership within society as a whole 
today,   generation after generation,  but just different names and faces fill the respective slots!    

That is precisely why JC speaks of  “The  First/Most  in society now,  becoming  The  Last/Least”  in the future society of The Millennium  (Matt.19v30, 
20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.)  because they will need to start at the bottom to be best placed  to repent,  and then reform their mind to ideally 
become Christ-like,  in the 2nd part of their physical life.   That is true righteousness! 
A 4th revision addition. 

Who is the third entity required for our “Salvation”? 
Actually,  it is “personal”,  it depends upon us,  as an  “individual”,  ultimately it depends upon us personally imitating JC’s deportment that shall allow 
us to  live/exist  beyond The Millennium  (because people remaining as  “humans”  [as we are now]  shall be exterminated at  “The 2nd Death”  of 
annihilation beyond The Millennium). 
JCg (as JC) freely gave us (at his 1st Advent) - 

1. The Ministry to give us a 2nd part of our spiritual life,  for us  to personally purify our mind. 
2. The Ransom Sacrifice to give us the 2nd part of physical life,  for Yahweh to give us a new physical body (in trust for about 99.9+% of people) 

JC’s Ransom Sacrifice  atoned/{bought back}/reset  the first part of our  spiritual/physical  life  (body follows the mind). 
JC being dead over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v38, 20v1)  covers us over  “The Great Sabbath Day representing The Millennium”  
(Mark2v27-28)  while 99.9+% of people learn how to imitate JC’s deportment  under the instruction of the 144000 TCs  as the  rulers/kings/priests  
(2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6). 
After the Millennium,  all cover is removed,  we personally stand  (have everlasting life)  or fall  (be annihilated)  upon the educated decision we make - 

Do we imitate JC  (by subjecting ourselves to Yahweh’s Methodology,  by us freely yielding to  “His Right to Rule our Mind”)? 
Do we reject JC  (by returning to worldly methodology,  thereby freely yielding ourselves to  “Satan’s right to rule our mind”)? 

Those people of the former disposition have fully  imbued/inculcated  JC as  “The Word of God”  and by consequence have grown the new 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (2Cor.5v17. Gal.6v15)  to become truly Christlike and hence they personally have the HS operating within themselves. 
Noting the HS is the composite definition as FutureLife.Org persistently teaches,  it is  not  the errant nonsense preached by leaders of Christendom! 
1Tim.  4v11 og (You) {Transmit a message}/Enjoin/{(Give in) charge}/Declare  these (things)   
1Tim.  4v11 og also  (you) {cause to learn}/teach/train. 
1Tim.  4v11 = You  enjoin/declare/{give in charge}  these  things,   also  you  teach   (by explanation/deportment, these things). 
 

You  (Timothy as a prospective TC)  declare these things   (to the brethren,  presently as spiritual children) 
also you teach   (“1st Century Christianity”  with fidelity to that taught by JC  [absolutely  not  the new “worldly Christianity”,  of 325+  CE]) 
 

If  we are to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  then  we are to personally imbue all this knowledge  (2Tim.3v15-17)  within us  (=  “learn The Bible”). 
Once having  accurate “Knowledge”   then it becomes incumbent to personally go out and teach The World  freely  (and “simply” = with no strings 
attached)  in the form of charity works –  being the giving up  (in sacrifice)  of our time to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  This  is  “The Calling Out” 
today Yahweh Desires.  Yahweh is searching by validation for  election/selection  for these type of people who are  personally motivated  for absolutely  
no  worldly return,  and are prepared to be abused,  reviled for doing precisely this –  because it demonstrates their sincerity of motivation to bring 
forward The Millennium ever-closer.  This is when  “The Resurrected World”  (= “The Inheritance”)  shall be taught  “Righteousness”  to purify the 2nd 
part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  accurately  given by 144000 faithful stewards,  so all its members might have a righteous 
opportunity to truly  “Believe in JC”  (= exactly imitate JC)  and thus be personally,  best positioned to have eternal life. 
Sadly,  our leaders   “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”  (while pretending to be “helping”)  and demonstrably show they are personally making 
roots within the present regime to the  hurt/harm  of our neighbour occurring at least somewhere within The World. 
Yahweh knowing of His future Sons of God before they are born  (Rom.8v29)  will  achieve His 144000 Sons  soon –  so we are to make ourselves 
available to be  elected/selected  into one of those positions by becoming a TC now –  as was Paul,  and Timothy would become to be! 
Quite simply   If we do not try,  then we cannot even put ourselves on  The Short List’ –  and thus   How can Yahweh’s Plan move to the next stage? 

We would have turned our back upon Him and His ideal requirements for us! 
 
87th Instruction – Those people assiduously aiming to become TCs must set themselves as being  “The  Ideal/Perfect  
Model/Pattern”  for  The Brethren (Christians)  to follow. 
88th Instruction – Those people aiming to become TCs must be  trustful/faithful/sure/true  in words  (specifically of God). 
89th Instruction – Those people aiming to become TCs must be  trustful/faithful/sure/true  behaviour/lifestyle. 
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90th Instruction – Those people aiming to become TCs must be  trustful/faithful/sure/true  charity to freely give  time. 
91st Instruction – Those people aiming to become TCs must be  trustful/faithful/sure/true  in  The Real Faith. 
92nd Instruction – Those people aiming to become TCs must be  trustful/faithful/sure/true  in  cleanliness/purity. 
Reasoning – repeat - What I have witnessed (being the fallout) throughout The World in such-like circles  (within the back 
rooms out of public gaze),  this listing nullifies those leaders in worldly Christian schisms – by the definition of “worldly”. 
93rd Instruction – TCs will learn The Bible  (using an accurate translation – not the NIV)  so they might use The Word of 
God like a sword in both attack  (against  worldly Christian leaders)  and in defence  (from their attack) - (Eph.6v17). 
94th Instruction – TCs will not disregard their DNA gifts directed The Word of God expressing His HS,  to maximise their 
potential by furthering Yahweh's Desire in The Environment  (thus supported by the definition of “HS”),  a virtuous circle! 
3rd Prophecy – Paul knew,  Timothy had the integrity to become a TC as prophesied by The Elders and thus assisted him 
to achieve that goal –  always knowing,  Timothy was a viable vessel for Yahweh to use to bring forth new TCs. 
32nd Warning – There is a distinct difference between the genuine  “laying on of hands”  in  “The 1st Century”  and to 
what occurs today in  “The 21st Century”!   2000 years ago, it was done  the once  before an important personal 
commission.   Today it is done to just pervert The Spiritually Blind Mind of deluded devotees in hype and razzmatazz! 
Yahweh aided those people 2000 years ago to fulfil His Desire to yield Mankind’s Salvation,  Yahweh ignores those people 
today fulfilling their worldly desires of emotional lust for The Immediacy that shall ultimately destroy us if not corrected! 
1Tim.  4v12 of {Not even one}/{No one}/None (person)   (of) thee/thy/thou/you  [singular, Timothy] 
1Tim.  4v12 of of the  newness/youthfulness  (let he/she) {think against}/disesteem/despise,   
1Tim.  4v12 of but  (the) stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type/example  (you [Timothy]) {become to be} [middle voice] 
1Tim.  4v12 of of the (persons [Brethren])  trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true [plural] 
1Tim.  4v12 of in  (to the [= within]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Tim.  4v12 of in  (to the [= within]) behaviour/lifestyle/conversation/{busying one’s self}/deportment/conduct  ,   
1Tim.  4v12 of in  (to the [= within]) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,   
1Tim.  4v12 of [in spirit = CA thus ignore],  in  (to the [= within]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
1Tim.  4v12 of in  (to the [= within]) cleanliness/chastity/purity. 
1Tim.  4v12 = Let  {no one}  (person)   he/she  {think against}/disesteem/despise  your  youthfulness  (Timothy),   

but  you  personally {become to be}  the  pattern/model/mould/type  of the  people  (Brethren/Christians)   trustful/faithful/sure/true  
within the  words/sayings/reasoning,   
within the  behaviour/lifestyle/conversation,   
within the  charity/agape,   
within the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
within the  cleanliness/chastity/purity. 

 

Let no person  he/she  despise your youthfulness  (Timothy)    (obviously Timothy had an  “old head”  on  “young shoulders”) 
but you personally become to be the  pattern/model  (for)  the  trusting/faithful  people   (choosing to imitate your  ministry/lifestyle) 
      (where your perfect example must be shown … …  ) 
within the  words/saying/reasoning   (you freely give to the recipient) 
within the  behaviour/deportment   (to your neighbour  [to remain wholly innocent/blameless – so that no charge can be levelled against a TC]) 
within the  agape/charity   (in your  accurate teaching of  “The Word of God”  by both word and deportment) 
within the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  all built upon  “The Word of God”  to yield  “1st Century Christianity”) 
within the  cleanliness/purity   (of mind driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  towards our neighbour for their possible “Sonship”). 
 

It is possible to become a TC while young,  as the parable of the workers in The Vineyard clearly tells us  (Matt.20v1-9).  
Timothy was clearly one of the early workers in the day  (while being in the 1st part of their physical life),  and yet other people may  reform/readjust  to 
become acceptable for election to Sonship towards  “the end of their day”  (of the 1st part of their physical life).  Note by allegory,  “The Market”  is The 
Christian Nation generally  (“kicking its heels”)  being a pool of workers who are presently not enthused to work for The Master in His Vineyard  (being 
The Required Teaching of The World). 
If  we are enthused to precisely imitate JC,  then  we exhibit ourselves as  “The  Pattern/Mould/Template”  for those people of The World to  
emulate/imitate  through the interactive interface with people daily  (that is  why  we must  not  lock ourselves away in a monastery “snubbing The 
World”  in some form of  “hypocritical piety”  utterly  wasting  our life away  -  this will bring  no  favour from Yahweh).   
Now - 

Can the reader understand why  “in spirit”  is a copyist addition? 
Paul is speaking in this verse of  “The Interface”  (= expressed by the TC's lifestyle/deportment)  to the recipient demonstrated as described. 

It is  “The Word of God”  having modified our  personal  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that becomes  “The Driver”  that would be 
implicit within an individual performing these functions of The Interface.   

Therefore,  Paul has no need to mention  “The Driver”  in the listing when describing  “The Interface”  to the outside world. 
Thus,  the practical aspect of  “The Interface”  of the TC must be maximised so  “occupational effort”  becomes effective by being driven through  “the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  that will be at  one/same  as with Yahweh’s that is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}” = the  “HS”. 
1Tim.  4v13 og until/{up to}/while  (I) accompany/appear/bring/come [middle voice]   
1Tim.  4v13 og (you) {hold in the mind}/{pay attention}/{apply oneself}/{have regard}/heed/addict/attend     
1Tim.  4v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {the act of reading}/reading,   
1Tim.  4v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/urging,   
1Tim.  4v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {instructing/teaching of information/function doctrine}. 
1Tim.  4v13 = Until  I  (Paul)    personally  appear/come, 

you  (Timothy)   {pay attention}/{apply oneself}  to the  reading,     (being The Tanakh that explained by allegory Yahweh's Plan) 
in the  exhortation/entreaty/urging,     (being what is sadly  never  taught today by  worldly Christian leaders) 
in the  {instruction/teaching  of  doctrine/information}.    (That yields 1st Century Christianity – of which TCs teach to The World) 

 

Until I (Paul)  personally come,  apply yourself to the  (public)  reading  (unto The Ecclesia when you visit them) 
(also apply yourself)  in the  exhortation/urging  (of The Ecclesia)   
(also apply yourself)  in the  teaching of instructional doctrine   (to educate the Ecclesia). 
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Timothy was instructed to  (publicly)  read The Tanakh  (The Old Testament)  and obviously other writings  (some lost and others being copies)  given by 
other apostles so the  accurate  knowledge might be carefully taught to The Brethren members of The New Ecclesia. 
Paul was urging Timothy to do this,  because Paul could see deviant charmers infiltrating  The Ecclesia  at all levels –  just as we have today within  The 
Christian Nation  giving their errant teaching that has a few hooks to  “seem plausible” –  but most of the content is spiritually  wayward  as I show in 
my audit reports of their output! 

Grasp the  accurate  knowledge and then  personally  go out into The World and use it! 
This is a  personal  exhortation –  to every person claiming to be a  “Christian”  in The World    

We are in “The Market Place” –  Yahweh is calling us  (Matt.20v1-12) -  do we desire to respond,  or only be apathetic, –  it is our choice! 
However,  we may have an eternity to regret it –   inasmuch while existing for an eternity in a perfect body within the most wonderful society  (a 
marvellous prospect in its own right) –   then we would know that we did  once  (long ago –  of billions of years earlier)  have an opportunity to become a 
“Son of God” –  but freely choose to ignore this opportunity when it was  “in the palm of our hand”  (hence Matt.8v12, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30, etc.)  that 
only occurred at JC’s 1st 2nd C to collect his bride of 144000 individual people.  However,  this is  not  to be confused with Matt.13v42 that will occur 
some 1000 years later at  the end  of The Millennium.  Worldly Christian Doctrine muddles the two events together  only  because they use the same 
language –   which is  not  a valid reason –  as we know in life today,  similar events at different times can be described in the same manner –  and 
likewise here!   The Gospels are only describing what is going through The Mind,  when the individual knows –   they have squandered the  
time/occasion/moment  when they had  “The Opportunity”  “in the palm of their hand”.  and had just thrown  “the most precious”  away like trash! 
1Tim.  4v14 og not  (you be) {careless of}/{make light of}/flippant/neglectful/{not regard}  of the  [gift, religious qualification]   
1Tim.  4v14 og in  {to [= within] thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (the) {divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious qualification},   
1Tim.  4v14 og whom/which/that  (it was) given/bestowed/granted  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy [= you individually] 
1Tim.  4v14 og through (reason of)   (the) prophecy/prediction/prophesying  {amid/together/with (meta)}   
1Tim.  4v14 og (of the) {an imposition (of hands officially)}/{laying/putting on}  of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands   
1Tim.  4v14 og of the  {the order of the elders}/{leaders of the Ecclesia}. 
1Tim.  4v14 = Not  you  (Timothy)   be  careless/{make light}/flippant/disregard 

of the  {divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious qualification}  within  you,   
that  it was  given/bestowed/granted  to you   (singularly)   
through reason of  the  prophecy/prediction  with  the  imposition{/putting on}  of the  Elders’  hands. 

 

Not you (Timothy)  be  careless/flippant  of the divine endowment within you   (Note  “religious qualification”  is a  “dirty”  phrase today) 
that was given to  (specifically) you through reason of prophecy  together/with  the imposition of the Elders' hands. 
 

If we have thoroughly imbued the knowledge on this website and feel motivated to become baptised,  then go to different churches in the locality.   
Sadly,  the chances are against us,  they are  all  very likely  to be  disapproved  by Yahweh.  and consequently,  we must  not  go to them  a second time.   
Carefully take note of  what/how  they teach  “The Word of God”.  –  How would a  sane/reasoned  atheist regard them  (1Cor.14v23)?   
We must  audit  the congregational members  (Matt.7v16-20); –  are they taught to become like their leader in the following manner? 

Are they behaving as Paul teaches in his epistles  (especially my commentary at 1Cor.14v1-40) –  being what we have learnt on this website? 
Do they teach similar sermons as recommended on this website? 
Or  by contrast,  do they teach wayward material alien to what we have learnt on this website? 
Are they respectful to each other  “orderly in their sermons”  where there is distinct  awe/reverence  to Yahweh? 
Do they behave in a  sane/reasoned   manner –  being the type of people whom we would respect in society? 
Are they the type of people whom we could trust to become high quality  spiritual  leaders over  “The Resurrected World”? 
Are they happy and friendly amongst themselves  (rather than “fearful” and intimidated). 
Are they friendly to you on your first  auditing  visit  (when auditing them and their output against specifically what The Bible instructs)? 
Is there a hierarchal structure of more than two layers,  noting in The Bible there was only two layers    [1] Brethren and [2] TC (elders)? 
Is the Bible regularly used during The Sermon  (in context)?   Is it  carefully  explained during the sermon?  
Is there one to one tutoring on explaining both The Tanakh God’s Word part 1 and how JC specifically answered it as God’s Word part 2? 
Is Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation logically explained in the most righteous manner for every existing human? 
Do they speak about   “The Calling Out”  and encourage us to go out and teach The World of  “The Real Gospel”  outside their Ecclesia? 
Do the members try to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle? 
Are the members exhorted to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by The Elder(s)? 
Are the members freely encouraged to ask questions of The Elder(s) –  and will The Elder(s) spend sufficient time to explain things? 
Are the sermons  informative/instructive/challenging/investigative? 
Are the many examples of peoples’ lives in The Bible scrutinised and instruction given for our  guidance/warning  in application of our lives? 
Where is  “The Thrust”  of the leadership taking the congregation?  –  What is the  “Real Purpose”  of The Meeting? 
            (Is it for the  pleasure/existence/{social get together}  of the members  or  The Edification of The Local Community in God’s Word?) 
            And the required warnings  (given to beware of the self-indulgent  “immediacy”  for an  animalistic/carnal  mind of either party) - 
Is there any mention  verbal/written/{cash pot}  about  “donations”  for “The Cause”  (if so, –  then leave immediately)! 
Is there emotional hype generated in the form of repetition,  music,  razzmatazz,  exciting oratory  (if so, – then leave immediately)! 
Is there enchantment in the form of wonderful and supposedly miraculous events  (if so, – then leave immediately)! 
Is there teaching suggesting the members of this church are saved to the exclusion of any other people  (if so, -  then leave immediately)! 
Is the leader on a podium with microphone giving a one-way discourse and no follow-up personal tutoring  (if so,  then leave immediately)! 
Are the prayers self-indulgent or hypocritical or self-excusing or repetitive each week  (if so,  then leave immediately)! 

These questions are all important pointers to a good or bad  (that on the face may look  “wonderful”)  Christian community within which to associate. 
Once we are satisfied –  then it becomes a  personal  decision to continue with this grouping. 
If they seem reasonable on your 1st audit visit  -  then  continue the audit  process over perhaps ten visits to ensure there is nothing lurking within their 
ministry alien to what you have learnt from this website. 

Most importantly,  “What is The Goal of The Congregation?”    “Moreover, that Goal of The Leader?”  Most likely  to be kept very private! 
The Goal should not be,  “Have a good Time”  and the leader  “More worldly return/gain!” 
Nor should The Goal be  “Get more people into your group!”  Especially if  “Yahweh has  no  regard for your group!” 

If  successful audits over at least 10 weeks prove  all  the members to be  “truly Christlike”  then  become baptised with them and join with them  in 
safety knowing Yahweh will be with you,  as He is with the people in this congregation,  just as was Paul here with Timothy in this epistle –  knowing that 
you will have comfort and support with each other ardently working together to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in The Ministry work of precisely imitating JC. 

That is about the best advice I can give,  being wholly remote from the reader – except by my writings. 
I can recommend certain groupings –  but choose not,  - else I become labelled by those people adversarial to “My Ministry”,  by trying to use anything 
to  taint/{throw muck}  because of their exposed hypocrisy.  Likewise,  the Pharisees claimed JC was a sinner,  had a demon in him,  a drunkard,  etc.,  
trying to smear by  “slander” (= “devil”)    -  because they choose  not  to understand  (1Cor.3v4-6, as enforced schisms),  knowing the consequences of 
reform would be personally too painful. 

So why this long preamble? 
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Because quite simply the expression of  “laying on of hands”  is so distorted in application by  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders! 
We are told elsewhere in the epistles,  this is  singularly done  to introduce a new member to  “The Real Faith”,  or  when they are to embark on a new 
venture and thus it is used as a public communal acceptance and support of the anticipated arduous future commission  (Acts.13v3). 

We are told  (1Tim.5v22)   It is  not  to be done lightly,  in a trivial manner!   
That is the reason for the preamble –  because the feigned  “laying of hands”  is greatly used for the hype and excitement witnessed along with certain 
other warning signs given earlier within many  very worldly  “self-proclaiming Christian”  groupings,  whose members presumptuously assume they are 
wallowing within the HS –  but sadly by Yahweh's Audit  -  they are not!   They are only operating in  “The Immediacy”  to feed the unfettered 
animalistic/carnal  mind driven by  “worldly methodology”  originally sourced by Satan,    rather than be imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  to bring forth 
Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  (requiring its component parts),  where we are to personally  feed The Mind of our recipients to be precisely 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Now the reader can understand the reason for my long preamble!    
If Yahweh deems these leaders to be  “charlatan Christian leaders”   (presently collectively  beloved/adored  by their  millions upon millions  of  
bewitched/deluded  devotees) –  then these specific leaders will  never  be resurrected!    Furthermore,  the deluded devotees upon their resurrection will 
be given all the reasons as to why their leaders were described in the same manner as The Pharisees  (Matt.23v27-28)  behind their  endearing/enticing  
smile and crafted eloquence of oratory for mental seduction! 
Moreover,  those leaders of Christendom who remain quiet over such activities – are to be judged alongside as to be condoning these Satanic practices  
(= opposing what Yahweh truly desires,  because these activities are  not  bringing forth 144000 TCs with The Mind to  “accurately and responsibly rule 
The Millennium”).  Consequently,  these silent Christian leaders are too ashamed to speak-up for God’s Word  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26),  and they all 
shall be judged by Yahweh as having participated alongside these spiritual deviants!   
 
95th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must carefully consider The Scriptures to understand 
what it precisely means to oneself and to one’s neighbour in both near term and long term.  We are  not  to glibly accept 
what people tell us – but  thoroughly question everything  to the very lowest denominator;  ask: Why, why, why, why, why! 
65th Reasoning – By carefully reasoning upon The Scriptures then we  are  able to exactly understand what Yahweh's 
Desire is for ourselves and for our neighbour that will ultimately yield a righteous society under JCg’s rule starting in The 
Millennium.  In this manner we personally understand the full details because we  have  “searched and found” –  just as 
JC instructs.  Thus, we become empowered to explain  with authority over our subject matter  to other people what 
Yahweh Desires of them at a personal level -  so that they too might know/understand  (so there is  no  “mystery”). 
33rd Warning – The converse is true,  if we do  not  carefully consider things,  nor thoroughly question what we are told, 
then we will certainly become  “brain-washed”  by those charlatans desiring to milk us of everything we might have!   
Sadly,  some of the most charming leaders  are the worst – knowing this is the best stratagem to achieve  what they desire! 
96th Instruction – By carefully considering and questioning  all  things,  then we must  “press forward”  to become a TC. 
66th Reasoning – By carefully considering and questioning everything then we gain the solid foundation of Truth upon 
which we might then build with fidelity to what we know.  We will  gain/progress/profit  in  “Heavenly Treasure”  and 
become a shining example for other people to  emulate/copy –  and thus fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  to be elected as a TC. 
34th Warning – The converse is true,  if we do  not  carefully consider things,  nor thoroughly question what we are told 
then we cannot become a TC because we will  not  have  The Real Faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
All the above is true irrespective of what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  might (and do)  preach to the contrary! 
1Tim.  4v15 og these (things)   (you) {take care of}/{revolve within the mind}/meditate   
1Tim.  4v15 og in  {to [= within] these  (persons/things)}  {give thyself wholly to},   
1Tim.  4v15 og that  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  the  progress/advancement/furtherance/profit   
1Tim.  4v15 og (the) {shiningly  apparent/manifest/obvious/known} [plural]  might/may/can/should/be   
1Tim.  4v15 og in  (to the [= within]) all (persons). 
1Tim.  4v15 = You  {revolve within the mind}/meditate/{carefully consider}  within  these things,   (of which I write to you)  

{give yourself wholly}  (to these things),   
that  your (own)   progress/advancement/furtherance/profit  might/can/be  {shiningly  apparent/obvious}  within  all  people. 

 

You (Timothy)  carefully consider within these things   (of which I write to you in this epistle) 
give yourself wholly   (unto these things of which I write) 
that your  (own)  progress/advancement  might/be  shiningly apparent within all people   (able to recognise your positive attributes). 
 

The obvious question must be - 
Do we personally deeply consider these things Paul writes down in his epistles for our instruction?   As did Timothy,  to his gain. 
Or do we  (as taught by some worldly Christian leaders to)  dismiss what Paul states as being  “supposedly irrelevant” in  “today’s  world”? 

Personally,  when I meet Paul in The Millennium –  he,  elected by Yahweh,  as a Son of God  -  then I desire to be in the position,  where I say to him    
I have tried to follow precisely what you instructed of me –  just as you imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best that you were able. 
Would YOU be able to state  the same thing  to Paul? 

As a  statement of fact  -  Yahweh  has  elected Paul as a future  “Son of God” –  Paul is  yet  to be resurrected –  but  will  very soon  at JCg’s 1st 2nd C.  
–  Do YOU personally desire to be resurrected alongside him in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (in  “The Early Harvest” –  being the resultant of 
Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”, Matt.20v23, James.3v1) –  or do you prefer to wait until The Millennium  (and be judged by 
JCg and his 144000 TCs/{sons of God}  in  The Standard Judgement,  John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)? 
Or as a  charlatan Christian leader  (if you have read this far)  without  “repenting and reform”  shall  never  see The Millennium? 

Please do as this verse teaches us - 
{Revolve within the mind}/Meditate/{Carefully consider}  within these things,  give yourself wholly to these things,  that your  
progress/advancement/furtherance/profit  might/can/be  {shiningly  apparent/obvious}  within all people. 

Reiterating,  why this verse? 
Yahweh is seeking by validation people who prove themselves  (not to Yahweh – He already knows who will succeed but)  to  “The Resurrected World”  
these new leaders are truly worthy to rule in  “Righteousness”.   This public validation is evidential when reviewing  “The Credentials”  (Luke.12v2-3)  
of them having been  innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  of any  charge/accusation  laid at them by  any  resurrected person  (on 
this planet),  thereby being truly “Holy”.  Moreover,  when reading that sentence carefully,  we can understand why Yahweh could only prophesy that 
144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  would make this grade before  “The Present World”  sinks into singularity  (Matt.24v22, etc.). 
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97th Instruction – All TCs and those Brethren aiming to become TCs must attentively  “watch” themselves  (see glossary). 
98th Instruction – All TCs and those Brethren aiming to become TCs must be attentive to  accurate  information. 
99th Instruction – All TCs and those Brethren aiming to become TCs must persevere with  “The Word of God”. 
67th Reasoning – It is  only  by TCs maintaining their fidelity to  “The Word of God”  and what it means within one’s life 
that will ultimately result in  deliverance/salvation/preservation  (1) for themselves and  (2) The Resurrected World. 
68th Reasoning – And because TCs maintain their fidelity to  “The Word of God”  means they  accurately  teach  “The 
Word of God”  to The World that will ultimately lead to the salvation of the hearkening recipients of  “The Word of God”  
(being  “The Whole Gospel”  accurately  explained)  who imbue it within them and continue imitating JC’s lifestyle. 
16th Good News – By fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  then we can save ourselves  (over our 2 part life –  see glossary)! 
17th Good News – By fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  then we can save other people  (over their 2 part life –  see glossary)! 
1Tim.  4v16 og (You) {hold upon}/retain/detain/{pay attention to}/{give/take heed to}/{hold forth}   
1Tim.  4v16 og (to the) {of thyself}/{of your own self}   
1Tim.  4v16 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {instruction/teaching of information/function doctrine}.   
1Tim.  4v16 og (You) {Stay over}/Persevere/Abide/Continue/Remain  {to them};   
1Tim.  4v16 og that/this/there/here  for  (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising   
1Tim.  4v16 og also  (the) {of thyself}/{of your own self}  (you will) deliver/{to save}/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve   
1Tim.  4v16 og also  the ( persons)  hearing/listening/understanding/responding  thee/thy/thou/you. 
1Tim.  4v16 = You  {hold upon}/{pay attention}/{take heed}  to  {your own self}   

also  to the  {instruction of doctrinal information}.   
You  {stay over}/persevere/remain  {to them},   
for  the  working/performing/providing  this   (instruction)   will  also  deliver/{make whole}/preserve  {your own self}  
also  the  people  listening/understanding/responding  (to)  you. 

 

You (Timothy)  hold upon to your own self   (do  not  become  seduced/deluded  by the teaching of  charlatan Christian leaders  [Matt.24v24]) 
also  (hold upon)  to the instruction of doctrinal information   (as originally sourced by  “1st Century Christianity”). 
You (Timothy)  persevere to them   (remain resolutely firm to what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us), 
for the  working/performing  this  (instruction)  will  also  deliver/preserve  your own self   (because we have personally purified our mind). 
                 (The Warning – do not follow The New Jesus (2Cor.11v4) ,  it was “new” then,  but now The New Jesus is The Established Jesus everywhere!)  

 

We are to  “take heed upon”  ourselves  (same meaning as  “To Watch”  as often used –  see glossary)  at the required  two  levels - 
1. Ensure we  have/maintain  accurate knowledge is paramount –  there are far too many  (fervent but spiritually blind, hence)  deviant  

Christian leaders giving  their  (but not Yahweh’s)  instruction  (being of  their own gospel,  and not  “1st Century Christian”  Gospel). 
2. Once having this knowledge   (which has been thoroughly assayed)  then we must act with fidelity upon it –  else we are a hypocrite! 

If we do not know what to do –  or think we can be apathetic,  then quite simply we have  inaccurate knowledge  and need to go back to item [1]  above. 
However,  by practising with fidelity  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued/inculcated  within us as individuals to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  
then quite simply as Paul states here   

“You have guaranteed for yourself salvation” = guaranteed everlasting when resurrected as a “Son of God” in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
body created by Yahweh  that is  “incorruptible”  (1Cor.15v35-55)  and hence  “The 2nd Death”  has no power  (Rev.2v27, 20v6). 

But it does not stop there - 
Equally,  people who  listen/understand/respond   (at the three committed levels for a positive result to achieve  “real faith”)  to the ministry 
that a TC does in the 1st part of their physical life -  shall also become TCs themselves  (as deemed by Yahweh)  and they likewise shall have  
guaranteed  salvation as future  “Sons of God”  upon their  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (= “The 1st Resurrection” – Rev.20v6) . 

The Bible cannot say it much clearer than that!   
Sadly,  it is all the  worldly  interpretations that spin out considerable  unrighteous waffle to the self-glory of the  “Leaders of Religion”! 

However,  it is  not  a deficiency on Yahweh’s part –  He chose to  “Author His Word”  as He has done so  “The Real Gospel”  would  precisely unfold 
as the HS  “makes known in due season”  progressively  during the last 2000 or so years to keep those people interested –  to continuously be searching 
and doing what Yahweh Desires  of the individual  during  his/her  assay/proving/examination  of The Scriptures (Matt.7v7-8). 
But now -  because The Gospel Age  is  at  “The Close” –  all  is being revealed and explained –  precisely as The Bible says it will occur (Matt.24v14),  
because it most certainly was not forthcoming from Christendom for the last 1700 years -  but only by people  “bypassing Christendom”! 
 
 
100th Instruction – Do not  chastise/rebuke  an elder man of the Ecclesia –  but beseech him as a father. 
69th Reasoning – They have more knowledge and experience of life –  thus treat them with respect –  there may be good 
reasons as to why they behave in the manner they do. 
101st Instruction – Do not  chastise/rebuke  a young man of the Ecclesia –  but treat him like a brother. 
70th Reasoning – They will have much greater respect and thus voluntarily choose to listen to what is stated. 
102nd Instruction – Treat elder woman of the Ecclesia as mothers,  with respect for what they have done for their children. 
103rd Instruction – Treat young women of the Ecclesia as sisters – as though they are part of The Family. 
71st Reasoning – In all social interaction,  respect the other person and  he/she  will respect us  (and thus we are able to 
effectively engage in the ministry work to further edify a potentially hearkening individual). 
1Tim.  5v1 og (To the)  {(comparative of) older}/{elder (of the ecclesia)} (man)   
1Tim.  5v1 og not  (you) {over/upon flattening}/chastise/upbraid/rebuke,   
1Tim.  5v1 og but  (you) {set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort   
1Tim.  5v1 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  the  father/forebear,  
1Tim.  5v1 og (the) new/fresh/regenerated/young (men)  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}. 
1Tim.  5v1 = Not  you  (Timothy)   chastise/rebuke  the  {elder man of the ecclesia},  but  beseech/exhort/urge  as the  father,   

(and)   the  new/young  men  {in that manner}/as  the  brothers. 
 

Not you (Timothy)  chastise/rebuke  the Elder of the Ecclesia,  but you  {call near}/beseech/urge  in that manner as the father, 
(and)   the young men   (you  {call near}/beseech/urge)   in that manner as the  (spiritual)  brothers. 
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Not quite as some of our standard bible translations give.   
It is directed towards the older men  in The Ecclesia,  and  not  towards the elderly people  outside  The Ecclesia.  Furthermore, the young men within 
The Ecclesia  as our brothers.  Behaving like this will gain much personal respect.  If people are treated like this then they will listen to us and positively 
respond because they personally desire to respond  from within  (because  “being of The Ecclesia”  –  they have the correct  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to repent and hearken. 
It is the inner  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is to be  fostered/nurtured  ideally for Sonship  (being of what Yahweh is most interested)  –  about 
which we  personally  become accountable –  if they were dissuaded by our poor countenance! 

The reason why I make the distinction between the elderly men of The Ecclesia and the elderly men of The World is that of  “reception”.   
The elder man of The Ecclesia would have a contrite heart to listen and take reform –  however it is most likely an elder man of The World 
would ignore a TC's advice!  

Also note,  the difference between Ecclesia and Christian church  (where Ecclesia would be accepted by Yahweh –  but the specific Christian church 
schism most likely,  could be worldly and thus the members function as being of The World) –  all very subtle,  but very important  (as a worldly maxim 
might state  “The devil is in the detail”)!   Precisely the same argument  (in context)  might be made for the younger men. 
1Tim.  5v2 og (the) {(comparative of) older}/{elder (of the ecclesia)} [women]   {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Tim.  5v2 og (the) {from mothers}/wombs,   
1Tim.  5v2 og (the) new/fresh/regenerated/young [women]  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) sisters,   
1Tim.  5v2 og in  (to the [= within]) all  (to the) cleanliness/chastity/purity. 
1Tim.  5v2 = (Treat)  the  {elder women of the ecclesia}  in that manner  as  the  (spiritual)  mothers,  

the  young women  in that manner  as  (spiritual)  sisters  within all  the purity. 
 

(Treat)  the elder women of The Ecclesia in that manner as mothers, 
(treat)  the young women  (of The Ecclesia)  in that manner as sisters within all purity. 
                 (This is what JC taught us at Matt.12v48-50) 

 

Again,  not quite the translation given in some of our standard bibles.  Thus,  we are to are to treat the older ladies of the ecclesia as loving mothers and 
young women as our sisters –  so we are all part of the  one/same  family progressing forward with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire at a  personal  level.  Please also see my commentary of v1 regarding members of The Ecclesia and of The World, –  it is an 
important distinction. 
 
104th Instruction – Honour/Value  our widows –  but only those ladies who are  “real widows”! 
21st ‘Allegory’ – widows = has the extension to mean  destitute/deficient  having no capable means of support.  It does not 
mean those people choosing not to support themselves,  or people having other means of support upon which to call! 
105th Instruction – If “the deficient” has children/descendants, then they must first learn to be devoted to their own family  
72nd Reasoning – It is the responsibility of those people capable to support those individuals less capable within The 
Family.  It is correct for those people younger,  to repay the elders for their effort in bringing up the children a generation 
earlier.  This is approved in Yahweh’s  sight/judgement. 
22nd Allegory – Ecclesia = a family of like-minded individuals who work together –  thus it is to mirror the natural family. 
(To make it perfectly clear  “Ecclesia”  means  “A Calling Out”,  only an allegoric definition is given above). 
73rd Reasoning – Those widows having been  isolated/desolated  also having expectation upon God and persevere with 
wants/petitions/requests  night and day.  These are to be supported because they have worked within The Family earlier. 
Inasmuch the family will be aware of this and will positively answer her  wants/requests  by reciprocation. 
35th Warning – The  person/woman  (presumed widow)  living luxuriously has  {definitely died}. 
74th Reasoning – Again it is the  “synapse construction mapping”  created by  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be self-
indulgent  or  to  edify/assist  “The Family”  (in “The Ecclesia”)  when younger.  Paul is making the statement that as she 
stands,  she will definitely die  ([hence losing guaranteed Sonship]  but  not  perish/lost/destroyed = annihilated),  
however,  this  is  a veiled warning that unless reform occurs in the 2nd part of her life –  she will be annihilated at  “The 
2nd Death”  (Rev.2v27, 20v6). 
23rd Allegory – {definitely died} = foreshadow of what  could  occur  -  if  reform is  not  forthcoming in The Millennium, 
thus being representative of  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (from of which there is no return). 
106th Instruction – TCs are to warn of this possible outcome to those people behaving in a luxurious manner not caring to 
assist in the reforming of worldly people to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  thereby becoming blameless through personal reform. 
36th Warning – There are many  worldly Christian leaders pampering the wealthy people with platitudes for The Worldly 
Return –  rather than to care for the long-term welfare of the wealthy people by giving them due warnings of what will 
occur in the future unless personal reform is forthcoming.  What would Yahweh think of these  worldly Christian leaders?    
Are they  blameless/innocent/holy?   And it is upon precisely this that forms part of Yahweh’s Judgement  (James.3v1)! 
1Tim.  5v3 og (the) deficiency/{lacking husband}/widows   (you) {to prize}/{fix a valuation (upon)}/revere/honour/value,   
1Tim.  5v3 og the (persons [widows])  really/certainly/clean/indeed/truly  (the) deficiency/{lacking husband}/widows. 
1Tim.  5v3 = You  Prize/Honour/Value  the  widows,  the  people   (who are)   really/certainly/indeed  the  widows. 
 

You (Timothy)  prize/value  the widows,  the people  (who are)  really the widows. 
 

Paul is making a differentiation here –  between those women deficient of  “a husband”  and of “means of support”  in their old age  (see 5v9, 11),  by 
contrast with those widows having a family that can return the nurture that she gave to them over many years earlier,  a reciprocating responsibility! 
It must be understood by The Reader,  these advisory notes given by Paul were not to remain only with Timothy  (because Timothy would have already 
known),  but rather it is given so that Timothy shall instruct The Ecclesia on how it’s members are to behave over these matters  (see 4v16, 5v7). 
1Tim.  5v4 og if  And  {some/any/certain person}   (the) deficiency/{lacking husband}/widow    
1Tim.  5v4 og (the) children/daughters/sons  or/than/either/rather   (the) {from begotten}/descendants/grandchildren  
1Tim.  5v4 og (she) holds/possesses/obtains/has,   
1Tim.  5v4 og (let them) learn/{mentally absorb}/understand   firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly   
1Tim.  5v4 og the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family   
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1Tim.  5v4 og (to) {be good worshipper}/{be godly/pious}/{be well reverential},   
1Tim.  5v4 og also  (the) exchanges/requitals/repayments  (to) {give away}/recompense/render/requite/return/reward 
1Tim.  5v4 og to the  ancestors/parents/forebears;   
1Tim.  5v4 og that/this/there/here  for  (it) is   (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  also   
1Tim.  5v4 og (the) acceptable/agreeable/approved  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Tim.  5v4 = And  if  {some/any person},   the widow,  she  has  children  or  descendants,   

(then)  let them   (the children)   firstly/chiefly  learn/understand  to be  pious/reverential/devoted  (to)  {their own}  household/family,  
also  to  recompense/return  the  repayments  to their  ancestors/parents;    (repay the mother what the descendants received as children) 
for  this  it is  virtuous/worthy  also  the  agreeable/approved  in the  face/sight  of the  God.     (Being,  this is a righteous repayment) 

 

And if  some/any  widow has children or descendants, 
(then)  let them  (the  children/descendants)  firstly  learn/understand  to be  pious/devoted  (to)  their own household, 
also to return the payment to their  ancestors/parents; 
for this is  virtuous/worthy  also  agreeable/approved  in the  midst/sight  of the God  (Yahweh) 
 

It is the responsibility of the  able/capable  family members to support those people who are less  able/capable.   
It is the personal responsibility for the younger generations to repay  “the debt”  owed to their parents in  rearing/nurturing  while a child. 
This ripples throughout the ecclesia likewise –  it sets the correct standard within the methodology of a person to care for the wellbeing of those people 
less capable.  Just as TCs care for those members of society now mentally impaired by being lost within spiritual darkness due to the abysmal efforts of 
those leaders who fraudulently claim to represent  “The Almighty God” (Yahweh)  in “Religion”!   TCs are to put themselves out on a limb, often in 
danger,  for absolutely  no  worldly return to support all members of society with  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught –  to the very best they are 
able –  because there are  so few  other people in The World proficiently providing this essential service  (Matt.9v36, Mark.6v34, Acts.6v4).  By contrast,  
there are so many more  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  personally trying to extinguish  “The Light”  of God’s Knowledge –  being what  “The Real 
Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is  really  teaching us!   Just as it was between Religious Leaders and JC and the apostles (Acts.4v18, etc.,) some 
2000 years ago (and ever since – nothing has changed in mindset).   Except today  “the boot is on the other foot”,  inasmuch  “The Professional Leaders 
of Religion”  have ensured  “The New Jesus”  (of 2Cor.11v4)  covers the planet that is wholly different to  “The Original Jesus”  obviously with “love” 
tossed in as a “fig leaf” to give  “The New Jesus”  some respectability,  but the underlining understanding is just cut away with worldly musing! 
1Tim.  5v5 og the  And  really/certainly/clean/indeed/truly  (the) deficiency/{lacking husband}/widow,   
1Tim.  5v5 og also  (the having been) remaining/isolated/bereaved/desolated  (she has) expectation/confided/entrusted   
1Tim.  5v5 og over/upon/concerning  the  God [Yahweh],   
1Tim.  5v5 og also  (she) {to stay further}/{remains (in place)}/{adheres to}/perseveres/continues   
1Tim.  5v5 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  wants/petitions/prayers/requests     
1Tim.  5v5 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  supplications/{earnest prayers (for a mutual result)}  (of the) night  also  (of the) day. 
1Tim.  5v5 = And  really/indeed  the  widow,   

also  the having been  isolated/bereaved/desolated  she has  expectation/entrusted  upon/concerning  the  God  (Yahweh),   
also  she  {stays further}/perseveres/continues  with  wants/petitions/requests,   
also  by  the  {earnest prayer for a mutual result}  of the  night,   also  of the  day. 

 

And  (being)  really a widow   (a woman having  no  descendants able to support her), 
also having been  isolated/desolated   (from the world and of its methodology  [by comparison, see next verse in context]),   
she has expectation upon the God   (Yahweh,  to cling upon Him for her future,  because … … ) 
also she perseveres with  petitions/requests   (for her existence)   
also by supplications for a mutual result   (prayer that fulfils  (1) her desire,  (2) Yahweh’s Desire and  (3) the TCs supporting her,) 
(during)  the night,  also  (during)  the day   (inasmuch she becomes more focused upon Yahweh in the twilight of her life). 
 

She has demonstrated reliance upon Yahweh –  unto which Yahweh will respond through  The Brethren/TCs  recognising her genuine need and provide 
the necessary support. –  However,  by contrast - 
1Tim.  5v6 og the (person [she/woman])  and  (the) luxury/{being voluptuous)/{living in pleasure}/{being wanton}   
1Tim.  5v6 og (the) living/existing   ([he]/she has) {(definitely) died}. 
1Tim.  5v6 = And  the  person   (woman)   living/existing  the  luxuriously/wantonly  she  has  {definitely died}. 
 

And the woman living  luxuriously/wantonly  (then)  she has definitely  (spiritually) died. 
 

This lady having lived a  “self-indulgent”  lifestyle  (to suit/pamper – “the self”)  and thus disregarded the requirement to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire has 
“definitely died”  because Yahweh ignores her when she calls in her plight. 
In this instance,  Paul used  “died”  (not  “lost/perished/destroyed/annihilated”)  and thus Paul is referring to the 1st part of her physical life,  but it is 
also an  allegoric reference  to all humans in the 2nd part of their physical life who will equally die  (because they have  not spiritually  purified their 
mind),  but then it shall be  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation.  Paul used the Greek word having the connotation  “definitely”  to add certainty to The 
Resultant,  hence this becomes  “The Pointer”  to infer the allegoric understanding of  “The 2nd Death”  (as a  “The Ultimate Warning”).  
The person has  “definitely died”  (spiritually  [and  “the mind leads the body”])  because this person has  not  understood  “the other side of life”  -  
having not been forced to take the  last/least  within The World,  thereby  ideally  “training the mind”  to be  humble/content/contrite  with the small 
things in life.   

Thus,  the next verse - 
1Tim.  5v7 og Also  these (things)   (you) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare  that   
1Tim.  5v7 og (the) {not arrested}/blameless/inculpable/unrebukeable [plural]   (they) might/may/can/should/be   
1Tim.  5v7 = Also  these things  you  enjoin/declare  that  they  may/be  the  {not arrested}/blameless/inculpable. 
 

Also these things you  (Timothy)  declare  (to The Ecclesia)   (so)  that they  may/be  the  blameless/inculpable. 
                   (Thus,  the recipients of this knowledge shall know what to do when faced with these stated situations) 
 

All TCs and The Brethren (Christians)  assiduously aiming to become TCs are to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  so the recipients might be 
blameless  (hence being within “1st Century Christianity”  and “not guilty”).  The crux of this verse is  not  that they become blameless by remaining 
heathen  (without knowledge)  –  but rather they might have  accurate knowledge upon which to act with fidelity to yield  “The Perfect Result”  (TC)  
rather than people having  inaccurate knowledge yielding an imperfect result.  It is the  “imperfect result”  that brings  blame/culpability –  that is 
precisely   why  those leaders with  The First/Most  (of godly knowledge inaccurately applied)  shall become  The  Last/Least  in The Millennium  
(Matt.5v19, 19v30, Luke.12v46-48, 13v30,  etc.).  Thus,  the next verse - 
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18th Comment – If a person with responsibility chooses not to provide for  his/her  own needs,  also especially for their 
family’s needs then  he/she  has  contradicted/denied  “The Real Faith”,  and this person is worse than the heathen! 
107th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must physically support themselves and their natural dependants.  The 
obvious extension being,  they must not take upon themselves more responsibility if they are presently at their limit! 
75th Reasoning – Clearly if a person claims to put the neighbour’s edification first  (being The Christian message),  then 
he/she  is to equally provide sustenance for the body of those people  under the TC’s responsibility –  in this instance being 
family members (including the self).  The Brethren are not to live off other people unless genuinely incapacitated. 
76th Reasoning – The obvious extension of this would be  worldly Christian leaders  not  providing the  real  sustenance 
for their congregations  and are thus likened to  “The Rich Man and Lazarus”  (see my commentary at Luke.16v19-31). 
24th Allegory – “Providing for the family” –  “The Physical” is clearly raised to “The Spiritual”.   It is a requirement for 
“The Family Head” (as a TC)  to provide also  “The Spiritual Food”  to feed The Mind with  “The Word of God”  and  
not  “the word of man”!   Worryingly,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  ignore/twist  “The Word of Yahweh”  into 
something to make a  fleshly/worldly  living,  thereby falling afoul of Matt.6v24,  making themselves worse than Heathen! 
1Tim.  5v8 og if  And  {some/any/certain person}  of the (persons [relatives])   {pertaining to their selves}/{their own}   
1Tim.  5v8 og also  {very most}/{in the greatest degree}/chiefly/{most of all}/especially   
1Tim.  5v8 og of the  domestics/relatives/adherents/households   
1Tim.  5v8 og not  (he/she) {considers in advance for maintenance}/provides,   
1Tim.  5v8 og the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
1Tim.  5v8 og (he/she has) contradicted/disavowed/rejected/abnegated/denied/refused [middle voice],   
1Tim.  5v8 og also  (he/she/it) is  (of the) disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen   
1Tim.  5v8 og (of the) {more evil}/aggravated/sorer/worse. 
1Tim.  5v8 = And  if  {some/any person  (younger relatives)}   

not  he/she  provides  {their selves}/{own needs}  of the  people  (weaker/older dependants) 
also  {very most}/chiefly/especially  (not  he/she provides)  for their  relatives/household,   
he/she  has  personally  contradicted/disavowed/denied  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
also  he/she  is  {more evil}/worse  (than)  of the  {without faith}/heathen  (people). 

 

And if any person  (of able body)  not  he/she  provides  (for)  their people   (being the people of whom the able person  is/{should be} responsible) 
also especially  (not  he/she  provides for)   their household   (being of their immediate family members), 
he/she  has personally  contradicted/denied  the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity  [of  “1st Century Christianity”]), 
also  he/she  is  {more evil}/worse  (than)  of the heathen people. 
                (Clearly this is a physical allegory of the  much greater spiritual importance  of  accurately teaching God’s Word of 1st Century Christianity) 

 

It is a demonstration of mental maturity by exercising responsibility in providing social support both physically and more importantly spiritual support to 
show where society should be going! 
We all must support ourselves to the best we are able and must fulfil our  responsibilities/commitments (Gal.6v1-4)  -  if we cannot do this,  then we have 
not understood the requirements of  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity).   A person cannot live a double life without being 
declared a hypocrite to  “The Knowledge”  and thus by extension purveys the deeper meaning behind this verse -  

“The Real Gospel”  is Yahweh’s  Method  to yield  a righteous society in The Culmination’,  and this knowledge operating within  “the self”  
generates a desire to  freely  edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (being a virtuous circle  to yield  The Culmination   as  “The 
Result”  of   “Yahweh’s Pure Desire fulfilled in The Environment” –  and thus operating in the  “HS”).   
       It is a wholly righteous, circular loop for both society and the individuals within society making it happen   (driven by the HS). 

By extension from The Physical level to The Spiritual level,  those religious leaders with  “The Knowledge”  should be providing for their future  (= the 
2nd part of their spiritual life)  and equally have  “The Responsibility”  to provide  “The Accurate Knowledge”  to deliver the 2nd part of their family’s   
(= the congregation’s)  life.    

Yet this is  never  done today  (hence of a “New Jesus”  being taught -  being that of a  “Gospel of Excuses to remain human”)!   
JC was teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  for  “The New Society”  of The Millennium  (that will be established at,  or before,  2067 CE)!   
By contrast,  “Professional Religious Leaders” teach “Religion”  to pamper the self-indulgent minds of their congregations for the  “here and now”! 
 
108th Instruction – A widow must not be accepted into welfare care of the Ecclesia unless she is 60 years old and been the 
wife of a single husband. 
77th Reasoning – Paul makes those stipulations based upon the fact she could marry again (see below),  she still has 
capacity to support herself and finally if married more than once she is likely to have the support from two families. 
19th Comment – A widow can be accepted if she has a  virtuous/worthy  report of past occupational labours. 
109th Instruction – A widow can be accepted if she has – brought up children  (either own or those in the community). 
110th Instruction – A widow can be accepted if she has – been hospitable,  offered her home for lodgings to  Brethren/TCs. 
111th Instruction – A widow can be accepted if she has – washed the feet of TCs.  Meaning she has accepted them in from 
their ministerial travels and given meals for their sustenance. 
112th Instruction – A widow can be accepted if she has – helped afflicted people  (inference is of religious persecution). 
113th Instruction – A widow can be accepted if she has – pursued work =  fully occupied and not being lazy with her time 
78th Reasoning – This  must be extended  from being applicable to just a widow –  else it would be unrighteous.  This 
methodology must be applied across  all  people –  to be representative of the future society in The Millennium –  being 
“The Kingdom of God”  operating within the mind of the individuals now  (but to be a society reality in The Millennium). 
25th Allegory – “The Family of God providing for The Worthy Widow” –  “The Physical” is clearly raised to “The 
Spiritual”.   Yahweh (Head of God’s Spiritual Family)  will provide for TCs  (having become physical  worthy  widows 
because their husband JCg is physically no longer with them).   
1Tim.  5v9 og (The) deficiency/{lacking husband}/widow  (let she be) {laid down}/enrolled/{taken into the number}   
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1Tim.  5v9 og not  (the) smaller/younger/inferior/less  (of the) years  sixty,   
1Tim.  5v9 og (the having) {become to be}  (of the) one/singularly  (of the) man/husband/fellow  (the) woman/wife. 
1Tim.  5v9 = The  widow  not  let be  enrolled/accepted  younger/less  (than)  sixty years,   

(and)  having  {become to be}  the wife  of the  single  husband. 
 

        (Paul gives useful guidelines … … ) 
Let not the widow be enrolled  (for ecclesia aid)   younger  (than)  sixty years, 
(and)  having become to be the wife of the single husband   (inasmuch more husbands,  should have yielded sufficient dependants to help her) 
 

Only accept a widow into  “ecclesia aid”  who is older than sixty years and having been a wife to one husband –  thus conferring upon v4 that she would 
not be perhaps having a larger family upon which to draw support and aid. 
An interesting comment when we consider what certain academic leaders state   People did not live to ripe old ages in  “Those Days”! 
This is a lie, because both this text and the archaeological evidence at Pompeii  (as a “Retirement settlement”)  suggested people lived to 70+ years as 
equally supported by King David’s statement at Ps.90v10, some 1000 years earlier! 
What people must realise is that humans took a dip in life expectancy in  “The Middle Ages”  –  The World was generally a better place a few centuries 
before  The Dark Ages’  of some  “500+ years”.  What  some  academics  (of many disciplines)  fail to comprehend,  is that history does not work on 
linear extrapolations,  there are many discontinuities,  with also dips and bumps!   Just as Geologists will likewise testify! 
But these “leaders”  (of whatever/wherever)  must all have  “their day”  to expose their incompetence  (Rom.1v16-32)! 
1Tim.  5v10 og In  (to the [= within]) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds   
1Tim.  5v10 og (to the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  (the being) witnessed/reported  [the person giving the evidence],   
1Tim.  5v10 og if  (she) {be a child rearer}/{(fulfilling duties of a) female parent}/{bring up children},   
1Tim.  5v10 og if  (she) {receive aliens}/{welcome guests}/hospitable/{lodge strangers},   
1Tim.  5v10 og if  (of the) blameless/{holy persons}/[TCs]   (the) feet  (she) cleanse/{perform ablution}/wash,   
1Tim.  5v10 og if  (to the [persons]) crowded/afflicted/narrowed/thronged/{suffered tribulation}/troubled   
1Tim.  5v10 og (she) {availed for}/helped/relieved,   
1Tim.  5v10 og if  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) every  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
1Tim.  5v10 og (to the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal  (she) {over accompanied}/{followed after}. 
1Tim.  5v10 = Within the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  {occupational effort}/works/labours  (she is)  the being  testified/reported,   

if  she  (has)  {brought up children}  (correctly),   
if  she  (has)  {welcomed guests}/{been hospitable},   
if  she  (has)  cleansed/washed  the feet of  {holy persons}/TCs,   
if  she  (has)  helped/relieved  afflicted/troubled  persons,   
if  she  (has)  {followed after}  in all  intrinsically  good/ideal  {occupational effort}/work/labour. 

 

Within the  virtuous/worthy  occupational effort  (she is)  being  testified/reported   (during her younger years,  to support other people) 
        (being some examples … … ) 
if she has nurtured children   (correctly,  and thus Paul is calling upon Timothy’s experience of   2Tim.1v5, 3v15-17) 
if she has welcomed guests   (has been hospitable to fellow brethren,  supported missionary TCs without a home themselves  [next line]) 
if she has washed the feet of holy persons   (the TCs having returned from missionary journeys) 
if she has helped  afflicted/troubled  people   (being  The Brethren  receiving abuse from leaders of “Religion”) 
if she followed after   (what is required to be done  [as instructed within The Tanakh])    
in all intrinsically  good/ideal  occupational effort   (being that of  agape/charity  to the brethren  [to righteously answer The Tanakh]). 
 

This remarkable lady has worked hard in her life to help other members of The Brethren and thus she is worthy by return for help from The Brethren 
(Christians)  within The Ecclesia in the form of “aid”.   
Contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders say,  we are told Paul  does  make differentiations between widows  –  some we are to help,  and there 
are some of those widows whom we are not to help  (please see v6 as a further example). 
The point being made is that  worldly Christian leaders  (as “political leaders”)  “smudge over the line”  to make themselves appear so wonderful with  
other people’s charity  (to be publicly seen  “to supposedly lead”  other  people’s efforts).  This is in direct contrast, to the promotion of Yahweh Desire 
being  “that  all  people throughout their life are to edify the other person”  and particularly those individuals in  “The Real Faith” –  and those people 
who do not edify other people,  should be left to learn what it is like by return –  by not assisting.  Noting there will be The Millennium when all this will 
be straightened out within the minds of all people in the 2nd part of their physical life  (when having experienced what the 1st part of their life was like). 
Please see my commentary of  “The Good Samaritan”  (Luke.10v29-37)  that tells us much more within it,  than what we are told by our  worldly 
Christian leaders,  entirely  missing one of the key points  being made within that important illustration! 

Hopefully, I should have no need to expand through the detailed righteous logic to explain what I mean here! 
 
114th Instruction – Refuse young widows because they will desire to marry and thus grow wanton against the Christ. 
79th Reasoning – They go wanton because generally,  hormonal instincts will kick-in to have physical children rather than 
to  bring-on  spiritual children of  “The Real Faith”.  Does this contradict what Paul states about being head over men?   
No!   Because here she would be assisting the youth in spiritual matters and Yahweh will greatly reward such women! 
80th Reasoning – Thus encourage young widows to marry so that a judgement upon their first acceptance into The Faith 
will not later become blighted by a yearning of what was lost in not having a fleshly family. 
81st Reasoning – Equally by remaining unmarried they might turn from  “The Real Faith”  by inappropriately using their 
excessively spare time to be  babbling/gossiping  and meddling in other people’s affairs. 
115th Instruction – Thus it is recommended,  young women should marry,  bear children and manage the household. 
82nd Reasoning – It is an important function to bring up a family and household –  much hard work is required to carry 
this off successfully –  and thus if correctly performed,  then there will not be the time to gossip and become meddlesome 
in other people’s affairs,  so no occasion of a busy woman could be granted for reason of external  slander/reproach. 
37th Warning – This warning of women becoming gossips and meddlesome in other people’s affairs  (causing disruption) 
had obviously occurred in the past and was also occurring at the time of Paul’s writings – because he gave notice of it!   
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Because women are more gifted in  speech/language  than are men – then this is an area that will be more likely used  (as 
witnessed within society)  and hence the warning given.  Not given to criticise –  but given in real  agapao/{edifying love}  
for the long-term spiritual gain of those women who  choose to positively respond  to this guidance! 
1Tim.  5v11 og (the) new/fresh/regenerated/young  And  (the) deficiency/{lacking husband}/widows   
1Tim.  5v11 og (you) {to beg off}/deprecate/decline/shun/avoid/reject/refuse [middle voice];   
1Tim.  5v11 og for  whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}   
1Tim.  5v11 og (they may/should) {well luxurious}/{become voluptuous against}/{begin to grow wanton against}   
1Tim.  5v11 og of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  (to) wed/marry  (they) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}, 
1Tim.  5v11 = And  you  personally  reject/refuse  the  new/young  widows;   

for  {inasmuch as}  they  {delight in}/desire  to  wed/marry   
(and thus)  they  may/should  {become voluptuous against}/{begin to grow wanton against}  of the  Christ/Anointed, 

 

And you  (Timothy,  in your guidance to The Ecclesia about the type of widow to personally support with physical aid)   
personally reject young widows   (who still may have  “the vagaries of youth”); 
for inasmuch as they desire to marry   (to dedicate their life to their new husband in a worldly manner,  and thus …) 
they might become voluptuous against the Anointed   (being  “The Goal”  of  Sonship to Yahweh,   towards which we all should aim). 
 

Paul states,  young widows should not be accepted as widows for Ecclesia welfare aid –  but rather they should be allowed to fulfil desires for marriage 
else they might grow wanton against  “The Anointed”  (“The Goal of Sonship”)  through frustration to fulfil worldly desires for a fleshly family  
(physical husband and children)  rather than be dedicating themselves to  “The Husband [JC] and Family”  of The Ecclesia  (as v8)  to  {bring 
on}/nurture  spiritual  children.  
Again,  Paul uses the singular word  “Christ”  without “Jesus” –  being the point I extensively make, – “aim for The Goal to become anointed by 
Yahweh”  should be our primary objective  (achieved only  by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/deportment, Mark.1v38, 1Pet.2v18-24,  hence 
1Cor.11v1 as instructed by Paul)! 
1Tim.  5v12 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]    
1Tim.  5v12 og (the) decision/judgement/conclusion/sentence/lawsuit   
1Tim.  5v12 og because  the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
1Tim.  5v12 og (they) {set aside}/disesteemed/neutralised/violated/{cast off}/rejected/frustrated/disannulled/despised;  
1Tim.  5v12 = (thus)  possessing/having  the  decision/judgement    (made by Yahweh – against what could have been possible,) 

because  they  {set aside}/disesteemed/{cast off}  the  foremost/best/first  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
 

         (therefore,  a young former widow  [having remarried]  would be like … … ) 
having the decision   (made by Yahweh – against what would have been possible [as a  “maid to Yahweh”]-  if not distracted by the contents of v13) 
because they set aside the first faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  of being a  “maid to Yahweh”  [by marriage to JCg]). 
 

As a continuation from v11,  we have Paul saying they would receive a judgement of a less favourable prospect because of their wanton behaviour 
against the  Christ/Anointed  (being  “The Goal” –  of  “The Anointing”  for  “Sonship”),  by lusting after worldly matters.   
Again,  we must understand,  it is the  “synapse construction”  moulded by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  determined by The Environment and 
reasoning processes that is so important within The Individual who is being constantly assessed by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement”   
(James.3v1, 1Sam.16v7-13)  of all  “Christians”  during The Gospel Age for their  “proven credentials”  to become “The Heir (= 144000 co-heirs, 
Rom.8v17,23)”  ruling over  “The Inheritance”  (= The Resurrected World). 
Thus, Paul is saying,  it is better to marry again to take upon themselves  “The Immediacy”  of The World –  being the faith in The World  (of the fleshly 
family and needs of a worldly husband)  so they might experience The World and thus perhaps when older they may be in the educated position to focus 
upon  The Better  Prize of becoming  “the wife”  to JCg by supporting The Ecclesia.  Thus,  through this process they would not always be  
hankering/yearning  after what they missed! 
A very important subtlety –  being what  “we can read between The Lines”  –  as we read throughout The New Testament –  but  utterly ignored  by our 
worldly Christian leaders in what they preach! 
An earlier Revision commentary - 
What Paul states is - 

“Casting off the  foremost/best/first  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}” 
What does this really mean? 

Paul  cannot  really be saying by implication  (to what we are errantly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders)  that - 
If these women become married,  then they will face a judgement that means  “life”  or  “death”  (based on the premise we are taught nothing 
else in the sermons of our  worldly Christian leaders)! 

Obviously not! 
But Paul  is  telling us that   

“The Real Faith”  (being  “The Real Gospel”  as taught by JC in his  “1st Century  Christianity”)  has  “The Goal”  of Sonship to Yahweh,  
being  “The Anointing”  as made by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  made  only  upon “Christians”,  James.3v1)  that 
requires us  (aiming to precisely imitate JC to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  to use all our time to  freely/simply  and  accurately  teach  “The Word 
of God”  for absolutely  no  worldly return.   Hence we remain true to Matt.6v24 if there is no worldly return (as the 1st Master). 

What this personally delivers,  is a  “synapse construction mapping”  that is entirely dedicated to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire –  that makes us personally 
become suitable candidates with more responsibility  (Matt.25v18-21, Luke.19v16-19)  to further teach  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium 
during the 2nd part our  ours/theirs  physical life! 

And the reason? 
So they too as part of  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”,  might ultimately become perfected  (then as “The Late Adopters”)  under the  instruction/rulership  of  
“The Early Adopters”  (144000 TCs of  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  [and prophets of “The 1st Epoch of Israel”]),  and thus being saved from annihilation 
at the end of The Millennium.   This process occurs under  “The Cover of JC’s death”  over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v38, 20v1)  and hence 
of JC’s most important prophecy at Mark.2v27-28 explaining this required  “Righteous Procedure”. 
Where it is  in the mind  we become suitable people that Yahweh can physically use in the next stage of His  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 
Moreover,  the correct mind yields the correct works – hence the validation at James.2v16-26 –  always ignored  by “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

We must understand this –  because this is  “The Real Gospel” –  never  taught in The Gospel Age  (by  “we know who”)! 
Paul has explained a warning in one direction,  and now he speaks of another direction of potential concern. 
Paul expands his fear for the women to be slipping back into The World if they do not have the pressures of  (1) choosing not to partake in supporting 
The Ministry as given above  or  (2) be supporting a fleshly family.   Paul gives some examples by the following practices written in the next verse - 
1Tim.  5v13 og {(at the) same (time)}/{close association}/together  And,   
1Tim.  5v13 og also  (the) inactive/unemployed/lazy/useless/barren/idle/slow [plural]   
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1Tim.  5v13 og (they) learn/{mentally absorb}/understand,   
1Tim.  5v13 og (the) {come all around}/stroll/vacillate/vagabond/{wandering about} [middle voice, plural] 
1Tim.  5v13 og the  residences/houses/households/families;   
1Tim.  5v13 og not  merely/alone/only  and  (the) inactive/unemployed/lazy/useless/barren/idle/slow [plural],   
1Tim.  5v13 og but  also  (the) babblers/{garrulous persons}/prattlers/tattlers/gossips   
1Tim.  5v13 og also  (the) {working all around}/{officious meddlers}/busybodies [plural],   
1Tim.  5v13 og (the) speaking/uttering/saying [plural]  the (things)  not   
1Tim.  5v13 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must/inevitable. 
1Tim.  5v13 = And  {at the same time}/together,   

also  they would  learn/understand  (to be)  the  inactive/unemployed/idle,  
the  personally  {stroll/wandering about}  the  houses/families;   
and  not  merely/only  the  inactive/unemployed/idle,   
but  also  the  babblers/gossips,   
also  the  {officiously meddlers}/busybodies,   
the  speaking/saying  the things  not  it  is/was  necessary/behoves. 

 

And at the same time   (if the young widows were not married again.  moreover,  also being  supported by ecclesia aid  then … … ) 
also they  (as young unmarried widows)  would learn to be inactive   (if being supported by personal handouts from The Ecclesia) 
(young unmarried  widows)  personally wandering about the families   (of friends – being the wives of working husbands)  
and not only  (would these  young unmarried  widows be)  inactive   (having no responsibilities of which to personally fulfil … … ) 
but  also  (become)  gossips   (rumour-mongering  -  which by experience,  is mostly negative in content) 
also  (become)  busybodies   (in other people’s affairs  -  which again is mostly negative in content), 
speaking not necessary things   (mostly what is spoken is not edifying –  but potentially damaging  [as is virtually all gossip]). 
              (This is borne out by the resultant lifestyle of such people  [see commentary]  that is  not  to yield  “The Goal for Sonship”  to Yahweh) 
 

This is not applicable to all,  but merely a  general warning  to all.  Again,  the focus is of JCg’s ministry/lifestyle  and  not  directed to worldly affairs. 
This is the specific point Paul is making throughout his epistles to both sexes –  and highlights the dangers about one sex or the other.   
He does this  not  to criticise after the event  (which he might well do),  but here it is  before  The Event because he sincerely cares for the future 
wellbeing of all individuals. 
I might give some examples concerning television reality shows that are biased towards women and gossip,  such as  “The Real Housewives of … (being 
so many examples)”,  or perhaps “Keeping up with the Kardashians”  and more generally  “soap-operas”  -  are all  “situation and gossip centred”  of 
which the audience is predominantly women.     
It is  not  what I have invented,  nor what Paul has “maliciously construed”,  but  an audited reality! 
If  “politically correct”  people try to make a sexist comment out of my or Paul’s comment “on reality”,  then I would suggest,  they may be “sexist”! 
1Tim.  5v14 og (I) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intend/purpose  Therefore/Then  
1Tim.  5v14 og (the) new/fresh/regenerated/young (women)   (to) wed/marry,  (to) {bear children}/{be (mother) parent},  
1Tim.  5v14 og (to) {be head of a family}/{guide the house},   
1Tim.  5v14 og {not even one}/{no one}/none   (the) {starting point}/opportunity/occasion   (to) give/bestow/grant   
1Tim.  5v14 og to the (one = person/entity)  {lying opposite}/adversary/repugnant/{being contrary}/opposing   
1Tim.  5v14 og (of the) slanderer/vituperation/railing/reproach  {(through) favour of}/{on account of}/{for sake/cause of}. 
1Tim.  5v14 = Therefore  I  {be willing}/purpose  new/young  women  to  wed/marry,  

to  {bear children},  to  {guide the house}/{manage the household},   
(so that)  {not even one}  opportunity/occasion  to  give/grant  to the  adversarial/opposing  (person/entity)   
{on account of}/{for cause of}/{reason for}  of the  slander/reproach   (from any quarter). 

 

Therefore,  I purpose young women to marry   (being advantageous for them in old age – having descendants looking after their mother), 
to bear children   (whose  correct nurturing  is a great responsibility),    
to manage the household   (being all the responsibilities that come with that all embracive task) 
                (That exercises the required  “Responsibility”  necessary to become a future  “Son of God”  [noting we will be neuters upon our resurrection]) 
(so that)  not to give even one opportunity to the adversarial   (any  person/entity  looking for fault can always “find [perceived] fault” in another) 
on account of the slander   (that would become a  “defamation of character”  from any  person/entity  looking for fault in another person). 
 

From v13 and v14 we understand Paul’s reasoning.   
He is stating,  it is better for young women to become married and fully occupied with the household,  else,  as stated in v13 certain 
individuals  (especially young widows)  shall have plenty of free time within which to become busybodies and upset the community.   

However,  by having a full life with personal family issues,  then those specific individuals having a propensity to busybody elsewhere,  shall not have the 
free time in which some person or other  (operating to Satan’s methodology)  might fill with corruption from which will come  slander/reproach. 

Essentially it is what we understand from the worldly maxim   “The devil finds work for idle hands.” 
Paul is teaching us,  Yahweh desires   Responsible/Working  people to head-up The New Society of The Millennium. 

This verse should not be dismissed as a  “sexist”  comment by Paul –  apparently making women an  under-dog  to men –  far from it! 
That would be an adversarial comment  (“satanic”  to  “The Word of God”,  which the advice itself,  was given by Paul for our healthy instruction). 
Again,  we must understand  “The Goal”  Yahweh has for us –  given by JC as  “The Way to fulfil Yahweh’s Pleasure”  (John.14v5-15, hence 17v1-2). 
Sadly,  this  “Goal of Sonship”  is  never  taught in  worldly Christianity,  except adversarial, “sexist comments”  about The Gospel! 
Where this  “Goal for Sonship”  requires  demonstrated/worked  “Responsibility”  to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire as given in The Scriptures. 
So that recognising a woman who fills her time in  “Working Responsibly”  maintaining  “The Household” in the manner as instructed in The Bible is 
precisely the  one/same  “Working Responsibility”  that a future  “Son of God”  will be required to do in The Millennium (Luke.19v16-19).  Where,  as 
we are told,  by JC  (Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v34-35),  we shall be resurrected like angels, to be as neuters not given to reproduce  and thus the 
term  “male and female”  will not exist and thus male or female of today,  can become “Sons of God” in The Millennium.    

Again,  this is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  -  because quite simply  “they choose  not  to understand it”  (“Agnoeo”)! 
Consequently,  if a woman fulfils precisely what  “The Word of God”  tells us in The Bible through  all  of Yahweh’s faithful scribes –  then she has 
“righteously met the requirements”  to be a future “Son of God”.   
However,  by contrast,  what is  not  acceptable is for any woman dismissing aspects of what is specifically stated in The Bible to excuse her activity – 
even if she may claim,  it is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   That makes her adversarial and thus satanic –  even if she has been ordained by The World into 
the demonstrably  worldly priesthood of Christendom  (choosing my words very carefully)  and preaches contrary to The Bible as do her male peers! 
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Can the reader understand what I am explaining about Yahweh’s Righteous Requirements  (as specified in The Bible)  to become a future  
“Son of God”? 

It may be difficult at first to get one’s head around it,  because we have been blasted by  unrighteous  “worldly Christianity”  for the last some 1700 
years,  spinning God’s Word into an  “unrighteous mess”  by pushing it through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19.   
Virtually everything they teach about  supposed’  “1st Century Christianity”  is wrong  as I am competently able to show in my audits of their output! 
1Tim.  5v15 og {even now}/already/{by this time}  For  {some/any/certain persons}   
1Tim.  5v15 og (they have) deflected/{turned away/aside}/avoided   
1Tim.  5v15 og {gone to the back}/{aback (in time/place)}/backward/{went behind}/followed   
1Tim.  5v15 og of the  Satan/Adversary/Opposer. 
1Tim.  5v15 = For  {even now}  {some people}   (of the ecclesia) 

they have  deflected/{turned aside}  backwards/{getting behind}/following  of the  Satan/Adversary. 
 

For even now   (during Paul’s time   [but some 1900+ years later,  allowing religious leaders plenty of time to perfect  “The Art/Craft of Deception”]) 
some people   (of the  ecclesia/church  taking positions of leadership over  “brethren/Christians”,  Acts.20v29, 1John.2v18-19, 3John.v9-10, 2Pet.2v1) 
they have deflected backwards  (to follow after)  of the Adversary   (to form  “worldly Christianity”  that  opposes  “1st Century Christianity”). 
 

The contextual location of this verse would suggest some women of The Brethren  had  reverted to the ways of The World,  perhaps following what was 
Original Jewish teaching of customs,  or the beginnings of Gnostic teaching.  Hence Paul’s continual exhortation to remain committed to  “The Real 
Faith”,  and sadly,  today we have  millions upon millions  of  “Christians”  beguiled by  “worldly Christianity”  given in the form of some 37,000+ 
Christian schisms (2007 CE)  having zero or perhaps an infinitesimal foundation in what The Bible  specifically teaches us –  as I am quite prepared to 
demonstrate if given the opportunity by those respondents retorting by email! 
But this is  not  the only example,  we read of men leaving  “The Real Faith”  (= “1st Century Christianity”)  and created “their own faith” –  to become 
“their gospel”  (being the schisms of  “worldly Christianity”  covering the planet today)  for example of this infiltration we might read some of these 
citations   Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1Thes.2v2-4, 2Thes.2v3, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1, 3John.9-10, etc.,)   spring-up within 30 years of JC’s murder and resurrection.   

So,  by inductive extrapolation,  what must it be like now some 2000 years after JC’s murder and resurrection? 
A rhetorical question because we have witness of it,  –  the exposure of every type of fraudulent behaviour comprising of customs, doctrine and myths,  
supposedly sourced by Yahweh,  and yet  all  sourced by  “the methodology”  of Satan to oppose Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human 
Salvation”,  presented to  “let Satan off the hook”  being of his curtailment at Rev.20v1-3,10;  and The Millennium -  of  “The Great Sabbath Day”  
made to purify Mankind  (Mark.2v27-28). 
 
116th Instruction – If any man or woman of The Ecclesia has a widow in their family –  then they are to support the widow 
themselves and not allow the widow to burden the Ecclesia –  thus allowing real widows to be supported by The Ecclesia. 
1Tim.  5v16 og If  {some/any/certain person}   (the [man]) trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true   
1Tim.  5v16 og or/than/either/rather   (the [woman]) trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true   
1Tim.  5v16 og (he/she) holds/possesses/obtains/has  (the) deficiency/{lacking husband}/widows   
1Tim.  5v16 og (he/she let) {to avail for}/help/relieve  {to them},   
1Tim.  5v16 og also  not  (he/she) {weigh down}/burden/charge/heavy/press   
1Tim.  5v16 og the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,   
1Tim.  5v16 og that  the (persons [widows])   really/certainly/clean/indeed/truly   
1Tim.  5v16 og (the) deficiency/{lacking husband}/widows   (he/she/it may) {to avail for}/help/relieve. 
1Tim.  5v16 = If  any person  the  trustful/faithful  man  or  the  trustful/faithful  woman,   

he/she  has  widows,  (then)  let  he/she  avail/help  relieve  {to them  (widows)},   
also  not  he/she  {to weigh down}/burden  the  congregation/church,   
that  the  really/indeed  widows  it  (= ecclesia)   may  avail/help/relieve. 

 

If any person  (being)  the faithful man  (Brethren member)  or the faithful woman  (Sister member), 
he/she  has widows,   (then)  let  him/her  help/aid  to them  (the widows), 
also not  he/she  (needlessly)  burden the ecclesia   (when the widow is  “The Responsibility”  of the younger relative), 
that it  (ecclesia)  may  help/aid  the real widows   (who themselves,  have no supporting relatives).   
 

Paul is trying to relieve the church from  “parasites”,  being certain people who make themselves dependent upon other people’s generosity.   
We have witnessed this throughout society operating at  all  levels  (from the very top,  to the very bottom) –  being the  “hangers-on”  who try to avoid 
supporting themselves because it is easier to get other people to do their work! 

This was recognised by George Barnard Shore in his writings of Pygmalion as given in the silique by Elisa Doolittle’s father (Alfred) 
regarding two types of people,  being of  “The Deserving Poor”  and  “The Undeserving Poor”.  

The church then and now,  generally has people  within the congregation  who genuinely have an affinity to  help/aid/support  and assist those people 
less fortunate –  and thus they become a magnet for those  less-desirable  people who can manipulate people’s generosity to their own advantage. 
So,  Paul is stating here,  he only desires  truly/indeed  elderly widows with impeccable past credentials,  and they have no people to support them are to 
be supported by The Ecclesia.  However,  those widows of faithful men or women should be supported by their  trustful/faithful  descendants,  and not by 
The Ecclesia –  see v4 and v8 in context. 

Note this faithfully  accurate  translation given,  might not be the same as in your bible,  leading to a slightly different understanding! 
 
20th Comment – The elders leading The Ecclesia are counted doubly  valued/esteemed/precious  within our sight. 
83rd Reasoning – They are doubly esteemed because not only have they presented themselves worthy of that position,  but 
also they have the responsibility to present the members of their congregation as being worthy to Yahweh.  It does beg the 
question:  Do  worldly Christian leaders actually know  how  to present their congregations as being worthy to Yahweh? 
Also, other questions might be: – Do they really care? –  Are they living for The Moment – rather than for The Future? 
117th Instruction – The scriptures tell us not to muzzle the threshing ox  (working to fulfil the master’s desire). 
26th Allegory – threshing ox = a Christian leader fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to yield grain out of The World (of chaff). 
The opposite analogy would be the ox eating all the grain but  not  performing any threshing! – What do we witness? 
Or worse,  defecating upon  “The Word of God”  and making it unfit for human consumption! – What do we witness? 
27th Allegory – grain = “The Word of God”  fulfilled within a person – so they know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
118th Instruction – The toiler is worthy of his payment for services  (provided the services fulfil the desire of the hirer)! 
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84th Reasoning – Generally assumed to mean payment to maintain the fleshly body unto the next day,  to continue the 
ministry work,  this is  neutral payback.  It really means,  if not receiving any more than what is just necessary to survive 
then they shall receive “Sonship”.  If they receive  more  than  only  worldly sustenance in their ministry work,  then that 
is deemed “worldly” and thus they are very unlikely to receive “Sonship”  (where The Driver was worldly aspirations)! 
28th Allegory – payment for services = this really means a resurrection to “Sonship”  (see commentary at Matt.20v1-16) 
provided  acceptable work is performed –  being to imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return, 
Else it cannot “accurately equate”!   Thus:  Worldly for worldly,  Spiritual for spiritual –  so very obvious! 
38th Warning – Note v8 having the responsibility to provide firstly for the family’s needs being allegoric to The Ecclesia is 
a prime requirement –  if they do not –  then they are worse than the heathen!   Serious warning to Christian Leaders! 
1Tim.  5v17 og The (persons [elders])  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Tim.  5v17 og (the) {laying before the view}/{being present (to the mind)}/{standing forth}/presenting/{being first}   
1Tim.  5v17 og (the) {(comparatives of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)}   
1Tim.  5v17 og (of the) {two-fold}/double   (of the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity   
1Tim.  5v17 og (they are) {deem entitled}/{think good}/{count worthy}.   
1Tim.  5v17 og {very most}/{in the greatest degree}/chiefly/{most of all}/especially  the (persons [TCs])   
1Tim.  5v17 og (the) {feeling fatigued}/{working hard}/toiling/labouring   
1Tim.  5v17 og in  (to the [= within]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Tim.  5v17 og also  (to the) {instruction/teaching of information/function/doctrine}. 
1Tim.  5v17 = The  virtuous/valuable/worthy  Elders  {standing forth}/{being first}/leading   

(they are)  {deemed entitled}/{count worthy}  of the  {two fold}/doubly  value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity. 
Chiefly/{Most of all}  the people  (TCs)   {feeling fatigued}/{working hard}/toiling  within the  word/sayings/reasoning  
also  in the  {instruction/teaching  of  information/doctrine} 

 

The  virtuous/worthy  Elders leading   (to educate others,  by accurately copying Paul,  who copied JC, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.) 
(they are)  deemed entitled of the double  value/esteem/dignity   (maintaining high standards by accurately teaching God’s Word locally). 
          (over and above the congregational members;  but … … ) 
Most of all   (deserving of  value/esteem/honour  are ... … )  
the people (TCs)  feeling fatigued   (by toiling  outside  their local community  -  within other places facing these encounters of 2Cor.11v24-28)   
within the  word/sayings/reasonings   (being the commands as given by JC  [and not by the worthless musings of men,  Gal.1v10-12  of  “Religion”]) 
also in the instruction of information   (as taught by  “1st Century Christianity”  based upon God’s Word parts 1 and 2). 
 

Yahweh working through  The Apostles/TCs  (and  not  Gnostics/{worldly Christian leaders})  will appoint those members of The Brethren who sincerely, 
with  charity/{agape love},  are aiming to become TCs for  no  worldly return are deemed worthy of  value/esteem  to become Elders of The Ecclesia. 
They become doubly worthy because they not only present themselves as  “honourable vessels”  for Yahweh to use in the ministry work,  but equally they 
are prepared to take upon themselves the responsibility of administrating the congregations,  thereby enabling the members to know themselves  
why/how  they too are to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (that is -  To precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
Thus by guiding and exhorting the members to become Christlike by both word and deed  (to ideally achieve “The Goal of Anointing”),  then these 
Elders are becoming TCs,  working hard like JC for  no  worldly return,  and are thus making themselves worthy of “The Prize” (as spoken by Paul)  
being  “The Attaining”  (as “The Heirs”)  of what is to become  “The Promise”  (as spoken by Yahweh to Abraham)  of  “The Inheritance”  (as spoken 
by JC)  to become a future  King/Priest  as a  “Son of God”  (as told to us by Paul, 2Tim.4v6-8 and Peter, 1Pet.5v4). 
This is all being part of The Gospel that is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  because presently,  they being  worldly  cannot see this 
future vista for themselves!   Please see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan’s Desire”  in the glossary to understand  why  this knowledge is never taught! 
1Tim.  5v18 og (it) states/exclaims  For  the  document/{holy writ}/scripture:   
1Tim.  5v18 og [ref  Deut.25v4]   (the) ox   (the) {tread out grain}/threshing   not   (you may/shall) muzzle/silence.   
1Tim.  5v18 og Also  (the) deserving/worthy/{due reward}  the  toiler/teacher/labourer/worker   
1Tim.  5v18 og of the  {pay for services}/hire/reward/wages  (of the) him. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.25v4.   
1Tim.  5v18 = For  the  scripture  states:- 

Not  you shall  muzzle  the  {threading out grain}/threshing  ox. 
Also  the  toiler/labourer/worker  (is)  the  deserving/worthy  of  his  {payment for services}/hire/reward/wages. 

 

For the Scripture states:- 
  Not you shall muzzle the threshing ox. 
  Also the labourer is worthy of his payment for services. 
 

This is a very interesting verse –  one of which our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  might cite back in counter to me stating   We should receive  no  
worldly return from the work we do in giving  “The Word of God”  to our neighbour!   

The important consideration in answering this attestation is -   What is our Driver  (Matt.6v24,  as examined by Yahweh, 1Sam.16v7)? 
While we consider this at the back of our mind –  then let us consider this verse  (noting Paul’s example Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.). 

The Bible gives an example of the  “threshing ox is not to be muzzled”  because while it is working,  it should be fed  (fruits of its labour – “grain”). 
However,  by contrast,  if the ox was walking about but  “not producing grain”,  then it should  “not eat”  because it is not performing a requested 
service.  Both aspects of this allegory should be fully understood – because  both sides are applicable!  -  Especially when we know that  “grain”  is to be  
“The Word of God”  growing within humans  (not  to be Darnel seed [Matt.13v24-30]  that looks so much the same as wheat until specifically at the time 
of the harvest –  being  precisely the problem  we have today when searching for TCs to yield  “The 1st Harvest” = “The 1st Resurrection”). 
This is to be understood in the following manner  (when viewed from Yahweh’s perspective) - 

1. A Christian teacher giving advice on how to be  “a good person”  and is receiving a worldly return  to sustain the fleshly body unto the next 
day  is deemed neutral.  Inasmuch an atheist teaching,  we should all be good people and  “love”  one another is only doing what  we should 
all be doing as a species!   This is nothing special –  we all should be doing this!   Consequently,  this person is not worthy for  “The 1st 
Harvest”  to  Sonship that  only  occurs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  because they have  not  sacrificed their present existence! 

2. A Christian teacher operating as [1]  but in addition is  accurately  (as deemed by Yahweh to be “wheat grain”)  practically  teaching  “The 
Word of God”  and be  sacrificing what they could gain from The World  shall receive a reward from Yahweh during His Special/Greater (1st) 
Judgement  (Sonship)  for The New Worldly System of The Millennium.  Because the Individual is truly driven for  “The Future Goal”  and 
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has rejected anything this present world can deliver in excess,  but only to just supply the  very barest of support  to get our fleshly body into 
the next day on  the very basic  of nourishment  (noting the example at Dan.1v12-20). 

It must be clearly understood,  because  we have some 37,000+ Christian schisms with their  own  doctrine  (else  why  the schisms?)   then  they have 
their  own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  not  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  pure/blameless/{separate from this sinful World}. 
Consequently,  they  cannot  be rewarded by Yahweh –  because they  cannot  be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (as defined by Yahweh)  namely,  “Yahweh's  
one/same  Desire that  is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to make His desire manifest in The Environment”  (“HS”)! 
Moreover,  because in Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of Christians  (alone)  He is reading the very  “synapse construction mapping”  of 
the individual’s brain  (in the context of 1Sam.16v7 for future kingship, etc.) –  then He  can  ascertain  “The Real Faith”  operating,  and equally The 
Sincerity to specifically that  “Real Faith”, –  thus the reason for [2 above]  to ultimately yield  “The Gospel”  fulfilled in The Millennium.  

This is precisely  why  we humans are not given to be judging the spiritual aspect of our Brethren,  Matt.7v1-2, Rom.14v4, James.4v12)! 
Finally,  we might  carefully  consider the key elements given by this practical allegory - 

The ox is continuously working –  and not sitting around enjoying the public acknowledgement of their position. 
The ox is  not  defecating on the grain and making it unfit for human consumption! 

It is utterly essential for the reader to get behind  “The Public Façade”  so professionally  presented/crafted  by these skilled public performers –  for the 
worldly accolades,  public glory,  and money this position brings to them from their deluded doting devotees! 
We  must use  “The Tool”  JC so kindly presented to us to  “prise into the very mindset”  of these skilled operators,  so we can understand their driver. 
We must audit  “The Fruit of The Tree” (Matt.7v16-20),  where we are instructed to examine  “The Congregational Members”  of The Christian Leader. 

Do these congregational members precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle? 
If  they do imitate Paul as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  noting what he said about himself at 1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28  and what he did at 
Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12  to support his own fleshly existence with secular work so that he might  freely give  “The Word of God”  without any form of 
hindrance  (of the successful reception of  “The Word of God”)  to the recipient,  then  The Christian Leader is near to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
If,  by contrast,  the congregational members turn-up for an exhilarating experience to have their animalistic emotions titivated by singing,  saying the 
most wonderful words,  in the anticipated hype choreographed by their leader,  then  the supposed Christian Leader  is rejected  by Yahweh for future 
Sonship  (as are the congregational members)!   In fact,  the most beloved  Christian leaders  may be deemed by Yahweh as  “charlatans”  and  never  
be resurrected at the end of their present existence –  being like Judas Iscariot –  “anti-christs” being “anti-anointing”  (anti “TCs achieving The Goal 
of Sonship”, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-5, etc.   Why?   Because they do  not  have the  REAL  spirit/personality/desires/traits of JC and Paul  (hence not of the 
group at John.14v20, 17v21-26),  but they will publicly state  “they confess JC came in the flesh”  most profusely,  but it is hypocritical! 
They have to say this phrase – because it is their only source of income  (money/glory/prestige/leverage/pension/sex/{debilitating habits}/etc.)  

This is precisely what The Bible tells us –  I have  not  invented any of this! 
However,  our  worldly Christian leaders  “invent so much”  and  “remove so much”  in their ministries and sermons (Rev.22v18-19)! 
Then a commonly said phrase    “Things are different now!” 

Yes,  that phrase is so correct!    
We of today,  are  far worse  than Sodom and Gomorrah -  and  we have  “The Word of God”  to guide us,  but we reject what it  truly means  in our life! 
At least the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah were innocent,  inasmuch they had  no  “Word of God”  to guide them!   
Please see my important commentaries at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13. 
I look forward to The Millennium,  when our spiritual vision shall be made clear,  when given  “The Disclosing Truth”  by JCg and the 144000 TCs. 
Precisely as Paul yearned to be part of this in what he told us at 1Cor.13v12,  being The Driver within his mind  to make this future event possible. 
I as  “the person on the look-out tower” - 

Can only warn of impending trouble,  The Responsibility lays upon The Recipients for their own future  (Eze.33v1-12). 
Yahweh desires  “The Very Best Quality”  of person to become  “The 144000 Future Sons of God”,  and it is my responsibility to ensure The World 
knows this is what Yahweh Desires  (being how His Mind thinks regarding us)  to ensure His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs”  for JCg’s 
2nd Advent of  “The 1st Resurrection”  occurs!    

Once this occurs,  then  “The Wheels”  start turning to bring forth The Millennium and  “The 2nd Stage of Human Salvation”  shall begin! 
Amen! 

 
119th Instruction – Do not accept a complaint against an Elder of the Ecclesia,  except from two or three witnesses. 
85th Reasoning – Often Elders will need to carry out disciplinary action upon certain members of wayward nature – 
because he truly cares for their future welfare  and that of the remaining flock.  Clearly some recipients might become 
disgruntled members who retaliate by making false allegations within the congregation against the Elder. 
This does occur in congregations where the leader really cares for the spiritual well-being of those in his care.  Thus,  
those people listening to such dissident activity should rebuff such accusations as instructed here.  
39th Warning – It is so easy to spot a  charlatan Christian leader!   He/she  will  not  impose correction to the members of  
his/her  flock because this leader has no care for them, – only wanting them to keep feeding  his/her  worldly indulgences!   
This leader only responds if the activities questioned are against what The Bible states a leader should be doing!   There is 
a difference between what Paul states  (as a trumped-up worldly charge)  and that against a charlatan  (spiritual charge). 
120th Instruction – People manufacturing an unrighteous charge against an Elder must be severely  confuted/rebuked  in 
the sight of all people so all congregational members might be warned and possess  alarm/fear  of likewise correction. 
86th Reasoning – An Elder is assisting the spiritual welfare of the congregation of which worldly minded people find 
unpleasant!   The disgruntled members are adversarial (Satanic)  to the  required reform away from  The World and 
ultimately be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  Consequently,  for the spiritual good of  all  the congregational members then 
adversarial people must be appropriately reprimanded and if no reform,  then removed from the congregation. 
1Tim.  5v19 og Down/Accordingly/Intensely/Against (to)   (of the) {(comparative of) older}/{Elder (of the ecclesia)}   
1Tim.  5v19 og (the) complaint/{(criminal) charge}/accusation  not  (you) {accept near}/{admit or delight in}/receive,   
1Tim.  5v19 og exterior/{aside from}/besides/outside/{out of}/unless  if  not [= except]   over/upon/concerning   
1Tim.  5v19 og two/dual  or/than/either/rather   three/trio   (of the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause} [plural]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.17v6, 19v15. 
New Testament reference located at  Matt.18v16, 2Cor.13v1. 

1Tim.  5v19 = Not  you  {admit near}/receive  the  complaint/accusation  against  {an Elder of The Ecclesia},   
except  {aside from}/besides/{out of}  upon/concerning  two or three witnesses   (as for the record). 

 

       (Paul as an external arbitrator guides Timothy … … )  
Not you (Timothy)  admit near (= accept)  a complaint against an Elder  (as ordained by a TC  [and not by The World])  of the Ecclesia, 
Except  (accept a complaint from)  out of concerning two or three witnesses   (for “The Record”). 
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Sadly,  as we observe within some congregations when  certain sincere  Elders try to accurately  inculcate/instil  “The Word of God”  into the 
congregation –  certain/particular  members feeling aggrieved  (loving The World more than “self-correction”)  will start a campaign to slander the 
sincerely driven leader,  who is only trying to bring real  honour/glory  to what Yahweh truly means within an educated devotee's mind.   
Paul knowing this,  has put in this mechanism  (being one of the Laws given by Moses)  to stop this rot in its tracks!   
This is directly applicable to  all  The Brethren  (Christians)  and thus any person starting a  “rumour mill”  out of personal spite should be  severely 
reprimanded –  hence the next verse! 
A 4th Revision addition. 
The late Joshua Daniel gave an example of where Christianity is going within the USA in a sermon speaking about a choice between Money or God. 

A dedicated Christian Paster confided to Joshua stating -  It is so sad for me,  having been rejected by my parish members,  because they 
want a new paster that is a fund-raiser to bring money into the local church for the parishioners to then spend!   I am not able to do this,  I 
only want to teach The Word of God to them so they can become God’s friends! 

This is where The World is going –  as we are so able to witness! 
1Tim.  5v20 og The (persons)  {missing the mark}/erring/sinning/offending/trespassing   
1Tim.  5v20 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) all (persons)  
1Tim.  5v20 og (you) confute/admonish/convict/convince/{tell a fault}/rebuke/reprove,   
1Tim.  5v20 og that  also  the (persons)  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  (the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread 
1Tim.  5v20 og (they may/should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have. 
1Tim.  5v20 = The people  (brethren)    {missing the mark}/offending/trespassing   

you  confute/admonish/rebuke  {in the face/sight of}/midst/before  of the  all  people,   
that  also  the people  remaining/rest,  they  may/should  possess/have  the  alarm/fear/reverence. 

 

The people  (brethren supposedly claiming to represent Yahweh) 
{missing the mark}/trespassing   (to what  “The Word of God”  in its entirety  really means within our  life/existence/deportment) 
               (Inasmuch do not slander a good leader,  by provoking a rebellion,  just as did Judas Iscariot during the last year of JC’s ministry) 
you  confute/admonish  in the midst of all people   (a public  “dressing down”  so all people know this was slander against  “The Good Elder”) 
that  also the remaining people  (of the congregation)  might have  alarm/fear   (about the consequences of  “a whispering campaign”). 
 

Interestingly,  Paul states the rebuke should be made publicly –  by contrast,  today The World suggests it should be privately! 
Paul states the Elder should be respected by those people below him  –  by contrast,  today The World suggest  “authority”  should be challenged! 
We can see  “all manner of corruption”  contrasted between God’s Word and The World today,  “all manner of corruption”  within humans from the 
master down to the servant,  all fulfilling their own worldly desires rather than Yahweh’s Desire –  hence the utter chaos witnessed within present day 
society. 
It will  not  be like this in The Millennium during the 2nd part of our physical life –  because all humans will obviously realise - 

1. Yahweh  does  exist because that is  why  they have personally entered the 2nd part of their physical life  (through JC’s ransom sacrifice). 
2. They will know,  eternity  is  possible within this righteous environment  (when experiencing the perfected Genome then made manifest). 
3. They will also know conversely that unless Yahweh’s Laws are maintained,  then annihilation  is  possible as  “The Resultant”  of operating 

outside  Yahweh’s Desire  (being outside “Jerusalem” - Yahweh's exercised Authority through the faithful Early Adopters – Rev.22v14-15). 
Therefore,  let us be wise –  to be learning early  and inculcate a  spirit/personally/desires/traits  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  now  –  because personally,  
life shall become so much easier for us in The Millennium if we aim for the  correct  Methodology  now   (to create the  ideal  “heavenly treasure”  of 
our “synapse construction mapping”  that  “Yahweh safely retains”  upon our death.  This  “synapse construction mapping”  becomes our “Treasure”  
because it  “uniquely defines us as individuals” – What could be more  “personally precious”  than that?   Please see glossary)! 
 
121st Instruction – Paul protests earnestly in the face of God and the lord JC  (also to the elect messengers)  that Timothy  
guard/preserve  the guidance Paul has given in which no TC is to be  partial/bias concerning the teaching of God’s Word. 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul considers there to be  two  Entities.  Both exist at the time of writing,  else  why the separation? 
87th Reasoning – Notice the two  individually  reasoning Entities to witness Paul’s exhortation and the utter lack of any 
mention of the HS in this category!   This structure is repeated everywhere in The Bible and would strongly suggest the HS 
is  not  a  “reasoning entity”  that warrants mention along with the  two separate  Entities of Yahweh and JCg. 
29th Allegory – angels/messengers = extended to mean the TCs because it is,  they who are  elected/chosen/selected. 
88th Reasoning – All witnessing entities are capable of recognising Paul’s genuine exhortation for Timothy to be utterly 
impartial in his dealings with all people.  Is this what we witness in  worldly Christian society?   No, is an obvious answer! 
89th Reasoning – It is wholly necessary for The Whole Gospel to be given with no barriers and no strings attached,  so 
that in The Culmination it cannot be said  “I” was restricted access to it,  being of what would have made “me” a TC!   
Clearly this cannot be said of a  worldly Christian leader,  because  (by definition of a mere  worldly doctrine)  they did 
not have  “The Whole Gospel”  of God’s Righteous Plan in the first instance for  “The Knowledge”  to be withheld! 
Only because they had no inclination to discover what it was  -  preferring what The Present World could yield instead. 
1Tim.  5v21 og (I) {channel of witnessing}/{thorough/solemnly witness}/{protest earnestly}/hortatively   
1Tim.  5v21 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) God [Yahweh]  
1Tim.  5v21 og also  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Tim.  5v21 og also  of the  selected/favourites/elect/chosen   (of the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,   
1Tim.  5v21 og that  these (things)   (you) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep   
1Tim.  5v21 og separately/apart/without  (the) prejudgement/prejudice/prepossession/{prefer one before another},   
1Tim.  5v21 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
1Tim.  5v21 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising   
1Tim.  5v21 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) {leaning toward}/proclivity/favouritism/partiality/bias. 
1Tim.  5v21 = I  {protest earnestly}/{hortatively witness}  {in the face of}/midst/before  of the  God  (Yahweh),   

also  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
also  of the  selected/elected/chosen  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels   (= the associate TCs),   
that  you  (Timothy)   guard/preserve/obey/keep  these things  separately/without  the  prejudgement/prejudice,   
{not even one}/nothing   (is to be)   of the  making/yielding/practising  according to  the  favouritism/partiality/bias. 
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I (Paul, a TC)  protest earnestly in the midst of the God  (Yahweh)   (as  “The 3rd Party Assessor”  able to give “Sonship”) 
also of the  lord/master  (as  “The Word of God”  controlling  our mind)  of the Anointed Jesus   (being of our ideal Goal), 
also of the  selected/elected/chosen  (144000 TCs)   of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels   (meaning,  people “given to tell”) 
               (Thus Yahweh,  JCg,  and then the 144000 TCs – as  “The Authority”  that shall become  “The 3rd Heaven”  in The Millennium) 
that you [Timothy]  guard/obey  these things without prejudgement   (always determine “The Facts”  first –  before making a  “Judgement” ) 
               (Precisely as we  must  do with  “Religion”  before we can find  “1st Century Christianity”  unto which we should truly commit ourselves) 
(that)  nothing  (in our thinking is to be)  of the  making/yielding  (decisions)  according to the  favouritism/partiality/bias. 
               (Particularly being our driver on what we do in “Religion”,  -  where,  we should  only  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle.) 
               (Question   Do Christians really know what JC taught and how he behaved?   Sadly,  virtually none  of them know,  because of their leaders!) 
 

Paul is most adamant Timothy,  and thus The Brethren (Christians),  is/are  to guard the  words/sayings/reasoning  he has given in this epistle within 
their mind,  driven by their  hearts/{seats of motivation}.  Furthermore,  we are to operate according to  “The Word of God”  without leaning towards 
worldly teaching that invariably yields  favouritism/partiality  towards one  person/grouping  or another. 
I repeat,  Paul uses the Greek Word  “aggelos” (StrongsTM = 32)  of which I recognise to be the  apostles/TCs  especially with the Greek Word 
“eklektos” (StrongsTM = 1588)  that is  always  (with zero exceptions)  used to mean those specific people  (TCs)  selected/elected/chosen  by Yahweh to 
become the future  “Sons of God”.  Where there are many instances in The Bible where  “angels”  are used to mean  “people”  having been given  “The 
Word of God”  to teach The World  (just use a concordance and search under StrongsTM = 32,  where  “messengers”  has been used in place of  
“angels”  to mean  “humans”). 
Thus,  with this understanding,  then this verse begins to make complete sense. 

Because we might otherwise ask    Why – “selected angels”? 
Especially if we,  as TCs,  are to judge  “angels” – 1Cor.6v3 –  but importantly,  please read my local commentary). 
However  - if  those  “elected angels”  are  fellow TCs  eventually  alongside JCg ruling  and in the midst of Yahweh  (by election)  then  it makes perfect 
sense  (especially if 1Cor.6v3 refers to  delinquent  “bringers of tidings”  just adds further support to my definition –  please see my local commentary).  
Thus,  we realise it is the TCs who shall be witnessing what Timothy does in his ministry work from the information as given by Paul to his emissary 
being Paul's young understudy. 
Notice also how Paul uses the present tense of  God (Yahweh)  and  the lord JC (= JCg)  as being  separate  Entities having an  individual  conscious 
reasoning faculties and thus separate existence to recognise his exhortation to Timothy.  Also notice other conscious entities witnessing being “angels” 
(as explained above) –  but has the reader noticed something lacking?   It being  any  reference to a  ”supposedly conscious”  HS in the listing –  of 
which logically,  there should be,  if  “it” had any conscious reasoning capability to become a witness!   The answer speaks loudly to tell us the HS has  
no  conscious witnessing ability to be categorised in the above listing –  and thus has  no  intrinsic personage capacity within itself –  else Paul would 
have put it in the listing.  However,  the HS becomes personalised  (perhaps like  “the glue”  that binds the TCs to JCg to Yahweh,  precisely as we are 
told at John.14v20,  17v21-26, etc.   Where we understand,  it is  “The Word of God”  that generates  “The New Creature” (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  
within  “us”  hearkening  individuals  (precisely imitating JC)  who have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh,  and thus the HS 
becomes “personalised”  within a  “hearkening entity”  that builds its mind upon what Yahweh  “commands of us”  through  “The Word of God”  (as  
only  given in The Bible). 

Does the Reader understand what all this precisely means? 
So,  I implore Trinitarians to start using the wonderful brain that we have been given by JCg and reason the HS is  not  a personage,  but actually -  

“Yahweh’s Pure Desire expressed within The Environment as Yahweh so deems,  using His  power/capacity  to make become what he chooses 
to become.” 

We are  not  to “”bury our heads in the sand”,  but rather - 
Look to The Bible for our guidance and understanding –  “search and you shall find”  Matt.7v7-8! 

Presently our  worldly Christian leaders prefer  “The Old Wine” (Luke.5v39)  produced by their  spiritually blind  peers  “of days long ago”! 
(Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39) 
When I read some of their material –  I sometimes wonder  “what drug they were on”  and realise they are only driven by  “worldly methodology”! 
Not their fault – they did not know any better,  but now that Yahweh has allowed His Plan to be fully explained –  then we of today,  have  no  excuse! 
We become guilty by not rallying behind His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  thereby being personally responsible for making it occur! 
 
122nd Instruction – No person is to place hands quickly upon people  and should not share with of the sins of  {not akin}. 
90th Reasoning – Placing of hands is a union with like-minded people.  I carefully do  not  use the word  “Christians” 
because many groupings in The World who are  not  Christians equally place hands upon each other.  And just because 
people call themselves “Christians” and  “place their hands upon people”  does not make them in the least acceptable in 
the midst of Yahweh’s assay of each one of us  (noting specifically Matt.7v20-22 having followed through  “The Wide 
Gate”  of  “worldly Christianity” as warned at Matt.7v12-14,  being of  [then]  a  “New Jesus”,  2Cor.11v4)!    
It is how we precisely imitate  “The Original JC”  becomes  “The Standard of Judgement”  Yahweh makes upon us. 
40th Warning – It is in the interests of a  charlatan Christian leader to  “lay hands upon people”  within emotional hype  - 
often to music,  to give the façade they have legitimacy to represent Yahweh!   It must be asked,  why is it done,  and  how 
frequently is it done?   Is it congruent with what Paul states here?   It must not be done quickly,  but rather,  the recipient 
must be assayed in worthiness against The Scriptures before this action is performed.  By contrast,  what is done in some  
very worldly  Christian schisms during the last 100 years? 
41st Warning – We are instructed  not  to  “share with”  those people  “not akin”,  meaning,  people thinking differently  
to what The Bible instructs  (we are wrong to think according to Prov.3v5-8).  Always return to  “The Prime Standard” – 
never  just rely upon what people tell you – in my experience they are invariably  wrong  as soon as they leave their 
specific zone of expertise  (sadly, even this is not true with  worldly Christian leaders lost in their own “mystery”).  
21st Comment – It should be noted:  “Not akin”  not only means people of a different religion  (being of their customs)  
but rather it means people of  “Christianity”  operating to worldly customs (Matt.23v23, etc.,)  of a  “New Jesus”  
(2Cor.11v4)  rather than to what The Bible specifically teaches us as being  “1st Century Christianity”! 
123rd Instruction – Those Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs must  watch/maintain  themselves  clean/perfect. 
91st Reasoning – The reason why Paul gives this instruction to  “watch/guard  oneself to remain  clean/perfect”  because 
quite simply:  It is so utterly easy to stop being clean/perfect!   Think of a polished mirror –  it is so easy to put a blemish 
of any description anywhere on that surface and immediately it is not  clean/pure  but gives a distorted image.  Likewise, 
with ourselves supposedly reflecting The Light (= Knowledge) of  “The Word of God”.   We can  quickly/easily  become a 
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distortion of  “The Word of God”  (being how The World sees us,  distorting the  Character/Authority  of JC if we 
fraudulently claim to come in his Name). 
42nd Warning – Because Paul  needs  to state this warning even to Timothy,  a proven  emissary/understudy,  then clearly 
it is so easy for people to become side-tracked away from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire – by placing any impediments to being 
that perfect mirror for God’s Word.  Sadly,  it is pandemic today,  millions upon millions  of  worldly Christians in some 
37,000+ schisms (2007 CE) are being misled by near useless  (as judged by Yahweh)  worldly Christian leaders.  -  That is  
specifically  why  JC gave the warning at Luke.16v1-13,  knowing they will lose their position in The Millennium, 
(Matt.21v41, Luke.20v16)  being replaced by TCs  (1Pet.2v9, Matt.21v43, 44)  because  “The Word of God”  crushed the 
original workers  (Matt.21v44)! 
1Tim.  5v22 og (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands   briefly/speedily/shortly/rapidly/soon/suddenly   
1Tim.  5v22 og (to the) {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)    (you are to) {place upon}/impose/lay,   
1Tim.  5v22 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor   (you to) {share with}/impart/distribute/communicate/{be partaker}   
1Tim.  5v22 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) sins/faults/offences   (to the [= in/with/by/on]) others/foreigners/{not akin}/hostile,   
1Tim.  5v22 og {of thyself}/{of your own self}   (the) clean/innocent/modest/perfect/chaste/pure   
1Tim.  5v22 og (you to) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}. 
1Tim.  5v22 = You are to  {place upon}/impose  the  hands  speedily/rapidly/quickly  to  {not even one}  person,   

{and not}  you to  {share with}/impart/{be partaker}  in the  sins/offences/faults  with the  others/foreigners/{not akin},   
you to  {watch/guard over loss/injury}/maintain  of yourself  the  clean/innocent/perfect/pure. 

 

You (Timothy)  are not to  quickly/speedily  place your hands upon any person   (contrary to what we witness today in  “mock showing”) 
                (Ensure the recipient is fully competent to expedite  “The Commission”  first,  before publicly endorsing them for  “The Commission”) 
And not you to share in the  sins/faults  with foreigners   (do  not  copy the actions of any person  outside  “1st Century Christianity”) 
                (Do not copy the actions of people within  “worldly Christianity”  being a subset of “Religion” -  all as sourced by Satan to “confuse” people.) 

You (are)  to  watch/guard  over  loss/injury  yourself  (to be)  the  (spiritually)  clean/innocent/pure. 
                (You must set  “The Correct Example”  for other people to copy  [also so that  no  person can legitimately accuse you of  any  wrongdoing]!) 
 

Quite an important verse when we see what occurs within The World today –  and we wonder if this verse is located within  “their bible”! 
A comment that might be asked of most  worldly Christian congregations of today –  as it might have been equally asked throughout The Gospel Age! 

The question must be asked  –  Why are people unaware of this verse –  as seen by their actions? 
Because quite simply it does not suit the  worldly Christian leaders’ desire to make this verse known to their congregations! 
Let me take some examples out of so many I could use. 

1. The laying on of hands   Only a too often abused practice within some of the  Charismatic/Pentecostal  schisms. 
2. Not partaking with the  sins/offences  of the foreigners (outside The Real Faith = The World),  would be same sex partnerships in the clergy! 

The point I make is,  these people ignoring this verse given by one of  “The Foremost Apostles”  favoured/elected  by Yahweh for Sonship  (2Tim.4v6-8)  
cannot themselves be accepted by Yahweh if they contravene what is stated in this verse.  This is logically true –  irrespective of what they might 
deceptively state to the contrary to their bewitched,  and sadly,  deluded congregations! 

Is  this a wise course of action to stay with a member of The World?   
When we are told  not  to be part of The World  (John.17v14-16, 18v36, etc.)! 

Especially when these leading members are  obviously hypocritical  to  “The Absolute Truth”  -  being supposedly what they represent! 
The answer is so  “blindingly obvious”  that I have no need to write it here! 
It is this  “Pretence of Righteousness” –  but in reality,  utter  deception/seduction  to those innocents of  “The Congregation”  (Rom.16v17-18)   by  
“self-indulgent and  spiritually blind  leaders”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  that has motivated me to work many tens of thousands of hours outside of my 
60 hour secular working week generating  The Prime Reference Standard   for The World to read  and to trust,  thereby enabling us all to  really  
understand  “Yahweh’s Pure/Blameless Desire”  at  a personal level  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
 
124th Instruction – Paul proposes that Timothy uses a little wine for his stomach and frequent maladies. 
92nd Reasoning – We learn two things from this instruction. 

1. We can drink wine and forced abstinence can be likened to fasting  (see 4v3)  being of a  worldly  command. 
2. We are to drink  only a little  wine –  so that we always remain sober  (too many quotes to give here). 

Thus,  we can drink wine –  but a little so that we always remain sober.  This shows true respect for our creator,  of his 
produce,  of ourselves and of our neighbour,  always being a pattern for them to follow,  and we remain inviting to them. 
43rd Warning – The obvious warning is that we must  not  drink too much –  and  never  become intoxicated in  anything. 
Else:- 

1. We make ourselves appear foolish,  and this reflects badly on Yahweh  (thereby,  not  having a mind like His). 
2. We can become susceptible to worldly suggestion and intrusion. 
3. We cannot coherently use  “The Word of God”  either in attack or defence -  we become spiritually naked!  

1Tim.  5v23 og {no longer/further}/{not any-more}   (you to) {drink water}/{abstain from vinous beverages},   
1Tim.  5v23 og but  (to the) wine  (to the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}   
1Tim.  5v23 og (you) {furnish a need}/employ/{use it}/{act towards someone} [middle voice],   
1Tim.  5v23 og through (reason of)  the  {an orifice}/{the gullet}/stomach  (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
1Tim.  5v23 og also  the  clasping/frequently/often  (of) thee/thy/thou/you 
1Tim.  5v23 og (the) feeblenesses/maladies/infirmities/weaknesses. 
1Tim.  5v23 = {No longer}/{not any-more}  (Timothy)   you to   (only)  {drink water},   

but  you   personally  employ/use  a  little/small  wine,   
through reason  of your  gullet/stomach  also  of your  clasping/frequent  the   maladies/infirmities. 

 

Not anymore you (Timothy)  to  (only)  drink water, 
but  (also)  you personally  employ/use  a little wine   (occasionally), 
through reason of your stomach  also of your  clasping/frequent  maladies. 
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It would seem Timothy had gastric troubles.  Alcohol may be drunk in  moderation,  but certainly  never  to a point where it would affect any sound 
reason  (noting Titus.2v2-8).  We are instructed to always have sober mind (1Tim.3v2, etc.),   never  let it be  known/reported  we have been an 
occasional drunkard by any person,  else it reflects badly on  “The Office of Appointment”  for  “Sonship”! 
 
22nd Comment – Some people’s sins shall be obvious to The World now,  before they are finally judged by Yahweh in His 
“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement of Christians”,  and other sins shall become obvious when exposed in The Millennium. 
93rd Reasoning – Paul is  only  speaking of Christians;  Heathens (= non-Christians)  are  not  considered here because 
The Millennium becomes The Safety Net.  It is the important issue of The Goal for people knowing it -  is to make it occur. 
Thus, this becomes The Judgement for Sonship by Yahweh upon  “Christians” –  these ones have failed by being worldly! 
23rd Comment – Likewise  (over the same period),  some people’s  public virtuous/worthy  works/labours  are obvious to 
be receiving Sonship to Yahweh  (in Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  upon Christians).  Furthermore,  other 
publicly unknown TCs  (after generations)  shall become  “Sons of God”  because their works of their 1st part of their life 
shall become publicly exposed during The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3).  Please see “2 part life” in glossary. 
1Tim.  5v24 og {some/any/certain persons}  (of the) countenances/{human beings}/men  the  sins/faults/offences   
1Tim.  5v24 og (the) {plain before (all men)}/obvious/evident/{manifest (open) beforehand} [plural]   {they are/be}   
1Tim.  5v24 og (the) {leading forward}/preceding/{going before} [plural]   into/unto   
1Tim.  5v24 og (the) {decision (either for or against)}/tribunal/justice/judgement   
1Tim.  5v24 og (to the) {some/any/certain persons}  and  also   (they) {over accompany}/{follow after}; 
1Tim.  5v24 = Some peoples’  sins/faults/offences,   of the  men/(women),   

{they are}  obvious/evident  the  {going before}/leading  into  the  judgement;   
and  to  {some peoples’}  (sins)  also  they  {over accompany}/{follow after}; 

 

Some  men/women's  sins/faults  are obvious   (The sinful actions of some people are quickly revealed to the public) 
leading into judgement   (these  men/women  are then righteously brought to public justice for the committed  sin/faults); 
and to some  (other)  people  also their sins follow after   (these people into the 2nd part of their life,  to make restitution in The Millennium)  
 

I do not wish to use perhaps a couple of pages unpicking the unrighteous doctrine of  “purgatory”  (being a worldly myth of one very large  worldly  
Christian schism)  and I thoroughly explain another worldly myth  (perpetrated by another large  worldly  Christian schism)  “baptism for the dead” 
(1Cor.15v29)  in a dissertation on the subject on this website.   Thereby showing both of these huge  worldly  Christian schisms are just so far away from  
“The Real Truth”  as originally sourced by Yahweh! 
After having cut away all the  unrighteous distractions from the outset, -  then I would now like to explain precisely what Paul means in this verse. 
Firstly,  we must understand Paul's writings are continuously thrusting for   “Sonship to Yahweh”  -  this is his constant driver.  
Therefore,   

Paul is  not  speaking about  non-Christians –  because simply,  they are not judged yet during the 1st part of their physical life for Sonship! 
Only that he supports the active work in freely giving “The Invitation of Sonship”  to any person interested in hearkening to this knowledge. 

Consequently, 
Paul is  ONLY  speaking about   “Christians”  (noting the thoughts of James.3v1 would be uppermost in Paul's mind)! 

This Goal is clearly not in The Mind of our  “eminently worldly”  Christian leaders being why they are so quiet on this matter of  (1) Sonship  and only 
preach “Religion”,  that also excludes  (2) the full operations and requirements of  “The Millennium”! 

Consequently,  their devotees are  “kept in the dark”  and cannot make  “Sonship”  for themselves  (Matt.23v13)!    
Nor do they have any Idea about how Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates”  regarding The Millennium! 

It is an abomination to hide  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and The Apostles! 
Especially when fraudulently claiming to represent The Interests of The Almighty God of The Universe having established this! 

Therefore,  Paul is speaking about - 
Some  men/women  (of the Christian Nation)  are obvious sinners  (to all watching people judging these perpetrators to be sinful)  and are 
being recognised by The World as being sinners – hence hypocrites,  likewise,  Yahweh would concur and reject them for future Sonship! 
However,  we now move to the other grouping of  “Christians”  who appear so wonderful in front of their adoring flock! 
But yet,  Yahweh in His assessment  (seeing what people cannot see  [1Sam.16v7]  has asked the all-important question - 

Have  he/she  precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  for  no  worldly return? 
Where obviously  “The Judgement”  is made after their present existence  (of the 1st part of their physical life, Matt.22v34-48, etc.). 

Are these leaders worthy to become future  “Sons of God”  (to be  awakened/roused  at  “The 1st Resurrection”)? 
The point Paul is making reduces down to this - 

It is clear some  worldly Christian leaders are sinful when their works are disclosed now to The World  (as one example out of a seemingly 
endless listing would be  “physical paedophiles”). 
However,  there are the  sly/crafty/skilful  worldly Christian leaders who are beguiling conmen,  silver-tongued and ingratiating to their 
deluded devotees,  who can confidently hide their hypocritical nature during the 1st part of their physical life away from The World at large  
(hence “spiritual paedophiles”  while wholly beloved by  “their  [and not JC's] groomed congregations”,  hence  “the robbers”  of 
John.10v1-9). 

Consequently,  we realise from this - 
When these  worldly Christian leaders are to be resurrected,  then all these sinful acts of self-indulgence shall be disclosed to all resurrected 
people (Luke.12v2-3)! 
These former  (religious)  leaders must learn the  “Righteous way in which to live”   (hence Matt.12v8, 13v42, 22v13, 24v51, etc. –  please see 
my local commentaries).  Clearly these  worldly Christian leaders appeared like TCs during the 1st part of their physical life  (Matt.24v23-26, 
2Cor.11v15, etc.),  but their dark secrets shall be revealed within The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3, etc.,)  showing to all those beguiled 
congregational members,  they were  not  TCs in the 1st part of their physical life after all this has been publicly revealed!   

Then Luke.16v1-9 shall be evoked –  if these  worldly  Christian leaders had been astute earlier! 
Now we have the opposite type of works that follow the same theme of exposure - 

1Tim.  5v25 og {as thus}/{in the same way}/{even as}/{in like manner}   
1Tim.  5v25 og also  the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy 
1Tim.  5v25 og (the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds   
1Tim.  5v25 og (the) {plain before (all men)}/obvious/evident/{manifest (open) beforehand} [plural]   (they) are,   
1Tim.  5v25 og also  the (ones [works])  differently/otherwise   (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]   
1Tim.  5v25 og (to be) concealed/hidden/{keep secret}  not  (they [works]) able/possible/capable [middle voice]. 
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1Tim.  5v25 = Also  {in like manner}/as   
the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  {occupational efforts}/works/labours  they are  obvious/evident,   
also  the  possessing/having  different/otherwise   (worthy works)    
not  they  (works)   are personally  able/capable  to be  concealed/hidden/{kept secret}. 

 

Also in like manner as   (the former  deceptive/sinful  works [of the previous verse],  so are the  unfeigned/good  works [below]) 
the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  occupational efforts are obvious   (to The Public) 
                 (being the good charitable works for the physical body –  of which The World  praises) 
also the  (worthy works)  having different   (beautiful/worthy  occupational efforts  [not so obvious to The Public])   
not personally able to be  concealed/hidden   (when resuscitated at “The 1st Resurrection” as future “Sons of God”  to rule The Resurrected World) 
                 (being the good charitable works for the spiritual mind –  of which The World  ignores,  and the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  attack!)  
 

Let us ask - 
Therefore,  what does this verse mean  (in conjunction with the previous verse)? 

The clue is in the words   “{in like manner}/as” –  thus indicating we have a repeat  “set-up”  of the previous verse,  but it is spoken regarding the  
unfeigned/good  works as opposed to the  deceitful/sinful  works of the previous verse. 
The earlier verse was speaking of the corrupt  worldly  Christian leaders either being exposed prior to the 1st 2nd C of JCg  or being exposed afterwards 
in The Millennium when all peoples’ works are to be disclosed  (Luke.12v2-3)  over the 1000 years for a lifetime of a much shorter period  (perhaps 70 
years) –  thereby having a factor of about 14 times,  in having more time within which to be reworking our  reform/readjustment! 
However,  in this verse v25 Paul now speaks of  “The Contrasting Complement”  being those specific humans who  are  accepted by Yahweh to become 
TCs and thus elected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  being of the 1st 2nd C of JCg –  where ideally,  we are to join with him as future Sons of God. 
Paul speaks at two levels - 

1. Good works that the (present) World  recognises. 
2. Good works that the (present) World  rejects. 

The good works The World recognises -  being all the things that sincerely help the  fleshly  body  but shall ultimately  rot away to nothing. 
The good works The World ignores  (and detested by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  exposed as being parasitic to society)  -  where it is the TCs 
who  sincerely help the  spiritual  mind by  accurately teaching  “The Word of God”,  that  can exist for an eternity in a perfected physical body. 
These are the people Yahweh chooses upon whom it will not be clear to The World in the 1st part of their physical lives  as to why they will be chosen to 
be  “Sons of God” –  and it is these people who shall have their  works/labours  (for example, 2Cor.11v24-28, William’s Tyndale’s translation of The 
Bible into English)  fully told to  all people  during The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3).   
Consequently these 144000 TCs shall be receiving  glory/honour/dignity  from  “The Resurrected World”  for the unpublicised work to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire  (Matt.6v1-12)  in the 1st part of their physical life  (when purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God” –  ready for their  
awakening/rousing/resuscitation  at  “The 1st Resurrection”). 
 
 
125th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  under the yoke of slavery must personally deem their own masters as 
worthy of all  esteem/honour –  else they  dishonour/revile  God’s  Name/Character/Authority  and His Word. 
24th Comment – The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what “The Master”  tells us –  
that means we must  first know and then understand  what The Master Desires  before we become a slave to it! 
This is given to represent what the TC (slave)  is to JC as  “The Word of God”  as the master of our mind. 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians”  as  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
94th Reasoning – By esteeming our worldly master,  then God’s  Name/Character/Authority  and doctrinal instruction 
might not be  vilified/reviled.  This means the TC sets  him/herself  as being different to The World so the master might  
meditate/question  as to why the TC behaves differently to worldly people.  In this manner The TC can explain why  he/she  
is different to the other slaves and thus Yahweh’s Name/etc.  and His Word becomes  glorified/honoured  to The Master. 
95th Reasoning – Also if the Brethren cannot esteem their worldly master,  then this sets the incorrect standard within 
their own  “synapse construction mapping”  with regard to  “authority”.   If they cannot esteem  “authority” –  then, 
(1)  how can they esteem Yahweh’s Authority if becoming a Son of God?   Quite simply  if  Yahweh made that dissident 
person a Son of God then He would have another future Satan on His hands!   It almost goes without saying,  that by 
reading the “synapse construction mapping”  of the individual during Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  of 
all Christians -  then Yahweh will  not  make that mistake!   Furthermore, … …  
96th Reasoning –  (2) If the Brethren cannot esteem their worldly master,  then it would be hypocritical for this brethren 
member to expect  “The Resurrected World”  to esteem  his/her  authority as a future  king/priest.  Obviously, this shall 
never occur,  because Yahweh would reject this  (or any type of)  “hypocritical person”  from future “Sonship”. 
This is precisely why  (proven worldly)  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (as hypocrites)  are rejected from “Sonship”! 
126th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  under the yoke of slavery must not disesteem their own brethren masters if 
these masters are Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs,  because they too are  trustful/sure/true  and supportive 
through many good deeds – and thus beloved  (by Yahweh). 
97th Reasoning – The point Paul makes here:  It is so easy for the slave to take advantage of a master who is prepared to 
treat slaves kindly and with much respect –  being assumed to be part of  “The Family of God”  (in the ecclesia).   
Thus,  Paul makes the specific point,  Brethren slaves must not take advantage of The Brethren link between slave and 
master –  because the master is dearly beloved by Yahweh through the virtuous work  done outside  normal/work  hours. 
127th Instruction – TCs must teach this knowledge to The Brethren (Christians)  working in all those positions. 
43rd Warning – Beware of any Christian Leader teaching contrary to the above!   Any Christian leader teaching to rebel 
against any form of  “authority”  by any means,  is working against Yahweh,  where  “Authority”  is  “the mechanism”  
Yahweh uses to reduce pain and suffering in society!   Obviously,  worldly abuse of “Authority”  is an abomination 
detested by Yahweh  -  but Yahweh allows worldly people to rebel  (TCs/Brethren must  not  be part of this rebellion). 
1Tim.  6v1 og {As much/great/many/long}/Whatsoever  {they are/be}  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Tim.  6v1 og (the) {join by yoke}/{couple through servitude}/{the beam (of the balance)}  (the) slaves/{bond servants},   
1Tim.  6v1 og the (persons)   (of the) {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) lords/masters  (of the) all   
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1Tim.  6v1 og (of the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity  (the) deserving/worthy/{due reward}   
1Tim.  6v1 og (they) lead/command/deem/consider/account/{rule over}/think [middle voice],   
1Tim.  6v1 og that  not  the  name/character/authority  of the  God [Yahweh]  
1Tim.  6v1 og also  the  {instruction/teaching of information/function doctrine}   
1Tim.  6v1 og (it may/should be) vilified/{spoken of impiously}/defames/reviled. 
1Tim.  6v1 = {As long}  {they be}  the  slaves/{bond servants}  under/below  the  {joined by yoke}/{coupled by servitude},   

they  personally  deem/consider/account/think  their own  lords/masters  deserving/worthy  of the  all  of the  value/esteem/honour,   
(so)  that  God’s  Name/Character/Authority   
also  the  {instruction/teaching  of  doctrine/information}  not  it  may/should  be  vilified/defame/reviled. 

 

(For)  As long  (as)  they be slaves under the yoke of servitude   (meaning,  “while the Brethren  [aiming to be TCs]  are under slavery” … … ), 
they  (are to)  personally deem their own masters worthy of all  value/honour   (being  only  as the   “Master  Slave”   relationship) 
                 (Inasmuch  “The Office of Appointment/Authority”  is valued  [hence not to rebel],  but  certainly not  “the deportment”  of The Master) 
(so)  that God's (Yahweh's)  Name/Character/Authority   (being what  “Yahweh”  Represents  [of Character and Authority]  within our mind) 
also the instruction of information  (God’s Word given to and then from The Brethren)  might not be  vilified/defamed.   

                 ([1]  The Brethren Slave recognises “Authority”  and thus is trusted by The Master  [to be honest, reliable,  and not to rebel]) 
                 ([2] This sows the seed within The Master’s mind,  this “Brethren”  has  “something”  that is equally “Valuable driving his/her mind”) 
                 ([3] The Brethren’s righteous behaviour causes The Master to question  his/her  own lifestyle and may likewise become converted.) 
                 ([4] In this manner The Brethren does not vilify what  Yahweh shall establish in The Millennium  through the 144000 future “Sons of God”.) 
 

It is always God’s  Name/Character/Authority  that must be evident through people claiming to be Yahweh’s Ambassador  -  who in this verse,  speaks of  
“the slave to their master”.  Thus,  the Brethren (Christians)  “aiming to become TCs”  who are in the position as a slave to their master  (of whatever 
political/religious/commercial  leaning)  must present themselves as honourable slaves respecting the positions of their master,  absolutely  not  as  eye-
pleasers,  but rather to be sincerely fulfilling their master’s needs  (provided these needs do  not  contravene Yahweh’s Laws).  Thereby in this manner 
the  lord/master  will respect this TC slave  behaving differently  to worldly motivated slaves and thus the  lord/master  is likely to ask this TC slave what 
drives  him/her  to behave like this  (and positioning the TC slave to oversee The Master’s things –  as by example of Joseph  [Gen.39v3-6, 21-23]). 
To which the TC slave might then have an opportunity to actively teach  “The Word of God”.  Furthermore, it almost goes without saying,  the TC slave 
will also be trusted with much more and would have a better life,  free from conflicts with the master,  if the TC was behaving as a dutiful slave. 
Thus,  in all these displayed facets – Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  becomes magnified in The World through this TC,  a slave's righteous action. 

A 3rd Revision addition  
Saying the obvious physical level above,   then there is the automatic spiritual level always present in Paul's mind,  
We who are assiduously aiming to be TCs are to always have JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind as our personal  lord/master.   
In this manner by growing our mind upon  “The Word of God”  as a new  creature/creation  growing within us (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15),  then we become 
positioned to call our adopting Father “Abba”.  If we do  not  continually nurture this process,  physically exhibited by precisely imitating JC's 
ministry/lifestyle,  then quite simply we become “bastards” to Yahweh (Heb.12v8)  irrespective what our errant worldly Christian leaders might 
fraudulently state about their congregational members being supposedly  “Children of God” –  where,  they obviously ignore Matt.20v23.    

We realise it is in the  worldly Christian leaders'  worldly interests  (having a worldly mind)  to teach  worldly things  (Matt.6v24)  when 
perhaps they teach against this verse  (for example extolling the activities of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, contrary to the instruction given by JC 
[Luke.13v1-4] and Paul [Rom.13v1-6])!    I explain this in much greater depth elsewhere – please see my commentaries at the given citations. 

1Tim.  6v2 og the (persons)   and  (the) trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true  
1Tim.  6v2 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) masters/lords   
1Tim.  6v2 og not  (let them) {think against}/disesteem/despise,   
1Tim.  6v2 og because  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  {they are/be};   
1Tim.  6v2 og but  {more than}/better/rather  (let them) serve/{be in bondage}/slave,   
1Tim.  6v2 og because  (the) trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true  {they are/be}  also  (the) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved,   
1Tim.  6v2 og the (persons)  of the  beneficence/benefit/{good deeds done}/{virtuous service}   
1Tim.  6v2 og (the) {taking (hold of) in turn}/succour/participating/helping/supporting/{receiving in return} [middle voice].   
1Tim.  6v2 og These (things)   (you) {cause to learn}/teach/train   
1Tim.  6v2 og also  (you) {set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort. 
1Tim.  6v2 = And  the  trustful/faithful  people  (slaves)   not  let them  disesteem/despise  the  (= their)  masters/lords   

because  {they  (the masters)  are}  brothers/{The Brethren}   (hence these masters behaving  extraordinarily kindly  to their slaves)   
but  let them  (the slaves)   more than  {be in  bondage/slaving},   
because  {they  (the masters)  are}  trustful/faithful/sure/true  also  the  {dearly loved}/beloved   (by the recipients of their good deeds),   
the  people  (the masters)   supported/participating  of the  {good deeds done}/{virtuous service}.    
You  teach/train  these things,   also  you  beseech/exhort/urge   (these things to the ecclesia members). 

 

And the  trustworthy/faithful  people  (slaves [implying The Brethren])   
not let them  disesteem/despise  their  masters/lords   (because the  “[Brethren] masters”  show exemplary kindness to their slaves) 
but let them (the slaves)  more readily be in  bondage/slaving   (as are the TCs to JC  [as “The Word of God”]  controlling  our mind), 
because they (the masters)  are brothers   (The Brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
but let them (the slaves)  more readily be in  bondage/slaving, 
because they (the masters)  are  trustful/faithful   (Brethren members,  actively imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  
also the (masters)  dearly loved   (by the recipients  of their good deeds  [and by Yahweh overseeing their work]) 
the people (masters)  supporting the good deeds done   (to the [fellow] Brethren members). 
You (Timothy)  teach these things,  also you  beseech/exhort   (these things  I  [Paul]  have told you,  to  The Brethren so they know what to do). 
 

In the earlier verse (v1),  Paul starts this section by speaking of TC slaves being subject to  non-believing masters and how they are to behave –  by 
imitating JC’s lifestyle and provide a ministry service  by their deeds  (that could lead to further ministry by words –  when asked by The Master). 
Now here,  in v2,  Paul speaks of TCs slaves having a believing master  (a brethren member  “assiduously aiming to become a TC”).   
Firstly,  Paul states the Brethren masters are not to be treated as a  “soft-touch” (to be taken advantage of)  but should be equally revered as a non-
believing master who might be physically oppressive.  Paul goes on to state these Brethren Masters are dearly loved by Yahweh because of their virtuous 
service which is freely done in The Lord’s  Name/Character/Authority  because they aim to precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they 
are able –  and thus themselves are acting as faithful slaves to Yahweh. 
Paul then goes on to tell Timothy to teach and exhort this knowledge to The Brethren,  so the Brethren might know how to behave. 

Worryingly,  again I have need to say,  “the opposite to this verse”  is often preached by some  worldly Christian leaders! 
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Hence the next few verses in context to previous statement in my commentary (rounding off the first two verses of this chapter). 
 
25th Comment – If any person teaches other doctrine to  precisely what  The Bible states -  then they are “puffed up”. 
26th Comment – If any person not consenting to  {true doctrine}  of  “The Word of God” -  then they are “puffed up”. 
27th Comment – If any person not consenting to  “The Word/Sayings/Reasoning  of JC” -  then they are “puffed up”. 
28th Comment – If any person not consenting to doctrinal information as given by The Gospel, then they are “puffed up”. 
29th Comment – A “puffed up” person understands nothing  (in relation to  “fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire” [to copy JC]). 
30th Comment – A “puffed up” person is  sick/morbid  in the mind,  when desiring  to be disputive/questioning. 
31st Comment – A “puffed up” person being  argumentative/disputive  yields  {ill will}/spite/envy,  quarrelling/wrangling,  
vilification,  suspicion/surmising  and  hurtfulness/harmfulness/grievousness. 
98th Reasoning – A “puffed up” person considers  him/herself  more highly than people around this person and personally 
disregards Yahweh’s authority (Eze.28v1-19)  as laid down in His Word –  given in The Bible  accurately  translated. 
99th Reasoning – A “puffed up” person has the  wrong  mindset to be  “deemed entirely worthy”  of “Sonship”  by 
Yahweh.  They will need to learn  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium during the 2nd part of their physical life that just 
means – “copy JC’s lifestyle to edify one’s neighbour”.  It is as simple as that,  else if reform is not forthcoming then after 
1000 years the individual  (along with many other likewise rebellious people)  shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation 
as determined by JCg and the 144000  “Sons of God”  (John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)!   
44th Warning – Clearly this is a problem,  more-so today where our religious leaders deem themselves as knowing better 
than Paul  (to disregard some of what he states) – Yahweh’s premier apostle!   That sounds like being  “puffed up”  to me! 
1Tim.  6v3 og If  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) {instructs differently}/{teaches other doctrine},   
1Tim.  6v3 og also  not  (he/she) {comes near}/approaches/consents/assents [middle voice] 
1Tim.  6v3 og (to the) {have sound health}/{be well (in body)}/{not be corrupted}/{true in doctrine}/wholesome  [plural] 
1Tim.  6v3 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) words/topics/sayings/reasoning   
1Tim.  6v3 og to the [in/with/by/on, words]  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
1Tim.  6v3 og also  to the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)    (the) {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness   
1Tim.  6v3 og (the) {instruction/teaching of information/function doctrine}, 
1Tim.  6v3 = If  {some/any person}  he/she  {instructs differently}/{teaches other doctrine},   

also  not  he/she  personally  {comes near}/approaches/consents   
to the  {sound health}/{true doctrine}/wholesome  to the  words/sayings/reasoning   (as given by Paul explaining God’s Word),   
to the  (words/sayings/reasoning)  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,  
also  to the  {instruction of doctrinal information}  according to  the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness, 

 

If some person instructs differently   (to that of   “1st Century Christianity”   [by preaching  “worldly Christianity”  as pandemically taught today]) 
also not  he/she  personally comes near   (to the understanding of  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and The Apostles) 
to the  {sound health}/wholesome  words/sayings/reasoning   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  that is to ultimately yield  “The Millennium”) 
of our  lord/master   (“The Word of God” controlling our mind in everything we do  [so an outsider cannot tell a difference between us and JC])   
the Anointed Jesus   (“The Goal of The Anointing”  for The Brethren,  achieved  firstly by JC [John.17v1-2]  and later by 144000 TCs [Matt.20v23]) 
also to the instruction of doctrinal information   (as taught by JC and the apostles in  “1st Century Christianity”  freely given to The World) 
according to the piety of the (real) Gospel   (our deportment is wholly governed by  “1st Century Christianity”  [and not by  worldly Christianity]). 
 

Let us carefully consider - 
What do we read here? 

“The person who teaches other doctrine to that taught by Jesus” 
This means in  both  word and deportment -  because it is the deportment that  demonstrates/underwrites  the veracity/conviction  to what is 
spoken by the  word/sayings/reasoning  (see James.2v16-26)!  

“Also, the doctrinal information according to the  {piety of the Gospel}/godliness/holiness” 
Where  “piety” means, “genuineness/devotion”  that is  sincerely  displayed  without hypocrisy  to what is known. 
Where  “The (Real) Gospel”  is  “1st Century Christianity”  giving  “The Plan and Requirements”  for  “The Salvation of Mankind”  and is  
not  the  unrighteous nonsense  of which we are taught today by our  worldly Christian leaders preaching   “Religion”. 

Consequently,  we reason  
Any person who is  not  sincerely devotional to  {The (Real) Gospel}  (hence precisely imitating JC’s ministry/deportment  in a wholly 
unfeigned manner)  and thus becoming  holy/{separate from this world of sin}  then - 

1Tim.  6v4 og (he/she has been) {enveloped with smoke}/{inflated by self-conceit}/{high minded}/proud/{puffed up}   
1Tim.  6v4 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
1Tim.  6v4 og (the) {putting the mind upon}/comprehending/{acquainting with}/understanding [middle voice],   
1Tim.  6v4 og but  (of the) {to be sick}/{of diseased appetite}/{hanker after}/{to harp upon}/dote [plural] 
1Tim.  6v4 og concerning/about  (the) searchings/disputes/questionings   
1Tim.  6v4 og also  (the) {disputations (about trifles)}/logomachies/{strife of words}/{arguments consisting of verbiage},   
1Tim.  6v4 og {from/out of}  {of whom/which}  (it) {becomes to be} [middle voice]  
1Tim.  6v4 og (the) {ill-will}/detraction/jealousy/spite/envy,   
1Tim.  6v4 og (the) quarrellings/wranglings/contentions/debates/strife/variances/altercations,  
1Tim.  6v4 og (the) vilifications/{evil speaking}/railings,  (the) suspicions/surmisings   
1Tim.  6v4 og (the) hurtfulnesses/evils/wickedness/harmfulnesses/maliciousnesses/grievousnesses/lewdnesses, 
1Tim.  6v4 = (then)  he/she  has been  {inflated with self-conceit}/{high minded}/{puffed up} 

the  personally comprehending/understanding  nothing,     (of how to truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire required of each one of us) 
but  (he/she is)  of the  sick/morbid/{diseased appetite}/{hankering after}  concerning/about  the  disputes/questionings   
also  the  {disputing over trifles}/{argumentative verbiage}  from out  of which  it  personally  {becomes to be}   
the  {ill will}/jealousy/spite/envy,   
the  quarrellings/wranglings/contentions/strife,   
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the  vilifications/{hurtful speakings},   
the  suspicions/surmisings,   
the  hurtfulnesses/harmfulnesses/evils/maliciousnesses/lewdnesses; 

 

         (A person rejecting  “1st Century Christianity”  in favour of  “Religion”  [that includes  “worldly Christianity”  exclusively taught today] … … ) 
(then)  he/she  has been inflated with self-conceit   (by becoming a  “Leader of Religion”  [rather than becoming “The Last/Least” in society]) 
the personally comprehending nothing   (not understanding how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to achieve His 144000 TCs for The Millennium rule), 
but is  sick/morbid  concerning/about  the disputes   (having a mind that desires  “to rule by contest”,  rather than be a  “subjective slave”) 
also the argumentative verbiage from out of which becomes to be:-   (the natural fallout from having a mind that  “rules by contest” … … ) 
the  {ill will}/jealousy/spite/envy 
the  quarrellings/contentions/strife 
the  vilifications/{hurtful speakings} 
the  suspicions/surmisings 
the  hurtfulnesses/harmfulnesses/evils/maliciousnesses/lewdnesses; 
 

This is precisely what occurs in  “the back rooms”  behind closed doors in the echelons of power within  worldly  Christian edifices of some 37,000+ 
worldly Christian schisms  (hence “Darkness” to cover their operations,  likewise as that written about The Pharisees John.11v47-53,  and by contrast,  
as JC replied in defence his actions,  insinuating by contrast how  “Professional Leaders of Religion” operate   John.18v20). 

Because they  operate at a worldly level to maintain their position within The World for its return  (as my citations expose). 
It really cannot be said much clearer than that –  especially when we see  “only top of the iceberg”  being of their political machinations. 
Furthermore,  we can see them metaphorically  “sitting serenely on the water like a duck”,  – and continuing with the metaphor –  “like the duck 
paddling very quickly underneath”  to maintain this supposedly  “serene position”  within the currents of  “The Worldly River”! 
This ripples right down through the congregations because the leader operating at a worldly level is driven by worldly desires to maintain this position 
within The World,  and thus cannot think outside this type of methodology  -  except present a  “hypocritical cloaking”  to cover their mindset.  
Else quite simply –  they  would  behave precisely like Jesus Christ –  if  they did have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  - which is precisely 
why  there are  only  144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4 as  “The [Wheat] First-fruits”  of  “The 1st Resurrection” Lev.21v5-25, Rev.20v6)  to be elected 
from out of  The Christian Nation during the last 2000 years or so  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).   
Yahweh  (already foreknows, Rom.8v29  –  hence able to give the prophesied number of 144000)  is actively seeking by means of validation for  the 
commitment demonstrated  -  by people like Paul,  Timothy and examples closer to our time –  people perhaps like William Tyndale –  these people are 
very few and far between.  They go out on a limb in personal danger and sacrifice  “for The Cause”  (hence “martyr”)  as recognised by Yahweh. 
However,  because JCg has not yet come at his 1st 2nd C   (“The 1st Resurrection”)  then  there  are  a few places remaining to be validated in that listing 
of 144000 names  (written on The Scroll in Rev.5v2-9)  –  most of which  have been validated  because JCg  will be coming very soon  to collect his  
“proven fleshly Body” (1Cor.12v12-22)   that is to become his bride  (Rev.21v2,9;  all as I thoroughly explain elsewhere). 
           Why not YOU personally aim to validate yourself as being perhaps a named person on  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”  as a future Son of God? 

Because you are perfectly able –  if  you only desire it to be so! 
 
32nd Comment – A “puffed up” person is meddlesome and ruins the understanding of associated people. 
33rd Comment – A “puffed up” person is meddlesome and personally deprived of  “The Disclosing Truth”. 
34th Comment – A “puffed up” person considers the pity of The Gospel as a means of bringing forth worldly gain! 
45th Warning – These comments given by Paul are just so true,  and extensively employed within some 37,000 schisms of 
Christianity,  where people’s understanding is ruined,  and those leaders are deprived of The Truth as given in The Bible. 
46th Warning – The charlatan Christian leaders use  “The Word of God”  as a means of income to support their very 
worldly lifestyle.  They give what the members of their adoring congregations desire,  to receive “The Worldly Return”. 
This warning is for both parties,  (1) The Congregations to  audit  their leaders against what The Bible teaches the leaders 
must be doing, and  (2) The Leaders must reform  else it is likely they shall never be resurrected after their death! 
Reasoning – repeat - A “puffed up” person deems him/herself  more highly than people around this person and personally 
disregards Yahweh’s authority (Eze.28v1-19)  as laid down in His Word –  given in The Bible  accurately  translated. 
Reasoning – repeat - A “puffed up” person has the  wrong  mindset to be  “deemed entirely worthy”  of “Sonship”  by 
Yahweh.  They will need to learn  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium during the 2nd part of their physical life that just 
means – “copy JC’s lifestyle to edify one’s neighbour”.  It is as simple as that,  else if reform is not forthcoming then after 
1000 years the individual  (along with many other likewise rebellious people)  shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation 
as determined by JCg and the 144000  “Sons of God”  (John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)!   
1Tim.  6v5 og (the) misemployment/meddlesomeness/perverse/disputing/{idle uselessness}/{wasting time} [plural] 
1Tim.  6v5 og (the having been) {rotted thoroughly}/ruined/{decayed utterly}/corrupted/perished/destroyed   
1Tim.  6v5 og (of the) countenances/{human beings}/men  the  intellect/mind/understanding,  also   
1Tim.  6v5 og (of the) deprived/despoiled/defrauded/destitute/cheated/robbed [middle voice,  plural]  of the  truth/verity,   
1Tim.  6v5 og (of the) accustoming/deeming/regarding/supposing/considering/thinking   
1Tim.  6v5 og (the) {way/means to be furnishing}/procuring/{wealth-getting}/acquisition/{(worldly) gain}   
1Tim.  6v5 og {to be/exist}  the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness.  [Withdraw from of such persons. = CA thus ignore]. 
1Tim.  6v5 = the  misemployment/perverse/{idle useless}/{wasting time}     (following what  “Religion”  teaches us regarding “Life”) 

the having been  {rotting thoroughly}/ruining/{decaying utterly}   
the  intellect/understanding  of  men/women,     (warning of precisely what would occur within worldly Christianity) 
also  personally  deprived/despoiled/defrauded  of The Truth,    (twisting 1st Century Christianity into worldly Christianity as given today) 
deeming/supposing/considering  the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness     (originally it was to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
being  {the means to furnishing}/{wealth getting}/{worldly gain}.       (giving a showman's act for worldly gain from the awe of devotees) 

 

The  misemployment/{waste of time}   (being what “Religion” means to The World  regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”) 
having been  {rotting thoroughly}/{ decaying thoroughly}   (the mind operating according to worldly methodology  [encapsulated in Religion]) 
the  intellect/understanding  of men/women    (unable to comprehend Yahweh's Methodology that ultimately leads to “personal salvation”) 
also personally  deprived/despoiled/defrauded  of The Truth   (by changing  “1st Century Christianity”  into the now acceptable  “Religion”) 
considering  (that)  the piety of The Gospel   (being the  “worldly Christianity”  manufactured by humans from out of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
becomes the means for worldly gain   (“worldly Christianity”  as a subset of  “Religion”  becomes parasitic to The People through The Leaders) 
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What an important warning Paul gives to us  – For us  “To Beware!” 
It must be clearly understood,  these  charlatan Christian leaders  (or any  “Professional Leaders of Religion” wanting a worldly return)  
maximise their position  by being  “nice to their supporters of The World”  being  “The Public Face”  that is a  “charade”   -  they  do  say 
all supposedly “correct things”,  push all the  “correct buttons” so their endearing huge flocks fawn over these adored leaders.    

All being  “The Worldly Driver”  to  illicit/solicit  a worldly return  (Matt.6v24)! 
One might ask   What does their valet think of these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in Private!    
Then let us compare what Peter said of JC  (1Pet.2v21-24)  whom he knew from when they were both perhaps young infants (being close DNA relatives, 
please read my important commentary to Matt.4v22) –  just as did John the Baptist know JC from a child  (Luke.1v36-56)  and every year at The 
Passover  (hence his comment at Matt.3v14 –  which sadly our  worldly  scholars and theologians seem incredibly  unable  to understand)!     
Then we understand why,  because quite simply   “They do  not want  to understand”  by reason of the required ramifications to their life would be too 
painful,  if they did acknowledge  “The Disclosing Truth”   (hence John the Baptist’s comments at Matt.3v7-10)! 

These religious leaders are revered by The World,  because they preach what the members of their Worldly flock desire to hear (2Tim.4v3-4)!  
Paul tells us these  worldly religious leaders are behaving like this because  “The piety of The Gospel is being used as a  means/tool  to furnish their own 
desires”  because  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  has made  no  change within their  “synapse construction mapping”  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16) –  
being precisely what this website screams out in its  “wake-up call”  of profuse warnings! 
It  is  “The Self-Indulgence”  being  “the methodology”  that Satan first initiated in  “The Garden of Eden” (Gen.3v1-5).  He personally practised it 
when  (1) he desired Yahweh’s Position   and then he used it  (2) upon Adam and Eve so he might lure them away from recognising Yahweh’s “Right to 
Rule”  our mind,  which is  not  to heap vanity to Yahweh,  but only for Yahweh to produce a righteous human society into The Eternity. 
I categorically state   Yahweh’s Beautiful Word has been hijacked,  it is being  (and has been)  used as a tool upon which these  worldly religious leaders 
might self-indulge themselves upon what God’s Word  delivers to them from The World  (not all Christian leaders are like this –  but  most  are)! 

This is precisely the  opposite  way God’s Word should be used!   
It should be used  to edify The Congregations  so the members might personally understand  why/how  they are to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  but 
instead,  it is being used to keep them in subjection,  passive  (in certain groupings)  or in ecstatic intoxication  without  the required sober mind  (as 
instructed by Paul at 1Tim.3v2, Titus 2v2-8, etc.,)  and yet remaining passive in doing what Yahweh really desires.   

This is utterly  criminal  from Yahweh’s point of view,  and thus He  will  be most vengeful upon these worldly religious leaders 
misappropriating His Word for their  personal selfish gain! 

They are being,  “The Subject”  of most of JC's warnings by parable and illustration –  please see all my inter-verse commentaries to the four Gospels.    
We notice by contrast to the way our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  behave,  to how Paul behaved  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v23-28)  and his 
instruction within context for us to imitate him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.,)  because the leaders  had  become too high and mighty on  
“The Worldly Trappings”  they were able to gain from  “The Word of God”  (1Cor.4v6-8),  again,  it is all in context! 
Consequently,  from this misdirection we can understand the ramifications upon the flock given in the earlier part of the verse  (see “deception” in 
glossary) 
To spot this  deception/deviancy  then we  must  personally become  an expert  in recognising  “deception” –  else we  will  certainly be deceived! 
Where we are told,  even  The Elected/Selected (TCs)  could  almost  be deceived by the  “quality of performance”  given by these crafted showmen,  
operating as  charlatan Christian leaders  (Matt.24v24)  -  then we reason virtually all uninformed Christians  (some 2 billion today)  will  be deceived! 
We must  personally - 

1. Read a good translation of The Bible daily  (do  not  read the NIV –  it is  utterly useless  for any form of analytical study). 
2. Understand what we read,  and we must carefully reason by asking questions upon the text – perhaps why it was written in the manner it was. 
3. Start with The New Testament – then jump to Genesis, Exodus, Isaiah  (and then it is up to you –  but suggest more of the history given in 

Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings and Chronicles).  Where the Prophets speak of a new society contrasted with the present old society and speak 
of The Means (JC)  to achieve “The New Society”  (noting Proverbs and Ecclesiastes is a very  useful/sobering  read). 

Obviously, we can ignore the contents on this website –  but the information here will help to quickly clarify grey areas made like that by utterly useless, 
unrighteous,  worldly Christian nonsense doctrine  “like a colander full of holes,  covered by mysteries”  (as sticky tape) – “designed to hide/confuse”! 
Thus,  we must keep away from such-like leaders,  but sadly the some 37,000+  Christian schisms   (2007 CE,  perhaps 45,000+ at 2021 CE)  are full of 
these leaders in their appropriate hierarchies –  to quote a maxim  “managers rise up to the specific layer of their incompetence” –  in this instance 
managing within what is effectively termed  “worldly politics”  of  their  organisation  (and  not  in Yahweh's  “New Jerusalem”). 
 
35th Comment – The  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness  is a great means to be gaining with sufficiency. 
100th Reasoning – The Knowledge of The Gospel,  understanding it to gain assurance and then acting with fidelity upon 
“The Knowledge”  means we  are  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to be gaining valuable  “Heavenly Treasure”  (= the 
“synapse construction mapping”  safely retained by Yahweh within The Heavens –  see glossary). 
36th Comment – We personally have brought nothing into The World,  and it is evident,  we cannot take anything out! 
101st Reasoning – Clearly as a baby,  we bring nothing into The World,  and when we die,  contrary to what we are 
errantly told by our  worldly Christian leaders  (with regard to “soul” – see glossary)  we can take nothing out.  Inasmuch 
we were non-existent before we were born,  and we become non-existent when we die  (hence nothing in and nothing out)! 
37th Comment – Thus just having food and covering –  then with these things we shall be sufficient. 
102nd Reasoning – Thus while we exist in the 1st part of our physical life,  then let us just have sufficient food and covering 
to keep us warm is all that is required.  Any more than that will consume a TC’s time away from fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire.  The more we have, then more encumbrance we have,  all of which must slow us down from The Ministry (see next 
verse).  Imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  is upon what we are to be judged in Yahweh’s Special/Greater Judgement. 
47th Warning – Any leader of Religion who asks for money to  “help spread”  “The Word of God”  is being deceptive!   
Just reason upon it.  If these “Leaders of Religion”  were doing their job correctly  then they would  not  need any money, 
because Yahweh Desires us,  as the recipients,  to personally  accurately  teach God's Word  as a geometric progression.   
If we are  not  accurately teaching God's Word  (because we have not been instructed by these leaders),  then these leaders 
are bogus by not fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  and desire to syphon off our donations to  service their own worldly desires! 
We are back to The Tree and of its fruitage  (see my commentaries at Matt.7v16-20, 12v33 – noting why at Matt.6v24). 
1Tim.  6v6 og (it) is  And  (the) {way/means to be furnishing}/procuring/{wealth-getting}/acquisition/gain   
1Tim.  6v6 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great/much  the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness   
1Tim.  6v6 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  (of the) {self-satisfaction}/contentedness/competence/sufficiency; 
1Tim.  6v6 = And  the  {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness,     (meaning,   precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

it is  the  {means to be  greatly furnishing}/{large wealth getting}/{much gain}     (to gain a mindset that Yahweh Desires within us) 
together/with  of the  {self-satisfaction}/competence/sufficiency;     (we become this by having a mind like Yahweh  built on God's Word) 
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And   (yet,  we aiming to become TCs,  must understand  [while  worldly Christianity operates around us,  along with  “Religion”  despoiling Mankind]) 
the piety of The Gospel   (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  to become  “The Wisdom of God”  within our deportment) 
it is the means to be greatly furnishing   (our mind with much spiritual gain,  and to be ideally of our awakening at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
together/with  {self-satisfaction}/competence   (by imitating JC and ideally becoming a future  “Son of God”,  as an Heir over  “The Inheritance”) 
 

We might ask the important question - 
So how does the reader understand this verse? 

As always,  we must place the verse into context and not pluck it out as would do some leaders of materialistic Christian schisms in their very  worldly 
ministry  (as the subject to the previous verse)! 
Placing this verse into context,  shows us,  Paul comes in with the counter possibility for us  (as he did in v1 and v2 regarding slaves having different 
types of masters).  Thus,  in a similar presentation  he states one possibility as being The Worldly option,  given in the previous verses  (v3-5)  where the 
leaders are false,  and thus insincere in their ministry.  However,  they are highly skilled to give the most wonderful sales spiel in their crafted soundbites 
and platitudes,  to be endearing for the self-indulgent return by  “fleecing”  the members of their congregations  (Acts.20v29)  - as do  “rogue traders” 
off their groomed victims!   All these religious leaders behaving as  “spiritual paedophiles”  (Luke.17v2)! 
But counter to this,  Paul teaches in this verse (v6),  if a person truly desires to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by aiming to become a TC –  just as was the 
recipient of the contents within this epistle,  Timothy is striving to achieve, –  then there is great reward to be had! 
But this reward is  not  now during the 1st part of our physical life –  because as Paul teaches, “we”  TCs are to be  afflicted/persecuted  (2Tim.3v11-13) 
and have become as scum  (1Cor.4v9-14),  thus the  “Great Reward”  (Matt.20v1-12)   must be in the 2nd part of our physical life for this superlative 
bonus.  Only because we  have  personally purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life into something Yahweh desires!   Consequently,  the physical gain for 
a TC comes  after  his/her  spiritual gain  and this physical gain comes in the 2nd part of the TC's  physical life. 
Therefore,  we realise the physical return comes in the 2nd part of our physical life because the 1st part of our physical life has refined our  “synapse 
construction”  (where the mapping of which,  is  “The Heavenly Treasure”  Matt.6v19-20, Luke.6v42)  to purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life upon  
“The Word of God”  (away from the 1st part of our spiritual life [= worldly methodology]).   In this manner we become personally humble/contrite,  to  
take  The Last/Lowest  position in society,  and thus become worthy to be  “elevated/{raised high}”  by Yahweh  to be  given   “The First/Most”  within 
society,  because of the personal fortitude to remain faithful  (by precisely imitating JC)  for  “The Expectation of The Promised “ fulfilled to become  
“The Heirs” (= sons of God)  over  “The Inheritance”  (=  “The Resurrected World”).  Some useful citations at Luke.16v1-8, 14v8-11, Matt.22v11-13, 
Rom.8v17, 23, etc. 

If we climb for the high places now in the 1st part of our physical life –  then as we are told  (in many places)  we shall be taken low by 
Yahweh in the 2nd part of our physical life  (within The Millennium).    
Furthermore,  we must understand,  for worldly reasoning people  (to include all  “Leaders of Religion”)  having an  animalistic/carnal  mind 
lusting after  “The Immediacy”  then they must reform their mind upon God's Word in the 2nd part of their physical life if resurrected in The 
Millennium that was  precisely the opposite  for  “The Early Adopters”  correcting their mind in the 1st part of their physical life.  

This is not to be vindictive –  but only,  we become best placed to personally reform by firstly being low!   Yahweh is only desirous for our best interests –  
He has no pleasure in annihilating people  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet,3v9, etc.)  Consequently,  JC through his ransom sacrifice has so kindly given us a 2 part life 
to learn how to become truly Christlike  (when we  truly “believe in JC”).     Those people rebelling over this 2 part life shall be annihilated in what The 
Bible calls “The 2nd Death”  being demonstrably iniquitous   (= knowing what is wrong but continue to enjoy partaking within sin)! 

All as I thoroughly explain on this website   “FutureLife.Org”. 
1Tim.  6v7 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  For  (we have) {carried inward}/{brought in}/{led into}   
1Tim.  6v7 og into/unto  the  World/Adornment/Decoration    (= all “Life” on this planet, culminating in Mankind),   
1Tim.  6v7 og (the) {made clear}/bewray/certain/evident/manifest/{plain to see}  because   
1Tim.  6v7 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (to) {bear out}/{bring forth}{carry out}   
1Tim.  6v7 og {some/any/certain thing}  (we are) able/possible/capable [middle voice]. 
1Tim.  6v7 = Because  (it is)  the  {made clear}/evident/{plan to see}:- 

For  we have  {carried inward}/{brought into}  nothing  into  The World,   
neither  are we  personally  able/capable  to  {bring forth}/{carry out}  anything. 

 

Because  (it is) {made clear}/evident   (by comparison with the  charlatan and worldly  Christian leaders as described earlier,  pillaging The World) 
For we have brought nothing into The World   (at our birth), 
neither are we able to personally carry out anything  (at our death). 
 

Paul makes the obvious statement  
When we were born,  we brought nothing with us –  and we know that we cannot take any material things with us when we die. 

Therefore,  the point Paul makes is this - 
We must not worry about the physical trappings of life –  being to self-indulge upon what we can take from The World –  but rather,  we 
should be concentrating upon what Yahweh retains of us  (as our  personal template  retained within the  heavens  upon our death).   
The most  important/precious  thing is our  “synapse construction mapping”  formed within our brain  (that is why it is called  “heavenly 
treasure”),  so that He might make an ideal clone of our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within  a perfected physical body as described by 
Paul at 1Cor.15v35-55  (please see my commentaries). 
For the vast majority of people  (some 99.99% of all people)  then the resurrection shall be within a  repaired/perfected  DNA body given to 
us  in trust  for us to then purify our mind  (the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  during the 2nd part of our physical life  (within The Millennium). 

It is so logical and “most righteous” –  when everything is made perfectly clear about what Paul is teaching us. 
Can the reader see how this righteously operates? 

There is no mystic waffle given here,  but precisely what The Bible  tells us –  explaining what Yahweh can achieve –  because JC has enabled Yahweh to  
righteously  make this occur –   else it would have been annihilation for every human who has existed  (irrespective of what our most deviant religious 
leaders might state to the contrary –  within their mystic waffle on  “soul” –  please see glossary on what this term  really  means). 
1Tim.  6v8 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]   And  (the) nourishment/foods   
1Tim.  6v8 og also  (the) coverings/{(idea of being) noticeable}/clothes/raiment,   
1Tim.  6v8 og {to [= in/with/by/on]  these  (persons/things)}   
1Tim.  6v8 og (we will) {(idea of) rising a barrier}/{ward off}/avail/{be satisfied/contented/enough/suffice/sufficient}. 
1Tim.  6v8 = And  the  possessing/having  the  food,   

also  the  coverings/clothes,   
(then)  {with these things}  we  will  {ward of}/avail/{be  sufficient/content/enough}. 

 

And  (for us aiming to be TCs then only)  having food  (to nourish our fleshly body)  also clothes   (to keep us warm), 
(then)  with these things we  (aiming to be TCs)  will be  sufficient/content.   (Hardly what we see in our audits of the  “Leaders of Religion”). 
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Yahweh will ensure those people fulfilling His Desire will have their basic requirements supplied  (Matt.6v32, Luke.12v30 with  The Crux of JC’s point 
being Luke.12v34) –  but certainly  not  to self-indulge ourselves in worldly things, –   else Satan will always claim the person  “is good”  because 
Yahweh pampers them  (as the claim Satan made of Job in Job.1v9-11)!   
If by contrast we only receive pain and suffering for our troubles  (in  only  accurately promoting  “The Word of God”  by both word and more 
importantly by deportment)  then Satan cannot use the worldly reasoning against a TC  “He/she was only a TC because God gave them an easy life”! 
That is  why  Yahweh can  only  assist people (TCs)  who  are already  demonstrably  actively edifying others  for  no  worldly return  over many years –  
else any positive  worldly return becomes the very excuse that Satan is after to condemn Yahweh!   Conversely,  those religious leaders who  do  receive 
a gratifying worldly return are thus  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  else logically in The Culmination,  Satan  would  use that comment –  but he cannot 
make that with justification if these  “Professional Leaders of “Religion”  were  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!    

Obvious –  is it not? 
But  “obviously”  we would  never  be taught this by our  worldly Christian leaders!    -   And  I  “wonder”  why? 

Now we move to the next verse in context –  where we read that by having more than what is suggested here in this verse will consume our time away 
from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire that is only to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to teach The World  “The Whole Gospel”  without any hypocrisy. 
 
48th Warning – The people  purposing/intending  to become rich are entrapped unto  adversity/temptation. 
49th Warning – The people  purposing/intending  to become rich are caught within foolish,  also injurious 
coveting/lusts/desires  that  sink/drown  men/women  into  punishment/death  also  destruction/perishing. 
103rd Reasoning – Those people purposing to become rich materially are foolish for many reasons: 

1. Firstly their “synapse construction” is being pampered to suit The Self and  not  to edify The Neighbour. 
2. Time is consumed planning how to achieve material wealth –  rather the spiritual wealth by imitating JC. 
3. Temptation occurs because short-cuts are planed that lead to sin –  (by hurting one’s neighbour). 
4. Foolish lusts because the short-cuts are risky,  hurt the neighbour and take us further away from Yahweh. 
5. The lusts are injurious because they hurt “the self” now,  our neighbour and our personal future prospects. 
6. These cravings will lead us to Punishment/Death  (inevitable)  being of our mind,  but  unless  reformed in the 2nd 

part of our physical life,  then  we shall experience our 2nd Death of  destruction/perishing (= annihilation). 
50th Warning – The root of all evil things is the  fondness/attractiveness  of money. 
51st Warning – The Greek word is  not  “love”  as we are  often errantly taught  but rather:  fondness/attractiveness. 
104th Reasoning – Fondness/Attractiveness  is The Driver to amass money that excuses The Means to justify The End, 
being the pot of money upon which to self-indulge.  It is The Means that becomes sinful,  the craving excuses The Action. 
52nd Warning – People craving after money  were/are  led  astray/seduced  from  “The Real Faith”  (= 1st Century 
Christianity)  and become pierced through with much pain and sorrow.  
105th Reasoning – I keep stating  (because it is never taught)  Real Faith = accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity 
and if any person  (1) consumes time in  (2) actions contrary to what is stated in “The Word of God”,  then how can they 
have assurance in God's Word if they  (3) have no fidelity to God's Word?   That is  why  they only have  blind  faith. 
106th Reasoning – The  pain/sorrow  penetrates through one’s existence when The Payment for The Action occurs.  
128th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must  shun/escape/flee  from these worldly  things/reasonings. 
129th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must  press forward in  righteousness/equality  with God’s Word being the 
piety of The Gospel,  in  {charity love}/agape,  patience/endurance,  gentleness/humility/meekness (as The Wisdom of God) 
107th Reasoning – These qualities form the correct  “synapse construction mapping”  (= Heavenly Treasure)  worthy to 
become a future  “Son of God”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire for 144000 TCs to be elected from out of The Gospel Age so that 
He might commence the next stage of His Plan.  The TCs being  awakened/roused  to take upon themselves The 
Responsibility of expressing unlimited HS in The Millennium while teaching righteousness to the then Resurrected World. 
1Tim.  6v9 og the (persons)  And   (the being) willing/disposed/minded/intending/purposing [middle voice] 
1Tim.  6v9 og (to) {become wealthy/rich}/{be filled with abundance}  (they) {fall upon}/{entrapped by}/overwhelmed   
1Tim.  6v9 og into/unto  (the) {putting to proof by experiment}/solicitation/adversity/temptation   also 
1Tim.  6v9 og (the) fastened/trap/noose/snare,  also  (the) {set one’s heart upon}/covert/desire/lust/{long for} [plural] 
1Tim.  6v9 og many/much/plenteous (things)   (the) unintelligent/foolish/unwise [plural]   
1Tim.  6v9 og also  (the) injurious/hurtful [plural],   who/which  (they) {cause to sink}/drown/submerse   
1Tim.  6v9 og the  countenances/{human beings}/men  into/unto    
1Tim.  6v9 og (the) {to destroy}/ruin/punishment/destruction/death/perdition   
1Tim.  6v9 og also  (the) destruction/perish/lost. 
1Tim.  6v9 = And  the persons  being  willing/intending/purposing    (personally driven by worldly methodology) 

to  {become rich}/{be filled with abundance}    (to satisfy “The Immediacy” of an  animalistic/carnal  mind) 
they  (are)  entrapped/overwhelmed    (into a one-way trap – unable to back-out;  having too much to lose, dependent on a worldly lifestyle) 
unto  the  {proof by experiment}/adversity/temptation   (placing their mind into a position to choose between  God/World  methodologies) 
also  the  trap/snare,    (worldly methodology delivers The Immediacy – but poisons The Mind away from becoming Christlike)  
also  many  foolish/unwise  things    (that hurt our neighbour, and ultimately ourselves) 
also  the  injurious/harmful  coveting/lusts/desires,     (satisfying self-indulgent desires that hurt our mind and our neighbour) 
which  sink/plunge/drown  men/women   into  punishment/death     (our mind becomes poisoned and thus is killing us) 
also  destruction/perishing.     (ultimately resulting in our  personal annihilation  unless full reform is forthcoming) 

 

And the people   (driven by worldly methodology)   
purposing to be filled with abundance   (being what they can gain out of The World,  by becoming a leader of whatever,  religion/politics/commerce) 
they  (are)  entrapped   (by driving themselves into one-way trap,  where the more gained,  demands more time to service  “the material gain”) 
                (The focus becomes upon The World  [Matt.12v34]  and what can be gained out of it,  rather than The Universal Edifying Millennium) 
unto the temptation   (to choose between Yahweh's Methodology ultimately for “Life”,  worldly methodology ultimately for “Death”) 
also the  trap/snare   (within which to self-indulge,  by consuming our time for  “The Immediacy”,  rather than edify our neighbour for  “The Eternity”)  
also the many foolish things   (being all manner of things that hurt our neighbour [minimally – ignoring their spiritual growth]) 
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also the harmful lusts   (debilitating habits,  consume our time,  hurting our neighbour [minimally – ignoring their spiritual growth]) 
which  sink/drown  men into  ruin/punishment   (inasmuch an unreformed brain,  built only upon worldly methodology,  leads to everyone's hurt) 
also the  destruction/perishing   (ultimately an unreformed  mind/{reconnected brain}  will lead to  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation). 
 

Paul speaks of the mindset firstly moulded by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to fulfil self-indulgence will entrap the person thinking like this.   
It is known that unless this worldly methodology seeking to  “Please the self”  is broken,  then the individual will spiral into a succession of  
“never-to-be  satisfied”  whims. 

Therefore,  to break his cycle,  then we should honestly ask - 
Where is the next goal of self-indulgence,  once one worldly self-indulgent goal has been satisfied?   

This is exactly what  “Electronic Game Designers” build into the game,  always “The Next Level”  to be satisfied, to create an  “adrenalin high”! 
This is what  Religious and Political leaders do at their gatherings –  especially with  “The Added Background Music”  to arouse our emotions and to 
drop our guard in sensibilities – because  “The (Leaders’ Seat of Motivation (heart)  behind what they do is to yield the treasure”  (Luke.12v34).  
There the respective people in these examples build personal aspirations upon which to  “feed-the-self” that once satisfied means a greater  “more self-
indulgent level must be established”  to receive a greater  “adrenalin rush”!   This is just standard  animal/human  psychiatry! 

Therefore,  rather than being satisfied,  there is the continual craving  “for-the-next-fix”  which is set up in their mind’s eye.   
The Bible speaks of  “habitual works”  both  (1) negatively by following The World –  or  (2) positively to be imitating JC. 
Consequently,  if we positively  “become pleased”  to satisfy our neighbour,  then  “our goal for satisfaction”  can be repeated so many times,  and 
equally,  we personally feel afterwards  “what a wonderful event has occurred” –  never to be bettered,  because the result is the same even though the 
route  “to satisfaction”  may have been different. 
Paul then states in the verse the worldly self-indulgent methodology will drag all those people practising it into  punishment/death  while living in the 1st 
part of our physical life,  but ultimately if continued  without personal reform  in the 2nd part of our physical life in The Millennium,  then it shall lead to  
“The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (thus total loss, perished, destruction [nothing can be recalled from this state of non-existence]). 

Thus,  we must get our mind set on the correct things!   This means purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life built upon  “The Word of God”. 
We must not pamper self-interest  - then it will become to be much easier to survive the final test at the end of The Millennium (Rev.20v7-15). 

Most importantly  we must leave  “Religion”  for our own sanity and everlasting existence  (Rev.18v4,  that also includes “worldly Christianity”)! 
It must be clearly recognised,  the  only  thing that will survive in The Millennium and beyond,  is  “1st Century Christianity”  controlling our mind! 
1Tim.  6v10 og (the) root  For  (of the) all (things)  of the  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked [plural] 
1Tim.  6v10 og (it) is  the  {friendliness/fondness of silver}/{attraction of money}/avarice  {of whom/which}   
1Tim.  6v10 og {some/any/certain persons}   
1Tim.  6v10 og (the) {stretching oneself}/{reaching out after}/{coveting after} [middle voice, plural]   
1Tim.  6v10 og (they were) {led astray}/erred/seduced/{caused to wander}/deceived/perverted   off/away/separated/from   
1Tim.  6v10 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  also  {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   
1Tim.  6v10 og (they) {penetrated entirely}/{put on a spit}/transfixed/{pierced through}/{wound deeply} 
1Tim.  6v10 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {pain of mind/body}/dejections/pains/sorrows (to the [= in/with/by/on])  
1Tim.  6v10 og many/much/plenteous. 
1Tim.  6v10 = For  the  root  of the all  worthless/hurtful/bad/evil  things     (The  Feeder/Driver  from The World  behind hurtful things) 

it is  the  {fondness of silver}/{attraction of money}/avarice    (The Desiring  of  worldly opportunity  that money can bring) 
{of which}  some people  personally  {stretch forth}/{reach out after}    (use their  capability/gifts  to maximise this  personal worldly  gain) 
they were  {led astray}/erred/seduced     (thereby  taking/excusing  themselves away from what God's Word  really  means  [personally]) 
separated/from  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},     (being what  1st Century  Christianity means in reforming our mind) 
also  themselves  {penetrated entirely}/transfixed/{pierced through}   (resulting in  mental masochism by following worldly methodology) 
with  much/plenteous  dejection/pain/sorrow.     (By hurting our  present mental  state  and  future physical  existence) 

 

For the attraction of money   (becomes the desire to satisfy  “The Immediacy”,  that presumed  “money”  can deliver) 
is the root of all  worthless/hurtful/evil  things   (where  “The Means”  to deliver  “The Immediacy”  overwhelms/usurps  our  “conscience”.) 
of which some people personally stretch forth   (to use whatever capability they have,  to satisfy their immediate  animalistic/emotional  lusts) 
they were led astray   (away from what  “The Word of God”  should really mean within a person claiming to be a  “Christian”) 
separated/from  the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,   that  only  “1st Century Christianity”  can deliver)   
also themselves  (worldly focussed people)  pierced through with much dejection   (when  “The Expectation”  is not realised or is  lost/departs). 
 

Perhaps one of the  most  “misquoted verses”  in The Bible  (and there are very many in that listing)! 
Where,  those people quoting it,  always ignore the underlined words being crucial to understanding  “The Driver”  rather than  “The Acquisition”.  
The operative words being  “fondness”  and “friendliness”  (mistranslated  as “love”)  where the Greek word  “phileo” is used in the sense of  
“attraction” (being of an “intrinsic nature”).  It is absolutely  not  “agapao” which means  “edifying love”  operating within The Mind. 
Thus,  the mindset of the individual becomes fixated upon this  “worldly attractive goal”  to self-indulge –  to make things  “supposedly better”   for 
themselves at some expense to their neighbour to achieve this desired result based upon the assumption   

“The end justifies the  means/method  in getting there”. 
As we read here to achieve this goal of indulgence,  then all manner of  hurtful/harmful  things may occur to the detriment of one’s neighbour.   
Clearly some people with certain knowledge of Christianity will sacrifice what this knowledge  personally means  (in their lifestyle) –  and thus throw 
away  “The Real Faith”  (of  accurate  knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  being replaced by an inherently  “weak faith”  (of the world)  that is  not  at   
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to that sourced by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and continued through  The Apostles/TCs  of The Gospel Age. 
As Paul concludes,  these people have speared themselves completely through with all forms of unquenchable  dejection/pains/sorrows  -  just like  “a 
junkie”  never being satisfied –  but always  “lusting for the next fix”  (of whatever self-indulgence).   
Most importantly,  it is  only  “The Real Faith”  that draws a human out of these never-ending cycles that ultimately lead to destruction. 
The  pain/sorrow  can occur at three occasions - 

1. Physical laws broken to achieve one’s desire gives immediate pain  (an example “dangerous sport” – may slip and break our legs)! 
2. Moral laws broken to achieve one’s desire giving pain later  (an example “multi-sexual partners” – after years, sexual transmitted diseases)! 
3. Spiritual laws broken to achieve one’s desire will give pain later  (for example  “worldly Christian leader misleading his flock”  for material 

gain –  he/she  will need to explain him/herself in The Millennium –  and  he/she  would have permanently lost the opportunity to have become 
a  “Son of God”  because  he/she  had  branded/seared  his/her  “synapse construction”). 

In all these examples when  “The Payment”  (“for works done”)  occurs after The Action,  then the person perpetrating these acts earlier in  his/her  life  
will  feel  cut-up  inside with mental pain and physical anguish,  always thinking  “I wish I had my life again!”  -  That is why we have The Millennium! 
Thus concluding,  -  it is  “the  desire to self-indulge  outweighing the  means/method”  which produces sin,  when  practising “the means” –  to then  
satisfy the desire  will lead to all forms of hurtfulness upon ones’ neighbour,  and ultimate destroys the practitioner lusting for the next craving.   
To compound things,  we all know sin escalates to protect the self from earlier acts committed  (as a means of short-term self-protection,  but in reality,  
this practice means  “digging the hole”  ever deeper for ourselves)! 
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It must be categorically stated -  
“Money”  does  not  buy  “happiness” –  it  only  buys  “opportunity”, 

However,  it is the character of the person that becomes defined by what they choose to do with  “The Opportunity”  given by “money”! 
The  “opportunity”   can either edify us  or  debilitate us  -  depending upon how we  choose  to use  “money”. 

That then defines our  “Character”  -  being how we use “The Opportunity”,  moreover gives us  “Authority”  over our mind,  inasmuch we have  
“hearkened to greater external instruction”  to mould our mind ideally based upon  “The Word of God”  (hence the next verse in context). 
1Tim.  6v11 og thou/you [Timothy]  and,   Oh (exclamation)  countenance/{human being}/man [vocative]   (of the) God [Yahweh],   
1Tim.  6v11 og these (things)   (you [Timothy, a TC]) {run away}/shun/vanish/escape/flee;   
1Tim.  6v11 og (you) {follow after}/pursue/ensue/{press forward}  and  (the) righteousness/equality/justification,   
1Tim.  6v11 og (the) {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness,  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
1Tim.  6v11 og (the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,  (the) patience/endurance/{patient continuance},   
1Tim.  6v11 og (the) gentleness/humility/meekness. 
1Tim.  6v11 = And  you  (Timothy [and TCs]),  Oh! – Man!  Of the  God  (Yahweh),   

these things  (upon which to self-indulge)  you  shun/escape/flee;   
and  you  {follow after}/pursue/{press forward}  the  righteousness/equality    (that comes from  “The Word of God”  [Yahweh]),   
the  {piety of the gospel}/godliness/holiness,    (having a lifestyle that imitates JC – driven by a mind built upon The Word of God) 
the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},     (being  the 3 Stages  of  “Real Belief/Faith”  and not blind faith) 
the  benevolence/{charity love}/agape,      (that yields edifying works to help our neighbour  to our own hurt) 
the  patience/endurance/{patient endurance},    (both  [1] learning self-control over “The Immediacy” of an  animalistic/carnal  mind) 
the  gentleness/humility/meekness.   (To take The Last/Least in society,  ensuring we have the correct mind for “The Future Responsibility”) 

 

And you (Timothy [and to all TCs]),    Oh – Man  of the God  (Yahweh), 
these things  (upon which worldly people self-indulge)  you  shun/flee   (because these things will drag you down into the  spiritually dying  world) 
and you pursue the  righteousness/equality   (That only comes from  “The Word of God”  to purify The Mind  when  truly inculcated) 
the piety of the (real) Gospel   (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  [given only by  “The Word of God”]  to yield  “The Wisdom of God”  in us) 
the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  that by definition,  only  “1st Century Christianity”  can deliver)   
the  agape/charity   (the  [1] physical energy expended to edify our neighbour,  so they too might understand  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
the  patience/endurance   (and  [2] to bear with the persecution as sourced by the  “Leaders of Religion”  in opposition to  “1st Century Christianity”) 
the  gentleness/humility/meekness   ([3] to take  “The Last/Least”  place within society,  to gain The Correct Mindset  “To Rule in The Millennium”. 
 

Paul recognises those people trying to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus calls them  (by ref of Timothy)   “Oh! – Man!  of God”.   
There are  very few  people who could be called that today!   
However,  as usual,  we have the utterly misleading soundbites given by our naturally very  worldly Christian leaders  (who have absolutely  no  idea 
about what they claim to know,  and preach  [Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39])  blithely stating   

“We can see God in humans”  or,  we are  “Children of God”    -   Hardly! 
(I explain in great detail,  to the lowest denominator,  specifically why these are nonsense soundbites ultimately sourced by Satan to confuse,  and I do 
not wish to repeat verbatim what can be read elsewhere in my commentaries –  else these commentaries become so long unpicking dangerous  worldly 
Christian nonsense). 

We must have the  one/same  spiritual DNA of Yahweh  (= one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon “The Word of God”, 
2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  for the above to be true!   This is  only  applicable to 144000 TCs as  only  determined by Yahweh. 

Now we are educated upon  “The Word of God”  (and what it really means)  then we understand these self-indulgent worldly statements are utter 
bunkum –  and  complete lies –  I demand those leaders who preach such rubbish to quote scriptural evidence to support their attestation!   

I can find  much evidence to teach the contrary  (John.14v10 for JC and The World 15v18-19 are hardly compatible)!   
Moreover,  how does Rom.3v23 for humans be compared with Luke.18v19 for Yahweh? 

It is  only  those very specific people who  are  accepted by Yahweh  as  precisely imitating  His son JC in both ministry/lifestyle  who act with the  
one/same   “spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh that is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The 
Environment”  =  the  “HS”.   This is about as close as you can get to that statement! 
Thus,  we are to  flee/escape  from all forms of self-indulgence that this world delivers to pamper  “the self”  (to include the given indulgent quoted 
phrases – designed to pamper the listener in their present spiritually drunken state,  and thus keep them  away from  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  
because they vainly think they are there already)!   Conversely,  the Bible teaches us,  it is a continual effort to keep striving to fulfil Yahweh's Desire -  
being a teaching that is hardly likely to fill The Coffers of our  worldly,  and worse charlatan Christian leaders  (so they preach  “Religion”  instead)! 
It is this dangerous and seductive rubbish that draws the listener  away  from  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  while 
they indulge within soundbites,  platitudes allowing them to remain worldly!   These  worldly Christian leaders have so much for which to answer!     
I would  not  desire to be in their shoes in The Millennium  (hence Luke.16v1-13, 20v16, etc.)! 
Advisably,  we are to - 

Learn  “The Accurate  Knowledge”  of which  “1st Century Christianity”  gives and imbue this within our very  existence/being. 
Then all the qualities mentioned in the verse shall follow through when this  accurate knowledge  thoroughly  assayed/tested  creates  
assurance  from which if driven by The Heart shall deliver fidelity  “to The Knowledge”  through charity works of freely giving our time  
(without strings attached)  to edify the recipient to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire.   

This requires patience during much rejection and continuation of our sojourning within this world while we  (as aliens to this world)  strive forward for  
“The New System”  of The Millennium  (which is already operating within the TCs’ minds).  We operate with fidelity “to  The Accurate Knowledge”  in 
charity,  with patience demonstrating  gentleness/humility/meekness  to our neighbour. 
 
130th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs must  struggle/{compete for the prize}/strive  for the  
virtuous/worthy  contest/fight/race  of  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
108th Reasoning – As secular law-abiding citizens then it  is  a struggle to preach in the ministry work –  if it is  not,  then 
we are not imitating JC!   Presently this  is  Satan’s system and knowing his time is short  now at the end of The Gospel 
Age,  then he will do all he can to stop The Accurate Ministry work  (Rev.12v12).  Again,  if secular law-abiding citizens,  
and we are  not  in the  accurate ministry work then we will  not  be impeded  – it is as  simple  as that!   
(See “Satan’s desire” in glossary to explain what is occurring right now). 
109th Reasoning – “Competing for the prize”  in “The Race”  (1Cor.9v24-26)  means,  other people are after the prize but 
not  all are successful – only the winner  in that particular race.  Participation in the Race is becoming a Christian,  and  
The Prize is Sonship to Yahweh!   Just ignore what our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders state about this!  The 
Prize occurs from Real Faith (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  yielding Godly Wisdom,  as judged by Yahweh. 
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131st Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must  personally  seize/grasp  at the  (guaranteed) 
everlasting life unto which those people demonstrating themselves as TCs are first  called/summoned/named/assigned. 
132nd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to be TCs must publicly display this in a  virtuous/valuable/worthy  
covenant/promise/agreement  which is fully ratified in the midst of The World  watching-on  as a witness for The Cause. 
110th Reasoning – Fulfil “The Agreement” made with Yahweh that we will  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the  
very best of our capability during the 1st part of our physical life  (see “2 part life” in glossary)  then Yahweh will honour 
His part of “The Bilateral Agreement” to award  “The Prize of Sonship”,  ready to bring The Gospel to “The Resurrected 
World”  in The Millennium when reaching  “The Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 members to form  “The Bride of Christ”. 
38th Comment – Stephen (Acts.6v8, 7v59-60)  was The First of the 144000 first fruits to follow JC’s example and then 
another 143,999 to follow  (Paul and Timothy as others)  being progressively elected out of The Gospel Age.  That number 
is nearly complete some 2000 years later,  having personally validated themselves worthy to be on  “The Scroll of 
(guaranteed) Life”  (Rev.5v2-9 opened by JCg [as God’s Word during the whole Gospel Age])  and Yahweh shall awaken 
and  translate/transfigure  this number  (1Thes.4v13-18)  to join JCg in the air (1Cor.15v50-55). 
1Tim.  6v12 og (You) {struggle in contest}/{compete for a prize}/{fervently labour}/strive [middle voice] 
1Tim.  6v12 og the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Tim.  6v12 og (the) contest/{effort or anxiety}/conflict/contention/struggle/fight/race/agony   
1Tim.  6v12 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.   
1Tim.  6v12 og (You) {hold upon}/{to seize (for any purpose)}/grasp/catch/{lay hold} [middle voice]  
1Tim.  6v12 og of the  perpetual/eternal/everlasting  (of the) life/existence,   
1Tim.  6v12 og into/unto  whom/which/that  also  (you were) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned  also   
1Tim.  6v12 og (you) assented/covenanted/acknowledged/promised/agreed  the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Tim.  6v12 og (the) acknowledgement/confession/professed/agreement  {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}   
1Tim.  6v12 og (of the) many/much/plenteous  (of the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause} [plural]. 
1Tim.  6v12 = You  personally  {struggle in contest}/{compete for a prize}/{fervently labour}/strive   

(for/with/in)   the  virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  contest/struggle/fight/race  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.   
You  personally  {hold upon}/seize/grasp  of the  life/existence  perpetual/eternal   
unto  which  you were  also  called/summoned/named/assigned   
also  the  virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  covenant/promise/agreement  (that you made with Yahweh)   
{in the face/sight of}/midst/before  many  of the  witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}. 

 

You (Timothy)  personally compete for a prize   (for Sonship to Yahweh as  “The Heir over The Inheritance”  in The Millennium) 
(in)  the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  contest/struggle  of the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity   [to imitate JC]) 
You (Timothy)  personally  grasp/{hold upon}  of the eternal  life/existence   (to be part of The 1st Resurrection and become a future Son of God) 
unto which you were  also  called/invited  (by  “The Word of God”  through  “The Gospel”  to become possibly anointed as a future  “Son of God”) 
also the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  covenant/agreement   (that you Timothy made with Yahweh in front of … )  
in the midst of the many  witnesses/martyrs.  
This is an exhortation to be  striving hard –  it is  not  an exhortation to be passive! 
Noting the two levels of  (1) everlasting life –  but also  (2) the bilateral  covenant/promise/agreement  (being both ways) 
This is a bilateral agreement,   once having accepted The Invitation,  we promise to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and Yahweh promises to give 
the same to us as He did to JC  -  provided we fulfil our part of “The Contract” by the end of the 1st part of our physical life  [having by consequence, 
perfected the 2nd part of our spiritual life]).   Only 144000 people over a 2000 year period are able to do this! 

It is to  “struggle”,  “fervently labour”  for the  “valuable”,  “worthy”,  “contest”,  “race”,  “fight”. 
“Contest”,  “race” and “fight” means  “winners and losers” –  irrespective of what our  “dumb-down the massage”  worldly Christian leaders preach!   
Paul is  not  speaking of  “everlasting life”  here –  because he is speaking of  “The Promise”,  “The Bilateral Agreement” – which we should know  is  
“The Promise” given to Abraham as The Father of those sons who imitate him  (being our side of The Agreement as spiritual sons/[daughters] out of his 
loins)   which is to have  “The Inheritance” –  being  “The Inheritance of Israel” –  that is  “The Inheritance of The Resurrected World”  (=”The 3rd 
Epoch Israel”)  hence Matt.19v28 etc. 
However,  guaranteed  “everlasting life”  becomes a  by-product  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  that is available for all those people who do -  

“Struggle”,  “fervently labour”  for the “valuable”,  “worthy”,  “contest”,  “race”,  “fight”  in the 1st part of our physical life. 
Can the reader see the subtle  -  but utterly critical differentiation? 

Being the differentiation between  
(1) Everlasting life that  is  possible for all humans  if  they reform their mindset over their  two-part  life 

. and - 
(2) Sonship to Yahweh  only  made possible  by striving  for The Prize  (of The Inheritance = Sonship,  1Cor.9v24-26, Matt.20v1-12)  

during the 1st part of our physical life  (of which eternal life becomes  guaranteed  upon resurrection),  given only to  “The Early 
Adopters”  (= the 1440000 TCs)  during The Gospel Age  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).   

This critical differentiation is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  because either they just do  not  understand it –  or quite simply they do  not   
(really)  believe this –  being part of  “The Whole Gospel”  (= “1st Century Christianity” –  that is  never  taught today within Christendom). 
As I carefully explain in the glossary under  “Satan’s Desire”,  Satan does  not  want this differentiation to be made –  he does  not  desire the 144000  
“Sons of God” positions to be  filled/validated –  else it immediately triggers his confinement,  onset of The Millennium and his nemesis  (Rev.20v1-10)! 
Consequently,  he will use his effective representatives  (2Cor.11v13-15  =  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  to  “dumb-down”  the message so the 
recipients are swayed away from  “The Goal”  of truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to achieve Yahweh’s  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 
TCs,  Rev.7v4-8, Rev.14v1-4). 
“Baptism”  makes it a  public  declaration that we are entering into  the  bilateral  agreement  with Yahweh  (through JCg)  that we promise to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best that we are able –  for which by return,  Yahweh will give Sonship  (as he did to JC –  The  “First/Only/Chief”  
begotten  “Son of God”  from a fleshly body –  but 144000 more  future “Sons of God”  “are to follow”  and all will be collected at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  = JCg's 1st 2nd C,   Matt.24v40-44, 25v1-12. 1Cor.15v50-55,  1Thes.4v13-18,  Rev.19v4-9, 20v6, etc.). 
This baptism is a public declaration that we are dying away from the 1st part of our spiritual life  (of worldly methodology)  and entering the 2nd part of 
our spiritual life  (Yahweh's Methodology based upon the  unadulterated  “Word of God”,  while we are still in the 1st part of our physical life) –  made 
possible by JC’s Ransom Sacrifice. 

Sadly,  virtually all  “Christians”  return to The World  (Matt.13v20-22)  by varying degrees. 
Because   “Hard is this word –  who can do it?” (John.6v60).   
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“The Word of God”  was JC teaching the people to precisely imitate his ministry and lifestyle –  it was  “simple”  as that!    
But for those people who do –  being  The Apostles/TCs  to become the  kings/priests  as future  “Sons of God”  is  possible  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, 
Rev.1v6,  as many of JC's parables tell us,  etc.). 
 
133rd Instruction – It is Yahweh making alive all things of which He so chooses –  using His  power/capability  expressed 
as the HS made manifest in The Environment to  “make become  what/who  He chooses to become”  (= “Yahweh”). 
134th Instruction – It is Yahweh Who makes all this possible – being The One Who makes all things alive  (everlasting). 
111th Reasoning – Yahweh  (1) sources  “The Righteous Knowledge”  to purify  “The Intellect of an Entity”  to direct it 
into the correct direction to  righteously  attain an everlasting existence and  “Yahweh”  (2) has the infinite capability to  
“make become  who/what  He chooses to become”  to ensure the perfected  “Intellect of an Entity”  can physically survive 
for an eternity  within  a perfected physical body  (the “two [spiritual/physical]” come together  as an everlasting “soul”). 
Sadly,  all this is  unintelligible  to our “Leaders of Religion” – because they  never  correctly teach this,  but “nonsense”! 
135th Instruction – It is JCg having personally reported  (to The World)  the worthy  acknowledgement/acceptance  (of 
Sonship)  in the midst of Pontius Pilate to be publicly executed for his Real Faith  (accurate knowledge/assurance/fidelity). 
112th Reasoning – Thus it is the combination of both parties – JCg fulfilling his part of The Bilateral Agreement  (before 
Pilate)  for his creation  (Mankind)  becomes The Enabler for Yahweh to righteously use His capability in “resurrection”. 
136th Instruction – Paul insistently declares in the face of Yahweh and JCg  that Timothy must  watch/guard  The 
Commandments as an  unspotted/unblemished  person,  blameless/irreproachable  until the  advent/manifestation  of JCg. 
113th Reasoning – Timothy and  all  other “Christians”  shall be judged for their worthiness in Yahweh's  Special/Greater 
Judgement for Sonship –  but it is  only  those Christians who  are  unspotted/blameless  during the 1st part of their life 
shall partake in  “The Advent/Manifestation”  of JCg at his 1st 2nd C to collect his 144000 TCs to become his Bride. 
137th Instruction – Aim to be part of that number – JCg has not yet come at the time of writing –  free  places  remain! 
These places are waiting for personal validation,  because Yahweh has already written them on The Scroll (Rom.8v29). 
18th Good News – JCg is promised to be coming to collect those people imitating him to the very best of their ability. 
4th Prophecy – JCg is to come as The King of kings,  Lord of lords (Rev.19v16)  of Mankind over  all  The Earth. 
5th Prophecy – JCg will come at his 1st 2nd C to collect Yahweh’s 144000 “Sons of God”  to become his  “Bride of Christ”. 
6th Prophecy –  When Yahweh deems He has His validated 144000  ‘Sons of God’  worthy of being collected by JCg,  then  
this becomes The Time of the Age when Yahweh will authorise JCg to fully use Yahweh’s infinite capability to express His 
HS in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire within The Environment to collect His future  “Sons of God”  to rule in The Millennium.  
This is The 2nd Advent = “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6) = JCg's 1st 2nd C  (followed 3.5 years later in JCg's 2nd 2nd C). 
7th Prophecy – JCg after patiently waiting  for 2000 years,  will be supremely happy at long-last,  to come and collect his 
future Bride of 144000 people having personally proved themselves in  persecution/affliction/trial  and painful sacrifice  
(of the 1st part of their physical life)  to become  “at one”  through  real  belief by  precisely imitating their master –  JC. 
138th Instruction – It is Yahweh Who makes all this possible – being  “The Only Ruler of Greatest Authority”! 
139th Instruction – It is Yahweh Who makes all this possible – being immortal,  His knowledge illuminates His Universe 
where no man can presently go! 
140th Instruction – It is Yahweh Who makes all this possible –  being The One that no man can see –  to Whom be all  
value/esteem/honour/dignity  and everlasting  dominion/might/strength  underwriting all intrinsically good things! 
114th Reasoning – Paul sees the future unfolding for Timothy to become one of The 144000 TCs being part of the next 
generation of TCs following Paul.  Paul becomes overwhelmed with that prospect and knows it was only Yahweh Who 
makes all this possible being to Whom all  worship/glory/honour  be given  (that is  best done  by  imitating JC). 
1Tim.  6v13 og (I) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy [singular] 
1Tim.  6v13 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God  of the (One [God/Yahweh])   
1Tim.  6v13 og (the) vitalising/{making alive}/{giving life/existence}  the (things)  all,   
1Tim.  6v13 og also  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus   
1Tim.  6v13 og of the (one [JC])   (having) witnessed/reported/testified [= the person giving the evidence]   over/upon/concerning   
1Tim.  6v13 og (of the) Pontius  (of the) Pilate  the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Tim.  6v13 og (the) acknowledgement/confession/profession/agreement, 
1Tim.  6v13 = I  enjoin/instruct/declare  to you  {in the face/sight of}/midst/before  of the  God   (Yahweh),   

of the  One  (Yahweh)  vitalising/{making alive}/{gives life/existence}  all  things,   (Yahweh sourcing “The Word of God”,  on how to live) 
also  of the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus    (by being The Intercessor to become  [1] God's Word [part 2],  [2] Ransom Sacrifice) 
of the  one (JC)   having  {personally witnessed/reported}   (at his sentencing by allowing “Leaders of Religion” fulfil their worldly desires) 
the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  acknowledgement/agreement/acceptance     (of Sonship to become reciprocated by Yahweh at resurrection)   
upon/concerning  of the  Pontius Pilate.    (The Worldly Authority authorising JC’s execution to fulfil worldly methodology) 

 

I (Paul)  instruct to you (Timothy)  in the midst of the God  (Yahweh,  making  “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  upon  all  Christians), 
The One (Yahweh)  {making alive}/{gives life to}  all things   (spiritually to purify The Mind,  physically to a new perfect body) 
also of the Anointed Jesus   (JC as  “The Goal”  [for us]  becomes  “The Intercessor/Means”  enabling our purification process to reach Yahweh), 
of the one (JC)  having personally  witnessed/reported   (at his sentencing,  by allowing  “Leaders of Religion”  fulfil their worldly desires) 
the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  acknowledgement/agreement/acceptance  (JC proved himself perfect, Yahweh reciprocates to give JCg  Sonship) 
concerning of the Pontius Pilate   (Pilate was forced to execute JC by religious leaders,  even though he an atheist,  said JC was innocent, John.19v6) 
      (We must recognise it was  now,  JC operating to Yahweh’s Methodology conquered Satan’s/worldly methodology operating in “Religious Leaders”) 
 

Again,  Paul starts another exhortation to Timothy  (and to all TCs following during The Gospel Age)  preceding with the inferred plea contained within 
this verse to be acknowledging  “The Bilateral Agreement”  with a lifestyle that precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  unto our  death/”asleep”  at the 
end of the 1st part of our physical life –  so that we have perfected the 2nd part of our spiritual life ready to be ideally given  (by only Yahweh)  a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon our  awakening/rousing  at JCg’s 1st 2nd C.  Thus,  for the 144000 TCs this  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (not 
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based upon fleshly DNA)  starts the 2nd part of  (ideally)  our physical life that is commensurate to the then perfected  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
captured at our death  (and before)  stored as  “Heavenly Treasure”.   
Where,  it is Yahweh sourcing  “The Word of God”  through JC for  “us to personally purify our minds”,  thereby enabling everlasting  life/existence  for 
all humans who purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  to which end Yahweh will equally give a perfected physical body to enable an eternal conscious 
existence to occur. 

In this manner Yahweh makes alive all things. 
Please see glossary on many of these terms. 

Can the reader understand the logic behind Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  –  as I have explained here? 
It is so utterly wonderful –  but again,  it is  never  taught  (up to 2007 CE)  by those “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who  should  be teaching it! 

As equally applicable to this verse,  I just repeat part of the commentary located at 5v21 –  what more can I say? 
Notice also how Paul uses the present tense of  God (Yahweh)  and  the lord JC (= JCg)  as being  separate  Entities having an  individual  conscious 
reasoning faculties and thus separate existence to recognise his exhortation to Timothy.  Also notice other conscious entities witnessing being “angels” 
(as explained above) –  but has the reader noticed something lacking?   It being  any  reference to a  ”supposedly conscious”  HS in the listing –  of 
which logically,  there should be,  if  “it” had any conscious reasoning capability to become a witness!   The answer speaks loudly to tell us the HS has  
no  conscious witnessing ability to be categorised in the above listing –  and thus has  no  intrinsic personage capacity within itself –  else Paul would 
have put it in the listing.  However,  the HS becomes personalised  (perhaps like  “the glue”  that binds the TCs to JCg to Yahweh,  precisely as we are 
told at John.14v20,  17v21-26, etc.   Where we understand,  it is  “The Word of God”  that generates  “The New Creature” (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  
within  “us”  hearkening  individuals  (precisely imitating JC)  who have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh,  and thus the HS 
becomes “personalised”  within a  “hearkening entity”  that builds its mind upon what Yahweh  “commands of us”  through  “The Word of God”  (as  
only  given in The Bible). 

Does the Reader understand what all this precisely means? 
So,  I implore Trinitarians to start using the wonderful brain that we have been given by JCg and reason the HS is  not  a personage,  but actually -  

“Yahweh’s Pure Desire expressed within The Environment as Yahweh so deems,  using His  power/capacity  to make become what he chooses 
to become.” 

We are  not  to “”bury our heads in the sand”,  but rather - 
Look to The Bible for our guidance and understanding –  “search and you shall find”  Matt.7v7-8! 

Presently our  worldly Christian leaders prefer  “The Old Wine” (Luke.5v39)  produced by their  spiritually blind  peers  “of days long ago”! 
(Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39) 
When I read some of their material –  I sometimes wonder  “what drug they were on”  and realise they are only driven by  “worldly methodology”! 
Not their fault – they did not know any better,  but now that Yahweh has allowed His Plan to be fully explained –  then we of today,  have  no  excuse! 
We become guilty by not rallying behind His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  thereby being personally responsible for making it occur! 
After that copy and paste, returning to this verse. 

Finally,  a comment on  “JC's witnessed virtuous agreement concerning Pontius Pilate”. 
The answer is quite simply stated   “I find no fault in him.” 
The context is of Pontius Pilate stating JC is innocent,  but the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  were insistent to force  “The Death Sentence”  upon  
JC as  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13).  Consequently,  we reason the  “Religious Leaders”  (who can be of any religion  in/of  The World)  are 
murdering  “The Word of God”  because of John.11v47-53 that was resolutely enforced by the threat made to  “The Roman Governor”  (John.19v12),  
being effectively a  “Gun held to Pilate’s head”!   

Why (of any religion)?   Because the  one/same  minded person takes the  one/same  place in  “Religion”  generation after generation,  where  
“the religion”  could be   “Fairies at the bottom of the Garden”  and the  same minded people  would  take  their relative positions within it. 

It must be clearly understood by the reader,  JC's operations for the 3 years would have been under surveillance by the  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  (as we are constantly told in The Bible),  but likewise  also by Pontius Pilate.   

Why?   Because any person causing crowds of people to follow him would put that person on  “The Observation List”  to  “The Roman 
Authorities”,  so that any rebellious people could be “taken out of circulation”  (Luke.13v1-3).    

Thus,  from the feedback reaching Pontius Pilate from his spies observing JC,  then he could state with certainty   “I find no fault in him”!    
Said “Three times”  (John.18v38, 19v4, 6)  by Pontius Pilate that infuriated “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  who replied by giving Pilate an 
ultimatum at John.19v12,  after which,  Pilate capitulated to their threat regarding his removal from office by Caesar!    

This is what we are dealing with – behind their  “professional endearing smile”  (noting what Yahweh sees, 1Sam.16v7)! 
1Tim.  6v14 og (to) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}/keep  thee/thy/thou/you [singular]  
1Tim.  6v14 og the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept  (the) unblemished/unspotted,   
1Tim.  6v14 og (the) {not arrested}/blameless/inculpable/unrebukable/irreproachable  {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}   
1Tim.  6v14 og of the  manifestation/{memorable event}/advent/appearing/{glorious display}   
1Tim.  6v14 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Tim.  6v14 = (that)  you  to  {watch/guard over loss}/maintain/{hold fast}    (it means just that – and not to wander away) 

the  commandment/injunction/precept  the  unblemished/unspotted,     (do we know what it is – so we do not diminish what it means?) 
the  blameless/inculpable    (no charge can be levelled at us as individuals that we have strayed from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire for Sonship) 
{as far as}/{up to}  the  manifestation/{memorable event}/advent/appearing    (during the 1st part of our physical life till death) 
of  our  lord/master  of the  Jesus   of the  Christ/Anointed.     (JCg ideally collecting us at  “The 1st Resurrection”  for  “The Anointing”) 

 

(that) you (Timothy)  {guard over loss}/{hold fast}   (it means just that – to what JC showed by witness [to Pontius Pilate],  in his  ministry/lifestyle) 
the  commandment/injunction   (being what JC showed,  that becomes our instruction to precisely imitate,  to  then  become  “beloved”  by Yahweh) 
the unspotted   (fully imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  to be  accurately  teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  “worldly Christianity”) 
the blameless   (to both Yahweh's Requirements,  and to Mankind  [being of its secular laws,  and  remaining utterly neutral in all worldly matters]) 
as far as the  manifestation/advent   (during the 1st part of our physical life,  each generation yielding TCs until the 144000 number is validated) 
                   (Once Yahweh has 144000 TCs validated  (Rev.14v1-4]  then Yahweh makes possible  The Manifestation/Advent  of  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
of our  lord/master   (JC as “The Word of God”  absolutely controlling our mind,  to yield the TCs who wholly hearken to God's Word) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (“The Goal”  laid down by JC,  made a reality at his 1st 2nd C that becomes  “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect 144000 TCs). 
 

Thus,  Paul teaches Timothy and us as The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs,  that we are to  “guard over loss”,  “watch over injury”  so 
that loss or injury does  not  occur to us –  inasmuch we are to  “hold fast”  to the commandments as given by JC  (John.14v15, 21, 15v10, etc.,  based 
upon the depth of what Mark.12v30-31 really means).  These are repeated and explained by Paul (principally given at a high level in verses 11 and 12 
above)  so that by  operating with fidelity  upon what we know  (being  “The Accurate Knowledge”) then we shall be considered  unblemished/unspotted  
and thus  “blameless”,  “not arrested”  by Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  which occurs upon  all  “Christians”  throughout The Gospel 
Age  (all of whom  should  be aiming for  “The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh). 

We are told that we are to remain like this –  fully imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  until JC comes as JCg to collect his 144000 faithful TCs – 
elected/selected  as the future sons of God. 
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As we are told in 1Thes.4v13-18,  this can occur when we  (TCs)  are  “asleep” (dead)  or while we  (TCs)  are alive,  as the last living generation,  so 
that we  both together  will join with JCg in the sky  transmuted/transfigured  into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  -  becoming at that point in time  
“Sons of God”  with  guaranteed  everlasting life.  This is  “The 1st Harvest”  of  “The First-fruits [Wheat]”  who proved themselves righteous to 
Yahweh’s Requirements  (precisely imitate JC)  and thus beloved by Yahweh  (as  was/[is] JC[g]  Matt.3v15, 17v5, etc.),  where The Harvest is made  
before  the 2nd part of their physical life for these 144000 “Early Adopters”,  noting that for  all  other people  (about 99.99+% of The World over 6000 
years)  will be given the 2nd part of their physical life  in trust  so they might be given their  last  opportunity to purify their mind on  “The Word of God”  
for  “The 2nd and Main Harvest”  at  the end  of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15, Matt.13v28-30, etc.)  after their resurrection into the 2nd part of their 
physical life (at  the beginning  of The Millennium).   Note, the first sentence of Rev.20.5 is the worst copyist addition in the whole Bible y many orders of 
magnitude  (a complete invention)  as my local commentary to that verse of some 17,000 words explains. 
“The 144000 Early Adopters”  are taken off this planet  (as described in various places in The Bible)  so they may be taught  (1) How to correctly use 
Yahweh’s infinite capability and  (2) How to correctly rule  “The Resurrected World”  in the forthcoming Millennium  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.).  
Then 3.5 years later they shall return  (Dan.12v11-12)  with JCg as described in Rev.19v16-21, 21v1-4 etc.  to impose  “The New Jerusalem/Authority”  
upon The Earth precisely as I explain in my commentaries at the given citations. 
This becomes  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  given all the way back to Abraham  (Gen.12v1-3, 13v14-17, 15v1-7, 18, 17v1-19, 18v18). 
1Tim.  6v15 og Whom/Which/That  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) times/seasons/occasions 
1Tim.  6v15 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own} [plural]   
1Tim.  6v15 og (he/it will) show/present/exhibit  the (One/person)  {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{well off}/{very happy},   
1Tim.  6v15 og also  (the) alone/only/merely  (the) {ruler/officer (of great authority)}/mighty/potentate,   
1Tim.  6v15 og the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  of the (persons)  ruling/kings/reigning   
1Tim.  6v15 og also  (the) lord/master  of the (persons [TCs])  {having dominion}/{lording it over}. 
1Tim.  6v15 = Which  in  His  (Yahweh’s)   own  times/seasons/occasions 

He  (Yahweh)   will  show/present  the person  (JCg)   {supremely blessed}/{well off}/{very happy},   
also  (JCg)   the only  {ruler of great authority}/potentate,   
(JCg)  the  sovereign/king  of the ones   (144000 TCs)   ruling/kings/reigning   
also  the  lord/master  of the  people  (144000 TCs)   {having dominion}/{lording over}. 

 

Which in His (Yahweh’s)  own  time/occasion   (when Yahweh has His validated 144000 TCs at Matt.20v23,  and hence Matt.24v36) 
He (Yahweh)  will show   (at the 2nd Advent of JCg coming to collect the 144000 TCs  [Rev.14v1-4]) 
the person (JCg)  supremely blessed   (because JCg is then collecting his long-awaited bride of 144000 TCs  [to be the metaphoric Wedding]) 
Also the only ruler (JCg)  of great authority   (JCg as  “The Lord of lords and King of kings”  Rev.19v16  [hence next line]) 
The King (JCg)  of the ones ruling   (primarily the 144000 TCs who shall become  “The Ruling Leaders”  over  “The Resurrected World”) 
Also the  lord/master  (as  “The Word of God”  controlling the minds in both the 1st and 2nd parts of the TCs’ life)    
of the people  (the 144000 TCs  “Early Adopters”)    
having dominion   (over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium to teach “Righteousness” and reform the minds of “The Inheritance”). 
 

This verse might seem confusing and thus we have two options - 
1. Just capitulate and wrap everything up in a  “mindless mystery” –  to yield what I term the  unrighteous/nonsense  Trinity myth,   

OR  -  get into Paul’s mind and thus - 
2. Put the verse back into context based upon the holistic reasoning given elsewhere within The Bible. 

Obviously,  I work through option (2) and have written it down here for our consideration. 
Context of verse 13, 14 tell us - 
Paul puts Almighty God  first  in verse 13 because it is “He” Who makes possible all things (= “Yahweh” = “I make become what/who I choose to 
become”)  to bring life to all things (in/into The Universe),  and then Paul speaks of JC having fulfilled his part of  “The Bilateral Agreement”  to 
Yahweh in the midst of Pontius Pilate as The Worldly Authority  (of capital punishment)  We read of this at  John.18v31 noting the hypocrisy to this 
statement at Acts.7v57-60,  of which I explain in detail at my commentaries to both citations.   Therefore,  this became the time when JC physically was 
to become  “The Perfect Ransom Sacrifice”  for  his personal creation.   We realise from this verse, there are   two  wholly  separate  reasoning Entities 
to be on  opposite ends of an agreement  (but have the  one/same  mind to  complete the agreement together  [to make Mankind’s Salvation possible]) –  
where it is impossible to have a ratified agreement  (at baptism)  with your own self –  unless you are a schizophrenic!   

Is that the resultant of what Trinitarians propose?    
That alone destroys the worldly sourced Trinity myth,  without all the other,  perhaps  hundreds  of Bible examples,  where the local reasoning nullifies 
that myth,  –  being a myth sourced by Satan to confuse our demonstrably  worldly Christian leaders and theologians  reasoning with his mind!   

Do the Trinitarians not realise that? –  Being the rationalisation as to  why  they are confused in  “mystery”! –   
It just seems so obvious to me!   However,  I read and  thoroughly  know/understand  The Bible –  our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  
demonstrably  do not,  when they divulge only  “nonsense exegesis”  that is absolutely  not  Bible based  (Rev.22v18-19)! 

Then we realise that because of what JC did for his creation,  Paul then moves on with v14 to say -  
If that is what JC did for you –  then you,  Timothy,  reciprocate likewise to equally achieve  “The Expectation”  of what JC showed to his 
personal creation that is on offer for  all  those people who freely choose to precisely imitate  his standard  to the very best they are able – 
that is only to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for more wonderful  “Sons of God”  to be extracted out of The Gospel Age to work alongside JCg.   

Paul then exhorts Timothy and the future TCs to persevere until JC  (as JCg)  comes to collect his Bride  (= to be fellow Sons of God)  at the 1st 2nd C. 
At that point Paul now starts again in verse 15. 

It is Yahweh  (as The Initial Subject of the verse)  Who can make all this occur by expressing His  “HS”  (= “Yahweh’s Pure Desire expressed within The 
Environment”).  Yahweh has resurrected JC back into JCg,  and likewise is now  (at v14, 15)  awakening/rousing  (at “The 1st Resurrection”)  the 
144000 TCs to permanently accompany JCg as equally  “Sons of God”  (Rom.8v17, 23, etc.) –  being of  “The Times/Seasons”  that Yahweh has  
Personally  chosen His full quota of  “Sons of God”  as we are told here  (being of His own time).  Thus,  Yahweh as The Father has chosen the time  
(Matt.24v36)  for all this to occur,  to show  The “{supremely blessed}”  JCg acquiring his  other complementary half’  to start the righteous reform of  
“The Resurrected World”  that is to commence about 3.5 years later (Dan.12v11-12).  Where it is JCg who is given the position to be The King of kings 
and The Lord of lords (Rev.19v16)  because this is the point in time where Psm.110v1 as quoted by JC at Matt.22v44 becomes fulfilled. 
Then in the context of the following verse (v16) –  we read that Paul looks forward to the situation of when he and Timothy have been  awakened/roused 
(= resurrected)  as future  “Sons of God” –  Paul looks again to  “The Subject”  being  “Yahweh” –  when he,  Paul fully perfected as a  “Son of God”  
(chosen by Yahweh –  and thus he is hardly likely to be destroyed as we are told at Ex.33v20 for an earthly man –  because Paul is now  a proven Son of 
God)  might then behold Yahweh  -  face to Face.   Paul shall then no longer be  human/fleshly  (formally animalistic),  but spiritually a proven “Son of 
God within a commensurate purified  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
Clearly v16 cannot be referring to JCg  (as JC)  because humans had seen JC face to face!   And if they had, as they did –  then he could  not  be Yahweh 
as Ex.33v20 tells us –  furthermore,  JC is only the  “image of Yahweh”   (John.14v5-15) –  being The Methodology sourced by Yahweh practised within 
JC’s life (to become  “The Wisdom of God” within his deportment) –  thus having seen JC,  we have seen Yahweh  (being what Yahweh Desires to be 
practised within The World) –  and yet again,  all this reasoning destroys the Trinity myth! 
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Because there  are  two separate  Entities in Their respective positions relative to “humans”  hence JC as  “The Intercessor” between two parties as we 
are told at Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5 noting the correct  translation/interpretation  of  “ho theos”  that is presently unintelligible to our Greek Scholars  as we 
witness in their translations for the word! 
Finally,  when JCg comes with his 144000 TCs  (Rev.19v16-21,  now as 144000 trained  “Sons of God”  with infinite capability to  “express Yahweh’s 
Desire within The Environment”, as the “HS”)  at his 2nd 2nd C  (some 3.5 years after his 1st 2nd C being “The 1st Resurrection”)  then is fulfilled  the 
prophecy of Psm.110v1,  repeated by JC some 1000 years later at Matt.22v44 for this very occasion that follows some 2000 years after JC said it. 
This means it will occur at some time in the 21st Century where all worldly authority will be subdued over a period of some 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12)  as 
all  worldly practicing leaders  throughout all of society from the very top to the very bottom shall be removed to be made  The Last/Least  within society 
and righteous people will be installed in their place.   
A 4th revision addition. 
It hit me after The President of USA declared Jerusalem would be recognised as The Capital of Israel in 2017 CE on the third Jubilee year. 
This followed the two previous Jubilee Years of 1917 (Belfour Agreement), 1967 (Jerusalem captured from The Heathen), then in 2017, Jerusalem 
recognised as The Capital by The Leader of The Most Powerful Nation in the World (to then enter its decline), so it makes perfect sense for Yahweh,  The 
Most Powerful Entity in The Universe to bring in  His “Jerusalem” (Rev.21v1-4).    This is how Yahweh demonstrates His Omnificence for prophecy to 
be fulfilled,  inasmuch this is the time when Matt.24v22 occurs and He must step-in before Mankind annihilates itself  (at the same point in time when The 
Earth is full having fulfilled  Gen.1v28, 9v1  (when  perhaps about  a 1/3 of  “The Resurrected World”  is  removed/annihilated  at The End of The 
Millennium as The Bible intimates within The Book of Revelations). 
1Tim.  6v16 og The (one)  alone/only/merely  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  
1Tim.  6v16 og (the) deathlessness/{“2nd Death has no power”}/immortality,   
1Tim.  6v16 og (the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity     
1Tim.  6v16 og (of the) {house occupation}/residing/inhabiting/dwelling [plural] 
1Tim.  6v16 og (the) {cannot go}/inaccessible/{no person can approach}/unapproachable,   
1Tim.  6v16 og whom/which/that  (he/she) knew/understood/{was aware}/saw/perceived   
1Tim.  6v16 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person [singular])    (of the) countenances/{human beings}/men [mankind],   
1Tim.  6v16 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
1Tim.  6v16 og (they are) able/possible/capable [middle voice];   
1Tim.  6v16 og {to whom/which}  [Yahweh]   (to the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity   
1Tim.  6v16 og also  (the) {great vigour}/dominion/might/power/strength  (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting.   
1Tim.  6v16 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
1Tim.  6v16 = The One (Yahweh)  alone  the  holding/possessing/having  the  deathliness/immortality,   

The  inaccessible/{we cannot go}/{no man can approach}   the  shining/illuminating  of the  home/dwelling,    (The Universe) 
Whom  {no one}  person  of the  Mankind  he/she  knew/saw/perceived     (of Yahweh and of His Methodology)   
{and not even}  they  are  personally  able/capable  to  know/see/perceive;   (worldly Christians preferring worldly methodology) 
{to Whom}  (Yahweh)   be  the  value/esteem/honour/dignity    (this will be so in The Culmination – by repentant humans) 
also  the  perpetual/everlasting  dominion/might/power/strength.   Amen!    (Shall be ultimately demonstrated at The Gospel Age close) 

 

The One (Yahweh)  alone possessing immortality   (Yahweh can  never  die  [and yet in blind faith Trinitarians infer   “Yahweh can die”!]) 
the inaccessible illuminating home   (“The Attracting Goal”  not yet attained,  -  but we are guided to it through JC as  “The Intercessor”) 
Whom (Yahweh)  no one person of Mankind,  he/she  knew/saw/perceived   (in our present sinful state we cannot see/know  Yahweh,  Ex.33v20) 
To Whom (Yahweh)  be the  value/honour/dignity   (given first by JC,  then  “The Early Adopters”,  and finally,  repentant resurrected humans) 
also the everlasting  dominion/might/strength   (shall be demonstrated  to close  The Gospel Age,  given to JCg and TCs at  Rev.19v16-21). 
Amen.   (Yes!  “Let this be so”,  because it shall occur during the middle of  “The 21st Century”  to close The Gospel Age) 
 

This verse is speaking specifically about  “Yahweh” –  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe. 
Where  “Yahweh”  as  “The Name”,   means    “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”. 
We have six pointers given in this verse that tell us of this fact - 

1. Yahweh is  deathless/immortal  - it was JCg who as JC died and was resurrected as JCg again  (and this fact alone destroys the Trinity myth). 
2. Yahweh is  “The Light”,  being  “The Source of all Knowledge”  on how all entities might survive in  “The/His Universe”. 
3. Yahweh’s home is inaccessible –  being The Whole Universe. 
4. No  man/woman  has seen Yahweh –  as we are told in Ex.33v20. 
5. No  man/woman  can comprehend The Omniscience and Omnipotence of Yahweh. 
6. All  glory/honour/dignity  is ultimately directed to Yahweh  (Who sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things into The Universe). 

In the context of the previous verse,  Paul yearns to be in The Father’s physical presence –  knowing in Paul’s present state it is impossible –  but as one 
of the future  “Sons of God”  (elected  by  “The Adopting Father”,  Yahweh) –  Paul  will be  allowed to sit alongside JCg  [Matt.20v23]  who himself is 
at the right hand of Yahweh –  all as The Bible tells us  (“feasting at the Father’s Table”  Matt.8v11, Luke.13v28). 
 
141st Instruction – Paul starts:  TCs must declare to the materially wealthy people of the present worldly age not to be  
lofty/arrogant,  neither to entrust upon  “the uncertainty of material wealth”. 
142nd Instruction – Paul starts:  TCs must declare to the materially wealthy people of the present worldly age,  they 
should be entrusting in the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh)  – being The One Who  is  able to supply all intrinsically  
good/ideal  things abundantly for the  {obtaining a portion}/{beneficial participation}  (= to become “The Heirs”). 
143rd Instruction – Paul continues:  TCs must impress upon The Brethren,  we are all  to become personally wealthy upon 
“The Word of God”,  that itself becomes The Power to reform our mind  away from  worldly methodology,  so we exactly 
imitate JC's ministry.   The mind must be  humble/penitent/contrite  before it can  imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”. 
115th Reasoning – Confidence comes from  what is possessed.  This is only from two sources – either from The World  or  
from Yahweh.  The confidence in material wealth is only temporal,  but the confidence  (by personal reform)  in Yahweh is 
everlasting.  What is possessed becomes expressed in the type of confidence one has!   Personal confidence expressed in 
The Self is sourced by The World,  but the personal confidence expressed to edify one’s neighbour is sourced by Yahweh. 
116th Reasoning – The Source of “entrusting” and “belief” is similarly demonstrated as is “confidence”.  Real entrusting, 
belief must  not  be hypocritical by stating one thing and doing the opposite,  else this makes us a liar to what we state! 
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53rd Warning – All “hypocrites”  (of whatever)  shall be rejected by Yahweh for  “Sonship”,  because the mind of a  
“Hypocrite”  is wholly incompatible to what is required to become a “Son of God”  ruling by example  over The 
Resurrected World.  Therefore, TCs must prove themselves  innocent/pure/blameless/holy  now in the 1st part of their life! 
117th Reasoning – When having the confidence to be practising  real belief  by entrusting upon Yahweh through what JCg 
did for us  (best shown by imitating JC)  then we  will  have  “The Expectation”  sourced from off this planet – being made 
available in The Millennium and afterwards.  Thus,  we must entrust upon Yahweh by  precisely imitating  JC  now rather 
than waiting,  then we shall have the  “full pleasure”  of sitting at The Father’s table as a future  “Son of God”. 
144th Instruction – TCs must perform intrinsically good occupational effort,  and become wealthy in worthy occupational 
efforts,  being good at sharing through communication  “The Knowledge”  with other people. 
118th Reasoning – Intrinsically good effort means imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in charity work of the giving time freely 
to edify one’s neighbour into understanding  why/how  they are to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  “Ideal labour”  is to 
edify the neighbour which does  not  mean to either put ourselves on a pedestal  or  make the recipient become indulgent. 
119th Reasoning – To carry out this ideal work then The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must be prepared to 
become good communicators so that  accurate  information can be conveyed to the recipient.  This means  accurately  
preaching and teaching  (by whatever means available)  “The Word of God”  being  “The (real) Gospel”  of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  pertaining to Yahweh  (and of His Master Plan),  JCg,  The World, neighbour and ourselves. 
54th Warning – There are very many  charlatan  and worldly Christian leaders who present the  façade  of  “ideal efforts” 
–  but they are worldly based,  being presented for worldly examination and thus distinctly fails Yahweh’s examination. 
Yahweh is meticulously examining The Motive,  rather than what is presented for worldly digestion! 
Sadly, millions upon millions of people  are  deceived and seduced – hence the constant warnings given by The Apostles! 
145th Instruction – TCs must be  {treasuring away}/{laying up in store}  for themselves the  virtuous/worthy  foundation  
unto the expected epoch  (= The Millennium),  that they might personally  seize/grasp  everlasting life. 
120th Reasoning – This is only  applicable to TCs of which Timothy would become one.  It would apply to all Christians  if  
they so choose to imitate Paul as he imitated JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.).  Very sadly  virtually all  Christians wake-up to 
say they are a  “Christian”  and then promptly fall back asleep again!   This is  not  fervently competing in a race to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire – but the  very opposite  and thus persons lazy to  The Accurate Ministry  work are dismissed by Yahweh 
for Sonship!  Those Christian leaders promoting  apathy, self-indulgence will be severely reprimanded in The Millennium,  
as we as so often told throughout The Gospels,  a spread of examples  Luke.12v46-48, Mark.11v13-14, 21, 13v33-37. 
121st Reasoning – Being accepted as a TC and then elected by Yahweh to become His future Son of God in a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body will give  guaranteed  everlasting life. 
“The Resurrected World”  later will be placed in perfected DNA fleshly bodies which  do  have the capacity to become 
corrupted and thus the inhabitant of which  could/may  face  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation. This will only occur if they 
refuse to learn righteousness during The Millennium. 
8th Prophecy – It is possible by imitating JC now to gain  guaranteed  eternal life by becoming a future  “Son of God”. 
19th Good News – TCs will become future  “Sons of God”  having demonstrably the correct mindset operating entirely 
upon Yahweh's Methodology to patiently teach  “The Word of God”  to  “The Resurrected World”  by example. 
1Tim.  6v17 og To the (persons)  wealthy/{abounding with}/rich  in  to the [= within]  now/present/immediate   
1Tim.  6v17 og (to the) age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}  (you) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare    
1Tim.  6v17 og not  (to be) lofty/{high-minded}/arrogant,   
1Tim.  6v17 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor  (to be) expectant/confident/trustful  over/upon/concerning   
1Tim.  6v17 og (of the) wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) uncertainty/dubiousness,   
1Tim.  6v17 og but  in  to the [= within]  God  to the  living/existing,  to the  (One [Yahweh])   
1Tim.  6v17 og (to the) {holding near}/presenting/exhibit/{furnishing occasion}/bringing/doing/giving/offering/providing   
1Tim.  6v17 og {to us}  copiously/abundantly/richly/largely  (the) all (things)  into/unto   
1Tim.  6v17 og (the) {obtaining a portion of a thing}/enjoyment/pleasure/{beneficial participation};  
1Tim.  6v17 = You  Enjoin/Charge/Declare  to the  people  wealthy/{abounding with}    (either material  and/or  prestigious position)   

within  the (= this)   present/immediate  age   (The Gospel Age of some 2000 years);   
(they are)  not  to be  lofty/{high minded}/arrogant,   
nor  to be  expectant/confident/entrust  upon/concerning  in the  uncertainty/dubiousness  of the  wealth/possessions/abundance/riches   
but  within  the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh),  to the  One  (Yahweh as The Source),   
to the  {holding near}/offering/providing  {to us}  the  all  things  copiously/abundantly   
unto  the  {obtaining a portion}/{beneficial participation};     (being a Treasure held in The Heavens ready for The Millennium). 

 

You (Timothy)  declare to the wealthy people   (of either material  and/or  prestigious positions within society) 
within this present age   (The Gospel Age lasting about 2000 years,  and thus shall close at some point in the middle of the 21st Century) 
(they are)  not to be  lofty/arrogant   (in their present position,  because they should realise that ultimately they are subject to Yahweh), 
neither  (are they)  to entrust upon the dubiousness of  wealth/abundance   (material, position and “connections” in the present  decaying world) 
but within the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh,   “able to make alive all things”), 
to The One (Yahweh)  abundantly  {holding near}/providing  to us (TCs)  all things   (a purified mind that yields  a legion of benefits) 
unto the obtaining a portion   (The Best is to become a co-heir  [Rom.8v17, 23]  alongside JCg over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium). 
 

Paul has a great concern for all humans –  he has no reason to condemn worldly people having abundance of whatever,  but rather it is  The Desire to 
achieve  worldly  riches/fame/power/accolades/{abundance of whatever}  that produces all manner of sin within the individual.  Thus Paul only warns 
those people who  have/gained  worldly abundance  -  to beware  -  do not become introverted  (to self-indulge upon the opportunity that  “abundance”  
delivers),  and neither to become  arrogant/haughty  (that delivers “the Wrong Mind”  for Sonship).  By contrast,  we must focus upon how to personally 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to grow  “The Abundance”  within The Heavens  (being of a virtuous synapse construction mapping)  rather than on the Earth  
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being of the Physical things (1Tim.6v7-8).   We must recognise,  earthly things cannot be taken forward into The Millennium,  but Yahweh will carry our  
“synapse construction mapping”  into The Millennium ready for use in our resurrection into The Millennium. 

The reader  must  look at the  bigger  picture –  this time now  (being the 1st part of our physical life)  is only a  tiny  speck of time –  we are to 
be training our mind  now   -  for  “The Eternity”! 

An important consideration. 
The very last word in this verse is   “apolausis” (StrongsTM = 619)  is universally translated as being  “full enjoyment”,  however it is a compound word 
where the first part is not  “full”  but rather the Greek word “apo” (StrongsTM = 575)  “off”  or  “away”  which could be inferred as being  “off/away  
pleasure”,  therefore  “away/off”  from worldly pleasure,  that means  “the pleasure with fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire” –  that leads quite nicely into the 
next verse. 
But even more importantly we should understand that this universal translation as given in standard bibles  (see you own version)  is wholly wrong  and 
we must go back to  “The Original Greek”  understanding as I have correctly translated to be -   “{obtaining a portion}/{beneficial participation}”. 
Now place this original meaning in context and we realise that Paul is speaking about the 144000 TCs becoming future sons of God  and thus each  “son 
of God”  is receiving a portion of  “The Resurrected World”  (Luke.19v16-19,  Rom.8v17, etc.)  

Would the reader have understood this from their standard bible translation? 
And this is  “The Big Problem”  throughout our English translated Bibles –  our translators do  not  understand Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation” 
and effectively “Write it Out”  of the text –  they are  hiding  God's Plan away from The Public! 

It was for this reason I was forced to go back to  “The Original Greek”  and generate   “The Most Faithful Translation”  on this planet ready 
to close The Gospel Age,  because I could not trust any of their output  (James.3v11-12). 

It is so strange –  our supposed scholars choosing to appear  “so learned”  state to one another    
“What manuscript source do you use for your translation,  because they are all different!” 

This is such a  weak  argument in a vain attempt to discredit God's Word because - 
1.  They cannot even get  “The Texus Receptus”  correctly translated as I show here  (and in many other places). 
2.  The differences are mostly  “Copyist Additions”  that form no intrinsic influence on God's Plan. 
3. It is so hypocritical for them to blame 1st Millennium copy additionists – and yet modern-day scholars do  exactly the same thing! 
Note   Rev.20v5 (first sentence)  is many orders of magnitude worse than any other of all copyist additions,  with the next of any faulty 
significance is 1John.5v6-7,  all others,  including the large entry at John.8v1-11 are  completely irrelevant.  

Quite simply   Our learned scholars have got their eye on  “The Wrong Ball”  in the air! 
They are scurry over the little bits that have zero significance and completely miss Yahweh's  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
And my mind immediately jumps to Matt.23v23  (and by consequence,  Matt.23v13)! 
As I state,  the  ONLY  copyist addition that affects Yahweh’s Plan is at Rev.20v5,  all others have  no  effect  one way or the other – so why do our 
scholars invent a straw man for them to publicly burn regarding copyist additions? 
The reason why they cannot  (actually, “choose not to”)  grasp  “The Big Picture”  that screams out to The World from The Bible is perhaps - 

1.  It requires a bit of original thought –  which is the first thing removed out of students who go to seminaries  (Matt.23v15)! 
2.  “To Rock the Boat”  will cause displeasure from one's peers –  and then   Who will supply the pay-packet at the end of the week? 
3.  Anything that will cause financial hardship or defamation of character is hardly attractive to worldly thinking people! 
4.  It is painful after working hard to achieve a degree of Divinity,  for the mind to then become a slave to Yahweh and thus truly serving 
Mankind,  rather than becoming  'a Lord'  with prestige over Mankind for a worldly living! 
5.  I could come up with a few other reasons if I put my mind to it,  but the above should be enough! 

Importantly,  I am beholden to  no  worldly person,  being at a very mature age where I do not care about what people think about me,  and my salary is 
from a completely different source,  outside  “Religion”  so I have nothing to colour and compromise what I think and do  (Matt.6v24).  However,  I am 
passionately driven to find  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth”  (Matt.7v7-8)  when I discovered that virtually everything that comes out of our  worldly 
Christian leaders' mouths  is wrong  when it comes to the teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”.    But they are so good at teaching   “Religion”! 
They shall become  “The Dinosaurs”  of an old and disillusioned age when The Millennium is introduced by Yahweh through JCg and the 144000 TCs! 
Therefore,  it becomes my duty to publicly speak out boldly,  so that perhaps there is a  “Nicodemus”  (John.3v1-12)  in the  pack of scholars who will 
turn around and come to understand what Yahweh is  really teaching  us within The Bible.   The suggested ratio is perhaps  100,000  1  of the general 
population,  but Yahweh is searching out by election  “Quality”  and  not  “Quantity”  -   to yield   “The Early Adopters”   (Matt.20v16, 22v14)!  

Which is - 
The TCs actively aim to become  “Sons of God”  and thereby shall be   “unto  {obtaining a portion}/{beneficial participation}”  of  “The Inheritance”  
(being  “co-rulers”  -  “joint heirs”  [Rom.8v17, 1Cor.4v8 –  please read my local commentaries]  of  “The Resurrected World”). 
This understanding supports  “The General Thrust”  of  “The Real Gospel”  being  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the early Apostles 
but has  never  preached by our  “Leaders of Christendom”  for the last some 1700 years!     So who fulfils Yahweh’s Desire? 
1Tim.  6v18 og (to [do]) {intrinsically good occupational effort}/{ideal labour}/{virtuous work},   
1Tim.  6v18 og (to) {become wealthy/rich}/{be filled with abundance}   
1Tim.  6v18 og in  (to the [= within]) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds 
1Tim.  6v18 og (to the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy,   
1Tim.  6v18 og (the) {good at sharing}{well keen to impart}/liberal/{ready to distribute} [plural]  {to be/exist}   
1Tim.  6v18 og (the) communicative/{(pecuniary) liberal}/{willing to communicate}/{generous in offices} [plural], 
1Tim.  6v18 = (For people aiming to become TCs)  to do  {intrinsically good occupational effort}/{ideal labour}/{virtuous work},   

to  {become wealthy}/{be filled in abundance}  within the  beautiful/virtuous/good/worthy  {occupational efforts}/works/labours,   
{to be}  the  {good at sharing}/{ready to distribute}  the  communications/{conveyor of information}, 

 

        (Where,  for  “us”  assiduously aiming to be TCs,  then we are … … ) 
to do intrinsically  good/ideal  occupational effort   (precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”) 
(from which,  we are)  to become  (spiritually)  wealthy   (much positive  “Heavenly Treasure”  to be used in our resurrection as a future Son of God) 
within our  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  occupational efforts   (our mind is driven by agapao,  delivering  true agape  to freely edify our neighbour) 
to be good at sharing the communications   (of  “The Word of God” = The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”  [and not  worldly Christianity”]) 
                 (Notice the instruction   “Good at communication”  to edify The Mind [Mark.1v38],  it is  not  to  “religiously edify”  The Body  [Acts.6v1-4]) 
 

Paul is writing directly to Timothy to guide him,  and to exhort him –  because Timothy is to become the next generation of TCs. 
What more suitable is it than for Paul to exhort those individuals having studied  “The Word of God”  (as  “1st Century Christianity” –  based upon The 
Tanakh,  together with JC’s explanation how it righteously unfolds)  and who are personally prepared to move forward as a soldier in  “The Absolute 
Truth” –  because they are spiritually wealthy in  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”!   Thus,  with this background explaining what is in Paul's 
head,  then we can consider the contents and how they might be applied to us  (likewise actively aiming to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)! 

This verse says it all –  where Paul is espousing what TCs should be doing with  “The Real Gospel”  message! 
Precisely as this website exhorts throughout –  “The Charity Works”  which is the  freely giving of our time  (with  no  strings attached)  to  accurately  
broadcast/publicise  “The Word of God”  to The World. 
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Thus,  we are ideally aiming to become a TC of a well-trained mind to live in a  non-selfish  manner  (noting Matt.6v24,  please see my local 
commentary)  and to accurately teach other people this knowledge in The Millennium –  ready for The Eternity. 

I need to explain  {become wealthy}/{filled with abundance}  –  there is so just much confusion over it. 
1. It is  not  the gain of material  physical wealth  as taught by some very  worldly Christian schisms  (being far away from fulfilling 

Yahweh’s Desire)  exposing their internal consideration for this topic  (for obvious reasons)! 
2. But Paul is speaking of the gain in  spiritual wealth  as  “Heavenly Treasure”   (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33,  please see my local 

commentaries). 
This is not some esoteric,  nebulous accumulation  “chart of good points”  in The Heavens. 
It is related directly to  the refinement of our thought processes to become precisely like that of JC.   

Our thought processes make us righteous –  not  our works. 
But -  

It is  “The Works”  that  publicly expose what operates within our mind.    
With the caution   it might be a charade –  and that is specifically why we must go one step further,  as instructed by JC    “We must examine 
The Fruits”  – Matt.7v16-20 –  please see my local commentaries)! 

The crux of this point comes from the passages within The Bible telling us   To imitate JC,  because - 
1. This is what Yahweh desires  (Matt.3v17, 17v5);   
2. Yahweh will use His capability to awaken (= resurrect) 144000 TCs precisely as He did to JC into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  
where it is Yahweh's capability expressed within The Environment to make His  “Spirit/Personality/Desire/Traits  that is  pure/{separate from 
this world of sin}  manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”).  

Now think along these practical lines as we work our way through the next part. 
The righteous works come from our now refined righteous thought processes.  The works are an output from our fleshly body,  driven by our thoughts 
being the result of our  “synapse construction”  (wax and waning  at the synapse connections on the end of the dendrites between our perhaps 100 billion 
neurons within our brain).  This brain mapping  (formed from  “learning”)   developed  during our life’s experiences  by what direction we wished to 
drive them  -  to satisfy the balance we desired between selfishness and altruism.  
As  I have explained in great detail elsewhere on this website  exactly what  “soul”  means  (being  the hardware  and  software’ combined  to make a 
“functioning human” –  just like a “reasoning computer” analogy).  When the fleshly body dies and rots away to nothing very useful,  the “unconscious”  
(having no hardware to operate within)  “software”  aspect of the functioning human  (incorrectly described as “soul” by most Christians)  is stored in a 
depository with Yahweh.  This is the  person “we” are  as specific individuals having many favourable parts of our reasoning capacity being like that of 
JC.  It is these favourable parts that make up the positive  “treasure”  in The Heavens  (the mapping of which is safely retained by Yahweh).   
This software’ material is what Yahweh shall download into a new body to make  “the new us”  as specific individuals  (a mentally reasoning clone of 
our 1st self – rather than the physical DNA cloning performed by today’s scientists).  The greater percentage of  positive  “treasure”  we have in The 
Heavens  means the  “more-JC-like”  person we are to be,  when resurrected in The Millennium.  Clearly if that treasure is sufficiently  “positive”  for 
Yahweh to declare this individual worthy  (before all other entities of The Universe)  then this  “software”  “Heavenly Treasure”  will be downloaded 
into an incorruptible  (= incapable of dying)    heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body.   By contrast,  virtually all people shall be resurrected into a 
replacement perfected DNA fleshly body  (that  is  capable of dying in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation Rev.2v27, 20v6)  for some  99.99+%  of us in 
The Millennium. 
This explains the scriptures precisely in a logical and most righteous operational manner. 
1Tim.  6v19 og (the) {treasuring away}/{laying up in store}  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   
1Tim.  6v19 og (the) {something put down}/substruction/foundation  (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Tim.  6v19 og into/unto  the  expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming  [age],   
1Tim.  6v19 og that  (they [TCs] may/should) {hold upon}/{seize (for any purpose)}/grasp/catch/{lay hold} [middle voice]   
1Tim.  6v19 og of the  perpetual/eternal/everlasting  (the) life/existence. 
1Tim.  6v19 = (The Brethren aiming to be TCs are)  {treasuring away}/{laying up in store}  to/(for) themselves   

the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  substruction/foundation  unto  the  expecting/coming   (age/era/epoch),   
that  they  (TCs)   may/should   personally  {hold upon}/seize/grasp  of the  perpetual/eternal/everlasting  life/existence. 

 

         (The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs are … … )   
treasuring away for themselves   (a perfected  “synapse construction mapping”  that Yahweh ultimately stores to be  “The Heavenly Treasure”) 
the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  foundation   (Through the Perfecting Process of the 2nd part of our spiritual life built upon  “The Word of God”) 
unto the coming  (age/epoch  =  The Millennium to yield   “The 3rd Israel Epoch”), 
that they (the 144000 TCs)  might personally  grasp/{hold upon}  of the everlasting (guaranteed)  life   (as a future “Son of God”), 
                (The TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  grasp at imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  while now having  “The Opportunity”.) 
 

Another verse consistent with what this website explains throughout. 
It  is  the TCs  (deemed as such by Yahweh)  who precisely  imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able in  duress/affliction/persecution  
who accrue a virtuous foundation   (being their  “synapse construction mapping” = “heavenly treasure”,  Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  upon which to 
start within the  expected/coming  new  age/epoch –  being The Millennium  -  as the future  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet,.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.)  ruling 
as the future  “Sons of God”.  Yahweh has positioned them accordingly  (from  “The Last/Least  to be  The First/Most”)  by virtue they have truly 
purified their mind upon  “The Word of God”  (hence purified their  “synapse construction mapping”)  to become Christlike as demonstrated by their 
works simply done  (= accurately ministering  “The Word of God”)  while being persecuted by  “Professional Leaders of “Religion”  (John.16v1-4).  
Consequently,  the TCs have proven their mind in adversity  (1Cor.3v13-16),  thereby demonstrably proven to have cleaved to Yahweh  “come what 
may”  in The Environment  and are thus personally suitable to  rule/teach   “The Resurrected World”  righteousness in The Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19)  
-  because Yahweh knows they will  not  become wayward  “Sons of God”  in the infinite future  (as did Satan).    
A 4th revision addition. 
What must be recognised by us of The Gospel Age,  is the reason for the 1st part of our physical life that is ideally - 

“The Goal”  to prove our mind “perfected” having “perfected the 2nd part of our spiritual life”  upon  “The Word of God”. 
Once having this then - 
In the 2nd part of our future life  (resurrected as a Son of God”) - 
Yahweh shall give us an  infinitely better mind  (on a vastly better physical platform)  within which to reason and make cognitive decisions much faster 
than now but - 

“The Crux”  is,  we have proven “The Methodology”  (in our old physical fleshly frame)  ready for use within this  new vastly more capable 
mind  can be trusted  to use these vastly better mental abilities   (of which I restate   That are infinite better than present DNA fleshly based 
brains)! 

This reasoning is based upon what we are told in The Bible – inasmuch The Goal of the 144000 TCs must be to rule  “The Resurrected World”  and 
(based upon Luke.19v16-19 and likewise Matt.25v14-22)  then the brain must be superior for  “Sons of God”  to take upon such a role to process so 
much parallel data and then  to make the correct decision in every situation.    If we cannot do this – then we cannot be perfected,  and placed to do such 
a role.   We would not have been given  “The Tools”  by Yahweh to do such a prophesied job. 
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No human can do this presently – most importantly because our presently leaders have  not  the inclination to do so  (nurturing worldly methodology in 
their present position),  but it is during this present life of which the 144000 TCs having proven themselves are desiring,  and then do,  make the correct 
decisions in simple things by taking the  last/least  position in society where the correct decisions are  easy decisions.   

Can the reader understand the inductive reasoning behind this? 
That is why “Sonship”  is such a superlative goal for us humans to presently aim towards,  our cognitive thinking abilities will be vastly better because 
we shall have a much superior physical operating frame upon which “reasoning can take place”. 
This will  not  be possible for resurrected people returning into their fleshly DNA bodies,  all having improved brains but no better than the best of today. 
These people being some 99.9+% of the population of the last 6000 years of the Superhuman species  (Adam and Eve,  over and above what went before 
of perhaps 100,000 years of an animal-like  mind in a humanoid frame – hence Gen.1v26, 4v14-17, John.10v34-35)  with a DNA fleshly brain will need 
to learn how to perfect themselves on  “The Word of God”  by hearkening  (learning and then doing) in The Millennium. 
Returning to my older revisions after that interjection. 

This is  “The Real Gospel”  as taught by JC in his parables! 
Consequently,  as we comprehend,  because the 144000 TCs   are  awakened/roused  as  “Sons of God”  (1Thes.4v16-18)  then they have guaranteed 
everlasting life in physical bodies like that of JCg that cannot become corrupted  (= cannot die),  unlike the perfected fleshly DNA bodies  (originally 
given to  Adam/Eve)  that can ultimately die  (= become annihilated –  if there is no 2nd Ransom Sacrifice – Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Peter.2v18-22)  if 
refused access to The Tree of Life  (with the necessary enzyme precursors to keep the genome system support functioning  –  Gen.3v24). 
Thus,  Yahweh judges  only  “Christians”  during the 1st part of their physical life,  and Yahweh shall ask this question   

Have YOU personally made the grade to be a priest  (1Pet.2v9, Rev.1v6, etc.),  with the bonus of a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body?  
So,  we might ask of ourselves -  

Am I able to be resurrected  at JCg’s  1st 2nd C  and become supremely blessed in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)? 
So those people  (TCs)  of whom Yahweh deems as being  “deemed entirely worthy”  shall ] have  guaranteed  everlasting life  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  by -  
being the participants in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (that occurs at JCg’s 1st 2nd C). 

For what reason? 
So they become  “The Tools”  for Yahweh to use,  enabling Him to draw out  “The  (3rd)  Remnant  from out of  (the 3rd Epoch)  of Israel”  that returns to 
The Lord  (Isa.10v20-22,  because of Eze.33v1, 2Pet.3v9 Yahweh has provided The Mechanism of The Millennium)..  This is  “The Responsibility”   
(weight of Talents/Minas)  of which JCg personally asked of Paul at his  invitation/calling  (Acts.9/22/26v1-12)  as The Invitation  (about 34 CE)  and 
then about 7 years later after Paul was starting to prove himself  (41 CE)  this was written in code at 2Cor.12v1-3 where Paul is to become  “The 3rd 
Heaven/Authority”  (as  “The Ruling Spiritual Jerusalem”)  in The Millennium.   Therefore Paul then started His Missionary Journeys in about 46 CE 
(from Acts.13v1+ onwards to publicise The Invitation for This New Goal of which he then understood. 

This is what our  “Leaders of Christendom”  should be teaching  and yet they just vainly preach “Worthless Religion”! 
They are in for great reprimand (Luke.12v46-48)  if they are fortunate enough to be resurrected into The Millennium as most of JC’s parables and 
illustrations clearly tell us!   Please read my Most Accurate Amplified Translation and commentaries to the four gospels of almost 2,000,000 words that 
clearly explain exactly what JC was teaching us  (most of which is  never  explained today)! 
 
146th Instruction – TCs  implore/beseech  The Brethren (Christians)  to carefully guard the deposited treasure  (being the 
brain’s “synapse construction mapping”)  and keep building upon it  (from a  good and reliable  source). 
122nd Reasoning – This keeps the TCs secure from The World and binds them ever closer to Yahweh –  knowing the 
knocks and bumps during their affliction,  results in furthering Yahweh’s Desire within The World and for The Future. 
147th Instruction – TCs  implore/beseech  The Brethren (Christians)  to  {turn away}/avoid  heathenish/profane  {empty 
disclosures}/{fruitless discussions}  (being exactly the sort of thing that can be seen on television or heard on radio). 
148th Instruction – TCs  implore/beseech  The Brethren (Christians)  to  {turn away}/avoid  conflicting theories of  
“falsely named knowledge”  supposedly coming from  “worldly acclaimed”  sages and gurus of  (errant)  “Religion”. 
123rd Reasoning – All this is sourced by The World to  confuse – and thus,  is fulfilling “Satan’s desire” (see glossary). 
124th Reasoning – All this is sourced by The World to  waste time – and thus,  is fulfilling “Satan’s desire” (see glossary). 
125th Reasoning – People would much rather do this than  (1) learn  “The Absolute Truth”  from The Bible and  (2) to go 
out into The World,  experience  daily  hardship to keep  “pressing forward”  with  “The Gospel”  accurately publicised 
as “1st Century Christianity”  –  so that Yahweh might gain the next generation of TCs –  thereby enabling Yahweh to 
increment forth His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  to the next level  (being of The Millennium to yield The Late Adopters). 
55th Warning – There will be  (many)  people wasting their time in fruitless discussions and spin out many conflicting 
theories based upon false knowledge  (this often occurs, for example - with statistics carefully contrived and manipulated). 
Get away from such people –  do  not  partake in these ridiculous activities of self-vanity! 
39th Comment – These very  worldly Christian leaders practising such activity have made a pledge at baptism to imitate 
JC,  but yet they returned to The World having missed The Mark  (required by Yahweh)  concerning The Real Faith  (= 
accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  that must be personally displayed in their ministry work. 
40th Comment – Paul states,  grace/gifts/favours  also  peace/prosperity/rest  comes from Yahweh and is desirous this 
should occur in everything The Brethren might do as their particular changing circumstances might dictate. 
Allegory – repeat - gifts/favours/benefit = things that are to assist us in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to teach The [real] 
Gospel)  being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing 
persona,  extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs 
20th Good News – Gifts and favours will be given between the  TCs/brethren  sourced by Yahweh dispensed by JCg. 
1Tim.  6v20 og Oh (exclamation)  Timothy  the (thing [treasure])   {(something) put down alongside}/{deposit (sacred) trust}   
1Tim.  6v20 og (the) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep,   
1Tim.  6v20 og (the having) {been deflected}/{turned away/aside}/avoided   the [vain babblings]   
1Tim.  6v20 og (the) {step threshold}/{accessible (crossing a doorway of religious matters)}/heathenish/ 

/profane/despiser/scorner  [plural]  
1Tim.  6v20 og (the) {empty disclosures}/{vain addresses}/{fruitless discussions}/{abased babblings}   
1Tim.  6v20 og also  (the) {opposing  places/things/purposes/concepts}/{conflicting theories}   
1Tim.  6v20 og of the  {untruly named}/{falsely characterised}  (of the) knowledge/science/enlightenment; 
1Tim.  6v20 = Oh – Timothy,   the thing  (treasure)  {put down alongside}/{deposit trust}  {carefully guard}/preserve/keep,   

the having  {turned away}/avoided    (not  becoming like those people  [worldly Christians]  sown in the stones or weeds – Matt.13v20-22) 
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the  heathenish/profane    (against what Yahweh Desires – even though they might be saying the most wonderful Christian soundbites) 
the {empty disclosures}/{vain addresses}/{fruitless discussions}/{abased babblings}     (Christian soundbites of  vain/supposed  teaching) 
also  the  {opposing concepts}/{conflicting theories}    (that is why there are some 42,000 Christian schisms  [2015 CE]) 
of the  {falsely named}  knowledge,     (worldly Christianity through and through,  morphed away from  “1st Century Christianity”) 

 

Oh – Timothy,  the thing  (“Heavenly Treasure”  =  ideally a  perfected  “synapse construction mapping”  [hence trustworthy/virtuous]),   
having avoided the heathenish   (being  all  forms of “Religion”  encompassing  “worldly Christianity”  as the foremost schism,  detested by Yahweh)  
                 (by taking upon yourself  “The New Jesus”   [2Cor.11v4]  being that of  [new then]  but is now pandemic  “worldly Christianity” of today) 
                 (therefore,  avoid becoming a  “worldly Christian leader”  of Acts.20v29, 1John.2v18-29, hence 1John.4v1-3  [an “Antichrist”]) 
the  {empty disclosures}/{vain address}/{fruitless discussions}/{abased babblings}    (describes  “Religion”  perfectly!) 
also the  {opposing concepts}/{conflicting theories}   (describes  “worldly Christianity”  perfectly) 
of the falsely named knowledge   (being virtually  every  concept in  “worldly Christianity”   [that replaced  “1st Century Christianity”]). 
 

We can see Paul spiritually dotes over his  “adopted son”  in  “The Real Faith”  (of  “1st Century Christianity”)! 
Oh Timothy,  avoid profane  {vain babblings}/{fruitless discussion}  being the sort put out in the media  (cheap air fill time –  with plenty of 
“Christian”  candidates queuing up to give a public airing of personal vanity),  also  {conflicting theories}  creating mysteries of  {falsely 
named}  knowledge –  the worst being the Trinity myth  (that fits all the descriptors given here by Paul)! 

By precisely following Paul's Instruction and be understanding The Bible yielding Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  being  “The 
Real Gospel”  fully explained without mysteries,   enables us,  as possible future TCs,  to be  accurately  teaching God’s Word and thus cementing for 
ourselves a firm foundation.  We thus become a steward of 5 or 10  minas/weights of responsibility upon which to build in The Millennium as future  
“Sons of God”  with even more responsibility over 5 or 10 cities  (Luke.19v12-27). 
So Paul’s warning is    

Do not let worldly  methodology/discourse  shake you away the growing positive  “Heavenly Treasure”  and thus  you/we  are to personally 
turn away from  worldly  myths that cannot be substantiated from The Bible,  thus personally  test/audit  EVERYTHING   for righteousness! 

I have a library of  “Christian”  books and perhaps 98% of the content can be defined as  “worthless nonsense”.  I merely have these books to  “know 
the opposition”  so that I might be ready to combat the  “useless exegesis”  presented that has been based upon unsubstantiated assumptions,  having the 
“façade of  authenticity/respectability”  (to The Uneducated People of The Scriptures) –  but yet what is given as support,  is utterly disjointed and 
frivolous statements  taken out of context –  similar to people grabbing at anything to give a semblance of plausibility to an  “irrational argument”! 
The writers have absolutely  no  understanding of The Scriptures and merely repeat unsubstantiated myths of their peers and supposed  gurus/sages  of 
an earlier age who appear lost in their own musings!   Sadly,  they are  all  utterly deviant and  spiritually blind  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  having 
absolutely  no  concept of  “The 1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and his apostles and subsequently given on this website   
“FutureLife.Org”. 

I have  no  hidden agenda –  except to strenuously fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (to the very best of my capabilities)  for absolutely  no  wordily 
return  (except worldly religious abuse)! 

Hence Paul's final warning and exhortation - 
1Tim.  6v21 og whom/which/that  {some/any/certain persons} 
1Tim.  6v21 og (the) {announcing upon}/{engaging (to do something)}/{asserting (something respecting oneself)}/ 

/pledging/{(making) promise} [middle voice, plural]   
1Tim.  6v21 og concerning/about  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
1Tim.  6v21 og (they have) {missed the mark}/{deviated from truth}/swerved/erred.   
1Tim.  6v21 og The  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  {amid/together/with (meta)}  thee/thy/thou/you [singularly].   
1Tim.  6v21 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
1Tim.  6v21 = that  {some/any/certain persons}   (worldly Christians)   {announce upon}/pledge/{make promise}   

concerning/about  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  they have  {missed the mark}/{deviated from the truth}.     
The  gifts/favours/benefit  with  you   (Timothy,  a future TC).    
Amen. 

 

That some people   (of the new  “worldly Christianity”  1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.  starting to enter its ascendancy during the 1st Century CE) 
make promise   (to Yahweh they will imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   
concerning the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  that  only  “1st Century Christianity”  delivers to a  sane/reasoning  mind) 
they   (worldly Christian leaders claiming to represent Yahweh and JC)   
have missed the mark   (required by Yahweh to become a future  “Son of God”  [that is  only possible  by  “imitating JC’s ministry/deportment”]). 
The  gifts/favours/benefits   (being what  “The Word of God”  delivers to a  repentant/hearkening  mind,  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire) 
with you   (Timothy,  a future TC  [and possible  “Son of God”]). 
Amen.     (Yes!  People who heed Paul’s instruction  in its entirety,  shall be on  “The Short List”  for validation of becoming a future  “Son of God”).  
 

Again –  “The Warning”.   
There are those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (having the  one/same  mindset to  rule/control  people for its worldly return)  who are creating 
their own schisms of   “worldly Christianity”,  by publicly pledging themselves to  “The Faith”  but have  “missed the mark”  (1John.2v18-19, etc.)  
required of them as deemed by Yahweh.  These people are obviously intelligent and reasoning individuals,  as we are told in the previous verse and thus,  
must refer to Christian  leaders/theologians  –   who in this instance are  worldly –  because  they  have  “missed the mark”. 

We must understand  The Driver  behind these people  (Matt.7v16-20 –  noting the important context either side of this citation).   
Are they trying to understand and fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  or only the desires of their peers  (for some immediate worldly return)? 
Have they thoroughly tested  “The Word of God”  to precisely understand it –  or only repeat nonsense exegesis  without thought? 

I urge the reader to start with a clean sheet of paper and then thoroughly read The Bible –  to carefully reason upon it with a righteous mind  (by 
considering what is righteous for every individual on this planet for the last some 6000 years)  then you will be thinking like Yahweh! 
Finally,  Paul ends as he usually does    

Asks for Yahweh to use His capability to give  gifts/favour/benefit  upon Timothy through JCg’s presence/parousia  (as  “The Word of God”)  
within Timothy,  so Timothy might fully operate in Yahweh's HS  (noting its composite definition as given on  “FutureLife.Org”). 
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 


